
MET SECOND. 

ETYMOLOGY. 

Roots of Words. 

§67. Etymoi.ogy treats of the various kinds of words, 

their formation and inflections. Three successive stages are 

here to be distinguished. The first is the root or radical 

portion of words. This embraces those fundamental sounds, 

in which the essential idea originally inheres. Roots do 

not enter, in their nude or primitive form, into the current 

use of language, but they constitute the basis upon which all 

actually occurring words, with the exception of the inorganic 

interjections, are constructed. The second stage is the word 

itself in its simple uninflected state; this is formed, if a prim¬ 

itive, directly from the root, if a derivative, from a pre-existing 

primitive, by certain changes or additions, which serve to con¬ 

vert the radical idea into the precise conception intended, 

which is as yet, however, expressed absolutely. The thiid 

and only remaining stage is the word as it appears in the ac¬ 

tual utterances of speech, so modified by inflections as to 

suggest the definite qualifications of the idea, such as the 

tense of verbs, the gender and number of nouns, and the de¬ 

gree of adjectives, or its relations whether of agreement or 

subordination, such as the persons and modes of verbs and 

the cases of nouns. 
§ 68. There are in Hebrew, as in most languages, two 

classes of roots, which may be denominated respectively pro- 
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nominal and verbal. Pronominal roots form the basis of such 

words as express the relations of things to the speaker or to 

0ne another, viz., pronouns and certain prepositions, adverbs, 

£nd other particles. Prom verbal roots, which are by far 

the more numerous, spring words expressive of ideas, viz., 

terbs, nouns, and such particles as are derived from them. 

Verbal roots consist exclusively of consonants, and are almost 

invariably triliteral. The introduction of a vowel or vowels, 

even for the sake of pronouncing them, destroys their abstract 

radical character, and converts them into specific words of 

this or that description. Nevertheless, for reasons of conve¬ 

nience, the letters of the root are usually pronounced by the 

aid of the vowels belonging to them in the simplest form of 

the corresponding verb, which is mostly the third person sin¬ 

gular of the preterite, e. g. , SjStt. This must not be 

suffered, however, to lead to the confusion of identifying 

that particular verbal form with the proper radical, nor of 

supposing the verb to be the radical part of speech from 

which nouns in all cases are derived: verbs and nouns are 

rather to be regarded as co-ordinate branches springing from 

a common root. 

m 

a. The few quadriliterals and quinqueliterals which occur are mostly 

formed from pre-existing triliterals by the addition of a weak letter, or a 

letter similar to one of the original radicals, e. g. eo^S to lay waste comp. 

tt©3; CirbT to burn comp. Cl?!; a branch comp. ; Cvfes-ita 

thoughts comp, D-’ESiiJ; a sceptre comp. EEr; tranquil 

comp, to spread' comp. : or by blending two different 

roots, e. g. lcscn to be fresh composed of EEn and ; * :• e a certain 

one — ip>s> ; y'lnex a frog from “EE to leap (in Arabic) a 

marsh. Some, which are not thus reducible, may perhaps be of foreign 
origin. 

b. Many of the triliteral roots appear to be based upon pre-existing 

biliterals. Thus, the cognates “id, Ma, da, fits, Vna. m, have in com- 

wion the two letters !3 with the associated idea of cutting, §50.3. The 

frequent examples of this description, together with the fact of the exist¬ 

ence of a few biliterals, e. g. EX father, nx brother, EX mother, have 

suggested the thought that the ultimate roots may in all cases have been 

biliterals, and that the triliterals were a secondary formation. Various in¬ 

genious but unsuccessful attempts have been made to demonstrate this 
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position by an actual analysis, and to effect the reduction of all roots to 

two primitive letters. Still more extravagant and fanciful is the endea¬ 

vour, which has actually been made, to explain the origin of roots from the 

individual letters of which they are composed, and to deduce their mean¬ 

ings from the names, the shapes, or other peculiarities of those letters. 

The existence of roots and the meanings attached to them must be ac¬ 

cepted as ultimate facts. Some have arisen, no doubt, from the imitation 

of sounds in nature; but in most cases no satisfactory reason can be given 

why a given combination of sounds has that particular sense, which is in 

fact connected with it. 

§69. The formation of words and their inflection are ac¬ 

complished partly by internal changes and partly by external 

additions. The internal changes are the insertion of vowels 

and the reduplication of consonants in various significant 

ways, e. g. bbj?, bbp, biap, bap . The external additions are 

significant syllables welded to the root or to the word, either 

at the beginning or the end, e.g. bap, nbbp, bbjr>, ^bbpm. 

a. The triliteral and exclusively consonantal character of Semitic 

roots is their most remarkable peculiarity in distinction from those of the 

Indo-European languages which are as prevailingly monosyllabic, the 

vowel being an essential constituent, while the number of consonants is 

variable. The fact of the vowel being an integral part of the root in 

these languages interferes wilh their employment of internal changes for 

purposes of derivation and inflection, and confines them almost entirely to 

external additions, e. g. voco, vocabam, vocatio, vocabulum, vocito, etc. 

The composition of words of which such large use is made in the Indo- 

European tongues, e. g. ad-voco, in-voco, etc., is almost unknown in He¬ 

brew except in the formation of proper names. 

b. Different languages differ greatly in their flexibility, that is to say, 

in the variety of words which may spring from a common root, and the 

number of forms which the same word may assume to express the various 

relations into which it enters. Relations, which in some languages are 

expressed by flection, as the cases of nouns, tenses of verbs, concord 

of adjectives, are in others indicated by additional words, as prepo¬ 

sitions, auxiliary verbs, etc., or suggested by the order of words in the 

sentence. 
c. Formative syllables, added either at the beginning or the end ot 

words for. the sake of inflection, are, in the ordinary consciousness of those 

who use the language, completely amalgamated with them, so that their 

separate origin and signification is never thought of. They are thus to 
be distinguished from those words which, by reason of their dependent 

character, are attached to others as prefixes or suffixes, but yet preserve 
their separate identity as prefixed conjunctions and prepositions and suf¬ 
fixed pronouns. 
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j| § 70. The parts of speech in Hebrew are either declina¬ 

ble as pronouns, verbs, and nouns (including adjectives); or 

indeclinable, as the article, adverbs, prepositions, conjunc¬ 

tions, and interjections. As most if not all of the syllables 

; employed in the formation and inflection of verbs and nouns 

5|;are of pronominal origin, it will be necessary to consider the 
pronouns first. 

a. The classification usual with the Jewish grammarians is into verb* 

§j(o'fih'B actions), nouns (triad names), and particles (o*^a words). 

Pronouns. 

PERSONAL PRONOUNS. 

§ 71. The Hebrew pronouns are personal, demonstrative, 

relative, and interrogative or indefinite. The personal pro¬ 

nouns are the following, viz.: 

SINGULAR. PLURAL. 

I 
IT ^ 

We *i 

Thou m. rhx 
T - 

Ye m. 
Thou /. pa, Ye/. 

He They m. on, man 
She They/. ID, 

my - ' • # ... 
There are, it will be perceived, distinct forms for singular 

and plural in the three persons, and for masculine and fem- 

| mine in the second and third. There is no form for the 

•; Reuter, as that gender is not recognized in Hebrew. 
. 

o- (1) The alternate forms of the first person singular “r'lN (in pause 

with the accent on the penult except Job 33: 9), and *>3it (in pause 

are used interchangeably and with perhaps equal frequency. It has 
been observed, however, that while the former is the more common in 

tlte Pentateuch, it never occurs in the books of Chronicles, and but once 

*n Ezekiel, viz., 36: 28, a passage borrowed from the Pentateuch. The 

8Ual plural of this person is s:n;s<:; wrj: occurs but six times, viz., Gen. 
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42: 11, Ex. 16 : 7. 8, Num. 32 : 32. 2 Sam. 17 : 12, Lam. 3 : 42 ; though 
common in later Hebrew, occurs but once in the Old Testament, viz., Jer. 

42 : 6 K’thibh, where the K’ri substitutes the usual form. 
(2) The second person masc. sing, nFix (in pause occasionally fins Ps. 

2 : 7. 25 : 27, 40 :18, 70 : 6. but mostly nnx) is in five instances written Pis 

without the final He, which is however restored in the K’ri, viz., 1 Sam. 

24 ; 19, Ps. 6 : 4, Job 1 : 10, Eccies. 7 : 22, Neh. 9 : 6. and in three instances 

Fix without the final vowel Num. 11 : 15, Deut. 5 : 24, Ezek. 28 : 14. The 

feminine PX is occasionally written "’Fix Judg. 17:2, 1 Kin. 14:2,2 Kin. 

4 : 16. 23, 8 : 1, Jer. 4: 30, Ezek. 36:13; the K’ri invariably retrenches the 

superfluous i,"though it is probable that the original pronunciation proper 

to this orthography was ’’HX. The feminine plural "P<X occurs only Ezek. 

34:31, where a few manuscripts read *jFX ; the alternate form <"LFX oc¬ 

curs Gen. 31: 6. Ezek. 13: 11, 34: 17 ; in' Ezek. 13 : 20 most editions have 

F2PX . 
(3) The third person fem. sing, ion occurs but eleven times in the 

books of Moses, viz.. Gen. 14: 2, 20:5, 38:25, Lev. 2: 15 (in some editions), 

11: 39, 13: 10. 21. 16: 31, 21 : 9, Num. 5: 13, 14. In its stead is found SOP 

a combination of the letters of the masculine with the vowel of the fem¬ 

inine. The explanation of this is that xin hu was at that early period of 

common gender and used indifferently for both masculine and feminine. 

As this primitive usage subsequently became obsolete, the word, when 

used for the feminine, was read ton hi according to the uniform practice 

of the later books, and the punctuators have suggested this by giving it 

the corresponding vowel, § 17. According to Kimchi *n Ruth 1:13 and 

PSn 2 Sam. 4 : 6, Jer. 50:5, stand for the masculine plural; this assump¬ 

tion is unnecessary, however, as in the first passage the feminine may 

have the sense of the neuter “ these things” and in the last two it is an 

adverb of place, meaning here. 

h. (1) The pronoun -obx unites the palatal found in the nominative 

singular of the first person in Indo-European languages, Gr. eyw, Lat. ego. 

Goth, ik, with the nasal of its other parts Gr. fie, vm, Lat. me, nos, Goth. 

mile. The same combination is found in the Coptic and the Phoenician. 

The Arabic and Syriac have retained only the abbreviated form m the 

singular and the prolonged form in the plural. The second person PP5? 

is based upon the lingual n as the Doric tv, Lat. tu, Ger. du, Eng. thou, 

and the third person Mi"! upon the guttural n as the Zend ho, Gr. 6, 

Lat. hie. Eng. he. 
(2) Words in such constant and familiar use as the pronouns are sub¬ 

ject to more or less irregularity in all languages. The original plural 

termination, as will be shown more fully hereafter in the case of verbs 

and nouns, is . In the first person “ is omitted to prevent the concur¬ 

rence of nasals in the same syllable, n!X . ; the plural ol the prolonged 

form seems to be best explained by supposing it to have been originally 

■12::x , which was in the singular softened to “-3JJ by §57. 1, and in the 
plural by a transposition and weakening of the palatal to a guttural (comp. 

Gr. iyd), Sans, ah am), became ton'jX or by §53.2, . The plurals of 
the second and third persons were originally CFFX, cw, which are still 
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preserved in the Arabic, and have left their traces in the inflections of 

verbs, e. ‘13"!inbap . The vowel u. however, which in the plu¬ 

rals of masculine nouns has been converted into l, has in the pronouns 

undergone a still further modification into the diphthongal e t.f} or e ctnx . 

The distinction of gender is indicated in the plural not „by affixing the 

. characteristic termination of that gender as in nouns, hut by a change of 

- the final nasal. An unaccented n t is often added by §61. 6. to relieve the 

y harshness of the consonantal ending. 
c. In the technical language of the Jewish grammarians pronouns are 

called CP^33 cognomina; the first person is the speaker, the second 

xsa? present, the third hidden or absent. 
(fe:■ 'T * * 
\h •' ~ !> .. . 

§72. When the pronouns are used in their separate form 

as distinct words they have the forms already given. When, 

I however, they stand in a relation of dependence to verbs, 

I nouns, and particles, they are appended to them in the follow¬ 

ing abbreviated forms, called the pronominal suffixes : 

3. 

SINGULAR. plural. 

Com. 

Masc. 
Fem. 

*1 
* 

CD 
19 

Masc. *in a tin 
Fem. n n 

T 1 10 

In the first person singular n. is attached to nouns, and 

| A? to verbs. In the second person the palatal 3 is substituted 

for the lingual d of the separate pronoun. For a similar 

v change in the first person see § 85. a. (i). The modifications 

in the forms of the suffixes, occasioned by the endings of the 

words to which they are attached, will be considered here¬ 

after, §§101,220. The third plural forms on, fn are used 

with plural nouns ; Q, 1 with verbs and singular nouns. 

The suffixes of the second and third persons plural fiD, 

19} fin, *n are called grave, the rest are light. The former 

being mixed syllables, always receive the accent, § 33. 3, and 

tend more strongly to shorten the words to which they are 

attached than the latter. 
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Demonstrative Pronouns. 

§ 78. 1. The ordinary demonstrative is— 

Maso. Fern. Common. 

Singular, tit mt this Plural, these. 

The poetic form tt is sometimes a demonstrative, Ps. 

12:8, Hab. 1:11, but more frequently a relative (like the 

English that), in which case it is used without change for 

both genders and numbers. The feminine is occasionally 

written without the final n and with a different vowel letter 

nt or it. The plural, coming from a different root, is suffi¬ 

ciently distinguished without the usual termination; >£* occurs 

eight times in the books of Moses and once in 1 Chron. 20:8; 

in all other places the consonantal termination is softened by 

an appended n v. 
2. The singular of this pronoun is in a few instances 

compounded with b either without any change of meaning, or, 

as Ewald and Nordheimer follow Jarchi in supposing, in the 

sense of the remote demonstrative that. Thus (with the 

article n prefixed)— 
Masc. Fern. Ccm. 

Sing, this or that 

a. The first form occurs twice in Genesis (24 :65, 37:19), the third six 

times in the post-Mosaic books as a masculine (Judg. 6:20, 1 Sam. 14 :1, 

17:26, 2 Kin. 23:17, Dan. 8:16, Zech. 2:8). and once as a feminine 

(2 Kin. 4:25), the second once in Ezekiel (36 : 35). 

3. The personal pronoun of the third person is used 

for the remote demonstrative that. 

Relative Pronoun. 

§ 74. The relative who, which is "TC&5, which may be em¬ 

ployed as a separate word, or may be shortened to a prefix V 
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with Daghesh-forte compensative in the following letter, 

unless it be a guttural and consequently incapable of receiv¬ 

ing it, § 23. 1. In a few instances the prefix V takes the 

: • vowel (_) followed by Daghesh-forte, Judg. 5 : 7, Cant. 1: 7, 

j| Job 19:29; once it has (J before Judg. 6 :17; and twice 

(J Eccl. 2 : 22 (in some copies), 3:18. The relative suffers 

| no change for gender or number either in its separate or its 

K prefixed state. Its objective relation to verbs and particles 

If and its possessive relation to nouns are expressed without 

changing the relative itself, or removing it from its position 

at the beginning of its clause by appending the appropriate 

fcpronominal suffix to the governing word, e. g. Tib© who 

mfhe sent him, i. e. whom he sent, WT which its seed, i. e. 

whose seed. It may also receive an adverbial sense from 

being followed, by the pronominal adverb 0© there, e. g. 

D© — where, rmw—whither, D©© — *\m whence. 
... , 

a. The prefix © occurs to the exclusion of the full form of the relative 

in the Song of Solomon, and with great frequency in another production 

of Solomon’s, Ecclesiastes. There are besides occasional examples of it in 

||| other books, e. g. Judg. 5: 7, 6:17, 7 : 12, 8 : 26, 2 Kin. 6:11, 1 Chron. 5:20, 

•fob 19:29, Ps. 122—124, 129, 133-137, 144, Lam. 2 : 15, 16. The word 

; cataa Gen. 6:3 is in several ancient versions and in the common English 
p|^p':,.fo:rvy; ' : O' 

» translation rendered as though it were made up of the preposition 2 , the 

relative © and the particle OS for that also/ but the most recent inter- 

, Pieters derive it from the verb SS© to err, and translate in their erring, 

o. or ttJ is also used for the conjunction that. Comp. Lat. quod. 

Interrogative and Indefinite Pronouns. 

§75. 1. The pronouns T who? or ivhoever relating to 

persons, and ri© what? or whatever relating to things, are 

I employed both as interrogatives and in an indefinite sense. 

t They experience no change for gender or number. 

: The vowel of «ra is regulated by the initial sounds of 

Ete succeeding word. Before a letter capable of receiving 

Daghesh-forte it is pointed n© and the following letter is 

|| doubled, e. g. Ttrn© Ex. 3:13. Before the stronger gut- 
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turals n and n it also commonly receives (_), e. g. SWrm 

Ps. 39 : 5, no Gen. 31 : 36. Before the weaker gut¬ 

turals 8, 9 and n, it commonly takes (T), e. g. Zech. 

1: 9, ifaa? ™ 2 Kin. 8 :13, Orpan na Judg. 9 :48. Before 
n n and 3? with Kamets, and occasionally before other let¬ 

ters it takes (...), § 63.1. «, e. g. * rrn-n* Ex. 32:1, W?™* 

Gen. 20:9, ib., bip rra 1 Sam. 4:14, 

2 Kin. 1:7. In a few instances the final vowel letter is 

omitted and the interrogative is joined with the following 

word, e. g. rrra Ex. 4 : 2, aibtt Isa. 3 :15, mbtfo Mai. 1:13, 

Dfra Ezek. 8 : 6 K’thibh. 
2. Another interrogative is formed by prefixing the par¬ 

ticle ->8 to the pronoun nt, mi, thus nj '8 which ? or what? 

1 Kin. 13 :12,Eccles. 11:6, mi) ^ for what? why? Jer. 5 :7. 
3 The words ^ibba ^'bs which are always used in com¬ 

bination, or contracted into one ‘'tebs , are in usage equivalent 

to an indefinite or indeterminate pronoun, Eng. a certain one,, 

Lat, quidam, Gr. 6 Selva-, they are, however, derived not from 

pronominal but verbal roots. 

Verbs. 

THEIR SPECIES. 

§76. 1. Hebrew verbs have seven different forms which 

have been denominated species or conjugations build- 

inos). These represent as many modifications of the verbal 

idea, and are as follows, viz.: 

1. Kal Simple active. 

2. b?S3 Niphal ££ passive. 

3. bim Piel Intensive active. 

4. bys Pual “ passive. 

5. b^ysn Iliphil Causative active. 

6. b?sn 
” ; T 

Hophal ££ passive. 

7. b?sm Ilithpael Reflexive. 
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a. The term conjugations was introduced by Reuchlin, and is very gen¬ 

erally employed in Hebrew grammars and in those of the cognate lan¬ 

guages. It must be borne in mind, however, that Hebrew conjugations 

are totally unlike the conjugations of Latin and Greek. The latter denote 

the various modes of inflection adopted by different roots. The former are 

modifications of the same root, which differ in meaning while their inflec¬ 

tions are substantially alike. They correspond rather with voices or with 

derivative verbs, such as frequentatives and causatives, although they not 

infrequently require to be translated by words radically distinct. The 

' term species proposed by Schultens, though less commonly adopted, is 

more descriptive. 

2. Kal means light, and denotes that species in which no 

other than the three radical letters appear, and these only in 

| their single power. The other species are called heavy 

(ffri??), because burdened by the reduplication of the radi¬ 

cals or the addition of other letters. Their names are de¬ 

rived from ^2 to do, which was the model for inflection, the 

form assumed by this verb in each species serving as its 

designation. Unusual verbal forms are in like manner de¬ 

noted by the corresponding forms imposed upon its radicals. 

3. Other technical expressions, such as the names of the 

various classes of verbs, are also to be traced to this source. 
iijk ■ 

A verb whose first radical is a guttural, a Nun, or a Yodh, is 

called a Pe Guttural, Pe Nun (12), or Pe Yodh (^s) verb, 
If1 

Pe as the initial of bys becoming the technical designation 

of a first radical generally. So a verb whose second radical 

is Vav is called an Ayin Vav (by); one whose third radical 

| is He, a Lamedh He (rib); one whose second and third rad¬ 

icals are alike an Ayin Doubled (yy), etc. 
§77. The general idea of the several species already 

stated is liable to certain modifications in the variety of cases 

to which it is applied. 

1. The Niphal is commonly the passive of Kal or of the 

simple idea of the verb, 233 to steal, Ni. to he stolen; -!r<3 to 

write, Ni. to he ivritten. 

2. Sometimes, like the Greek middle voice which coin¬ 
cides with the passive in certain of its forms, it has a reflex- 
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ive signification, fat* to lade, Ni. to hide one’s self; to 

keep, Ni. to keep one's self, (poXurreaBac; ETO Ni. to repent, 

lit. to grieve one’s self, jj.ejajiiXea6ai-, or expresses reciprocal 

action, p?? to counsel, Ni. to take counsel together; Elnb Ni. to 

fight, fjiaxeo-OaL, lit. to devour one another. In some verbs it 

has both a passive and a reflexive sense, lEtt Ni. to he sold 

and to sell one’s self; nsi Ni. to he seen and to let one’s self 

he seen, to appear. 

3. Sometimes when the Ival is intransitive and does not 

admit of a proper passive, the Niphal is either identical with 

it in signification, Eij? K. and Ni. to approach, or retains a 

shade of its original force by representing the state or condi¬ 

tion not absolutely as in Kal, but as something effected and 

involving a change from another previous condition, to 

he full, Ni. to he filled, rnn to he, Ni. to become. 

§ 78". 1. The Piel gives new intensity to the simple idea 

of the verb, by which its meaning is variously modified ac¬ 

cording to the nature of the case, to he few. Pi. to be 

very few; to follow. Pi. to follow- ardently, to pursue; 

ins to fear. Pi. to fear constantly, to be timid; bsk© to ask, 

Pi. to ask repeatedly and earnestly, to beg; 1° create, 

as God, Pi. to form with pains and labour, as man; Elns to 

write, Pi. to write much with the implication that it is to little 

purpose, to scribble; lEj? to bury. Pi. to bury great numbers. 

2. The energy resident in this species displays itself by 

signifying the producing or causing of that which is denoted 

by the simple idea of the verb, thus quickening intransitive 

verbs into transitives, and making such as were transitive 

before to be doubly so. In this, which is the more frequent 

case, it becomes virtually equivalent to a causative, 12$ to 

perish, Pi. to make to perish, to destroy ; lEb to learn, Pi. to 

teach, i. e. cause to learn. Both these senses are occasionally 

found united in the same verb, El]? Pi. to be very near and to 

bring near; fin© Pi. to be verg corrupt and to corrupt or de- 
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3. Pual is the passive of Piel, and therefore can only exist 

when the sense of the latter is such that a passive is possible. 

§ 79. 1. The Hiphil denotes the causing or producing of 

idfhat which is signified by the simple form of the verb, and, 

as in the corresponding case of Piel, intransitive verbs become 

transitive, and such as admitted of one object before are now 

capable of receiving two: TP to descend, Hi. to cause to de¬ 

scend, bring down; aia to come, Hi. to bring; fian to see, Hi. 

to show. 

2. In some verbs Hiphil has an intransitive sense, but 

in most of these cases there is either an ellipsis of the object 

or the idea of production and causation can still be obscurely 

traced, Hi. to be attentive, prop, to make {ones ear) at¬ 

tend; pin 19 Hi. to be sweet, prop, to cause sweetness; Hi. 

to be ivise, prop, to act wisely, exhibit wisdom; faia Hi. to be 

brave, prop, to act bravely; IpJ Hi. to grow old, prop, to acquire 

age. In a few instances both senses are found united in the 

' same verb, TS Hi. to cause to bud and to put forth buds; 

ffp2$ Hi. to prolong and to be long; nfe Hi. to enrich and to 

groio rich; ‘J’bis Hi. to make fat and to become fat (comp. 

Eng. fatten). 

capa 

3. Hophal is the passive of Hiphil. 

a. When Kal has both a transitive and an intransitive sense, Hiphil, 

as the causative of the latter, becomes substantially identical with the 

former, rshj K. to extend or to bend, trans. and intrans., Hi. id. trans. In 

i Job 23 : ipPs. 125:5. Isa. 30:11, where the Hiphil of this verb appears to 

be used intransitively in the sense of turning aside, there is an ellipsis ol 

its proper object, to bend (the steps). 
fff’i - 

§ 80. 1. The Hithpael is reflexive or reciprocal of the 

idea of the verb, mostly as this is expressed in the Piel spe¬ 

cies (from which it is formed, § 82. 5), the particular shade 

of meaning being modified according to the circumstances 

of the case. (1) It indicates that the subject is likewise the 

direct object of the action, “2712 Pi. to deliver, Iiith. to escape, 

deliver one’s self; pt>? Pi. to justify, Hith. to justify one’s self; 
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Pi. to seek, Hith. to disguise ones self, prop, to let ones 

self be soughtfor; njbin Pi. to make sick, Hith. to make ones 

self sick whether in reality or in the esteem of others, i. e. to 

feign sickness; Din Hith. to shoiv ones self wise whether in 

reality or in his own conceit. (2) Or that he is the indirect 

object of the action, which is for his benefit, or relates en¬ 

tirely to him, nns Pi. to open, Hith. to open for ones self; 

bn: Hith. to inherit {for ones self); Pi. to make gracious, 

Hith. to implore favour, prop, to make to be gracious to ones 

self (3) Or that the action is mutual between two or more 

parties, "Vdp Pi. to bind, Hith. to conspire, prop, to band to¬ 

gether ; n&n to see, Hith. to look upon one another. 

2. This species is sometimes a mere passive like the 

Niphal n5© to forget, Hith. to be forgotten; Pi. to atone, 

Hith. to be atoned; IP? Pi. to prepare, Hith. to be prepared. 

In a few instances the reflexive and the passive senses are 

found in the same verb, "Oft Hith. to sell ones self and to be 

sold. 

a. (1) The affinity between the Pi el and Hiphil species is such as in 

very many verbs to render it unnecessary to retain them both, knd one or 

the other has been allowed to fall into disuse. Where both exist, they 

are often nearly or quite synonymous, and are used indiscriminately, d~j? 

Pi. and Hi. to sanctify, or differ only in the frequency of their employment, 

nb'ff Pi. and Hi. (rare) to send, rid Pi. (rare) and Hi. to cause to hear. 

In other cases they are distinguished by adhering to those significations 

of the species in which they depart palpably from one another, nnr Pi. 

(intens.) to grow luxuriantly, Hi. (caus.) to make to grow, -30 Pi. (caus.) 

to make foolish. Hi. (intrans.) to act foolishly ; or by developing them from 

different significations of the root, bds Pi. to cook (food), Hi. to ripen 

(fruit) ; "bn Pi. to bless (prop, to kneel in worship), Hi. to cause to kneel 

(as a physical act), Pi. to break the bones (cj£r), Hi. to render 

strong; or by restricting them to special applications, It?]? Pi. to burn in¬ 

cense (to idols), Hi. to burn incense (to God); rbn Hi. to change, Pi- to 

change (the clothes); lids Hi. to strip, Pi. to strip (the slain in battle). 

(2) It is still less common to find both Niphal and Hithpael in the same 
verb. Where this does occur they are sometimes used interchangeably, 

at others a distinction is created or adhered to, TjSd Ni. and Hith. to be 

poured out; “Q'n Ni. and Hith. to talk with one another; Ni. to be 
blessed, Hith. to bless one's self; dbn Ni. to be ploughed, Hith. to keep (one's 

self) quiet; “idjn Ni. to be bound., Hith. to conspire. 
(3) When in particular verbs two species have substantially the same 
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sense, it sometimes happens that parts only of each are in use. one supple¬ 

menting the deficiencies of the other, or that one of the active species, 

losing its proper passive, is supplied by another whose corresponding 

active is wanting. Thus bb^ to be able has a Kal preterite and infinitive; 

but its future is Hophal (strictly, to be made able, but in usage the equiva¬ 

lent of Kal) ; C]&3 to be pale, tzi-33 to draw near, “W to be poured out, have 

their futures in the Kal but their preterites in the Niphal; r)6^ to add has 

both a Kal and a Hiphil preterite, which are synonymous, but only a 

jjiphil future. Again, in b^a to separate and nhizj to destroy, the Kal has 

yielded to the Hiphil (strictly, to cause separation, destruction), but the 

piphal is retained as its passive ; yrn to bathe and 1° sprinkle, have 

in the active the Kal form and in the passive the Pual. 

(4) All verbs are found in one or more of these species or conjugations, 

ut very few in the whole of them. Of the 1,332 triliteral verbs in the 

ebrew Bible, 530 appear in some one species only. 360 in two species, 

235 in three, 118 in four, 70 in five, 12 in six, and but 7 in the entire num¬ 

ber, viz.: spa to cleave asunder, ftba to uncover, n?n to be sick, s8i to 
* j * - T 4 * T r f ' T T " V 

now, “tb^ to bring forth, to visit, on to be high. The number of 

ecies in which a given verb appears, is sometimes limited by the ne- 

ssity of the case, as when its meaning will not admit of the modifica- 

..ons denoted by all the species; or by usage, as when certain species are 

dropped as unnecessary, the ideas which they would convey being ex¬ 

pressed. in another manner; or by the circumstance that in the small vol¬ 

ume of the Old Testament, examples may not occur of all the species 

which actually were in use. 

b. Instances occur in which the active species, and less frequently the 

ssives, derive their meanings not directly from the root, but from some 

>un which has sprung from it. These are called Denominatives. Thus, 

‘'2 K. to break the neck (cyis); K, to tithe {f'Cf ten)-, *,3b to make 

icks (ftinb); ssbs Ni. to be possessed of understanding, or. according to 

th ers, to be devoid of understanding (oab heart)-, "jftO Pi. to act as priest 

tp3); j2p Pi. to build a nest (*p); 53^ Pu. part, square (sa^x four); 

Pu. almond-shaped, (Tjbc); J'bfto Pu. dyed, scarlet (J'blPi); V'blSrt Hi. 

to snow (abib): •ptstft Hi. to give ear (pis); nbft Hi. to snare {ns); nbun 

Ho. to be salted (nba); nrrrft Hith. to make one's self a Jew (-ftttrft); 

Hi th. to supply one's self with provision (T'S). A verbal form may 

ccasionaily arise even from an adverb, ft&bft? Ni. part, removed far away 
or an interjection, Oft;] Hi. and he stilled (Oft hush!). 

Perfect Verbs. 

§ 81. There is one normal standard for the formation of 

these several species and their further inflection, to which all 

erbs conform unless prevented by the character of their 

adieals. There are no anomalous or irregular deviations 
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from this standard, sncli as are found in other languages, for 

which no explanation can he given hut the fact of their oc¬ 

currence. Whatever deviations do occui lesult fiom the 

presence of letters in the root which do not admit of certain 

combinations and forms, and compel the adop tion of o the is 

in their stead. Verbs are hence distinguished into perfect 

and imperfect. They are styled perfect when then ladical 

letters are capable of entering into all those combinations 

and exhibiting all those forms which conformity with the 

standard requires. They are imperfect when the root con¬ 

tains a weak letter, §7. 2, or is otherwise so constituted as 

to lead to a departure from the standard inflections. 

§82. 1. In perfect verbs the Kal is , formed by giving 

Pattahh, or more rarely one of its compounds, Tsere or 

Hholem, to the second radical as its essential or characteristic 

vowel, and to the first radical a pretonic Kamets, § 04. 2, 

thus: bbfc, *133, fdp. 

a. The number of verbs, perfect and imperfect, whose second radical 

has Tsere or Hholem, or as they are technically called middle e and mid¬ 

dle 0, is quite inconsiderable. They are mostly of an intransitive sig¬ 

nification. 
(1) The following have Tsere, viz.: 

“pt to be old. nss (Isa. 24:20 lip) to be rra to die. 

pan to delight. heavy. bis to fade. 

sin to hew. niss to be right. iti'-S to thirst. .. T 
•• T 

nni: to be clean. uib and tipb to put on. bap (Isa. 33:9 bap) to 

schi3 to be unclean. kbp trans. or intrans. (Esth. wither. 

XO'h"' to be dry. 7:5 iba trans.) to 
T T J 

to hate. 
*• T 

to fear. fll or be full. bap to be brought low. 

(2) The following have Tsere in pause, § 65. 3. a, or as a pretonic vowe , 

§ 64. 2, before a suffix, but Pattahh in other cases. Such as only occui M 

pause or with suffixes are printed with Tsere. 

anH to love. 
- 

ctit to be guilty. 

pip to swell. 

“155 to prevail. 

b"ia to be or become 
— T 

great. 

pip to cleave to. 

pEp to grow fat. 

yin to cease. 
- T 

pin to be leavened. 

pj3n to be profaned. 

“,bn to lack. 
** T 
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«,gn to blush (distin- DSS to be strong. ’'pp 

guished from "iSn n^ to come 'upon, to rrsa^ to rejoice, 

to dig). prosper. Tis'i to forget. 

qyn to be weary. lo be holy. to dwell. 

to possess. npp to come near. ctsp to be desolate. 

C53 to be pleasant. S3n to be hungry. to hear. 

Several others are marked with Tsere in the lexicon ol Gesenius, in 

[ch that vowel does not occur. 

(f ) The following have Hholem : 

•§Hk to shine. ho1? to be able. -h (Ps. IS : 15 -p ) lo 

iia to be ashamed. ttJp? to snare. shoot. 

fjJ. to be good. Vn (see §86. a) lo flow, bits (Gen. 43:14 

;*$•> to dread. 
t 

•jbp to be small. to be bereaved. 

2. The Niplial is formed by prefixing 5 to the letters of 

5 root; thus, , which by § 61.1. becomes . 
3. The Piel and Pual are formed by doubling the second 

lieal and attaching the appropriate vowels; thus, ^p, 

?. 
4. The Hiphil and Hophal are formed by prefixing n 

th the proper vowels; thus, . 
5. The Hithpael is formed by prefixing inn to the con¬ 

tract infinitive of the Piel; thus, viopnn . If the first radi- 

be one of the sibilants 0, or to, the.n of the prefixed 

table will be transposed with it, b?r©n, sperron, . 

If the first radical be 2, the fi will be transposed, and in 

dition changed to , e. g. prosn . If the first radical be 

e of the linguals n, £> or n, the n will be assimilated or 

united to if by Daghesh-forte, psnn, nngn, nann. 

a. In one instance nrpi'Cr.n Jer. 49:3 n remains before 0 without 

transposition, which would bring three linguals in close connection, and 

once it is assimilated to ti, Eeci. 7: 16 coi©?, elsewhere CBiPtb?; n is 

likewise assimilated to the sibilant r in the only Hithpael form in which 

that letter is the initial of the root taW? Isa. 1:16. In one instance 

O'p-ptr-c Judg. 19:22 n remains without assimilation before T. The n 

ay either be assimilated or not to the initial 3 of two verbs Xp!, x'»:, 

nd the initial 2 of two “3. . It is assimilated to the 3 of C23 . which 

curs hut twice in the Hithpael, to the 3 ol' y'X3, which only occurs once, 

ind in one instance to *v viz. Isa. 33:10 but Ctffhm Dan. 11:36. 
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The seven species rosy, ngreenbly to tlieir formation, be 1 educed to 

three with their derivatives, viz.: 

Active 1. Kal 2. Piel 3. Hiphil 

Passive Pual Hophal 

Middle Niphal Hithpael 

(1) The prefixed letters of the Niphal and Hithpael 5 and n (with n 

prosthetic. §53. 1. a) are probably in their origin fragmentary pronouns 

signifying self; whether they are referable to '3X; and finx of the first 

and second persons must be left to conjecture. The idea primarily sug¬ 

gested is that of performing an action upon one’s self; but in the Niphal 

usually, and in the Hithpael occasionally, the reflexive signification has, 

as in certain tenses of the Greek middle and in the reciprocal verbs oi 

some modern languages, given place to the passive. In the Aramsean 

the forms with a prefixed Pit have not only quite lost their original char¬ 

acter as reflexives, but have superseded all other passives. 

(2) The idea of causation in the Hiphil and Hophal, if the author may 

venture to offer his own opinion upon this perplexed subject, is not due, 

as in the Indo-European causatives, to the introduction of a syllable 

directly suggesting it. It appears to be primarily anothei intensive form, 

with which usage has ordinarily connected, as it frequently has with the 

Piel, the notion of productive energy or the quickening ot an intransitive 

into a transitive. As in the Piel and its derivatives, the idea of intensity 

is suggested by giving a doubled and consequently more intense pronun¬ 

ciation to the central radical; so in the Hiphil, by a like symbolism, the 

power of the root is augmented by the accession of a new initial syl¬ 

lable, whether the weak letter Pi is merely for the sake oi pronouncing 

the vowel, which seems likely from the corresponding N in Aramaean and 

Arabic, or is itself significant, in which case it must be of pronominal 

origin, related possibly to of the third person, and having a prepo¬ 

sitional or intensive force. 

(3) The distinction between active and passive in the intensive and 

causative species,is made by the vowels alone, and that in a way perfectly 

simple, and yet as clearly marked as possible. 01 the three pure vowe s 

i and u offer the most striking contrast, and these are severally set in op¬ 

posite syllables in the forms to be distinguished; i or its cognate e marks 

the second syllable ot the actives, u or its cognate o the first syllable of t 

passives, the other syllable receiving in every case the simplest and on V 
remaining vowel: thus. Vtipn , — VtajD , . For that a primarily 

belonged to the first syllable of both Piel and Hiphil is apparent from 1 

retaining its place throughout these species with the exception of 1 e 

preterite, and from its preservation in the cognate languages. 

§83. If Vbj5 to hill be taken as the representative of the 

regular verb, the various species with their significations u ill 

be as follows, viz.: 
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1. Kal % to hill. 

2. Niphal Mbps to be killed. 

3. Piel btbp to hill many or to massacre. 

4. Pual % to be massacred. 

5. Hiphil Mpprs to cause to hill. 

6. Hophal bbpn to be caused to hill. 

7. Hithpael bbpnn to hill one's self. 

a. It i s in each case the third person masculine singular of the preterite 

which is given above, and the strict, signification therefore is he has killed, 

etc. These being the simplest forms of the various species, however, and 

destitute of any sign of tense or person, are commonly used to represent 

the species; and in this sense the proper equivalent is the infinitive, which 

is the form used for designating verbs in English. 
h. The verb is well fitted for a model, and is now generally so 

employed. The consonants, which compose its root, have no peculiarities 

to interfere with its inflection, it has a signification capable of being car¬ 

ried through all the species, and as it exists likewise in the cognate lan¬ 

guages, it offers a good basis for their comparison. It occurs, indeed, but 

three times in the Bible, Job 13:15, 24:14, Ps. 139:19, and in but one 

species; still the very rarity of its occurrence only restricts it more com¬ 

pletely to its use as a representative or typical verb. The old Jewish 

model Ms, §76.2, is objectionable on account of its weak letter 2?, and 

on account of the twofold sound of its initial radical S, which, with its 

Daghesh-lene, might prove perplexing to beginners. 

c. (1) The existence of other and less usual species is a needless as¬ 

sumption. The Poel, Pilel, Pilpel and the like, are not additional species 

but identical in character and signification with those already named. The 

more copious Arabic, with its nicer shades of distinction, has greatly mul¬ 

tiplied the number of its species or conjugations, incorporating into its 

standard paradigm forms corresponding to some of these which the He¬ 

brew only occasionally employs. In the latter language, however, they 

are at the utmost alternate forms substituted in place ot the ordinary 

does, and found for the most part in the imperfect verbs, to the nature of 

whose radicals they owe their peculiarities of structure. When, as is the 

ease in a very few instances, there is a double form to a particular species 

ia the same verb, usage has mostly created an arbitrary distinction be¬ 

tween them, e. g. Pi. to uproot and to take root; Pi. to 

cause to stand, applied to covenants and oaths, to ratify, and , in a 

Physical sense, to raise up; Hi. rH“ to cause to rest, to set down, and 

to leave, to let alone. There is no objection to the employment of 

these names as convenient designations of particular modes of formation, 

provided it is understood that they mean nothing more. 
(2) There are very few instances of what may be called compound 

species; thus, Niphal of Pual ^xi?.Isa. 59:3, Lam. 4:14, to he exceed- 
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inghj defiled, stronger than the simple Niphal 5 Niphal of Hithpael 

sin&sja Ezek. 23 : 48, ■nfes? Deut. 2 L : 8, : rnrp»? Prov. 27:15. 

§84. To each of these species belong a preterite and fu¬ 

ture, two forms of the infinitive, an absolute and a construct, 

a participle, and, except to the Pual and llophal which as 

pure passives cannot express a command, an imperative. The 

Kal has both an active and a passive participle, one more, con- 

sequently, than the other species. The preterite of each 

species is the form already described, §83. The remaining 

parts are formed in the following manner, viz.: 
1. The absolute infinitive is formed by changing the last 

vowel in Hiphil and Hophal to Tsere, and in each of the 

other species to ITholem, observing likewise that Ilhink 111 

the penult of Piel and Hiphil is to be changed to 1 attahh. 

(See Paradigm of the Perfect Verb.) This rule gives to 

Niphal the infinitive btDpp, which form actually occuis, §91. h. 

If, however, the original Sh’va be suffered to remain after 

the prefixed 5, §82. 2, thus, Vagi, a prosthetic n will be re¬ 

quired m order to its pronunciation, §53.1. ci-, after wInch 5 

will be assimilated to the following letter, § 54. 2, and a pre¬ 

tonic Emmets, §64. 2, added to the p in order to give full 

effect to the reduplication; thus Vtagn, which is the form 

written in the paradigm. 
2. The construct infinitive is formed from the. absolute 

in the Kal by rejecting the pretonic Kamets, §82. I, in 

Niphal by changing the last vowel to Tsere, and in the re- 

mainiug species by making the last vowel conform to the 

corresponding vowel of the preterite. 
3. The future is formed from the construct infinitive by 

the appropriate personal prefixes ; if the first lettei of > he 

infinitive be n, it is rejected, § 53. 3, and its vowel given to 

the prefix. 

a. (1) Some verbs take Pattahh in the last syllable ot the Kal tut.^ ^ 

instead of the Hholem of the construct infinitive. This is particularly 

case with intransitive verbs. Such as have Tsere in the preterite. 1c = 
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|arly take Pattahh in the future; of the list given §82. l.a. (1) and (2) 

but three oxn. bp3. ‘hd take Hholem, and two and S3 Etc take indif- 

ferentiy Hholem or Pattahh. Of verbs with middle o in the preterite 

three Ms, ‘tip and b3p take Pattahh in the future; the rest either do not 

occur in the future, or have imperfect letters in their root which obscure 

their true formation. 

(2) The following verbs with Pattahh in the preterite have Pattahh 

likewise in the Kal future. Those which do not occur in theKal preterite, 

or occur only in iorms which do not reveal the character of the vowel fol¬ 

lowing the second radical, are distinguished by an asterisk. Verbs having 

Pattahh in the future, which is due to imperfect letters in the root, (e. g. 

,|>e Yodh, Ayin Guttural, Lamedh Guttural), are not included in this list. 
Rly* i ( 
It,1bsx to mourn. U333 to come near. Vp-i to lie down. 

jffijfEjbx to learn. bp'3 (intrans.) to fall *3p to rage or tremble. 

to be strong. off. * to be wet. 

It*to be angry. *”P3 to be poured. 23“ to ride. 

*bip to become vain. pBp (§86. b.) to ascend. to spread, 

m pm to be strong. "S3 2 to smoke. *2pp to rot. 

f can to be wise. *pT'.v to be removed. 23S3 to lie down. 
Slpi “ T ” T T 

iSptan to be dark. *p8x to be righteous. libp to rule. 

bOp to be foolish. b'bp to be lightly es- * cb -3 to be complete. 

ypib to learn. teemed. * 'op to grow fat. 

M pfiB to be sweet. *2'i§p to be attentive. 3Tua to be sweet. 

(3) The following with Pattahh in the preterite have both Pattahh and 

holem in the future. 

TS2 to deal treacher- con to be hot. 
~ T - T 

ouslv. ;:n to be gracious. 

T|^3 to bite. 

brs to do. 

"its, fut. o, to tear, fut. *bnn fut. o, to plough 

a, to resolve. fut. a, to be si ten, 

Tjbn (mostly fut. e) logo, C]20 to tear, 

to curse. “2' to form. 

*^2n to bind. bro to trespass. 

*®?n fut. o, to subdue, ip to flee. 

it. o, to plough, C23B to strip off. 

fut. a, to be silent, cop to use divination. 

) tear. 2xp fut. <5, to cut off, fut. 

I form. a, to be short. 

Pip© to rest. 
— V 

COp to be finished. 

fut. a, to be weak. to vow. 

b. Some imperfect verbs, chiefly Pe Yodh, take Tsere in the second 

syllable of the Kal future, e. g, 2Cp, . 

4. The imperative has the same form with the construct 

Infinitive except in Hiphil, where the last vowTel is Tsere as 
In the infinitive absolute. 
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a. Where the Kal future has Pattahh or Tsere the imperative takes 

the same. 

5. The Kal active participle takes the form and the 

passive brjp. The participle of the Niphal lengthens the 

last vowel of the preterite from Pattahh to Kamets; those 

of the other species are formed by prefixing ft to the con¬ 

struct infinitive, rejecting n where this is the initial letter, 

§ 53. 3, and lengthening the last vowel where this is short. 

§85. 1. The preterite and future are inflected through 

three persons, the imperative only in the second person, a 

command presupposing the form of direct address. There 

are also distinct forms for the singular and plural numbers 

and for the masculine and feminine genders. Verbal inflec¬ 

tions are made by means of pronominal fragments added to 

the end of the preterite and imperative, and for the most part 

prefixed to the future. 

a. The following are the fragments used for this purpose in the various 

parts of the verb: 

Preterite ("4?). 

(1) Singular. 3rdpers.masc. The third person alone has no per¬ 

sonal ending in any of its forms; as each of the others has such a termi¬ 

nation, none was needed for the sake of distinction. Nothing more was 

required than to indicate the gender and number. The masculine singu¬ 

lar is expressed by the simple form of the species with no appended sign 

whatever. 

2fern. The original feminine termination is Pi _, which, appended to 

the masculine, would give r.So£, a form used before suffixes, § 101.1. m 

Lamedh He verbs and occasionally elsewhere, §86. b. Commonly,^ how¬ 

ever, in verbs as in nouns and adjectives, the final n is dropped, 5do- —• G 

and the previous vowel, which thus comes to stand in a simple syllable, is 

lengthened, . 

2 masc. The appended ft is derived from Pi£s . 

2 fem. Pi from Pis . 

1 com. •'B changed from •’S of “=:s ; compare the similar relation of 

the suffixes q, os to the pronouns fifns , cfns §72. The Ethiopic retains 

the k unaltered, katalku. 
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Plural. 3 com. The original plural termination §71. b. (2) is a nasal 

or “j preceded by the vowel *1. The full ending 1*1 is still found in a 

ry few instances, §86.6, generally the 1 is dropped, §55. 2. a. 

2 masc. cf from QF.X . 

2 fem. in from . 

com. *13 from *13X . 

Future (W). 

(2) Singular. 3rd pers. masc. The prefixed *] is from MH ; the 

wel u, which distinguishes the masculine pronoun, is changed to the 

rresponding semivowel 1, and this at the beginning of words becomes n, 

2. 

3 fem. F, the sign of the feminine, is here prefixed. 

2 masc. andfem. The prefixed F is from FFX, “'Fix, from the latter 

which is derived the appended *'. of the feminine. 

com. The prefixed i$. is from “’3X.. 

Plural. 3 masc. and 2 masc. The same plural termination as in the 

preterite is appended to the corresponding singular forms. 

3 fem. and 2 fem. The feminine plural is, as in the pronouns F3F, 

F3FX, denoted by FJ appended to the singular, the 2 fem. sing, termina¬ 

tion \ being dropped as superfluous. 

1 com. The prefixed 3 is from *131*.. 

Imperative (‘"WS), etc. 

(3) No designation of the person is here necessary as the second is the 

only one in use. Gender and number are indicated by the same termina¬ 

tions as in the corresponding person of the future. The future forms will, 

in fact, in every case directly yield those of the imperative by rejecting 

the prefixed F, the sign of the second person, and restoring the n in 

those cases in which it has been suppressed. 

(4) The Infinitive (““ipp fountain, whence other forms are derived) is 

an abstract verbal noun commonly masculine, but sometimes with a femi¬ 

nine termination. 

(5) The Participle intermediate between the preterite and the 

future) shares the inflections of nouns and adjectives. 

2. The inflections of the perfect verb in all the species 

are shown by the paradigm of upon the next page. 
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KAL, NIPHAL. PI EL. PTTAL. 

PfiET. 3 m. b(6|^ btbpp bap 

3/ nbap njapp nbap nbap 

2 m. tfbap nbtbpp nbtcp nbtop 

2 f nbap rnbapp nbap nbap 

1 c. “nbtbp • ; —*r *nbbpp Tibbp Tbtop 

Plur. 3 c. fepT 6app 6ap 6ap 

2 m. anbap anbapp snbap anbap 

2/ ■jnbap ■nbt^pp "nbap ■jribtpp 

1 c. abtbp abtbpp abap abto p 

Infin. absol. bapn btiE btbp 
const r. bap 

* i »»s fes**? iweW 1^1 1 bfej2 (bap) 

Fut. 3 m. bbp; btbph btppp 1 bap': 

3 /. bapn bapn btopn bapn 

2 m. bapn btpF\ btopn bapn 

2 /• ^baprn ^bapn • ; 1st * ^bapn ^Sapn 
1 c. bap« bapa btopH bfcpt* 

Plur. 3 m. fep; *baph ; Pit* ^btppr fepp 

3 /• rnbapn rabtbpn nsbapn npbtapn 
2 m. fepn 6apm 6apn 6aprn 
2/ rabapn ntbtbpn npbtppn npbtopn 
1 c. bapp btbpp btbpp bapp 

Impeh. 2 m. bap bapn btop 
2 /• ^bap ‘’bapn 

* ; pit * 
"’Sap 

Plur. 2 to. fep 6apn 
: Pit * 

6ap wanting 

2 / npbap n*bten 
t : •* Jr • 

npbtbp 

Part. act. btbp btopa 
pass. bfe 

*T 
btbpp bapa 

114 
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hiphil. EOPIIAL. III TH PA EL. kal (mid. e). KAL (mid. d). 

b’tppn bbpn -~h r bhpnn 333 b'iP 
\rb-bpn nfen T ;»: r nbtfpnn rife 

t ; it 

T 

1 i2«jwD 
pbfcpn nb&pn nbbpnn n~33 

t ; — t 
nbbir 

nbbpn »e*wt AN^UJVM rbbpnn nfe 
* J "T 

nb‘313 ; : r 
rnbtbpn fepn “nbtbpnn Tfe • : — r Tb3*3 
| fepn fepn 7b3pnn 7133 2 ST 7fe 
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a. In order to a better understanding of the preceding paradigm, it 

should be observed that certain changes result from attaching the per¬ 

sonal inflections to the verb, which are to be explained by the general 

laws of sounds and syllables. 

(1) The prefixes of the future occasion no changes unless they stand 

before M which is rejected, and its vowel given to the prefix, §53. 3, e. g, 

for or stand before a vowelless letter when the Sh’va of the 

prefix becomes Hhirik. §61. 1, thus forming a new syllable to which the 

initial radical is attached, e. g. bapi for Ibbpi. Where K of the first per¬ 

son singular would receive Hhirik. it takes the diphthongal Segliol in¬ 

stead, §60.1. a (5), e. g. bapx, 

(2) Terminations consisting of a vowel, viz., Mt and ' . of the femi¬ 

nine singular and *1 of the plural, occasion the rejection of the vowel in 

the ultimate. §66. 2, which is no longer needed, except in the Hiphil whose 

long . is retained in the preterite and future, and takes the place of ( ) 

in the imperative, e. g. MbB£, “'"btpjpsp but riyppfi. In the Kal impera¬ 

tive the rejection takes place although it creates a necessity for the forma¬ 

tion of a new syllable, “Ppp. ^Pp lor nbpp , from b&p, §61.1. 

(3) Terminations consisting of a consonant p or of a simple syllable 

Ft. ip, *13, M3 occasion no change, except the compression of the antece¬ 

dent vowel, which now stands before two consonants, to (.) in the preterite, 

and from \ to ( ,) in the future, pbbpM, Mjbtipp, §61.4. But verbs 

with middle o retain the Hholem in the Kal preterite, “’pB.Bi . 

(4) Terminations consisting of a mixed syllable Bp, *)p occasion the 

same compression of the vowel of the ultimate, and inasmuch as they 

always receive the accent, §33.3, they likewise cause the rejection from 

the penult of the Kal preterite of the pretonic Kamets. which owes its ex¬ 

istence to the proximity of the tone syllable, §82.1, cnbpp from bpp. 

Remarks on the Perfect Verbs. 

KAL. 

§86. a. Preterite. Verbs with middle Tsere exchange this for Pat- 

tahh upon the accession of a personal affix beginning with a consonant. 

Those with middle Hholem retain this vowel, unless it be deprived of the 
4 4 *,i 

accent when it is shortened to Kamets Hhatuph, 

, The second vowel, whatever it be, is regularly dropped 

before affixes beginning with a vowel, but here, as elsewhere throughout 

the paradigm, is restored and if need be lengthened on the reception of a 
pause accent, e. g. iprjBQ, : M3JEM, sibbi. The words Judg. 5:5, 

*• Isa- 63: 1ST 64 :2, are by Kimchi, Mikhol fob 5, regarded as Kal 
preterites from flowed, in which case the second must be added to the 
list of forms with Daghesh-fbrte emphatic, §24. c, by Gesenius as Niphal 
preterites from 3>?T shook, comp. mBbs Gen. 11 : 7, 4TB3 Am. 3: 11 from 
111* r 1 1 T *.IT ' T 

P33. TT3. 
- T ? - T 
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b. Sing. 3 fern. The old form with n is found constantly in Lamedh 
jle verbs, occasionally in Lamedh Aleph, and in two instances besides, 
r&TK Deut. 32 : 36 (with the accent on the penult because of a following 
monosyllable, §35. 1.), and rb’P Ezek. 46: 17 from 5*112?. The vowel letter 
£ is once written in place of n, JKFQm Ezek. 31: 5 K’thibh, §11. 1. a. 

2 masc. The vowel letter l"i is sometimes appended as in the pro- 
noun nnx from which the termination is taken, nnqzP Mai. 2 : 14, FipppP 
Jer. 17:4; so in other species besides Kal, MP1BOD3 Gen. 31: 30, nny'-P 
Job 38 :12 K’thibh, nnpsn Ps. 73 : 27. In the last example the n of the 
root is united by Daghesh-forte with the n of the personal affix; this 
union regularly occurs between roots ending with n and affixes beginning 
with the same letter *1Pit25D Job 23:17, npPtt Ps. 89:45, "pirn Isa. 
16: 10, nnaPn Ex. 5:5, nnb Ezek. 28:8, "•’nb Gen. 19:19, ’’nnnrn 

(Jer. 49:37. 
2 fern. The full termination “Tl of “'pit is frequently added in Jere¬ 

miah and Ezekiel and occasionally elsewhere, ‘in_OT Ezek. 16:22, and 
repeatedly in the same chapter, nrnb^ ^uth 3:3; so in other species 

'it■'ppni'n Jer. 3 : 5, TPbb Jer. 13 : 21. See also Jer. 4 : 19, 22: 23, 46 :11. 

w? 1 com. The vowel letter ** is, contrary to the ordinary rule, §11. 1. a, 
omitted in four instances in the K’thibh, though it is supplied by the K’ri, 
Wn Ps. 140 : 13, Job 42 : 2, mi a 1 Kin. 8: 48, mPP Ezek. 16 :59. 

Plur. 3 com. The full ending p only occurs in ‘pbm Deut. 8 : 3, 16 
1*ipS Isa. 26:16, and VH-jp? Isa. 29:21 from Pp^, the restoration of the 
Hholem before the pause accent causing the rejection of the Kamets, 
which is a pretonic vowel and can only remain in the immediate vicinity 
of the accent; the form is thus sufficiently explained without the neces- 

' sity of assuming it to be the future of a verb Pip which nowhere else 
occurs. An otiant it, §16.1. is twice added to this person, as is regularly 
the case in Arabic, Xpbn Josh. 10:24. toix Isa. 28: 12. The forms of 

f: similar appearance Miai Ps. 139 : 20, Mi2J|7 Jer. 10: 5, are in reality of 
, ; different character as the X is in these a radical, \yhose vowel has been 
t|;i shifted to the preceding letter, §57. 2. (3). The occasional omission of the 

vowel letter 1 from the K’thibh, e. g. ppx 1 Sam. 13: 19, bap Esth. 9:27, 
nisP Deut. 21:7, h^n Josh. 18: 12. 14. 19 indicates a difference of 

Kl|i it *. i IT ? % r 

reading. The words of the text are in the singular, and require the 
pointing “bx etc. nisi!? etc.; the K’ri has substituted sprax, *iisP etc. 
lor the sake of a more exact concord of the verbs with their subjects, §48. 

2 masc. and fem. There is no example of a verb middle o in the 
second person plural; the forms in the paradigm are inferred from 
analogy, to indicate which they are enclosed in parentheses. In mrpbPn 
Am. 4: 3, is added to the 2 fem. as to the corresponding pronoun. 

§87. Infinitive. The Hholem of the construct is usually written with¬ 
out 1, *iisa Isa. 33 : 1, though not invariably, pP and yiP. Pip and P'ip, 

y and before Makkeph is shortened to Kamels Hhatuph, §64. 1, “cop Ezek. 
21:26. 28. 34. The Hholem of the absolute infinitive is usually though 
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not invariably written with 1. e. g. “*82 Isa. 48 :8 but 22'd Lev. 15:24. 

and is immutable. The construct infinitive has Pattahh in place of Hho- 

lem in -3’i 1 Kin. 1: 21 el passim and bsd Eccles. 12 :4. The feminine 

form of the construct infinitive occurs repeatedly in imperfect though it is 

of rare occurrence in perfect verbs, e. g. nppti Deut. 11 : 22, 30 : 20, Josh. 

22:5. renx, hx-p. mix'n Jer. 31 ; 12. Ezek. 16:5, inxra 

Lev. 15 : 32. In Pe Yodh and Lamedh He verbs the feminine is the cus¬ 

tomary form. 

§88. Future. 3 masc. The Hholem is commonly written without Yav, 
^ . . .**1 *f . ! ^ ' 

though often with it Tpa*, IPO? and 21Fi=p, and before Makkeph is 

shortened to Kamets Hhatuph, §64. 1, Isa. 32:1. the Vav being in 

such cases rejected by the K’ri if found in the K’thibh, e. g.”2TO2X Hos. 

8:12; in “biaa? Josh. 18: 20 the Hholem remains. The vowel of the last 

syllable is rejected, as is the case throughout the paradigm, upon the recep¬ 

tion of a vowel affix, § 66. 2, unless retained or restored by the pause accent, 

§65.2, Prov. 8: 15. Jer. 10 :12; twice, however, instead of re¬ 

jection Hholem is changed to Shurek Ex. 18 : 26, Ruth 2:8. 

Alike form appears in the K’thibh, Prov. 4 : 16 ibncs*’. 

3 fem. The sign of the feminine is in two instances added both at the 

beginning and the end of the verb, viz.: nnxirsn Deut. 33:16, “nxinn 

Job 22:21, paragogic mt being appended to the former, §97. Land a 

pronominal suffix to the latter. A like duplication of the sign of the 

second person feminine occurs in rst-pi 1 Sam. 25:34 K’ri, where the 

K’thibh has the fuller ending “>nX2n . 

2 fem. 1 is sometimes added to the long vowel with which this person 

ends rpann Ruth 2 :8, ■past) Ruth 3:4, pnSnrn 1 Sam. 1:14. Occa¬ 

sionally the feminine ending is omitted and the masculine form used in¬ 

stead, e. g. Tnrri Isa. 57 : 8. 

1 com. p®X Ps. 139: 8, though by some grammarians referred to ppj, 

is probably for pBox from p^p. the liquid b being excluded, and Daghesh- 

forte conservative inserted in the previous letter, §53. 3. 

Plur. 2 masc. and 3 masc. The full plural termination ‘p is of more 

frequent occurrence here than in the preterite, the vowel of the second 

radical being either retained or rejected, ‘p'lilp? Ruth 2 : 9, Josh. 
24: 15. l^rn Ex. 9:29, pBxuip Josh. 4:6, yitapb?, -fd-aiu? Ps. 104:28, 

pS’cp 1 Sam.’ 2 : 22. Josh. 2 : 8. pnpipn Deut. 11* 22, HpxW Jer. 21:3; so 

in other species, pips? Job 19:23. ■piss;?'? Job 21:24, phsiFi Gen. 32:20 

and vmpn Ps. 58:2* pCppp 2 Kin. *6:^19, p'^rsn Mic.’ 2:8, rprsfesr? 
Job 9 : 6. It is chiefly found at the end of a clause or verse, the pausal 

emphasis delighting in lengthened forms, or before words beginning with 

a weak letter, to separate the final vowel more completely from that of the 

following initial syllable. In the judgment of Nordheimer nLiwp Isa. 
35: 1 preserves this ending in a still older form : Ewald thinks the final 1 

has been assimilated to the initial a of the following word, §55. 1; in all 
probability, however, O is here, as it usually is, the 3 plur. suffix, and it is 
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1 

1 

!§ 

properly so rendered in the common English version shall be glad for 

them. 
3 fem. In a very few cases the initial of the masculine form is re¬ 

tained, the distinction of gender being sufficiently marked by the termina- 

t;oa Dan. 8:22, n:»n^ Gen. 30:38, Minte? 1 Sam. 6:12; or, on 

the other hand, the termination of the masculine is retained, the gender 

being sufficiently indicated by the prefixed n, JJinMM Jer. 49 :11, sirnpn 

:{Ezek. 37 :7; sometimes the gender is neglected entirely and the masculine 

form used for the feminine, e. g. Hos. 14 : 1. The assumption that 

the 3 fem. plur. is used for the 3 fem. sing■ in M3X7]Dn Ex. 1 : 10, M377M 

Job 17:16. njob^n Isa. 28 : 3, M37:h&n Isa. 27:11. n3n|tL;n Judg. 5: 26, 

is unnecessary; in the first passage nbribp, the subject of the verb, is 

used in a collective sense, wars shall occur; the others are to be similarly 

explained with the exception of the last, where M3 maybe the suffix with 

Nun epenthetic in place of the more usual form MSMbttit) her hand — she 

puts it forth. Comp. Obad. ver. 13. 

2 and 3 fem. The vowel letter M is occasionally in the Pentateuch, 

and more rarely in other books, omitted from the termination ft3, particu¬ 

larly when there are other vowel letters in the word, Gen. 27 : 1, 

Hjj&n Gen. 30:38, pCSM] Gen. 33:6, Ezek. 3:20, ^MM nine 

times in the Pentateuch, three times in Ezekiel, and once in 1 Samuel. 

When the root of the verb ends with 1 this is united by Daghesh-forte 

With the affix M3, §25, MSSJUiri Ezek. 17:23. MSgiptn Ezek. 32 :16. or with- ( 

outDaghesh. M3asn Ruth 1:13,J M3S3<n Isa. 60 : 4, -M33Mn Ps. 71: 23 in most 
Kf o 3 T- T f ' T I- r f I 1 y i 

editions. So in the fem. plur. imperative, MSJitn Gen. 4: 23. 

■ §89. Imperative. Sing. muse. The Hholem of the last syllable, as in 

the future and infinitive construct, is mostly written without 1, e. g.7ps , 

yet not always, 7,Sip and TfEb 5 before Makkeph it is shortened to Kamets 

Hhatuph Judg, 9 : 14. It may perhaps be similarly shortened with¬ 

out Makkeph in 770 Judg. 19 : 5, comp. ver. 8, § 19. 2. a, or the vowel may 

be Kamets lengthened from Patlahh by the accent, which does occur, 

though rarely, with conjunctives. §65. 3. b. 

Fem. sing, and masc. plur. The vowel of the first syllable is com¬ 

monly Hhirik, but under the influence of the rejected Hholem it is occa¬ 

sionally Kamets Hhatuph, §61.1, Judg. 9:10, WD* Ezek. 32:20 

(but SD'po Ex. 12:21, for the Methegh see §45.2), l,ths Zeph. 3:14, 

"lM7j5 Mic. 1:16, and (with i retained in the K’thibh) ■'piOjD 1 Sam. 28: 8, 

Judg. 9: 12. Upon the restoration of the original vowel by the pause ac¬ 

cent, the vowel under the first radical is dropped as no longer necessary, 

Zech. 7 : 9, *Hb7 Nah. 2 : 9. When the third radical is an aspirate 

it rarely receives Dagesh-lene in this mood though preceded by Sh’va, 

§22. a. (l); such cases as *Ew" Isa. 47:2, nQOi< Jer. 10:17, are excep¬ 

tional. 

Fem. plur. The final vowel ~r is dropped in Gen. 4:23, §90; 

occasionally M is not written though the vowel remains, T*jxsta Ruth. 1: 9. 
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§90. Participles. Active. The Hholem of the first syllable is written in¬ 

differently with or without Vav, *132 and 7 hi 2, mostly without when addi¬ 

tions are made to the word. In Prov. 25 :19 Shurek is substituted 
V fST 

for Hholem, unless, as Ewald suggests, it is a Pual participle with 53 

omitted ; or, as others propose, it is to be taken as an abstract noun. The 

Tsere of the second syllable is written without 11 except 2^20 2 Kin. 8:21; 

it is shortened to Seghol in cbih Isa. 41 : 7, upon the recession of the ac¬ 

cent. Tp'bin Ps. 10: 5 and 7]bi‘1 Isa. 29: 14, 38 : 5, Eccles. 1:18, have been 

improperly regarded as participles with Hhirik in place of Tsere. The 

former is the Hiph. fut. of the verb 7^, which is found in Arabic though 

it occurs only in this place in Hebrew, and means thou wilt enlarge; the 

latter is the ordinary Hiphil future of C]6^, and the construction is ellip¬ 

tical, I (am, he who) will add, see Dr. Alexander’s Commentaries. Partici¬ 

ples are rarely formed from neuter verbs, yet h2i fading, C5352 desolate, 

verbal adjectives of the same form with the preterites middle e and o 

being mostly used instead, St 3 53 full, “(j2T old, afraid. 

Passive. This, in the few cases in which it is in use in intransi¬ 

tive verbs, has the sense of the active, 533? and 52*133 wearing, “353 and 

“|i352 dwelling, 13*122 trusting ; there are occasional instances of the same 

thing in transitive verbs, “i*13T remembering, tins* holding. The last 

vowel is with few exceptions as C533 Deut. 32:34, Esnifi, 050 written 

with Vav. 

There are a very few instances in which participles appear to be in¬ 

flected in the different persons by means of the terminations proper to the 

preterite. This, although common in Chaldee and Syriac, occurs in He¬ 

brew only in the following examples : 

2 fem. sing. Gen. 16 :11, Judg. 13:5, 7; and with the fuller end¬ 

ing “'1*13^, “>iriD2j23 Jer. 22 : 23, “'WiiiJ Jer. 51 : 13. The punctuators must 

have regarded these terminations as personal inflections, because the 

simple form of the feminine participle and that which it always has when 

joined with a noun of the third person, is n7?i Gen. 17:19, and with “• 

paragogic in the K’thibh Ezek. 27 : 3. 

2 masc. plur. Ezek. 8 :16, the Hithpael participle ofnn'2. 

There is, it is true, an abruptness and difficulty in the construction, they, 

ye were worshipping, which can only be explained upon the assumption 

that after describing these bold transgressors in the third person, Ezekiel 

turns to them and directly addresses them in the second, or that his mean¬ 

ing is, not only they but ye too (the people) were worshipping in these 

your representatives. But in view of the frequent and sudden changes of 

person found in the prophets, and the unusual forms and bold constructions 

which abound in Ezekiel, almost any explanation seems preferable to an 

unauthorized change of the text, with most modern interpreters, to the 
ordinary plural which is contained in a very few manuscripts, 

but not enough to overcome the presumption in favor of the more difficult 

reading ; or the supposition of a mongrel word compounded of the two 
roots tins to worship, and nihio to corrupt, in order to suggest the idea ol 
a corrupt or corrupting service. 
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■:? 3 plur. t they are cursing me., Jer. 15:10. Kirachi explains 

this word as a compound of the roots to curse, and to treat as 

vile; Gesenius, as a confusing of two distinct readings, the participle 

and the preterite “’a^bp; and Ewald changes the text to 5 

p>, though his conjecture is unsustained by a single manuscript, and Nun 

epenthetic never occurs with participles. The suggestion is here offered 

jfethat the letters of the word may be regarded as the plural of the partici¬ 

ple inflected after the manner of the preterite, with the added suffix, so 

; that the proper pointing would be ; the punctuators, however, have 

sought here, as not infrequently elsewhere, §48, to establish a more exact 

agreement between the participle and its subject by pointing the 

;: former as a singular, whereupon the Vav must be looked upon as epen¬ 

thetic or superfluous, : ‘’a'lbipp as if for s "'abbpp . In fact, a few manu¬ 

scripts omit the Vav, while others remark that it is superfluous; the 

weight of authority is certainly in favor of retaining it, though the other 

reading may be accepted as an explanatory gloss. 

p;;ft ; NIP HAL. 

§91. a. Preterite Sing. 3 masc. Some copies have 3W3 Jer. 50:23 

with Seghol under the prefixed Nun lor 3."?23. 

b. Infinitive. The following may be mentioned as examples of the 

shorter form of the absolute pbaaa Gen. 31: 30, criba Judg. 11:25, r6aa 1 Sam. 

2:27, fcHpa 2 Sam. 1:6; of the longer form given in the paradigm “hati 

Jer. 32 : 4, which once appears with prosthetic x in place of n Ezek. 14 ; 3 

dlWX, §53. 1. a. The construct infinitive usually has Tsere "Sdn Ezek. 

16: 36. but is in one instance rpap Ps. 68 : 3, formed as in Kal by rejecting 

the pretonic Kamets from the absolute. There are a few examples of the 

construct form used for the absolute “ipsn 1 Kin. 20 :39. ‘Tahiti Deut. 

4: 26. The prosthetic fi is commonly retained after prefixed prepositions 

which are less closely connected with the word than the formative 

prefixes of the future; it is, however, rejected in *iH1132s Prov. 24:17, 

comp, cb'dsna Dan. 11 :34. The Tsere of the last syllable of the con¬ 

struct infinitive, as well as of the future and imperative which are formed 

from it, is shortened to Seghol upon losing its accent, “ipsp Job 34:22, 

fSffNS^n Judg. 9:38, Eccles. 7:26, rarely to Pattahh, 3tyr) Job 18:4. 

In the Imperative “ipdr: the form with Seghol is the usual one, that with 

Tsere only occurring in Isa. 7: 4. The pretonic Kamets of this species is 

Angular in not being liable to rejection on the shifting of the tone, e. g. 

vHH Ezek. 21: 29, yifrns? Ps.‘ 37 : 9. 

, c- Future Sing. 1 com. The prefixed X occasionally has Hhirik, 

Ezek. 20:36, 1 Sam. 12:7, d*vnx Ezek. 14:3, rnssx Ex. 14:4,17. 

Plur. fem. Tsere rarely remains in the second syllable riassn Ruth 

1:13, being, as in the Piel preterite, commonly changed to Pattahh before 

^le concurring consonants, naiixPl Jer. 24:2. so with a pause accent, 

Isa. 13: 16 K’ri, Zech?14:2 K’ri, Isa. 28: 3; the first, as 
tbe original form, is, however, placed in the paradigm. 
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d. Imperative. Evvald regards *k2p3 Isa. 43: 9, Joel 4:11. .1,.r 

50 : 5, as imperatives without the usual n prosthetic ; but this assumption 

is needless, for they can readily be explained as preterites. 

e. Participle. Ini Sam. 15:9 fit nr 3 contemptible, is in formaNiphal 

participle from the noun nt22 contempt. 

PI EL. 

§92. a. The intensive species is usually formed by doubling the 

second radical; in bb>23 Ezek. 28:23, and the passive form bbpx the 

third radical is doubled instead, an expedient resorted to repeatedly in 

, Ayin Yav verbs and occasionally in Ayin guttural. In “’3!trnp::J Ps. 88 :17 

both radicals are doubled; the entire second syllable is repeated in “nnno 

Ps. 38:11, snrnrn Lam. 2: 11, 1:20 a passive lorm, as shown by the 

Hhateph-Kamets, §82. 5. b (3), and in ^rrprnx Hos. 4:18, provided this 

is to be read as one word, §43. b; if. according to the division in the 

Masoretic text, is a separate word, it is the imperative of 2ft? to give, 

though this is always elsewhere pointed "2n . In Ps. 45:3, the 

first syllable is repeated, the 6 under the first letter indicating it to be a 

passive form. 

b. Intensity may likewise be denoted without a reduplication by insert¬ 

ing the long vowel Hholem in the first syllable of the root. This is often 

done in Ayin doubled verbs, but only in the following instances in others, 

pret. ‘'PISTT 1 Sam. 21:3, topto Isa. 40 : 24. siani Ps. 77:18, “’ncito Isa. 

10:13 fut. “isb? Hos. 13:3. inf. abs. iah and iSH Isa. 59: 13, inf. const. 

OOOtria Am. 5:11, part. “’OSbo Job 9:15, *'3tolbo Ps. 101:5 K’thibh. 

These are called Poel forms by many grammarians, and those in the pre¬ 

ceding paragraph Pilel, Pulal, Pealal, etc. They are in reality, however, 

only modified forms of the Piel, whose signification they share. 

c. Preterite Sing. 3 masc. The original Pattahh of the first syllable 

§82. 5. b (3) is preserved in “pto? Gen. 41: 51. The second syllable has 

Seghol in “2* (in pause “C*), ~S3, D25 (twice 023), Pattahh in “isat, 

(btia in pause), pin, 323 . topp. cfto (in pause Isa. 19: 21), and before 

Makkeph in "tob, “2ka (: 252 in pause); a appears likewise in the pause 1 

form H22p Mie. 1: 7. The Tsere is always retained in the infinitive con¬ 

struct and future, and with the exception of 3^3 Ps. 55: 10, in the impera¬ 

tive ; though throughout the species it is shortened to Seghol upon losing 

the accent, r(22p Deut. 30: 3, Ex. 13:2, Deut. 7: 10. 

d. Infinitive. The primitive form of the infinitive absolute is of rare 

occurrence, e. g. “>sh Ps. 118:18, N2p 1 Kin. 19: 10, Kin Ex. 21: 19. 
Josh. 24: 10. Most commonly it has Tsere in the second syllable like the 

infinitive construct, “ikst Jer. 12: 17, lab Jer. 32: 33, ok? Jer. 39:18, If ?p 
Mic. 2:12, ckto Ex. 21:36; and in one instance it has Hhirik in the first 

syllable like the preterite *pi<3 2 Sam. 12: 14. There is no need of assum¬ 
ing a similar form for the infinitive construct in "p5r> Lev. 14: 43, which 

can readily be explained as a preterite. Tsere of the construct is short¬ 

ened to Seghol before Makkeph, —-2“ Isa. 59:13, or on the recession of the 
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erit, pfiX Gen. 39: 14. 17, and in one instance besides, cnb Judg. 5:8. 
ere are a few examples of the construct infinitive with a feminine ter- 

jation, rnb? Lev. 26:18, rnat Ps. 147:1, Isa. 6:13, r,RJ5?ts 

jSsek. 16:52. 

e. Future Sing. 1 com. X is commonly prefixed with Hhateph-Pat- 

tahh; it has, however, the diphthongal Hhateph-Seghol in RRTX Lev. 

0: 33, §60. 3. 6, and draws to itself the full vowel which has hence arisen 

to a preceding 1, in bn^osa Zecli. 7: 14 for 03?ox", §60. 3. c. 

Plur. 2 and 3 fern. Tsere under the second radical is sometimes 

changed to Pattahh, though not with the same frequency as in the Niphal, 

Isa. 13: is, but n332*Wi Job 27: 4, and in pause Prov. 24 : 2. 

PUAL. 

§93. a. Of the vowels proper to the first syllable of the passive, 

|;82. 5. b (3). Pual ordinarily has u. which is preferred before a doubled 

Consonant §61. 5, and Hophal 6 before concurrent consonants “ijssn. 

This distinction is not steadfastly adhered to. however, and Pual occasion- 

r. appears with Kamets Hhatuph, r*ns Ezek. 16:4, . fn'nd Nah. 3:7, 

Ps. 72:20. ^32 Ps. 80:11, Prov. 24:31, span? Ps. 94:20, c^xta passim. 

is seems to furnish the best explanation of the disputed words or 

®Knn Ps. 62:4, ■'Dcfoa Ps. 101:5 K’ri, Job 20:26. Gesenius're- 

ards these as Pie! forms with (_) lengthened to (t) on the omission of 

Daghesh forte, §59. a ; but the absence of Methegh, which Gesenius in¬ 

erts without authority, shows the vowel to be 6 not a. Others think that 

is the Kal future for sirdjtaxh,'the vowel being attracted to the 

gpttural from the previous letter, §60. 3.c. There is no difficulty, however, 

regarding them all as Pual forms, and translating severally may you be 

n, armed with the tongue (of a slanderer), shall be made to consume 

* In Ps. 62: 4 the reading of Ben Naphtali iinss*in is probably to be 

preferred to that of Ben Asher, which is found in the common text; the 

ter is a Piel and has an active sense: (how long) will ye slay or mur¬ 

der'? See Alexander and Delitzsch, in loc. 

b. The vowel u of the first syllable is occasionally written with Vav, 

Ezek. 16:34, :^n Ps. 78:63, Judg. 18:29, 13:8, Job b:l, 

Ezek. 27 :19, but mostly without it. 

c. Preterite Sing. 3 m.asc. An instance of paragogic n., appended to 

Ihe preterite is found in fiC?? Ezek. 31:15. 

d. Infinitive. The absolute form occurs in 325 Gen. 40:15; there is 
Ro example of the construct. 

e. Participle. As *333, Tj&oo, > in a few instances the initial 
5 is omitted, n^sb 2 Kin." 2:10 for njfclpo, R3“3 (with Daghesh-forte 
euphonic) Ezek. 21:15, 16, Eccles. 9:12 for D-'&ip'ea, §59. a. 

Some of the forms in which this has been alleged may however be better 
explained as preterites. 
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HIPHIL. 

§94. a. Preterite. The first vowel is usually Hhirik but occasionally 

Seghol, e. g. cwsWin 1 Sam. 25:7, particularly in Pe guttural and a few 

Lamedh He verbs. Once N is prefixed instead of n, Isa. 63:3; 

in Isa. 19: 6 iirPrTXt] is not a double Hiphil with both X and n prefixed, 

but is a denominative from nrtx, a derivative of H3T, which does not 

indeed occur in its simple form but is justified by the analogy of Stax from 

. n takes the place of n in TtbiSpi Hos. 11:3; so likewise the future 

rnrtnFi Jer. 12:5, and participle nbrtnta Jer. 22: 15, though the corres¬ 

ponding preterite is rnnn Neh. 3: 20. 

Sing. 3 masc. The l of the second syllable is almost always written 

with Yodh, rarely without it, e. g. Wan 1 Sam. 12 : 24, but in every other 

place WWn. So in the participle cWta Job 11:3 but oWsa Judg. 18 : 7. 

b. Infinitive. Absolute. The Tsere of the second syllable which be¬ 

fore Makkeph is shortened to Seghol "isn Prov. 24:23, 28:21, is mostly 

written without thus Wan, naan, ttiabn, been, ‘,aon, tWpn, aatn, 
, though sometimes with it ‘TrbtL'n Am. 9:8 hut TO'iin Isa. 14:23, 

Wsirn and Wbn , twice cWirn , nine times D3£tt, -napn, . Hhirik 

in this syllable is rare and exceptional, Wssdn Ezek. 21: 31, ‘■naan Josh. 

7:7. x is prefixed instead of n in cWipN Jer. 25:3 and Tpax Gen. 41:43, 

provided the latter is a Hebrew and not a Coptic word. 

Construct. The second vowel is commonly Hhirik written with Y 

ttiWpn, Tpb’rn rarely and as an exception without “’j Wrb Isa. 23:11, 

or with Tsere bn2n Deut. 32:8, “illJsb Deut. 26:12, Neh. 10:39, “2bb 

Dan. 11:35. In a few instances the first vowel is Hhirik as in the 

preterite ^-t^trn Deut. 7:24. 28:48. Josh. 11:14, 1 Kin. 15:29, 

Jer. 50: 34," PtW-inn Jer. 51:33, nixpSf Lev. 14:43. The initial n is 

mostly retained after prefixed prepositions, though it is sometimes rejected, 

as rriiob Am. 8:4 but nWtrnb Ps. 8:3, tacb once but Tvbcnb fifteen 

times. 

c. Future Plur. In a very few instances Hhirik is rejected upon the 

addition of the masculine plural termination 1 Sam. 14:22. 31:2, 

Jer. 9:2. There is no example of this without the presence of 

Vav conversive unless it be -!l”i2nn Job 19:3, which may be regarded 

as Kal. 

d. Imperative Sing. masc. The second syllable usually has Tsere 

without Yodh tiptrn, “turn. and before Makkeph, Seghol ”i=on Job 

22:21, -‘lan 1 Sam. 23:11, -Mi"! Isa. 64:8. There are a very few ex¬ 

amples with Hhirik in pause, :?*Bin Ps. 94:1, to which some would add 

N'Wn Isa. 43:8, but see Alexander, nWin Prov. 19:25, Jer. 17:18. 

e. Participle. In 8 sits Ps. 135:7, Tsere is taken in place of Hhirik 
upon the recession of the accent; “rpp Isa. 53:3 is not a participle but a 
noun, Alexander in loc. Hhirik is, in a few exceptional cases occurring 111 
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the later books, rejected in the plural, Zech. 3:7 for 

B•’nbn'O Jer. 29:8, Q-ntso 2 Chron. 28:23, cnbxrj'Q 1 Chron. 15:24 K’ri, 
2 Chron. 7: 6 K’ri. Comp. Chald. ’psbna Dan. 3:25. 

HOPHAl, 

§95. a. The first vowel, though mostly Kamets Hhatuph T^rii, Jiabatt. 

btip. is occasionally Kibbuts, both vowels even appearing in the same 

zek. 29:18. 

b. Preterite. In ‘rib-inn am I obliged to leave? Judg. 9:9, 11. 13, 

e characteristic n is rejected after n interrogative. 

c. Infinitive. The absolute has Tsere in the second syllable, bnnn 

zek. 16 : 4, “i<n Josh. 9 : 24. The construct has Pattahh, no Jin Ezr. 3:11. 

d. Imperative. This mood occurs twice, nos'tin Ezek. 32: 19, Jiisn 

r. 49:8. 

e. Participle. In rvisxpjha Ezek. 46:22 n remains after the pre- 

mative o. 

IITHPAEL, 

§96. a. Preterite. In two instances PX is prefixed instead of nn, 
pi., *n?r,!95? 2 Chron. 20:35, Jibbimix Ps. 76: 6. In the verb nj?B Daghesh- 

forte is omitted in the second radical and the previous vowel lengthened, 

||9. a. sinjrsnn, JripBn1’ Judg. 20:15, 17, "JJDBn? Judg. 21 : 9, in addition 

to which the vowel of the prefixed syllable is 6 in Jinpsrn Num. 1: 47, 

«• 33, 26: 62, 1 Kin. 20 : 27. In three verbs upon the assimilation of n to 

the first radical, the prefix takes u. §61. 5, njO’nn (the accentuation is 

unusual) Isa. 34:6, PixiaaP Deut. 24:4 (but in the future always X323? 

Lev. 21: 1 and repeatedly elsewhere), 033P i}nf- const.) Lev. 13: 55, 56. 

These are sometimes called Hothpaal and regarded as passives of Hith- 

pael. Where both forms exist in the same verb, however, as in and 

there appears to be no distinction in their meaning; they seem 

father to have arisen from a disposition to give to the Hithpael, where it 

has a passive signification, §80. 2, the vowels of a proper passive species, 

§82. 5. b (3). In f|!S3>anrj Jer. 25:16, >nr?;an*> Jer. 46:8 (elsewhere WSSrp), 

an<l * Isa. 52:5, 6 prolonged from u. on account of the absence of 

Laghesh-forte, is for a like reason given to the first radical. 

5. The last vowel of the preterite, infinitive construct, future, impera- 

hve and participle, is Tsere written without Yodh, “-pnnn, Wan?, 

^UpPP inf. const., -ISSPP imper., "ipsrp, which before Makkeph 

J® shortened to Seghol, “tttoprn Isa. 30: 29, “bnnn Gen. 6:9, 

6 : 16. Frequently, however. Pattahh is used, or, with a pause accent, 

amets, tjSpnri pret., pjnnn pret. and imper. (but inf. const, and pari. 
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with B. fat. a and e), W*BPri. J^nanS), F*»«, ^4*^, 
• r;ns2r-, : -,s»^|sn*i, : wibsr’*: Ezek. 27 : 30, : ^^srn Mic. 1: 10 K’ri, : ya<sa 

Isa.T')2:<5. Pattahh is also sometimes found in the feminine plural of the 

future, n::^nrn Zech. 6: 7 but naser.ttin Lam. 4:1, where some'copies 

have n:~snti3n. Hhirik occurs instead of Pattahh in the preterites, 

•fearnv ’•'np'aprrn Ezek. 38 : 23, csntc'nprni Lev. 11:44, 20: 7, each of 

which has Vav conversive, throwing the accent more strongly on the final 

syllable. 
c. There is no example of the infinitive absolute. 

Paragogic and Apocopated Future and Imperative. 

§ 97. The paucity of moods in Hebrew is partially com¬ 

pensated by modifications of the future, known as the para¬ 

gogic and apocopated futures. 

1. The paragogic or cohortative is formed from the ordi¬ 

nary future by appending the termination <ht to the first person 

singular or plural, and in a very few instances to the third 

person singular, thus converting it from a simple declaration 

of futurity to an expression of desire or determination, 

I shall keep, rryaEK I will surely keep or let me keep, 

Ps. 39:2; npMp let us break, wSfcip let us cast aivay, Ps. 

2:3; nhttp let him hasten, Isa. 5:19. 

a. The third person of the paragogic future occurs besides the example 

just given, in OJpriri let it come Isa. 5: 19, fiBStn be it dark (by some ex¬ 

plained as a noun, darkness) Job 11: 17, nstsh"1 may he accept (as fat.), or, 

according to Kimohi, may he reduce to ashes. Ps. 20 : 4, Opri Prov. 1: 20, 

8 : 3. and after Vav conversive fiSaspn Ezek. 23: 20, and ver. 16 K’ri. It 

has also been suspected in nr.-p* Lev. 21 : 5 K’thibh. ( 

b. Instead of n r. !it. is appended in naopio 1 Sam. 28:15, rotth1} 

Ps. 20 : 4, §63. 1. c; so in the imperative ftSpi or rqn Prov. 24 : 14. 

2. The apocopated or jussive future is an abbreviation of 

the second or third persons singular and expresses a wish or 

command, or with a negative, dissuasion or prohibition. I11 

the perfect verb it has a separate form only in the Hiphd 
species, the \ of the ultimate being changed to (..), or before 

Makkeph to p^irp he will cause to cleave, p|"P may he ox 

let him cause to cleave; boston thou wilt understand, 
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fjiou mayest understand or understand thou, Dan. 9:25, 

may it not or let it not ride, Ps. 119 : 133. In 

some classes of imperfect verbs, as in the Ayin-Vav and par¬ 

ticularly the Lamedh-Iie, it is used in other species still. 

The only instances of the abbreviated future occurring in the first 

i are pjnx Isa. 42:6 and N“i3 Isa. 41:23 K’thibh, where the Iv’ri 

Kas nsn?. 
b. The paragogic and apocopated futures maybe regarded as mutually 

pplementary, and as forming together something like a complete Opta¬ 

tive or Subjunctive mood. The apocopated future has, it is true, no sep¬ 

arate form for the second fern. sing, or the second and third pers. plur., in 

Inch the verb has terminal inflections, but it may be regarded as coin- 

■ in these with the ordinary future, except that it never has the 

final 1. So in those species in which it is indistinguishable from the 

Ordinary future, it may yet be regarded as included under it. Neither the 

pocopated nor the paragogic futures occur in the strictly passive species, 

the Pual and Hophal, self-determination and command both implying 

it the subject is the originator of the action. The more flexible Arabic 

fias three varieties of the future in addition to the ordinary one, to express 

s many modifications or moods. 

C. The apocopated future derives its name from the apocopation of the 

al letter by which it is characterized in Hb verbs; the brevity of its 

rm is adapted to the energy and rapid utterance of a command. On 

i other hand, the speaker dwells upon the word expressive of his own 

desire or determination, thus giving rise to the prolonged form of the 

paragogic future. The appended “ t may perhaps be identical with a like 

termination added to nouns to indicate motion or direction, denoting as it 

does the direction of the speaker’s will or wishes towards that which the 

#lrb expresses. 

§98. 1. Paragogic ry is sometimes appended to the 

asculine singular of the imperative, softening the command 

an earnest entreaty or expression of strong desire, PE© 

(thou), n^o© oh, hear! or pray, hear! listen, 

ire} pray, listen! The addition of this vowel to the im- 

ive and to the future causes, as in the regular inflections 
°f the paradigm, § 85. 2. a. (2), the rejection of the vowel of 

Pinnate syllable, except in the Hiphil where \ remains 

e future and is restored in the imperative. In the Kal 

perative this rejection occasions the concurrence of two 

welless consonants, the first of which must accordingly 

a short vo wel, §61.1; if the rejected vowel was TIlio- 
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lcin tins will Iig Kamets-IIhatuph, otherwise it will be the 

briefest of the vowels, Hhirik, at?, rots? Jer. 49 :11; *dt, 

rriaT 2 Cliron. 6:42, nit?, nit© Gen. 39 : 7. 12. 
T ; r * 

IV II ^ 'r --r»T. : v * 

Indicate, however, the retention of the full vowel but only ot an audible 

remnant of it, §13. a, which is likewise attested by the.occasional appear¬ 

ance of Hhateph Kamets, -njttjj* 1 Kin. 19:20, niottfKJ Dan. 8: 13 (in 

some copies) or Hhateph Pattahh nHpmj Ezr. 8 :26, Jer. 32 : 9, and by 

the fact that the resulting Sh’va, even when simple, is always vocal, 

§22. a (1). Occasionally Kamets-Hhatuph is found in the paragogic im¬ 

perative when the vowel of the ordinary imperative is Pattahh j^tlius, 

tnp Lev. 9:7. r,i“p Ps. 69 : 19, and on the contrary, rnaa Gen. 25 : 31, 

fut. Ex' 21: 'l. rn&? (with Daghesh separative) Ps. 141: 3. 

2. As the imperative is itself a shortened form there is 

little room for further abbreviation; it sometimes, however, 

suffers apocopation of the final Ht of the feminine plural, 

pht Gen. 4:23 for roi?«5, §61. 2, Ex. 2:20 for 

npsnp, § 60. 3. c, and in Lamedh He verbs of final n.. of the 

masculine singular, 2 Kin. 6:18 for n8n Ezek. 6:11, 

ba ps. 119 :18 for n?a; qnn Dent. 9 :14 for ns'in Judg. 

11: 37, but without any evident change of meaning. 

Vav Convulsive. 

§ 99. 1. The primary tenses are supplemented by two 

others, formed in a peculiar manner by what is called Vav 

Conversive (-pin Ti). This prefix has the remarkable effect, 

from which its name is derived, of converting the ordinary 

future into a preterite and the ordinary preterite into a futuie. 

The following appear to be the reasons of this singulai Plkj 

nomenon. Past and future are relative and depend foi their 

signification in any given case upon the point of time noin 

which they are reckoned. This may be the moment ot sPca _ 

ing, when all anterior to that moment will be past, and at 
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posterior to it future. Or by some conventional method 

understood between the speaker and his hearers, an ideal 

present may be fixed distinct from the real present and the 

measurements of past and future made from the former. 

Now Vav Conversive placed before a future indicates that its 

tense is to be reckoned not from the actual present but from 

the time denoted by some previous word, whether verb, 

noun, or adverb. And when the stand-point is thus taken 

in the past, events may be described as future with reference 

jo it, though they have actually taken place at the time of 

rration. Yav is properly the copula and; when this is 

efixecl to the future for the purpose already designated, it 

followed by Pattahh and Daghesh-forte, which give to it the 

force of and then or and so, indicating that what follows is 

e sequel of what precedes. Consequently a narration he- 

n in the preterite may be continued in the future with Yav 

nversive, the opening words fixing the initial point from 

ich all that come after proceed in regular succession; and 

e, future so employed is converted into what may be called 

a continuative preterite. Thus, in the account of the erea- 

•n in Gen. 1, the original condition of things is described 

the preterite, ver. 2, the earth was ntipn without form and 

id. The subsequent scene is then surveyed from this point, 

he next statement is accordingly made by a future with Vav 

nversive, ver. 3, and God said, in its primitive hu¬ 

rt, and then God says or will say, his speaking being future 

the state of things previously described. This fixes a new 

nd-point from which the next step in the process is a fresh 

vance; it is hence followed by another future with Vav 

Conversive, ver. 4, and he saw; and so on, bwi and 

he divided, ver. 5, and he called, etc. 

^ a. The nature of this prefix would he more precisely expressed perhaps 

f filing it Vav Consecutive, as Evvald and others propose. But as Vav 

aversive is the name in common use, and as this sufficiently characterizes 

aiost striking effect, it is here retained. There have been various con- 
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iectnres respecting its origin. In the judgment of some ] is an abbrevia¬ 

tion of the verb mn was, hence he was or it was (so that) he will 

say i. e. he was about to say or was saying, which is then likened to the 

Arabic combination of the preterite of the substantive verb with the 

future tense to express past action; but 1 evidently has the sense of the 

conjunction and, does not mean he said, but and he said. Others 

regard it as an abbreviation of rrnn and he was ; Ewald of island then. 

Rodiger thinks that the vowel has no inherent significance, but is attached 

to the conjunction on account of the emphasis ot its peculiar use. Perhaps 

the best suggestion is that ol Scbultens. Inst.it. p. 421, that maybe for 
by §53. 3 ; ft prefixed to a noun is the definite article, and points 

it out as one previously known ; its use in this particular case is to define 

the time of the action of the verb before which it stands by pointing it out as 

known from what preceded. The vowel of this prefix is upon this hypothesis 

analogous both in its origin and its effects to the augment e in Greek, or a 

in Sanskrit, by which a preterite is formed from a present or a future, 

rvTTTW, ennrrov; rvifno, Gvxjm, and which is traced by Bopp to a pronominal 
root having a demonstrative sense. Vergleichende Grammatik pp. 786 ft. 

The fact that the Samaritan Pentateuch sometimes substitutes n for 1 

conversive might seem to lend confirmation to this theory ol its derivation. 

But as fi stands with equal frequency for 1 copulative, and 1 lor the arti¬ 

cle n, it is probable that these commutations are to be classed with the 

other numerous inaccuracies of this edition. 

2. This employment of Yav Conversive to alter the mean¬ 

ing of the tenses by transporting the mind of the hearer or 

reader to an ideal present in the past or future is one of the 

most remarkable* idioms of the Hebrew language, and one 

which may appear to be extremely arbitrary, as it certainly 

is in some of its applications, at least, quite difficult of con¬ 

ception and foreign to our habits of thought. It neverthe¬ 

less imparts a beauty and a vividness to Hebrew description 

which are altogether peculiar and which are incapable of 

being adequately transferred to any other language. Iht 

narrator lives in the midst of that which he recordsman 

watches its progress step by step telling what he sees. This 

peculiarity of the Hebrew tenses may perhaps be illustrate 

by an analogous though far more restricted usage m English, 

by which certain tenses may be transferred to another sphere 

than that which they describe if measured from the time o 

narration, without any confusion or liability to mistake it 

suiting from it. Thus, the present may be used ot Past 
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events, as, Then the devil taketh him up into an exceeding 

high mountain and sheweth him, etc. Or the present and the 

perfect may be used of what is still future, as, When thou 

art converted strengthen thy brethren; When he is come he 

will reprove the world of sin. 

3. Vav Conversive, it has already been stated, is prefixed 

to the future with Pattahh and Daghesh-forte in the follow¬ 

ing letter, , Tun. If the first letter of the 

future be Yodh with Sh’va, Daghesh is commonly omitted, 

§ 25, but rarely if it be 3, and never if it be n, since its re¬ 

moval in this case would change the sound of the letter by re¬ 

storing its aspiration, but , “iscn . Before 

k of the first person singular, which cannot receive Daghesh, 

§23.1, Pattahh is lengthened to Kamets, §60.4, sjSsi, 

1^3. In the Hiphil ' . is, with few exceptions, e. g. Sjmjn 

i. 105 : 28, compressed to (..) as in the apocopated future, 

If£.3, , and before Makkeph it is shortened to (..) 

531. In the first person singular, however, 1 . remains in 

e Hiphil, and a paragogic H T is not infrequently appended 

H all the species, e. g. Tr’f or WSEitt ; or 

§$2; or ; paragogic nt 
50 occurs though more rarely in the first pers. plur. irabmi 

3n. 41:11, , nopnsi Ezr. 8:23, r^ssi ver. 31. 

a. The tendency to abbreviation produced by Vav Conversive is much 

more apparent in some classes of imperfect verbs. Thus, final n . is re¬ 

nted from nb verbs as in the apocopated future , ba-ii, 

the accent is drawn back from a mixed ultimate to a simple penult in the 

Kal and Hiphil of Ayin doubled verbs and of those which have a quiescent 

°* the accent and shortening of the ultimate syllable occurs in the Piel 

°f the following verbs, whose middle radical is 1, “"C"!, 

not in so in “Tiiiy Hub. 3:6, and the Hithpael csantw Dan" 

b It occurs also in the Niphal of a few verbs, which form" the ex¬ 

ception. however, not the rule, £“^1, or , t“CFil 

ut EiHiSi; , etc. The first person singular 

mostly exempted from shortening or change of accent, bix*., Etbxi, 
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csipfO or tpso, tMpiO, though it sometimes suffers apocopation in Mb verbs 

joio" ^nxn.TIT The prolonged plural ending p is very rarely used after Vav 

Conversive; it does, however, occur, e. g. pCipfU Deut. 1:22, pMEspn 

Deut. 4 : 11, pirni Judg. 11 ; 18. 
b. In a very few instances Vav Conversive takes Pattahh before it. its 

vowel being conformed to the compound Sh’va, which follows, e. g. ttibsso 
Judg. 6 : 9, VinnPsO 2 Sam. 1 : 10, 7j©=50_ Ezek. 16: 10 but M53SO ver. 8, 

r&nw Job 3026, M^nx.l Ps. 73: 16.' 

§100. 1. Vav Conversive prefixed to the preterite makes 

of it a eontimiative future or imperative, by connecting with 

it the idea of futurity or command expressed in a preceding 

verb. It is properly the conjunction 1 and, whose pointing it 

takes, its peculiar force being derived from its connecting 

power. Accordingly, in speaking of coming events, the 

stand-point is first fixed in the future by the opening words, 

and the description is then continued by the preterite with 

Vav Conversive. Thus, in Samuel’s recital, 1 Sam. 10 :1-8, 

of what was to happen to Saul, he first refers the whole to 

the future by the word, ver. 2, qrobn upon thy depart¬ 

ing, and then proceeds with preterites with Vav prefixed, 

ns&En thou shall find, and they shall say, ver. 3, ijsbrn 

and thou shall pass on, etc. etc. In like manner injunctions 

begun in the imperative are continued in the preterite with 

Vav Conversive. Thus the Lord directed Elijah, 1 Kin. 17:3 
$$ (imper.) go, rt’SSM (pret.) and turn, ijnnW'i (pret.) and hide, 

rSrn (pret.) and it shall he. 

T*2. This prefix commonly has the effect of removing the 

accent to the ultimate in those forms in which it ordinarily 

stands upon the penult; and if the penult be a long mixed 

syllable, as in the Kal preterite of verbs with Hholem, it will 

in consequence be shortened, Pfp?, . 

a. The shifting of the accent, which served in some measure to indicate 

to the ear the alteration in the sense, takes place chiefly in the following 

cases, viz,: 
(1) It occurs with great regularity in the first and second persons sin 

gular of every species, FdBm thou hast goneMsbMl and thou shall go, 

irubm and / will go, sV , Mbbbnni, though 
Zeph. 1 : 17, except in rib and rib verbs, where the accent usually re 
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mains in its original position although the usage is not uniform, ‘,n"':ssi 

Lev- 26: 9, 1 Kin. 18 : 12. n^snrn 1 Chron. 4 :10, ■»rynrnnoni 1 Sam. 

15 : 30, TV’brr Isa. 8 : 17 but IT'BitpLev. 24 : 5, ruo") Gen. 6 : 18, 

np-rnsm Lev. 26 : 9, riOiil Ex. 26 : 33. In the first person plural of all 

verbs the accent generally remains upon the penult, “rrr Ex. 8:23, 

Ittsim, wnpbi Gen. 34: 17. 
* ■ r 4 (T t ; ' ;T j t t _ 

(2) It occurs, though less constantly, in the third feminine singular 

and third plural of the Hiphil of perfect verbs, and of the various species 

of Ayin-Vav and Ayin-doubied verbs, rtb-uinrv Ex. 26:33, nsp2rn Lev. 

15:29, nn:1! Isa. 11:2, ^rn Hab. 1:8 but *5=-'3trrin Ezek. 43:24, 

*CB*i Hab. 1: 8. 

Verbs with Suffixes. 

§101. Pronouns are frequently suffixed to the verbs of 

which they are the object. The forms of the suffixes have 

already been given § 72. It only remains to consider the 

changes resulting from their combination with the various 

parts of the verb. 
1. The personal terminations of the verbs undergo the 

allowing changes 

Preterite. 

Sing. 3 fem. The old ending , §85. a (1), takes the 

place of nr . 

2 masc. P sometimes shortens its final vowel be¬ 

fore the suffix of the first person. 

2 fem. The old ending ■’Pi, § 86. h, instead of n. 

Plur. 2 masc. *in from the old pronominal ending , 

§ 71. b (2), takes the place of 2P . The fem¬ 

inine of this person does not occur with 

suffixes. 

Future. 

Plur. 2 and 3 fem. The distinctive feminine termina¬ 

tion is dropped, and that of the masculine 

assumed, for npbibpn. 
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a. In several of these cases it would be more correct to say that it is 

the uncompounded state of the verb in which the change has taken place, 

and that before suffixes the original form has been preserved, the added 

syllable having as it were protected it from mutation. 

2. Changes in the suffixes : The suffixes are joined 

directly to those verbal forms which end in a vowel; those 

forms which end in a consonant insert before the suffixes of 

the second pers. plur. DD, fD, and the second masc. sing. Sj, a 

vocal Sh’va, and before the remaining suffixes a full vowel, 

which in the preterite is mostly a and in the future and im¬ 

perative mostly e. 

The 3 fem. sing, preterite inserts a before the suffixes of 

the third pers. plural, and t before the second fem. singular; 

when it stands before the third sing, suffixes in, n, there is 

frequently an elision of ft, requiring Daghesh-forte conserva¬ 

tive in the verbal ending ft to preserve the quantity of the 

previous short vowel, inVjj? for inn$t$, nronj? for n^i?> 

see § 57. 2. h. 

When the third masc. sing, suffix in is preceded by (T), 

the n may be elided and the vowels coalesce into i, for 

ifrpaj?; when it is preceded by \ , Shurek may be hardened 

to its corresponding semi-vowel 1, IT'bp]? for trwbnp § 62. 2. 

When the third fem. suffix n is preceded by (T), final 

Kamets is omitted to prevent the recurrence, of the same 

sound, nStap for n3t$. 

When in, n of the third pers. singular are preceded by 

the vowel of union for the future, a 5, called Nun Epen¬ 

thetic, is sometimes inserted, particularly in emphatic and 

pausal forms, to prevent the hiatus between the two vowels, 

(..) being at the same time shortened to (J ; n is then com¬ 

monly elided and a euphonic Daghesh-forte inserted in the 

Nun, laSipjp^i for in'ipp**. The same shortening of the (..) and 

insertion of Daghesh may occur in the first person singular 

and plural and the second masculine singular; this, like the 

preceding, takes place chiefly at the end of clauses. 
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a. The Nun Epenthetic of the future and the Preterite vowel of 

i union a. which is abbreviated to Sh’va before rj, na, *}3, may be relics 

0f old forms of the verb still represented in the Arabic, where the 

preterite ends in a, and one mode of the future has an appended Nun. 

pao’hesh-forte in the suffixes of the first and second persons may be ex¬ 

plained, as is usually done, by assuming the insertion and assimilation of 

Nun Epenthetic, for ; or it may be Daghesh-forte emphatic, 

, | 24. 6, and the few cases in which Nun appears in these persons may be 

llltepounted lor by the resolution of Daghesh. §54. 3, instead of the Daghesh 

having arisen from the assimilation of Nun, so that may be for 

instead of the reverse. 
b. The suffixes, since they do not in strictness form a part of the word 

with which they are connected, are more loosely attached to it than the 

pronominal fragments which make up the inflections; hence vowels of 

lllfnon are employed with the former which serve to separate as well as 

unite. Hence too the vocal Sh’va, inserted before the suffixes of the 

second person, does not so completely draw the final consonant of the verb 

hip the appended syllable as to detach it from that to which it formerly be¬ 

longed ; this latter becomes, therefore, not a simple but an intermediate 

syllable, §20. 2. A like distinction exists between prefixed prepositions, 

If «e., and the personal prefixes of the future. The latter form part and 

parcel of the word, while the former preserve a measure of their original 

Hffeateness. Hence when they form a new initial syllable by the aid of 

. the first consonant of the word, this is properly a mixed syllable after a 

i; personal prefix but intermediate> after a preposition, sins? but 2in32, 

§22. a. Hence, too, a liability to contraction in one case which does not 

exist in the other, besj^ but bipnb, bb*j but bsja. 

||| 3. Changes in the body of the verb : 

Except in the Kal preterite those forms which have per¬ 

sonal terminations experience no further change from the 

addition of suffixes; those which are without such termina¬ 

tions reject the vowel of the last syllable before suffixes re¬ 

quiring a vowel of union and shorten it before the remainder, 
but \ of the Hiphil 

Ifpecies is almost always preserved, • 
In the Kal imperative and infinitive the rejection of the 

vowel occasions the concurrence of two vowelless letters at 

the beginning of the word, which impossible combination is 

obviated by the insertion of Hhirik to form a new syllable; 

: or, if the rejected vowel was Hholem, by the insertion of 

‘ Kamets Hhatuph. 
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In the Kal preterite, where both vowels are liable to mu¬ 

tation, a distinction is made by rejecting the first before suf¬ 

fixes and the second before personal inflections where this is 

possible, e. g. $t>j? but , Accordingly 

upon the reception of a suffix the vowel of the second rad¬ 

ical, whether it be a, e, or o, must be restored, and if need 

be lengthened, whenever, in the course of regular inflec¬ 

tion, it has been dropped, and the vowel of the first rad¬ 

ical, wherever it remains in the regular inflection, must be 

rejected. 

a. Final mixed syllables, as shown in 2 b, ordinarily become interme¬ 

diate upon appending CD, “D, and consequently take a short vowel 

notwithstanding the following vocal Sh’va. This is invariably the case 

before DD and *|D, unless the word to which they are attached has a long 

immutable vowel in the ultimate which is of course incapable of being 

shortened; it is also usually the case before Tj, the principal exception, so 

far as verbal forms are concerned, being the a and e of the Kal preterite, 

a of the Kal future, and i of the Hiphil, Tj?n3 

fywiaK, but 

f.sca, 
J : it : 3 

§ 102. 1. The first and second persons of the verb do 

not receive suffixes of the same person with themselves, for 

when the subject is at the same time the object of the action 

the Hithpael species is employed or a reciprocal pronoun is 

formed from the noun ©si soul, self, as “’©S3 myself. Suffixes 

of the third person may, however, be attached to the third 

person of verbs, provided the subject and object be distinct. 

a. There is a single example of a verb in the first person with a suffix 

of the first person, but in this case the pronoun expresses the indirect 

object of the verb, I have made for me, Ezek. 29 : 3. 

2. Neuter verbs and passive species, whose signification 

does not admit of a direct object, may yet receive suffixes 

expressive of indirect relations, such as would be denoted 

by the dative or ablative in occidental languages, ye 

fasted for me Zeeh. 7 ; 5, thou shall he fory often by me. 

Isa. 44 : 21. 
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3. The infinitive may be viewed as a noun, in which case 

, . its suffix is to be regarded as a possessive, and represents the 

subject of the action; or it may be viewed as a verb when 

| its suffix represents the object, e. g. my hilling, i. e. that 

which I perform, hilling me. The participle may also 

receive the suffix either of a verb or a noun, the pronoun in 

either case denoting the object, ‘Osh seeing me Isa. 47 :10, 

y "ijssto hating me, lit. my haters, Ps. 35 :19. 

a. The infinitive with a verbal suffix represents the subject in “’Slhwa 

at my returning, Ezek. 47 :7. 

§ 103. The paradigm upon the next page exhibits certain 

portions of the regular verb with all the suffixes. 

a. The parts of the verb selected are sufficient representatives of all 

the rest, and by the aid of the rules already given will enable the student 

to determine any other required form for himself. The third person sin¬ 

gular of the Hiphil preterite, which undergoes no change in the body of 

the verb, will answer mutatis mutandis for all the forms in that species 

ending with ihe final radical. The third singular of the Piel preterite, 

which suffers a change in its last syllable only, will in like manner answer 

for all the forms in that species ending with the final radical. The Kal 

preterite is given in all the persons, both on account of the peculiarity 

of that tense, which suffers changes in both its vowels, and in order to 

exhibit the changes in the personal terminations which apply equally to 

the preterites of the other species. The Kal infinitive and imperative 

are peculiar in forming a new initial syllable which echoes the rejected 

vowel. The third person singular of the Kal future affords a type of all 

the forms in that tense which end with the final radical; and the third 

y? plural of the same tense is a type of all the future forms in this and in 

the other species which have personal terminations appended. The par- 

ticiples undergo the same changes in receiving suffixes with nouns of like 

formation, and are therefore not included in this table. 
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1 com. 

mm' * ffi#. i, t > 

sittbdp 

:«$ifrbt!p 

spbdp 

2 wiasc. 

dbbdp 

dpribdp 

Plural, 

2 /ero. 

ddTibdp 
V * • **"* * • 

ditop 

dp^bdp 

dbbdp 

ft*® 

■jPTibdp 

• pfep 
I v it*: 

liTOtap 

‘.-“I? 

3 masc. 3 fern. 

dbdp ti*. 

ddSdp 
-1 t»: 

T$3|? 

dnbdp 
T®3? 

d^nbdp ■pnbqj 

d^nbdp -ppibdp 

dibdp 
i^i? 

d^irbdp ■pFibdp 

d^ibbdp •j^bdp 

dbdp 
x : It 
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Remarks on the Perfect Verbs with Suffixes. 

PEETEBITE. 

§ 104. a. There are two examples of (_) as the union vowel of the 

preterite, ■pnp? Isa. 8:11, “pxr Judg. 4:20. Daghesh-forte euphonic is 

sometimes inserted in the suffix of the first pers. sing., Ps. 118:18, 

“123‘n Gen. 30 : 6. 
* T 

b. The suffix of the second masc. sing, is occasionally t in pause : 7QX.& 

Isa. 55:5, so with the infinitive, Deut. 28:24, 45; and a similar 

form with the future may perhaps be indicated by the K’thibh in Hos. 4:6 

-]XDX53X, §11. 1. a, where the K’ri has rjpxpx. With xb and rib verbs 

this form of the suffix is of frequent occurrence, : “32 Isa. 30 : 19. Jer. 23:37, 

Tjxran Ezek. 28 : 15. In a few instances the final a is represented by the 

vowel letter n, and the suffix is written ro, rispxr.^ 1 Kin. 18:44, 

rrarxsn Prov. 2 : 11, roteim Ps. 145 : 10, md?."' Jer. 7 : 27. 

c. The suffix of the second fem. sing, is commonly TR, TjXrp Isa. 54:6, 

“rx.Q Isa. 60 :9, except after the third fem. sing, of the verb, when it is 

tj.., “rb"X Ruth 4: 15. “ripid Isa. 47:10; sometimes, especially in the 

later Psalms, it has the form ■'a corresponding to the pronoun "’HX, 

■'phptx Ps. 137 : 6, ‘o'bprrn Ps. 103 : 4. 

d. The suffix of the third masc. sing, is written with the vowel letter n 

instead of 1 in fiins Ex. 32 : 25, nap Num. 28:8, and in some copies n'bpx 

1 Sam. 1:9, where it. would be feminine; this form is more frequently ap¬ 

pended to nouns than to verbs. 

e. In a few instances the ii of the third fem. suffix is not pointed with 

Mappik, and consequently represents a vowel instead of a consonant, 

rnp'p (with the accent on the penult because followed by ’b.n accented 

syllable) Am. 1: 11. so with the infinitive, fHpjn Ex. 9: 18, Jer. 

44 : 19, and the future, rnpnni Ex. 2: 3. 

f The suffix of the third masc. plur. receives a paragogic i once in prose, 

•ranppa Ex. 23:31, and repeatedly in poetry, laxbian, iair-nin Ex. 15:9; 

once h is appended, *i£Ppp? Ex. 15:5; =n is used but once as a verbal 

suffix, crrxEX Deut. 32': 26. 

g. The suffix of the third fem. plur. ] is seldom used, Isa. 48: /» 

‘n^rn Hab. 2:17; more frequently the masculine Q is substituted tor it, 

tr^anp Gen. 26: 15, 18, Ex. 2:17, 1 Sam. 6: 10, so Num. 

17:3, 4, Josh. 4:8, 2 Kin. 18 :13, Hos. 2 : 14, Prov. 6:21; “fj is never used 

with verbs. When attached to infinitives a paragogic Ht is sometimes 

added to 1, nsxia Ruth 1: 19, nsrnb Job 39 : 2. 

h. Verbs, which have Tsere for the second vowel in the Kal preterite, re¬ 
tain it before suffixes, bplix Deut. 7 : 13, C’ppb Lev. 16:4, ”X:'p Deut. 

24: 3, Job 37:24. The only example of a suffix appended to a 

preterite whose second vowel is Hholem, is vribs? Ps. 13: 5 from 
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the Hholem being shortened to Kamets Hhatuph by the shifting of the 

accent. Tsere of the Piel species is mostly shortened to Seghol before 

- C3. »(3, Deut. 30:3, TjSSjD'’ ver. 4, but occasionally to Hhirik, 

citSSXX (the Methegh in most editions is explained by §45. 2) Job JO : 5, 

iooi-iV Isa. 25 :1, CS'rtjJDt? Ex. 31 : 13. cashe Isa. 1:15. Hhirik of the 

jjjphil species is retained before all suffixes with very few exceptions, 

sisntfir. 1 Sam. 17:25, Ps. 65:10; in ?jna? Deut. 32:7. the verb has the 

form of the apocopated future. 

i. The third fem. preterite sometimes takes the third masc. sing, suffix in 

its full form. iinnSar, Prov. 31:12, sinn$3X: Ezek. 15:5, so in pause : wnanx: 

1 Sam. 18:28, innbas* Gen. 37:20,’:sinnsaa Isa. 59:16, and sometimes 

contracted by the ’exclusion of n, toSsa 1 Sam. 1:24, wtftVj Ruth 4 : 15, 

v siinhsa Job 21 :18. The third fem. suffix is always contracted, PPtnx. Jer. 

ife49: 24. nPi^n Isa. 34:17. nP0?:3 1 Sam. 1:6. The suffix of the third 

|fl masc. plurai is n_, not Dt, with this person of the verb, the accent 

Hilling on the penult. Gen. 31:32, crista Ex. IS: 8, Ps. 

119:129, onfcnia Isa. 47 : 14. In the intermediate syllable before ^ the 

vowel is usually short in this person. yjryib^ Jer. 22:26, ?jrbcx Ezek. 
ffp| 28:18, though it is sometimes long, ?;n]ban Cant, 8:5, as it regularly is in 

pause :^rnbH ibid.; so before and ^3 of the first person. "'SrbaK. Ps. 

69 : 10, : sisnxsa Num. 20 : 14. 

j. The second masc. sing, preterite usually takes Pattahh before ‘'3 ex- 

jjjfept in pause, ■’srnpp Ps. 139: 1, ■’sninn Job 7:14, •’Brats- Ps. 22:2. It 

takes the third masc, sing, suffix either in its full form. Gnrnss Ezek. 

43:20, or contracted, inSOX 2 Kin. 5:6. iPK® Hah. 1:12, irip (accent 

thrown back by §35. 1) Num. 23:27, ir,ia;rn: Ps. 89: 44. 

v k. The second fem. sing, preterite assumes ( ), commonly without Yodh, 

§ 11. 1. a, before suffixes, and is accordingly indistinguishable from the first 

.person except by the suffix which it receives, § 102. 1, or by the connection 

in which it is found, Jer. 15:10, "rrrab Cant. 4:9, ■>3P“’Bn 1 Sam. 

19:17, S|nrjiaja Ex. 2:10; once it takes (..),Josh. 2:18, and in a 

few instances the masculine form is adopted in its stead, Josh. 

112:17, 20, Cant. 5:9, vM' Jer. 2:27 K’ri, iP5t?P 2 Sam. 14:10.' 

k The plural endings of the verb may be written fully *1 or defectively 

(%), thus, in the third person, *’3!C33D Ps. 18:6, ^33320 Hos. 12:1; the 

Jjffcond •’SFiws Zech. 7; 5, Wpibsp Num. 20:5, 21:5; and the first 

1 Chron. 13:3. 
: 

/ . ‘ : 

FUTURE. 

§105. a. The union vowel a is sometimes attached to the future, thus *13_ , 

Gen. 19:19, •nans* Gen. 29:32, Ex- 33:20, Num. 22:33, 

7^! Isa. 56:3. ^ba'lljob 9:18; WT'*'. Isa. 63:16; 1 (for *IPT), 

Hos. 8: 3. “insbpi'ps. 35:8, *iB£P? Eccles.4:12, iitiy 1 Sam.2D 14, 
80 in the K’thibh T Sam. 18:1 i“nxiT, where the K’ri has iinaPX^; 

(for Pt), Gen. 37:33, P3PP1 2 Chron. 20:7, Isa. 26:5; 

Q^3b“; Ex. 29:30, Deut. 7:15, 6^3 Num. 2l’: 30, ci*'3 Ps. 
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74:8. Ps. 118:10; 1t. ■jyti'h Ex. 2:17. In 1 Kin. 2:24 the K’ri 

has ‘1:ipr,r, while the K’thibh has the vowel letter representing the 
ordinary e, . 

b. The suffixes with Daghesh inserted occur chiefly in pause ; thus 

Jer. 50 : 44; •>?., •’??■)=& Gen. 27: 19, 5 ■’Srr an Job 7 : 14, 9:34; ’ 

(1st piur.), Job 31:15; t“„, : Isa. 43:5, Isa. 44:2 

i JjTix Ps. 30:13; *13 w (3 masc. sing.), *inpsn, ! *133nan Job 7:18, *13^:4 

Job 41:2 K’ri, 'lSks’a*’ Hos. 12:5; ns.., nVjiesn Ps. 65: 10, or without 
Daghesh, njhbcn Judg. 5 : 26, Obad. ver. 13 ; the unemphatic form of the 

suffix and that with Daghesh occur in conjunction. Isa. 

26 : 5. There are a very few examples, lound only in poetry, of 3 inserted 
between the verb and the suffix without further change, ■’an a a? Ps. 50 : 23 

Jer- 22:24, *inanas^ Jer. 5:22, nnianB? Ps. 72: 15,"sirirn^n Deut! 
32: 10, : sinaaianat Ex. 15:2. 

c. The plural ending *j*i is in a few instances found before suffixes, chiefly 

in pause, "’asxnjnn. Prov. 1:28. : ^3*inatL’n Ps. 63; 4, 

*13^'? Ps. 9i:12, ^asinn^ Isa.'60:7, 10, nnrnar; Jer. ’s": 22, 

Jer. 2:24; twice it has the union vowel a, •’33*ixann Job 19:2, iana^ 
Prov. 5:22. 

d. When the second vowel of the Kal future is o, it is rejected before 

suffixes requiring a union vowel, compound Sh’va being occasionally sub¬ 

stituted for it in the place of simple, tn&X Hos. 10:10. Num. 

35:20, ifim Isa. 27:3, : *133^ Isa. 62: 2? qs’n*’ Ezek. 35:6, 'nsappx 

Jer. 31: 33 ; once the vowel remains, but is changed to Shurek. : cq>rairn 

Prov. 14: 3; a, on the other hand, is retained as a pretonic vowel, §64. 2, 

■’atraV’ Job 29:14, omb’’ Ex. 29:30. fnstrabx Cant. 5:3, ■’Spann Gen. 

19: 19. Hholem is shortened before *, CD , , though the vowel letter 

1 is occasionally written in the K’thibh, ?pssfij: Jer. 1: 5. 

e. The following are examples of feminine plurals with suffixes: 2 fem. 

plur. ■’Sfitnn Cant. 1: 6, 3 fem,. plur. "’SStunn Job 19: 15, qhs'in Jer. 2: 19. 

The masculine form is sometimes substituted for the feminine, q*PHSfiO, 

nsiShm Cant. 6: 9. 
* i n i 

INFINITIVE AND IMPERATIVE. 

§ 106 a. Kal Infinitive. Before ^. os, *D, Hholem is shortened to Ka- 

mets Hhatuph, ^3fit Gen. 2: 17, (Methegh by §45. 2) Obad. ver. 

11, oibsfit Gen. 3:5, CDpait Mai. 1:7. Pattahh remains in the single 

example, CDJDH, Isa. 30 : 18 ; sometimes the vowel of the second radical 

is rejected before these as it is before the other suffixes, and a short 

vowel given to the first radical, commonly Karnets Hhatuph, ^eu^’ 
29:11, 2 Kin. 22:19, Brnas Deut. 27:4, once Kibbuts, Bsn:*^ 

Lev, 23: 22, sometimes Hhirik, Gen. 19: 33. 35 but *!33tU Ruth 3 :4, 

■iaoto Zech. 3:1, iisfiS 2 Sam. 1: io, *iHrB Neh. 8:5, and occasionally 
Pattahh, Ezek. 25 : 6. In the feminine form of the infinitive, as in 

nouns, the old feminine ending n is substituted for n, ’insBtD Isa. 30:19, 
insrn Hos. 7 : 4. The Niphal infinitive retains its pretonic Karnets before 

suffixes, C3“i2*n Ezek. 21 : 29. 
* v i vrr * 
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b. Kal Imperative. The first radical commonly receives Kamets Hhatuph 

upon the rejection of Hholem, Jer. 15: 15, but occasionally it 

takes Hhirik, (with Daghesh-forte euphonic) Prov. 4: 13. 

I 11^'., , Imperfect Verbs. 

mk §107. Imperfect verbs depart more or less from the 

standard 'already given, as the nature of their radicals may 

require. They are of three classes, viz. : 

I. Guttural verbs, or those which have a guttural letter 

in the root. 

II. Contracted verbs, two of whose radicals are in cer¬ 

tain cases contracted into one. 

III. Quiescent verbs, or those which have a quiescent or 

vowel letter in the root. 

These classes may again be subdivided according to the 

particular radical affected. Thus there are three kinds of 

guttural verbs: 

, 1. Pe guttural verbs, or those whose first radical is a 

guttural. 
* i # # 

2. Ayin guttural verbs, or those whose second radical is 

If h guttural. 
;;'S. . 

3. Lamedh guttural verbs, or those whose third radical 

is a guttural. 

There are two kinds of contracted verbs : 

|| 1. Pe Nun verbs, or those whose first radical is Nun, 

|f and is liable to be contracted by assimilation with the second. 

I; 2. Ayin doubled verbs, or those whose second and third 

radicals are alike, and are liable to be contracted into one. 

IIThere are four kinds of quiescent verbs : 

1. Pe Yodh verbs, or those whose first radical is Yodh. 
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2. Ayin Yav and Ayin Yodli verbs, or those whose 

second radical is Yav or lodh. 

3. Lamedh Aleph verbs, or those whose third radical is 

Alepli. 

4. Lamedh He verbs, or those in which He takes the 

place of the third radical. 

The guttural differ from the perfect verbs in the vowels 

only ; the first division of the contracted verbs differ only in 

the consonants; the quiescent and the second division of the 

contracted verbs differ from the perfect verbs in both vowels 

and consonants. 

a. The third, class of imperfect verbs may either be regarded as hav¬ 

ing a quiescent letter in the root, which in certain forms is changed into 

a vowel, or as having a vowel in the root, which in certain forms is 

changed into a quiescent letter. As the settlement of this question is 

purely a matter of theory, the usual name of quiescent verbs has been 

retained as sufficiently descriptive. 
b. The origin of these various technical names for the different kinds 

of imperfect verbs is explained §76. 3. 

Pe Guttural Yerbs. 

$108. Gutturals have the four following peculiarities, 

$60, viz.: 

1. They often cause a preceding or accompanying vowel 

to be converted into Pattahh. 

2. They receive Pattahh furtive at the end of a word 

after a long heterogeneous vowel or before a vowelless final 

consonant. 

3. They take compound in preference to simple Sh’va. 

4. They are incapable of being doubled, and- conse 

quently do not receive Haghesh-forte. 

$109. Pe guttural verbs are affected by these peculiar 

ties as follows, viz.: 
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1. The Hhirik of the preformatives is changed to Pat- 

tahh before the guttural in the Kal future, if the second 

vowel be Ilholem, HttSH for ‘top; but if the second radical 

has Pattahh this change does not occur, because it would 

occasion a repetition of the same vowel in successive sylla¬ 

bles, §63. 1. b. In the Kal future a, therefore, in the Niphal 

preterite and participle, where the vowel of the second sylla¬ 

ble is likewise a, and in the Hiphil preterite, where % is 

characteristic and therefore less subject to change, Hhirik is 

compounded with Pattahh, or, in other words, is changed to 

the diphthongal Seghol, pirn, Ttbso, ‘rbyn. Seghol accom¬ 

panying a of the first person singular of the Kal future, 

§60. 1. a (■'), and Kamets Ilhatuph, characteristic of the 

Hophal species, suffer no change. The same is true of 

Hholem in the first syllable of the Kal participle, Hhirik of 

ihe Piel preterite, and Kibbuts of the Pual species, for the 

double reason that these vowels are characteristic of those 

forms, and that their position after the guttural renders them 

less liable to mutation, § 60. 1. a (2); the second reason ap¬ 

plies likewise to the Hhirik of the feminine singular and 

masculine plural of the Kal imperative, which, as the briefest 

of the short vowels, is besides best adapted to the quick ut- 

j§Sfance of a command, “ittp , *nttp. 
2. As the guttural does not stand at the end of the word, 

there is no occasion for applying the rule respecting Pattahh 

furtive; this consequently does not appear except in prff, 

apocopated future of rnin, and in one other doubtful exam- 
Pie, §114. 

3. Wherever the first radical should receive simple Sh’va 

the guttural takes compound Sh’va instead; this, if there be 

110 reason for preferring another, and especially if it be pre¬ 

ceded by the vowel Pattahh, will be Hhateph Pattahh, whose 

gound is most consonant with that of the gutturals; this is 

J|pe case in the Kal second plural preterite, construct infini¬ 

te, future and imperative with Hholem, and in the Hiphil, 
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infinitives, future, imperative, and participle, , bb?£. 

If, however, the guttural be preceded by another vowel than 

Pattahh the compound Sh’va will generally be conformed to 

it; thus, after Seghol it becomes Hhateph Seghol as in the 

Kal future and imperative <2, the Niphal preterite and par¬ 

ticiple, and the Hiphil preterite, ptn^ , » aild after 

Kamets Hhatuph it becomes Hhateph Ivamets as in the 

Hophal species, Tb^n. If this compound Sh’va in the 

course of inflection comes to be followed by a vowelless 

letter, it is changed to the corresponding short vowel, §61.1, 

thus, (J becomes (.) in the second feminine singular and the 

second and third masculine plural of the Kal future; (J be¬ 

comes (..) in the third feminine singular and the third plural 

of the Niphal preterite; and (J becomes (T) in the corres¬ 

ponding persons of the preterite and future Hophal, , 

rra*3, rrrayn. 

a. The simple Sh’va following a short vowel thus formed, remains 

vocal as in the corresponding forms of the perfect verb, the new syllable 

being not mixed but intermediate, and hence a succeeding aspirate will 

retain its aspiration, thus yoam^dhU. not yaamdu. §22. a. 

In like manner the Kal imperative has ""7^”. ^£3? not , *1^323, show¬ 

ing that even in the perfect verb •'Sop?. $op» were pronounced kit’ll. 

kiClu, not kit.ll. kitlu. 

4. The reduplication of the first radical being impossible 

in the infinitive, future and imperative Niphal, the preceding 

vowel, which now stands in a simple syllable, is lengthened 

in consequence from Hhirik to Tsere, § 60. 4, for >’b5?n. 

§110. 1. The verb Tbs? to stand, whose inflections are shown 

in the following paradigm, may serve as a representative of 

Pe guttural verbs. The Piel, Pual, and Hithpael are omit¬ 

ted, as they present no deviation from the regular verbs. 

The Niphal of Tb? is not in use, but is here formed from 

analogy for the sake of giving completeness to the paradigm. 



Paradigm of Pe Guttural Verbs 

K.A.L* NIPHAL. HIPHIL. IIOPHAL. 

Peet. 3 m. 7725 
— T 

77253 772517 • v; iv 77257 — T; it 
s / 77725 

t ; it 
7733 t : vfv 1777257 r • v: iv 

law* item m a tot * km 1 1 i 
r ; r it 

2 m. 77*25 r : — r 777253 r : — v;iv 7737 
t : —v; iv 

IjM* faK 
T : ~ t: it 

2/ k-:. 77725 : : — r 7733 177-257 777257 : : — t: it 

le. *77725 • : — r *7733 "1777257 *>777257 
• : — t: IT 

Plur. 3 o. 773 ; it 
7733 777257 777257 ; r it 

2 m. 27733 27737 2777257 v : — ii it 

2/ ‘773 "(17733 7777257 ! V : “i: IT 

fS;' 1 7373 ; — r 
73733?3 737-257 7377257 : — ^ it 

fx Ixfix. Absol. 773 
T 

7523?n 
T I** 

77257 77257 
** T* IT 

Constr. 73 77257 ** r !*• 77257 * r 77257 
— -v: IT 

Fut. 3 m. 73£ 73'" 
** TP* 

7725" • -*r 7*2 5*> 
— t;it 

3/ 737 r 77257 •• T I** 
77257 77257 

— t; it 

2 m. “irsrn r 7“:”F ** r I** 
77257 

• r 
77257 — T. ,T 

2/ *77257 ">772517 
* ; it •* 

*77257 * r *>77257 
• : t it 

1 c. 7B5K v: iv 7723?K •• r s*® 7725X * r 7725K 
— t: »t 

Plur, 3 m 7*13* . — r 7737 
; it** 

77725'" • ~ir 773*" 
: tit 

3/. 73737 r * r 7377257 
T : *’ T l#* 

7377257 r : *• i“ 7377257 
t : — t: it 

. 2 m. 777257 7772517 ; it •* 777257 777257 : t it 

2/ 73737 
r; r 

♦73772517 r : ** t r* 7377257 r : *•“: i” 7377257 
t : — t: it 

1 c. 733 7725" ** rr 77253 4 -:i“ 77253 — t: it 

Imper. 2 "7523? 77257 ** T f** 77257 ** i- 

2/. "73? *77257 • ; it •* *7"37 wanting 

Plur. 2 m. 7^523? 773.“ ; it ** 777257 * -? r 

2/ 7373 T * 73737 T : •* r r* 7377257 

Paet. ,4e£. lip 772572 
• I- 

Pass. 77t3^ 77253 772572 
r r v:iv ru it 
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2. The Kal imperative and future of those verbs which 

have Pattahh in the second syllable may be represented by 

pin to be strong. 

Imperative. 

S INGULAR. 

masc. fern. 

pm ' ^pjn 

Plural. 

masc. fern. 

iipjn rapi n 

PUTURE. 

3 masc. 3 fern. 2 masc. 2 fern. 1 com. 

Sing. Pfe pmn piav pma 

Plttk. ipirr > : viv 
mpmri * • V iv njpinn 

to**, m tas 

klyj. 

3. Certain verbs, whose first radical is X , receive Hholem 

in the first syllable of the Kal future after the following, 

which is distinctively called the Pe Aleph (as) mode. 

Sing. 

Plttr. 

Puture of Pe Aleph Verbs. 

3 masc. 3 fem. 2 masc. 2 fem. 1 corn. 

bi® bhm bis® • : I 

rtftban 
r ; — 

fes® 
: i 

rtbban bba: 

Pive verbs uniformly adopt this mode of inflection, viz.: 

nia to perish, nia to be willing, ^?a to eat, n^a to say, « 

to bake; a few others indifferently follow this or the ordinary 

Pe guttural mode, nna to love, tna to take hold, 1° 

gather. 

Remarks on Pe Guttural Verbs. 

§ 111. 1. The preformative of the Kal future a has (.) in one instance, 

:bm Ezek. 23 : 5. That of the Kal future o hay (,.) in “.hn?, Prov* 1(1: £ 

Ps. 29 : 9. Three verbs with future o, obti, bib, “Jtan have at 
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tahh in the first syllable when the Hholem appears, but Seghol in those 
forms in which the Hholem is dropped, Oinrr Job 12:14. tobrn 2 Kin. 

j>\ 3.25 but Ex. 19:21, 24; so with suffixes, ‘^JgbiVj Ps. 141:5, 
Isa. 22:'19. .lrnorw Isa. 53:2. nen has srisrn but ngrn. 

2. a. If the first radical be X, which has a strong preference for the 
diphthongal vowels, §60. Lot (5), the preformative takes Seghol in most 
verbs in tie Kal future, whether a or o, p%j. qt3&£, as well 
as ■pbo. PjiiO, bixn. C]bxri; in a few with future a. §110. 3, it takes the 
other compound vowel Hholem when to complete the diphthongal charac¬ 
ter of the word the (.) of the second syllable usually becomes (..) in pause, 
and in a few instances without a pause accent, “qiO, ^3*0, tniO, 
and in two verbs it becomes (..) after Vav conversive, , tnX’l. 

b. As X is always quiescent after Hholem in this latter form of the 
future, §57. 2. (2) a, Pe Aleph verbs might be classed among quiescent 
verbs, and this is in fact done by some grammarians. But as X has the 
double character of a guttural and a quiescent in different forms sprung 
from the same root, and as its quiescence is confined almost entirely to a 
single tense of a single species, it seems better to avoid sundering what 

^really belongs together, by considering the Pe Aleph as a variety ot the 
Pe guttural verbs. In a few instances gives up its consonantal charac- 

jjlgier after (..) which is then lengthened to (..), nrxn Mic. 4 : 8. When 
thus quiescent after either Tsere or Hholem, ft is always omitted in the 

; . first person singular after the preformative X. “HX Gen. 32:5 for "|nxx _ _ *5 ■*_»*£ v w j 

-nx Prov. 8: 17 for nnxx, bsx den. 24:33 for bb-XX, and occasionally 

in other persons, ■'btn Jer. 2: 36 for 'bixn ; so XD? Dent. 33 : 21. X2h 

:i;; Prov. 1:10, qph Ps.'"l04:29, iritth 2 Sam. 19:14, mp.l 2 Sam. 20:9, 

stnbrn I Sam. 28 :24 ; in a few instances the vowel letter 1 is substituted 

for it’ Ezek. 42 : 5 for feo. nnix Neh. 2 : 7, Ps. 42: 10. 
: i : i ■ 

c. A like quiescence or omission ol X occurs in bxx*i Num. 11:25 Hi. 

fut. for bxxpi. b-'bn Ezek. 21 : 33 Hi. inf. for brbxn, ■pTfct Job 32: 11 Hi. 

fut. for *pTXX, yna Prov. 17:4 Hi. part, for “pTXtt, §53. 2. a, Job 

\ 35: 11 Pi. part, for , §53. 3, •’S-btn 2 Sam. 22: 40 Pi. fut. for 

-pd l Sam. 15 : 5 Hi. fut! for , tprfn Isa. 21 : 14 Hi. pret. for >rrxti, 

; bfn Isa. 13: 20 Pi. lut, lor bnx?, and after prefixes “'iaxb for “raxb , the 

Kal infinitive of “bx with the preposition b. “T2X1 Ezek. 28: 16 Pi. fut. 

with Vav conversive for TpsXiO . Zech. 11:5 Hi. fut. with Vav 

conjunctive for "tsisjo, c4iion Eccles. 4:14 Kal pass. part, with the 

article for D^OXPi. 

f/; 
ll 

d. The diphthongal Hholem is further assumed ^ by Pe Aleph roots 

once in the Niphal preterite, *iTnxs Num. 32 : 30 for ^nxs , and five times 

‘n the Hiphil future, rnrdx Jer. 46:8 for nrixs . b'i;X Hos. 11:4 for 

b^Xx. rfoxlx Neh. 13;T13 for n--xxx. bx’l 1 Sam. 14:24 abbreviated 

from nHx’1 for nbx^j, ‘ini’] 2 Sam. 20:5 K’ri for inxpl. 

e. X draws the vowel to itself from the preformative in dnsn Prov, 
1; 22 Kal fut. for dnsn in pause Zech. 8: 17, Ps. 4 : 3, 5 60. 3. c. 

Some so explain nnbsxri Job 20:26, regarding it as a Kal future for 
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sinjjpsKn with the vowel attracted to the X from the preformative ; it is 

simpler, however, to regard it as a Foal future with Kamets Hhatuph in¬ 

stead of Kibbuts, as Ete Nah. 2:4, Ps. 94:20. 

3. a. Kamets Hhatuph for the most part remains in the Kal infinitive 

and imperative with suffixes, as 1TJ2S, “nas, being rarely changed 

to Pattahh, as in *r#3n Prov. 20: 16, or Seghol, as "fiEEX Num. 11: 16, 

fii-is: Job 33: 5. In the inflected imperative Seghol occurs once instead 

of Hhirik, "■’Sian Isa. 47: 2, and Kamets Hhatuph twice in compensation 

for the omitted Hholem, ■’tbs Zeph. 3:14 but *11 >3? Ps. 68:5, topn Jer. 

2:12 but hi-in Jer. 50: 27,'though the o sound is once retained in the 

compound Sh’va of a pausal form, •’rnn Isa. 44:27. Ewald explains 

DfiES'fi Ex. 20 : 5, 23:24, Deut. 5: 9, and*Deut. 13: 3 as Kal futures, 

the excluded Hholem giving character to the preceding vowels; the forms, 

however, are properly Hophal futures, and there is no reason why the 

words may not be translated accordingly be induced to serve. In a few Kal 

infinitives with a feminine termination n has Q), fi?En Ezek. 16:5. 

inson Hos. 7:4. 

b. In a very few instances Pattahh is found in the first syllable of the 

Niphal and of the Hiphil preterite, Ps. 89: 8, srpnfi Judg. 8: 19. 

§112. 1. The guttural invariably receives compound Sh’va in place of 

simple, where this is vocal in the perfect verb; and as in these cases it 

stands at the beginning of the word, it is more at liberty to follow its na¬ 

tive preferences, and therefore usually takes In Efi'pfi 2 plur. pret., 

ppfi inf., fi^fi imper. of !“Pfi, the initial n has (,_) under the influence of 

the following **; K receives (..) in the second plural of the Kal preterite, 

and in the feminine and plural of the passive participle, cnfiEX., Epprx, 

E^bnEX. but commonly (_) in the imperative and infinitive, §60. 3. 6, 

imper., 1=EX and ^EX; inf, thx and TfiX. inf., ysx imper., pax inf. and 

imper. (but "'EXfi Job 34 :18 with fi. interrogative), phx, pbx (with ffo 

paragogic fiE&x), and in a very few instances the long vowel §60.3. c, 

stSX Ex. 16: 23 for 5|EX, rfiX Isa. 21: 12. 

2. Where the first radical in perfect verbs stands after a short vowel 

and completes its syllable, the guttural does the same, but mostly admits 

an echo of the preceding vowel after it, inclining it likewise to begin the 

syllable which follows. In the intermediate syllable thus formed, §20. 2, 

the vowel remains short, only being modified agreeably to the rules 

already given by the proximity of the guttural, which itself receives the 

corresponding Hhateph. The succession is, therefore, usually °r 
(T. ). In a very few instances this correspondence is neglected; thus, m 

“Sfifi 3 fern. fut. of to go (comp. pfiXP from pfili to laugh) the Hhirik 

of the preformative remains and the guttural takes Hhateph Pattahh; m 

fib's fi (once, viz.. Hab. 1: 15 for fijsn) and fijrfi Hiphil and Hophal 

preterites of fibs to go up, and rnESfi (once, viz.. Josh. 7:7 for rpEt;fi) 

Hi. pret. of "ES to pass over, the guttural is entirely transferred to^ the 
second syllable, and the preceding vowel is lengthened. The forms fi fifip , 

rpm . Erfi-fifi. fi^fi! from fi'fi to be. and rpm from PPfi to live, are pecu- 
v ; t* v * :t* t ;t v ' » ir v * 

liar in having simple vocal Sh’va. 
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3. Where (J or (_n J are proper to the form these are frequently 

' ; changed to (..) or (.. r) upon the prolongation of the word or the removal 

ft - of hs accent forward. Thus, in the Kal future, 5)OiO 2 Kin. 5: 3, teDiO 

If;:: Ex. •}; 29, ■’260^ Ps. 27: 10, “’BOafi Josh. 2: IS ; Isa. 59: 5. 

. judg. 16: 13; the Niphal, o|?3 i Kin. 10:3. n»bs3 Nall. 3:11, criWa 

pPs. 26:4; and especially in the tdiph.il preterite with Vav conversive, 

Job 14:19, FfpNni Deut. 7:24, crriBNin* Deut. 9:3 (comp. 

f-L cpb?>?n Ps. 80:6), “'n'lBxnj Lev. 23:30; ■'nbryni Isa. 49:26; ‘’frptnn 

•{'y Neii."b: 16, Ezek.’ 30 : 25; spanasn' ha. 43 : 23, ?pFna?ni‘ Jer. 

: 4; V’t»n Deut. 1:45, iwstm Ex. 15:26. *'nnnn? Jer. 49:’37; after 

$f\Yav conjunctive, however, the vowels remain unchanged, “’fiptnini 1 Sam. 

17:35, ■’nffinrjni Ps. 50:21. The change from (.„ r) to (.^j after Vav 

f pi,conversive occurs once in the third person of the Hiphil preterite, ‘ptsSTi 

:: Ps. 77 : 2, but is not usual, e. g. rpishi . . . Y-pryiri Lev. 27 : 8. There 

is one instance of (_ instead of (_. _) in the Hiphil infinitive, “'E’nnn 

§|&er. 31: 32. 

4. A vowel which has arisen from Sh’va in consequence of the rejec¬ 

tion of the vowel of a following consonant, will be dropped in guttural as 

in perfect verbs upon the latter vowel being restored by a pause accent, 

stbs*' , snam ; vras, . 
1 i - r J a “11" ' % * ; a 

5. Sometimes the silent Sh’va of the perfect verb is retained by the 

guttural instead of being replaced by a compound Sh’va or a subsidiary 

vowel which has arisen from it. This is most frequent in the Kal future, 

though it occurs likewise in the Kal infinitive after inseparable preposi¬ 

tions, in the(Niphal preterite and participle, in the Hiphil species, and 

also though rarely in the Hophal. There are examples of it with all the 

gutturals, though these are most numerous in the case of n, which is the 

strongest of that class of letters. In the majority of roots and forms there 

is a fixed or at least a prevailing usage in favour either of the simple or 

of the compound Sh’va; in some, however, the use of one or the other ap¬ 

pears to he discretionary. 

<2. The following verbs always take simple Sh’va under the first radical 

in the species whose initial letters are annexed to the root, viz.: 

Hi. to be red. bin K. Hi. to be vain. nsn K. to gird. 
- T T 

Ni. Hi. to be Ulus- nsn K. Hi. to meditate, bnn K. (not Ho.) to 

trious. f|in K. to thrust. cease. 

Hi. to close. nnn K. Ni. to honour. -tan K. to cut. 

K. to shut. n:-n K. Ni. to be. rrn K. (not Hi.) to 

K. to learn. *“on K. to injure,wound. live. 

K. to gird on. i<in Ni. Hi. Ho. to hide, oin K. Hi. to be wise. 

K. Ni. (not Hi.) win K. to heat off. K. meaning doubt- 

to be guilty. nin Hi. to join together. ful. 

* a?ra£ Xey6fievov. 
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•tan 

bbn 
“ T 

&bn 
- r 

7f? 
ibn 

- T 

rtin 

bon 
~ T 

con 
- T 

“JGtt 
-* f 

nan 
T T 

tsn 
~ T 

yen 

K. Ni. fo desire. 

K. to spare. 

K. Ni. to do vio¬ 

lence to. 

K. to be leavened. 

K. to ferment. 

K. to dedicate. 

K. to devour. 

K. to muzzle. 

K. Hi. to lack. 

Ni. to cover. 

K. Ni. to be panic- 

struck. 

K. to delight. 

ISFt - T 

nan 

iusn 
~ T 

zkn 

t-'j?" 

* inn 
- T 

nnn 
V V 

“fn 

bhn - T 

nnn - T 

cinn 

nnn 

aiV 

K. to dig. nns 

K. Hi. to blush. 

K. Ni. to search. pn^ 

K. (not Hi.) to hew. “HS 

K. Ni. to investi- nay 

gate. bE2 

K. to tremble. 

K. to take up. 

Ni. to be destined, nias 

Ho .to be swaddled. *ons 

K. Ni. Hi. to seal, pnn 

K. to seize. 

K. to break through. np2 

K. to love, dote. 

K. to put on as an 

ornament. 

Hi. to gather much, 

Ni. to be wanting. 

K. Ni. to trouble. 

Hi. to be presump¬ 

tuous. 

K. Ni. to pervert. 

K. Hi. to tithe. 

Ni. to be burnt up. 

K. Hi. to be re¬ 

moved. 

K. Ni. Hi. to en¬ 

treat. 

b. The following are used with both simple and compound Sh’va, either 

in the same form or in different forms, viz.: 

“bx to bind. 
- T 

r(bn to turn. 

bin to take in pledge. 

ttibn to bind. 
~ T 

l 
pm to be strong. 

nbn to be sick. 
T T 

pSn to divide. 1 x 

non to trust. 
r r 

Tjipn to withhold. 
.1 

ppm to uncover. 

niun to think. 
“ T 

Tpbn to be dark. 
I 

102 to pass over. 

*iW to help. 

nas to wear. 
T r 

“iay to encircle. 
— T 

oBa to conceal. 
— T 

nks to shut up, restrain. 

nps to supplant. 

to smoke. 

"ifejs to be rich. 

c. The following have simple Sh’va only in the passages or parts al¬ 

leged, but elsewhere always compound Sh’va, viz.: 

rnx 2 Chr. 19 : 2, Pr. 15 : 9, to love, nnn Ezek. 26:18, to tremble. 

1TX Ps. 65: 7, to gird. nilin Hi. part, to be silent. 

pbx Ps. 47 :10, to gather. nnn Jer. 49: 37, to he dismayed. 

r^n Ps. 109 : 23, to go. nba Eccl. 5 : 8, to serve. 

eBn Job 39 : 4, Jer. 29: 8, to dream. Jer. 15 :17, Ps. 149:5, and 

p|b>n Job 20 : 24, to change, pierce. Ps. 5 :12, to exult. 

All other Pe guttural verbs, if they occur in forms requiring a Sh’va 

under the first radical, have invariably compound Sh’va. 
The use or disuse of simple Sh’va is so uniform and pervading in cer¬ 

tain verbs, that it must in all probability be traced to the fixed usage ot 

actual speech. This need not be so in all cases, however, as in other and 

less common words its occurrence or non-occurrence may be fortuitous) 

additional examples might have been pointed differently. 

* airaS; \ey6/j.eyov. f Except Ps. 44: 22, 
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f: § 1. The Hhirik of the prefix is in the Niphal future, imperative 

and participle, almost invariably lengthened to Tsere upon the omission 

£f paghesh-forte in the first radical, -,0m, nxbO Isa. 23 :18, aarV) (the ^re¬ 

trocession of the accent by §35. 1) Isa. 28:27, pbn? Job 38:24. yon: 

Num. 32 : 17, 2 Sam. 17 : 23, which is in one instance expressed by 

the vowel letter ^ , nibr'n Ex. 25 : 31. The only exception is anna (two 

Iccents explained by §42'. a) Ezek. 26 : 15 for :nnnS, where the vowel 

remains short as in an intermediate syllable, only being changed to 

leghol before the guttural as in the Niphal and Hiphil preterites. Ac¬ 

ting to some copies, which differ in this from the received text, the 

ovvel likewise remains short in n33S< Job 19:7, invcjrn Ezek. 43:18, 

1 Chron. 24: 3, C]t3S3 Lam. 2:11. 

2. The initial n of the Hiphil infinitive is, as in perfect^verbs, rarely 

ejected after prefixed prepositions, as pBnb Jer. 37:12 for pppnD . iOiinb 

-jcles. 5:5, -npyb 2 Sam. 19:19, "ibsb Deut. 26: 12, nicra Neb. 10:39, 

tyb 2 Sam. 18 : 3 K’thibh ; and still more rarely that of the Niphal infin- 

>e, qbsa Lam. 2: U for parna, anna Ezek. 26:15. 

§114. The letter n resembles the other gutturals in not admitting 

ao-hesh-forte, and in requiring the previous vowel to be lengthened in- 

ead, c“nn J0n. 1:5, nbsnj] Ps. 106:25. In other cases, however, it 

ruses no change in an antecedent Hhirik, Deut. 19: 6. tin* 2 Sam. 

: 10, nafenn Ps. 66:12, except in certain iorms of the verb nkn to see, 

z., stn’i Kal future with Vav conversive, shortened from nso?, nsnn 

•hich alternates with nknn as Hiphil preterite, and once with Vav con- 

rsive preterite, •'rpsnrr Nah. 3 :5. It is in two instances preceded by 

hirikin the Hiphil’infinitive, r-rin, rhp Jer. 50:34. In the Hophal 

ecies the participles Isa. 14:6, raanta Lev. 6:14 take Kibbuts in 

e first syllable, but nso'. bin have the ordinary Kamets Hhatuph. 

esh always retains the simple Sh’va of perfect verbs whether silent^ or 

jcal. qnpi Gen. 44:4. Ps. 129:86, except in one instance, pb-n 

s. 7 : 6, where it appears to" receive Pattahh furtive contrary to the ordi- 

ary rule which restricts it to the end ot the word. §60. 2. a. 

§115. The verb reduplicates its last instead of its second radical 

the Pual, bbpx ; n£ri reduplicates its last syllable, snonon Lam. 2: 11, 

92. a. ‘'FiiinPi Hos. 11: 3 has the appearance of a Hiphil preterite with 

prefixed instead of ri. 

bnn is a secondary root, based upon the Hiphil of bbn. See 3?5 verbs. 

E’er the peculiar forms of ppX and Tjbn see the ‘S verbs, p6* and • 

Jl 

A yin Guttural Verbs. 

§116. Ayin guttural verbs, or those which have a gut¬ 

tural for their second radical, are affected by the peculiarities 

of these letters, §108, in the following manner, viz. : 
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1. The influence of the guttural upon a following vowel 

being comparatively slight, this latter is only converted into 

Pattahh in the future and imperative Kal, and the feminine 

plural of the future and imperative Niphal, Piel, and liitli- 

pael, where the like change sometimes occurs even without 

the presence of a guttural, bsw? for ; fipbkan for robkan. 

2. No forms occur which could give rise to Pattahh 

furtive. 
3. When the second radical should receive simple Sh’va, 

it takes Hhateph Pattahh instead as the compound Sh’va 

best suited to its nature; and to this the new vowel, formed 

from Sh’va in the feminine singular and masculine plural of 

the Kal imperative, is assimilated, “’baa for *’b^. 

4. Daghesh-forte is always omitted from the second radi¬ 

cal in Piel, Pual, and Hithpael, in which case the preceding 

vowel may either remain short as in an intermediate syllable, 

or Hhirik may be lengthened to Tsere, Pattahh to Karnets, 

and Kibbuts to Hholem, §60.4, TO, bsh. 

§ 117. The inflections of Ayin guttural verbs may be 

shown by the example of bfon, which in some species means 

to redeem, and in others to pollute. The Hiphil and Hophal 

are omitted, as the former agrees precisely with that of per¬ 

fect verbs, and the latter differs only in the substitution ol 

compound for simple Sh’va in a manner sufficiently illus¬ 

trated by the foregoing species. 

a. The Pual infinitive is omitted from the paradigm as it is of rare 

occurrence, and there is no example of it in this class of verbs. As the 

absolute infinitive Piel mostly gives up its distinctive form and adopts that 

of the construct, §92. d, it is printed with Tsere in this and the following 

paradigms. 



Paradigm of Ayin Guttural Verbs. 

KAL. NIPHAL. PIET.. PtJAL. HITHPAEL. 

3 to. bka — T bkap bka bk’a 4» Ik tea waxy tew* 
* i *• r j * 

3/ nb^B t -:it nbKBD x : * mBkb t ~:f 
nbKB t i nbKBrn T -ur ; • 

2 to. nb«B POkTj T * — ; * rbka T ; “<• nbka 
t ; rbkarn 

t ; — t ; * 

2/ nbka ; ; -t rbkro nbka nbka rbkarn 

1 0. Tbka fcrbta ■nbka Tibka -rbkarn • ; — r : • 
3 c. 6kb n- 6kbp 6kb “ii** 6 KB i iibKBnn -:it : • 
2 TO. pnbKa QrbKBp crbKB v : “~r9 anbaa anbKarn v : — it ; • 
2/ "rbKB pnbKBp ■jPlbKB pnbKa irfcKBnn 1 v : -it : * 
1 c. ^bka : — r tobkap tobKB *:bka nbkarn ; — r i • 

. Absol. bi^B bfen T * bka .. i* 
Oonstr. bi<5 bkBil •• T * bka ** T bkarn •• t ; * 

3 to. bkB" bkB" bka" •* T I 
bkap bkar- ** t ; * 

3/. b^BFI bkam ** T • bkar *4 t ; bkar bkBnn ** r ; * 
2 TO. bkar bkar •• T * bkar ** t ; bKBPl bkBrr, •• r ; • 
2/ "bKBH ta'bKBn ® "I IT • "bKBn * it ; "bKan * i : "bKBnn * ™:it ; • 
1 c. bkBK bkBK 

r* T V 
bkBK ** T “I 

bkBK bKBdK •* r : v 
, 3 TO. $KBp 6kb* 

—; IT* 
^KB"1 -:it: •b KB" r • 6kbit -jit : • 

3/. S"flbfcB£l 
t : — ; • mbkan 

t : — r • nabkan t : —t ; HDbKBn r ; — ; rnbkarr 
t : r ; 

2 to. •5 Kan 6kbfi —; jf * •bKan 
~:it ; 6kbfi ***: i ; ^KBnr 

it : • 
2/ rwbfcan t ; - : * n;bkar t ; — t * robfcBPi t ; — r : mbkan t ; — ; njbkBrr r ; — t : * 
1 c. bkap bka3 *• T * bkB3 ** t ; bKBj bkBins ** r ; • 

2 m. bk$ bkan •• T » bka •* T bkBSnn ** t ; • 
2/ "Bkb hbKBH # «•* |-j- • -Sks * it 

wanting "bKBnn * -,IT . . 
•s 2 TO. 6 KB —• |- $KBH 

“JIT * 6kb 
jt 

•SKBnr 
~:it ; • 

2/ n:bka t ; —* ; n:bkan r : — t * 
fcw»«sL.:K% m § r ; — t rob^am r : —r ; * 

• Act. b&B 

Pass. b^ika 
r ; 
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Remarks on A yin Guttural Verbs. 

§118. 1. If the second radical is “i, the Kai future and imperative 

eommonly have Hholem; but the following take Pattahh, T^px to belong 

nnn to be dried or desolate, TjP to tremble. ppn to reproach, to winter 

■pnn to sharpen, 3PS to be sweet, :nj3 to come near, Cpjp to cover; ppa [0 

tear in pieces, has either Hholem or Pattahh ; to plough has fut. o, 

to be silent has fut. a. 

2. With any other guttural for the second radical the Kal future and 

imperative have Pattahh; only EPtf to roar, and crn to love, have Hho¬ 

lem ; opt to curse, bp7? to trespass, and bps to do. have either Pattahh 

or Hholem; the future of tnx to grasp, is friso or TnfcO. 

3. Pattahh in the ultimate is as in perfect verbs commonly prolonged 

to Kamets before suffixes, where Hholem would be rejected, pcnx pr0v. 

4:6, tastantti" 2 Kin. 10:14, DplTdx 2 Sam. 22:43. ■’mSkib Isa. 45:11, 

■'ainx*' Gen. 29: 32. * " r vs j** 

4. The feminine plurals of the Niphal and Piel futures have Pattahh 

with the second radical whether this be “i or another guttural. njbpapi 

Ezek. 7 : 27, nssnisn Prov. 6:27, rurnnn Ezek. 16:6, : n3sx:n Hos. 4:13, 
/ r * - r » T * IS* T *** T * T • " 

but Tsere occasionally in pause, nspnpp Jer. 9: 17. 

§119. 1. With these exceptions the vowel accompanying the guttural 

is the same as in the perfect verb; thus the Kal preterite mid. e : 

Gen. 27 : 9, Tjanx Deut. 15 : 16; infinitive pi'T 1 Sam. 7 : 8, sho Jer. 15:3, 

with Makkeph. “rn3 1 Kin. 5:20; Niphal infinitive, DrAp Ex. 17:10, 

with suffixes, 2 Chron. 16: 7, 8, with prefixed a, o'nba Judg. 11:25, 

bxtpa 1 Sam. 20 : 6. 28, and once anomalously with prefixed at, tP"i~X Ezek. 

14: 3 (a like substitution of X for n occurring once in the Hiphil preterite, 

Isa. 63:3); future cn^-1 Ex. 14:14, with Vav conversive, 

iDxaV ' job 7:5, bnp*l Ex. 32:1, Judg. 6:34, instil Ex. 9:15, 

•pnfern Num. 22 : 25. or with the accent on the penult, chs’i Ex. 17:8, 

cpeni Gen. 41:8; imperative, snibp. 1 Sam. 18:17, or with the accent 

thrown back, "nsn Gen. 13:9; Hiphil infinitive, iPxpn 1 Sam. 27:12, 

prnn Gen. 21 : 16, cnnn Deut. 7:2, apocopated future, nan? 1 Sam. 

2: 10, Isihp^ l Kin. 8:1 (in the parallel passage, 2 Chron. 5:2, 

rryPp Deut. 9: 26, npp? Ps. 12 : 4, with Vav conversive, Opsjji 1 Kin. 22 : 54, 

in a so Zech. 11:8; imperative, sppn Ex. 28 : 1, with Makkeph, “snip Ps. 

81:11. “ppm 2 Sam. 20 : 4, Anpp Deut. 4 : 10, with a pause accent the 

last vowel sometimes becomes Pattahh, pnpn Job 13 : 21, ("ijp^n Ps. 69:24, 

though not always, bnpp Lev. 8 : 3. Hophal infinitive, Sinn 2 Kin. 3:2o. 

Tsere is commonly retained in the last syllable of the Piel and Hithpael, 

which upon the retrocession or loss of the accent is shortened to Seghol, 
era Lev. 5:22, ions? Hos. 9:2. pnx? Gen. 39:14, “pnbb Ps. 104:26, 

74 : 10, Gen. 39: 4, cpBnril Dan. 2 : 1, snsrn 2 Kin. 18:23, 

and occasionally belore suffixes to Hhirik, cacis Isa. 1 :15, : pnpPP 0em: 
form for ^nnrna, § Gl. 5)1 Sam. 16: 15 but esannb Isa. 30: 18, csnn^ 
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Kzek- 5: 16; in a few instances, however, ns in the perfect verb, Pattahh 

. taken instead, thus in the preterite, txyb Mai. 3: 19, crn Ps. 103:13, 

orp Isa. 6: 12, rSx Deut. 20:7, 7,7? Gen. 24:1 (7^3 rarely occurs ex¬ 

cept in pause), ’^Q Isa. 25:11, and more rarely still in the imperative, 

■W Ezek. 37 :17. and future 3nyn? Prov. 14: 10. Dan. 1: 8. 
~ It 

2. which has Kamets in pause, but most commonly 

Tsere before suffixes, wSxO, exhibits the peculiar forms, epbs»a 

1 Sam. 12:13, srnbxii 1 Sam. 1:20, «u-rnb»i» Judg. 13:6, 

Sam. 1: 28. 

3. Kamets Hhatuph sometimes remains before the guttural in the Kal 

imperative and infinitive with suffixes or appended n, oinx Hos. 9: 10, 

||j*| Ruth 3: 13, o6»« Am. 2:4, esoxta (by §61. 1) Isa.^30:12, c=3p|3 

Deut. 20 : 2 (the alternate form being cs'n'ntt Josh. 22:16), nsrn Ex. 30: 18, 

prn Ezek. 8:6. and sometimes is changed to Pattahh, “p?:iI Da. 57 : 13, 

tii'-a Ezek. 20:27, naqeS Hos. 5 : 2. Deut. 10: 15, npx/n Jer. 31:12, 

with simple ShVa under the guttural, Ps. 68:8, iss1! 2 Chron. 

^>6': 19. In rrart Nura. 23:7. Kamets Hhatuph is lengthened to Hholem 

in the simple syllable. Once the paragogic imperative takes the lorm 

!& Isa. 7: 11oomp. nnb'o, n««I Dan. 9:19, Ps. 41: 5. 

4. Hhirik of the inflected Kal imperative is retained before wpS 

Josh. 9 : 6. and once before n. *nnt!j Job 6: 22; when the first ladical is X 

1:1'becomes Seghol, snnx Ps. 31 : 24, 'MHX Cant. 2: 15; in other cases it 

changed to Pattahh,'""’’jrsj. Da. 14:31, sipst Judg. 10:14. 

§120. 1. The compound Sh’va after Kamets Hhatuph is (T!), after 

eghol (J, in other cases (_;). as is sufficiently shown by the examples 

already adduced. Exceptions are rare, Mnx Ruth 3:15, *ipn^n Ezek. 

: 33. simxiT’ y'tha rehu Isa. 44:13. 
' fS** t: IT l J 

I 

2. The letter before the guttural receives compound Sh’va in 

Gen. 21:6; in ikbw Ezek. 9:8, this leads to the prolongation of the 

|>receding vowel and its expression by the vowel letter X, § 11. 1. a. This 

tter form, though without an exact parallel, is thus susceptible of ready 

Xplanation, and there is no need of resorting to the hypothesis of an error 

the text or a confusion of two distinct readings, “XHi? and ifctwX, 

3. Resh commonly receives simple Shva, though it. has compound in 

ome forms of 7p3, e. g. *137.3!^ Num. 6: 23, i37.3 Gen, 27:2/. 

§ 121. 1. Upon the omission of Daghesh-forte from the second radical 

the previous vowel is always lengthened before "l, almost always before 

, and prevailingly before 3, but rarely* before 7s or n. The previous 

vowel remains short in n?2 to terrify, to provoke, to be few, “53 

to shake, and pi'-t to cry. It is sometimes lengthened, though not^always, 
D “.xa to make plain, 3X2 to commit adultery, pxs to despise, “X3 to re¬ 

ject, bxta to ask; *iya to consume. to sweep away by a tempest. to 

abhor; bna to affright, nns to be dim., bh to lead. It is also lengthened 

*vhp to be dull, which only occurs Eccl. 10: 10. The only instances of 
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the prolongation of the vowel before n are crib Pi. inf. Judg. 5:8, “rih pu 

pret. Ezek. 21:18, Wh Pu. pret. Ps. 36:13, ■'Ptsrnnft Job 9: 30, the first two 
of which may, however, be regarded as nouns. Daghesh-lorte is retained 
and the vowel consequently remains short in rtf)3 Ezek. 16: 4. : j0{} 
33:21, unless the point in the latter example is to be regarded as Mappik. §26 

2. When not lengthened, Hhirik of the Piel preterite commonly re¬ 

mains unaltered before the guttural, *nri3 Job 15:18, Unnili Jer. 12:10 

though it is in two instances changed to Seghol, *nnx Judg. 5: 28, “'2nrm 
Ps. 51:7. V!,V 

3. When under the influence of a pause accent the guttural receives 
Karnets, a preceding Pattahh is converted to Seghol, §63. La, "’rvensn 
Ezek. 5:13, crurr Num. 23: 19, mnan Num. 8:7. 

§122. 1. “|3?;p and *jSXil3 are Piel forms with the third radical redupli¬ 
cated in place of the second; ~E"ino doubles the second syllable ; and sinhn 

?>3n Hos. 4: 18, is by the ablest Hebraists regarded as one word, the last 

two radicals being reduplicated together with the personal ending, §92. a. 

2. ©"nib and have two forms of the Piel, and and 

15b, §92.5./ and ttjya two forms of the Hithpael, tibrarn, Ji.tayan1’ Jer. 

46:7.8; : yx’sa Isa. 52:5. follows the analogy of the latter; yxjb Eccl. 

12 : 5, is sometimes derived from yX3 to despise, as if it were for 'pxy; 

such a form would however be unexampled. The vowels show it to be 

the Hiphil future of or rather yx3 to flourish or blossom, the X being 

inserted as a vowel letter, §11. 1. a. *13X33 Isa. 59:3, Lam. 4: 14 is a 

Niphal formed upon the basis of a Pual, §83. c. (2). Ezra 10: 16 

is an anomalous infinitive from thn , which some regard as Kai, others 

as Piel. 

Lamedh Guttural Verbs. 

§123. Lamedh guttural verbs, or those which have a 

guttural for their third radical, are affected by the peculiari¬ 

ties of these letters, § 108, in the following manner, viz. : 

1. The vowel preceding the third radical becomes Pat¬ 

tahh in the future and imperative Kal, and in the feminine 

plurals of the future and imperative Piel, Hiphil, and Hith¬ 
pael, . 

2. Tsere preceding the third radical, as in the Piel and 
Hithpael and in some forms of the other species, may either 

be changed to Pattahh or retained ; in the latter case the 

guttural takes Pattahh-furtive, § 17, after the long heteroge¬ 
neous vowel, e. g. rfity or . 
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3. Hhirik of tlie Hipliil species, Hholem of the Kal and 

|STiphal infinitives, and Shurek of the Kal passive participle, 

l suffer no change before the final, guttural, which receives a 

If jpattahh-furtive, rpSttn , , 

4. The guttural retains the simple Sh’va of the perfect 

||; Verb before all afformatives beginning with a consonant, 

though compound Sh’va is substituted for it before suffixes, 

which are less closely attached to the verb, Fin . 

5. When, however, a personal afformative consists of a 

| single vowelless letter, as in the second feminine singular of 

the preterite, the guttural receives a Pattahh-furtive to aid in 

its pronunciation without sundering it from the affixed ter¬ 

mination, . 
||.| ' 

a. Some grammarians regard this as a Pattahh inserted between the 

guttural and the final vowelless consonant by §61. 2, and accordingly pro- 

K' pounce V\r6t shalahhnt instead of shakfhht. But as these verbs do 

ipt not suffer even a compound Sh’va to be inserted before the affixed per- 

fV' »tonal termination, it is scarcely probable that a full vowel would be ad¬ 

mitted. And the Dagheshdene in the final Tav and the SK’va under it 

sit show that the preceding vowel sign is not Pattahh but Pattahh-furtive, 

§17. a. 
jpg! 

6. There is no occasion in these verbs for the application 

of the rule requiring the omission of Daghesh-forte from the 

gutturals. 
§124. The inflections of Lamedh guttural verbs maybe 

represented by nb© to send. The Pual and Hophal, which 

agree with perfect verbs except in the Pattahh-furtive of the 

second feminine preterite and of the absolute infinitive, are 

omitted from the paradigm. The Hithpael of this verb does 

not occur, but is here formed from analogy, the initial sib¬ 

ilant beins; transposed with ri of the prefix, according to 

§82.5., 

gy a. Instead of the Niphal infinitive absolute with prefixed n. which 

does not happen to occur in any verb of this class, the alternate form with 

Prefixed 3, §91. b. is given in the paradigm, being in actual use. 



Paradigm of Lamedh Guttural Verbs. 

KAL. HIPHAL. PIEL, HIP33IL. HITHPAEL. 

Pret. 3 m. nbiiS — T 
nbop nbo rrbon fibrin 

3/ nnb© t ; it nnbon r ; ; * nnbo t ; * nn^bon r • : • nnbron 

2 m. nnbo t ; ” t 

nnbos r ; - : * 
nnbo 
t : “ • nnbon t : - ; * nnbno'n 

2/ mnbo : - “ t nnbo? nnbo nnbon nnbnon • “ “ ; * 
1 c. THbui • ; - r *nnb op Tinbo "nnpipn -nnbnon 

Plur. 3 c. ^inbiz3 : it rhbop rhbo mrbon ® • * rrbnon 

2 m. srnbo ahnboa Dnnbo mrbw- nnnbnon 

2/ -rnbo *nnbo? -nnbo “tbnbirn » taw* «us to. i*e»v *. ft * tew# |SMMa1*JCI J 

1 c. r:rbo : " r onbop Onbo r;nbon ta*lW!E8 vm, rjs*\ <s* taw A as? 

Infix. Absol. nibo 
- T 

nbop nbo nbon 
Constr. rib ii3 nbon " T . 

nbo rrbon nbno'n 

For. 3 m. nbiir nbO‘ 
- r ® 

it • 
npor rrbon nlnof 

S
 

CO nbon nbon *“ r • 
nbon n-bon nbnon 

2 m. nbiDFi nbon “ T • 
nbon rrbon nbnon 

2/ hrjbon ‘nbon 
* ; it * ■fibon rrbon • • j — -nbnon * j - ; ® 

1 c. nboK nbm - t V nbm rrboa nbno& 

Plur. 3 m. rnbop rnbur ; it* 
rnbTzn • "‘bob rrbno: 

8/ nDnbicn 
t ; ~ ; • ronbon T - - t • npnbon n:nbon r ; - ; - nsnbnon 

T I “ ” * 
2 to. ribbon rnbon 

; it * 
rnbon m^bon rnbnon 

2/ njnbo'n nnbon 
r ; ~ t * 

nnbon 
T . - - ; 

nnbon 
r : ~ ; 

rimbnon 
r : - - l * 

1 c. nbop nb03 
“ T * 

nbop rrbop nbnop 

Impee. 2 m. nbo nbon 
- T * 

nbo nbon nbiron-" 

2/. ‘■’nbo Tbwn 
» : it * 

hnbo rrbon 
• # ; 

‘fibron 

PZwr. 2 to. rnbo rnbon rnbo rrbon *|| 

2/ rohbo 
T ; - ; 

nsnbon 
t ; ” t * 

nsnbo 
t : " ” t ; i “ 

*«**•** 
i i*;i i>n 

t : ~ * 

Part. nbo nboO n-boo nbroo 

Pass. nrbo 
T 

nbos 
T « • 

_——— 
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Remarks on Lamedii Guttural Verbs. 

§ 125. 1. The Kal future and imperative have Pattahh without exception ; 

in one instance the K’thibh inserts ", mbtDX .Ter. 5 : 7, where the K’ri is 

.i>OX. The vowel a is retained before suffixes, remaining short in csia 

rn. 9:1, but usually lengthened to Kamets, 2 Chrom 21: 17’ 

Geii. 23:11. In the paragogic. imperative a may be retained, 

||'d . rit'S’-i Dan. 9:19, or rejected, and Hhirik given to the first radical, 

Job 32 : 10, r\rhy Gen. 43 : 8. Hhirik appears in pAde Gen. 25:31, 

it verbs whose last radical is n commonly take Kamets Hhatuph like 

j*fect verbs both before paragogic P , and suffixes, -maid 1 Chron. 
: 18. oAibp Prov. 3: 3. 

2. The Kal infinitive construct mostly has o, v'hzb Jon. 2:1, : rirJj 

m. 17:28. Isa. 54:9, rarely a, nBili Isa. 58 : 9,' si a Num. 20 :3, 

ji|o 1 Sam. 15: 1. With a feminine ending, the first syllable takes 

pmets Hhatuph. nn:j Zeph. 3:11; so sometimes before suffixes, in2” 

Sam. 15: 12. Neh. 1:4, DwS.cili Josh. 6:5, but more commonly 

hirik, csjsa Am.’l : 13, W5S Num.’ 35: 19, inns Neh. 8:5, rarely Pat- 
?jSp“3 Ezek. 25: 6. 

3. Most verbs with final ”i have Hholem in the Kal future and impera- 

'e. But such as have middle e in the preterite take Pattahh, §82.1. a ; 

d in addition the following, viz.: “OK to shut. *tdk to say. lih to honour. 

n to grow pale, IPS to shake, to be rich, ~rrJ to entreat, "IBS to slip 

ay, "iss to press, “ot!) to drink or be drunken. The following have 

ttahh or Flholem, "ita to decree. “nj to vow, ns|3 fut. o, to reap, fut. a. 
be short. 

§ 126. 1. Tsere is almost always changed to Pattahh before the guttural 

fh the preterite, infinitive construct, future, and imperative; but it is re¬ 

fined and Pattahh-furtive given to the guttural in pause, and in the in- 

initive absolute and participle which partake of the character of nouns 

|hd prefer lengthened forms. Thus, Niphal: infin. constr., silEP Esth. 

^ • 8) pnan Isa. 51: 14. future, Pats* Ps. 9: 19, :Job 17 : 3, impera- 

Ve. even in pause, P3KP. Pie!: preterite, n|a Lev. 14:8, 2 Chron. 

J : 4, infin. constr., y|a Hab. 1:13, Lara. 2 : 8. future. p^e? Job 16: 13. 

’ 2 Kin. 8 : 12, Deut. 7 :5, imperative. rVcJ Ex. 4:23. Hiphil: 

Apocopated future, Pts“? 2 Kin. 18:30, fut. with Vav conversive, ri: 

Judg. 4:23, fem. plnr.. P:?2P Ps. 119:171, imperative, 3>C3i‘n Ps. 86:2, 

= ®Bd even in pause, pfxp 1 Kin. 22:12. Hithpael: Prov. 17:14, 

Dan. 11:40, PEPISP Ps. 106:47; this species sometimes has 

Comets in its pausal forms, S|?j9SrP Josh. 9: 13. Ps. 107 : 27. On 

*be other hand, the absolute infinitives: Piel. nlpib Deut. 22: 7, Hiphil, 

Isa. 7; 11. Hophal, PlSsaP Ezek. 16:4. Participles: Kal, Ptba Deut. 

|:52, but occasionally in the construct state with Pattahh, rtbb Ps. 94: 9 

*sa* 51:15, yph Isa. 42:5, “feb Lev. 11:7, Piel, P2-T2 1 Kin. 3:3, 

ithpael, ?3PV2ta l Sam. 21: 15. Tsere is retained before suffixes of the 

second person instead of being either changed to Pattahh or as in perfect 

11 
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verbs shortened to Seghol, Pi. inf const. Tjnjbttj Deut. 15 : 18, fut. Tjnbpx 

Gen. 31: 27. There is one instance of Pattahh in the Hipliii inf. const, 

nsin Job 6 : 26. 

2. In verbs with final i Pattahh takes the place of Tsere for the most 

part in the Piel preterite (in pause Tsere), and frequently in the Hithpael 

(in pause Kamets); but Tsere (in pause Tsere or Pattahh, §65.a) is com¬ 

monly retained elsewhere, “3‘p Ps. 76:4, *.”>2^5 Ex. 9: 25, “i'nijrn Prov. 

25 : 6, ‘vtsnrt Ps. 93:1, Gen. 22:14, “ikx;; Gen. 10 :19, J iprn Zeph. 

2 : 4. Two verbs have Seghol in the Piel preterite, “iS'n (in pause, ir^) 

and iE3. 

§ 127. 1. The guttural almost always has Pattahh-furtive in the second 

fem. sing, of the preterite, Prntr Ruth 2:8, : nssb Ezek. 16:28, ins an 

Esth. 4 : 14, tnn^n Ezek. 16: 4, scarcely ever simple Sli’va, Fin fib 1 Kin. 

14:3, nnbtij Jer. 13:5, and never Pattahh (which might arise from the 

concurrence of consonants at the end of a word, § 61. 2), unless in rnfib 

Gen. 30:5, and inrob Gen. 20:16, the former of which admits of ready 

explanation as a construct infinitive, and the latter may be a Niphal par¬ 

ticiple in the feminine singular, whether it be understood as in the common 

English version '‘'she was reproved” or it is adjudged (i, e. justly due 

as a compensation) to thee ; the latest authorities, however, prefer to 

render it. thou art judged, i. e. justice is done thee by this indemnification. 

Pattahh is once inserted before the abbreviated termination of the feminine 

plural imperative, ■jSB© Gen. 4 : 23 for rWEB . 

2. The guttural takes compound instead of simple Sh’va before suf¬ 

fixes, not only when it stands at the end of the verb, “2:2 Num. 24: 11, 

Prov. 25: 17, but also in the first, plural of the preterite, 

Ps.bd : 18 (sisni'jj ver. 21), Isa. 59 : 12, sinsfisba Ps. 35 : 25, 

2 Sam. 21 :6, ryWEB Ps. 132:6; "> retains simple Sh’va before all per¬ 

sonal terminations and suffixes, F“ifix Judg. 4:20, ch-rax Mai. 1:7, 

Josh. 4:23. 

3. In a few exceptional cases the letter before the guttural receives 

compound Sh’va, fisiasx Isa. 27:4, “nnjfib Gen. 2:23. 

§ 128. The Hiphil infinitive construct, once has the feminine ending n*!, 

psiSEBSi Ezek. 24:26; nrnaSFil Ezek. 16:50 for Fijnisrn perhaps owes 

its anomalous form to its being assimilated in termination to the following 

word, which is a Lamedh He verb. In npB3 Am. 8 : 8 K’thibh for 

the guttural 3 is elided, §53. 3. 

Pe Nun (fs) Verbs. 

§129. Nun, as the first radical of verbs, has two pecu¬ 

liarities, viz.: 

1. At the end of a syllable it is assimilated to the fob 
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lowing consonant, the two letters being written as one, and 

!’? the doubling indicated by Daghesh-forte. This occurs in the 

Ival future, Niphal preterite and participle, and in the Hiphil 

and Hophal species throughout; thus, ©a:n becomes ©a.V>, 

■written ©3?, so ©a? for ©a?3, t^an for tihbn. In the 

Hophal, Kamets Hhatuph becomes Kibbuts before the 
lil^ubled letter, §61. 5, ©an for ©a;n. 

2. In the Kal imperative with Pattahh it is frequently 

dropped, its sound being easily lost from the beginning of a 

H|yllable when it is without a vowel, ©a for ©as, § 53. 2. A 

jjj|fe rejection occurs in the Kal infinitive construct of a few 

JgJJpbs, the abbreviation being in this case compensated by 

adding the feminine termination n; thus, ©.©a for n©a (by 

JJj|t)3. 2. a), the primary form being ©a5. 

»;(•" a. In the Indo-European languages likewise, n is frequently conformed 

% to nr affected by a following consonant, and in certain circumstances it is 

liable to rejection, e. g. iy-ypacfuD, ipifSdXXw, crvcrTpicpoj. 

|§|. §? 
§130. 1. The inflections of Pe Nun verbs maybe repre- 

!|||ntedby ©a? to approach. In the Piel, Pual, and Hithpael, 

they do not differ from perfect verbs. The last column of 

the paradigm is occupied by the Kal species of ‘jfiS to give, 

which is peculiar in assimilating its last as well as its first 

radical, and in having Tsere in the future. 
Iljlpjb-'' - 

a. The Kal of m: is used only in the infinitive, future, and imperative, 

the preterite and participle being supplied by the Niphal. which has sub¬ 

stantially the same sense: the missing parts are in the paradigm supplied 
from analogy. 

til The future of IM has Pattahh in one instance before Makkeph, 
Judg. 16: 5. 



Paradigm of Pe Nun Verbs. 

KAL. NIPIIAL. HIPHIL. HOPHAL. kal. 

Peet. 3 m. iris 
— T 

id a? bbn IP Bij 

H
 

CO nba: r ; it iTIPSj 
t ; • 

» 1 i ta«w* si ■« m m ara® » iuJ AH 1 
T • * nban 
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t ; IT 
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r : — \ nns r : —t r ; — • t ; — • T — T 

. 2/ nbb ; ; — r 
nba: nbin nban nr; 

® t 

1 c. Tib Si Tlbti" t bin "nban Tins • : — r * : —■ * s : • T 

Tlur. 3 c. 
: it 

nba: mnin nban bn: : it 

2 m. cnba: cnba? nnban dnban nnn: 

2/ "jirbro "nba" * nban "nban ibn: 
1 c. nba: 

: —t 

ki t» M -** «M to» nban nban •ISP" 
— T 

Infest. A Mol. iriro 
T 

*t#k *w kfc.fesBaas 

UJJM l 
T * 

ban 'ban "in: 

. Oonstr. nba * ^ * *>■>* 

** T * 
b^an nn 

Put. 3 m. u3b“ bin 
*• T * 

b‘i"_ bin RH kWSil is* 

P:.1. 

3/ ban bion 
** T * 

b^an ban ■jnn 

2 m. ban basn 
*• r • 

b"an ban "(nn 

2/ hban hbasn 
• ; it • 

hb^ari "ban "■snn 

1 e. 123 bii2^ *" T V 
bha& bi& "sm 

C
O

 

!■§ nba" ; it * Tb4p nba; nn* 

H
 

C
O

 nsban 
t ; — * nabisn 

t : ** r • ns bin 
t : *• — nsbin 

t : — ’•, (nann) 

2 m. nban *ibaan ; it • njran nban bnn 

2/ rttbafi 
t : — • 

feaw» 'i» * tea * to to*** i i *«• Us# «r*l A 4*1 
r : **t * nsbin nsbin (nsnn) 

1 6. big 
**T • bba bas 

Impeb. 2 m. ba basn ** T • ban T 
2/ hb'a • » 

"b'ssn • : it • nrin wanting # « 
I 

Plur. 2 m. nb'a nbasn 
; it * 

. ? 

nzran Tj~i 

2/ n3ba 
t ; *— 

nsbasn 
T i ** T ® 

nsbin (-T1 

Paet. 
JP(XSSt 

bab 
bb3 

T 
bis 

X * 

bbb 

bin 
T *». 

T': 

I*: 
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Remarks on Pe Nun Verbs. 

§131. 1. If the second radical be a guttural or a vowel letter. Nun be- 

comes strong by contrast and is not liable to rejection or assimilation, 

pstls Num. 34: 18, Xni 2 Kin. 4:24, Gen. 24:48, W3X Ex. 15:2. 

It Is, however, always assimilated in £0: the Niphal preterite of cTn Jo 

repent, and occasionally in rnj to descend, e. g. nil] Jer. 21:13, nnn 

Sfl||pv. 17:10, wnj Ps. 38: 3 but nmn ibid., nren Joel 4: 11. 12. Before other consonants the rule for assimilation is observed with 

|H exceptions, viz.: UDJM Isa. 58:3, 5)3:0 Ps. 68:3, *riE»7 Jer. 3:5, 

;';,tjKS37 Deut. 33 : 9 (and occasionally elsewhere). Job 40 : 24, :s!£03') 

|p 29:1, T^'n Ezek. 22:20, besb (lor bsbrffi) Num. 5:22, rjn'bsB (for 

plfcljns with Daghesh-forte separative, §24. 5) Isa. 33: 1, siprnrrt Judg. 

20:31. 
gglfjp ’’ ; # , t 

3. Nun is commonly rejected from the Kal imperative with a, 0 
^fara. 1: 15 (once before Makkeph, ”3 Gen. 19: 9, in plural *13);) 1 Kin. 

K|; 30 and Josh. 3: 9), "big Ex. 3:5, *§ Job 1:11, *irp Deut. 2 : 24, 

">riQ Ezek. 37: 9, "npttjj Gen. 27: 26, though it is occasionally retained, 

2 Kin. 19:29, fctcs Ps. 10: 12, or by a variant orthography, r.6p Ps. 

4:7 but always elsewhere Nib. In imperatives with o, and in Lamedh He 

verbs which have e in the imperative, Nun is invariably retained. U'bp 

llltov. 17:,14. Ns: Ps. 24:14, cp: Num. 31:2, yn? Ps. 58:7, rep: Gen’. 

|(|):27, np: Ex. 8: 1. 

4. The rejection of Nun from the Kal construct, infinitive occurs in hut 

few verbs; viz.: ntsa (with suffix, wra) from nns from n?3, rsa 

||i|||yice) and rib from r23, nro (once) and rib: from ra:, Kib: has 

.( (by §60. 3. c), with the preposition b, nxirs by §57. 2. (3), once nto 

i ' 053. 3) Job 41 : 17, once without the feminine ending, Nila Ps. 89: 10. and 

|||||fice Nib:; “jns has commonly nn (for n:n), with suffixes but )h: 

|SNum. 20:21, and ~}r: Gen. 38 : 9. 

5. The absolute infinitive Niphal appears in the three forms 'jPiP Jer. 

4, C|pn Ps. 68 : 3, and S)iM Judg. 20 : 39. 
n' " ' ' 

6. The n of the prefix in the Hithpael species is in a few instances 

assimilated to the first radical, §82. 5. a, Ezek. 5:13, •'nNSgn 

Ezek. 37:10, Jer. 23: 13, k$|R Num. 24 : 7> Dan> 11: 14s Isa- 52:5- 

§132. 1. The last radical of *P3 is assimilated in the Niphal as well as 

in the Kal species, cpp: Lev. 26:25. The final Nun of other verbs re- 

niains without assimilation, P3S3I. P33Ui. nP32. In 2 Sam. 22:41 PPp is 

lor nrns which is found in the parallel passage Ps. 18:41. )P}0 1 Kin. 

19. 17 :14 K’thibh. is probably, as explained by Ewald, the Kal con- 

struct infinitive without the feminine ending (10) prolonged by reduplica- 

tion, which is the case with some other short words, e. g. from yo. 

for *>4 ; others regard it as the infinitive np with the 3 fem. plur. suffix 

0r with I paragogic; Gesenius takes it to be, as always elsewhere, the 
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2' masc. sing, of the Kal future, fi:n Ps. 8:2, is the Kal infin.. comp 

nhn Gen. 46: 3, not the 3 fem. sing. pret. for nins (Nordheimer). nor the 

imperative with paragogicfp, as n:n is always to be explained elsewhere. 

2. The peculiarities of Pe Nun verbs are shared by rpb to take, whose 

first radical is assimilated or rejected in the same manner as 3. Kal jnf 
const, nnp (with prep. b, ntnpb, to be distinguished from rinj^b 2 fem 

sing, pret.), once -nrjjs (by § 60. 3. c) 2 Kin. 12: 9, with suffixes 'pr\p\ 

fut. imper. Hp, --hp rarely npb, Hoph. fut. , but Nipffi 

pret. npbD. In Hos. 11:3 tnp is the masculine infinitive with the suffix 

for onnp ; the same form occurs without, a suffix, np Ezek. 17: 5, or this 

may be explained with Gesenius as a preterite for npb . 

3. In Isa. 64: 5 ^231 has the form of a Hiphil future from Vb'a, but the 

sense shows it to be from bii for bsn, Daghesh-forte being omitted and 

the previous vowel lengthened in consequence, §59. a. 

Ayin Doubled (2&) Verbs. 

§133. The imperfect verbs, thus far considered, differ 

from the perfect verbs either in the vowels alone or in the 

consonants alone; those which follow, differ in both vowels 

and consonants, § 107, and consequently depart much mere 

seriously from the standard paradigm. The widest diver¬ 

gence of all is found in the Ayin doubled and Ayin Vav 

verbs, in both of which the root gives up its dissyllabic 

character and is converted into a monosyllable; a common 

feature, which gives rise to many striking resemblances and 

even to an occasional interchange of forms. 

§134. 1. In explaining the inflections peculiar to Ayin 

doubled verbs, it will be most convenient to separate the in¬ 

tensive species Piel and Pual with their derivative the Hith- 

pael from the other four. That which gives rise to all their 

peculiar forms in the Kal, Niphal, Hiphil, and Hophal 

species, is the disposition to avoid the repetition of the same 

sound by uniting the two similar radicals and giving the in¬ 

tervening vowel to the previous letter, thus, no for nn?, 

no for niso § 61. 3. 

2. In the Kal species this contraction is optional in the 

preterite; it is rare in the infinitive absolute though usual in 



the construct, and it never occurs in the participles. With 

these exceptions, it is universal in the species already named. 

§ 135. This contraction produces certain changes both in 

the vowel, which is thrown back, and in that of the preced¬ 

ing syllable. 
1. When the first radical has a vowel (pretonic Kamets, 

^ 82.1), as in the Kal preterite and infinitive absolute, and 

in the Niplial infinitive, future and imperative, this is simply 

displaced by the vowel thrown back from the second radical, 

thus 330, 30,3130 , 30; 33DH , 3?bn ; 33DH , 3#?. 

2. When the first radical ends a mixed syllable as in the 

Kal future, the Niplial preterite, and throughout the Hipliil 

and Hophal, this will be converted into a simple syllable by 

the shifting of the vowel from the second radical to the first, 

whence arise the following mutations : 

In the Kal future 330^ becomes 30^ with % in a simple 

Syllable, contrary to §18.2. This may, however, be con¬ 

verted into a mixed syllable by means of Daghesh-forte, and 

the short vowel be retained, thus 3D?; or the syllable may 

remain simple and the vowel be lengthened from Hhirik to 

Tsere, §59, thus, in verbs fut. a, ‘ftp for lia?; or as the 

Hhirik of this tense is not an original vowel but has arisen 

from Sh’va, §85.2.a(l),it may be neglected an d d, the simplest 

of the long vowels, given to the preformative, which is the 

most common expedient, thus 30?. The three possible 

forms of this tense are consequently 3b?, 3D? and “va?. 

In the Niphal preterite 3303 becomes by contraction 303. 

In a few verbs beginning with n the short vowel is retained 

in an intermediate syllable, thus Ts? for 3in3; in other eases 

Hhirik is lengthened to Tsere, pi? for "3”3, or as the Hhirik 

is not essential to the form but has arisen from Sh’va, 

§ 82. 2, it is more frequently neglected, and Kamets, the 

simplest of the long vowels, substituted in its place, thus 303. 
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fixed n are characteristic and essential. They must, there¬ 

fore, either be retained by inserting Daghesh-forte in the first 

radical, or be simply lengthened; no other vowel can be sub¬ 

stituted for them, son for Mon, no? or so; for n^io?, non 

(Kibbuts before the doubled letter by § 61. 5) or no^n for 

nion. 

3. The vowel, which is thrown back from the second radi¬ 

cal to the first, stands no longer before a single consonant, but 

before one which, though single in appearance, is in reality 

equivalent to two. It is consequently subjected to the com¬ 

pression which affects vowels so situated, §61. 4. Thus, in 

the Niphal future and imperative Tsere is compressed to 

Pattahh, nno?, no^; ndon, non (comp. dop, nbtip) though it 

remains in the infinitive which, partaking of the character of 

a noun, prefers longer forms. So in the Hiphil long TIhirik 

is compressed to Tsere, ntbn, non (comp, , npbttprt). 

§ 136. Although the letter, into which the second and 

third radicals have been contracted, represents two con¬ 

sonants, the doubling cannot be made to appear at the end 

of the word. But 

1. When in the course of inflection a vowel is added, the 

letter receives Daghesh-forte, and the preceding vowel, even 

where it would be dropped in perfect verbs, is retained to 

make the doubling possible, and hence preserves its accent, 

§33.1, nno, teo?. 
2. Upon the addition of a personal ending which begins 

with a consonant, the utterance of the doubled letter is aided 

by inserting one of the diphthongal vowels, o (i) in the 

preterite, and e (in the future. By the dissyllabic append¬ 

age thus formed the accent is carried forward, § 32, and 

the previous part of the word is shortened in consequence 

as much as possible, non t ninon; no?, np^pn . 

3. When by the operation of the rules already given, 

§135. 2, the first radical has been doubled, the reduplica¬ 

tion of the last radical is frequently omitted in order to 
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Brieve the word of too many doubled letters. In this case 

the retention of the vowel before the last radical, contrary to 

Hffhfe analogy of perfect verbs, and the insertion of a vowel 

after it, are alike unnecessary, and the accent takes its aecus- 

|::tomed position, ids?, nasdn. I'pv §137. The Piel, Pual, and Hithpael sometimes preserve 

the regular form, as bjn, 8|n, bSnnrn. The triple repetition 

of the same letter thus caused is in a few instances avoided, Showever, by reduplicating the contracted root with appro¬ 

priate vowels, as , bjjfcpnn. Or more commonly, the 

reduplication is given up and the idea of intensity conveyed 

by the simple prolongation of the root, the long vowel 

Hholem being inserted after the first radical for this purpose, 

2210 bSann. 
§ 138. In the following paradigm the inflections of Ayin 

fjtoubled verbs are shown by the example of 320 to surround. 

:;|The Pual is omitted, as this species almost invariably follows 

the inflections of the perfect verb; certain persons of the 

Hophal, of which there is no example, are likewise omitted. 

An instance of Piel, with the radical syllable reduplicated, is 

given in tfooo to excite. 
§ffr:' ’ , . 

a. The Hithpael of does not actually occur; but it is in the para¬ 

digm formed from analogy, the initial sibilant being transposed with the n 
|tof the prefix, agreeably to §82. 5. ( 

b. In his Manual Lexicon, Gesenius gives to the meaning to 
arm, but the best authorities prefer the definition subsequently introduced 

by him into his Thesaurus, to excite. 
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gDoubled Verbs. 

hiphil. HOPHAL. HITHPAEL. PIEL. 
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Remarks on A yin Doubled Verbs. 

§ 139. 1. The uncontracted and the contracted forms of the Kal preter¬ 

ite are used with perhaps equal frequency in the third person; the lormer 

is rare in the first person, "'pool Zech. 8: 1L 15, Deut. 2:35, and 

there are no examples of it in the second; *!3“i Gen. 49:23 and Job 

24 : 24 are preterites with Hholem, §82.1. In Ps. 118:11, "^hd 

the uncontracted is added to the contracted form for the sake of greater 

emphasis. Compound Sh’va is sometimes used with these verbs instead 

of simple to make its vocal character more distinct, §16. 1. b, 'ibba Gen. 

29 : 3, 8, Ex. 15 :10, r^bbn Isa. 64:10, W Gen. 9:14, *t3Dp>sh Num. 

23: 25. 

2. The following are examples of the contracted infinitive absolute, 

5p Num. 23:25, bii) Ruth 2:16, nifi Isa. 24:19, noH (with a para- 

gogic termination) ibid.; of the uncontracted, j’l’HiJ, “(isa, "fin , Dp ED, 

nins, rvina, TiPO; of the infinitive construct, tta and tft ODD and zb, 

dOD, ‘i'to, ta*. DPi. once with u as in Ayin Vav verbs, isia Eccles. 9: 1, 

and occasionally with a. ~n Isa>45: 1, 7\& Jer. 5 : 26, tbs (with 3 plur. 

suf.) Eccl. 3:18, Di::n Isa. 30:18 (njsn Ps. 102:14); conb Isa. 17:14, 

though sometimes explained as the noun cnj with the suffix their bread, 

is the infinitive of DOT to grow warm.; cbro Gen. 6 : 3 Eng. ver. for that 

also, as if compounded of the prep. 3, the abbreviated relative and Da, is 

by the latest authorities regarded as the infinitive of 5V2 in their erring; 

*iin Job 29: 3 has Hhirik before the suffix. The feminine termination ri 

is appended to the following infinitives, ni3n Ps. 77 :10. Job 19: 17, rPoifi 

Ezek. 36 : 3, •'P33T Ps. 17 : 3. The imperative, which is always contracted, 

has mostly Hholem, DO. nib and ob but sometimes Pattahh, ba Ps. 119:22 

(elsewhere b&), PSO Ps. 80 : 16. Fiirst regards rn as a contracted par¬ 

ticiple from riPP. analogous to the Ayin V av form cjd . 

3. The following uncontracted forms occur in the Kal future, "jsrn Arn. 

5:15, Tirr and inn from opa; in the Niphal, Dob"? Job 11:12; Hiphil, 

opsin Mic. 6:13, Ezek. 3 : 15, ’’r.Pnrn Jer. 49 : 37, and constantly 

in *|5o and bS% Hophal, “nn Job 20:8 from T13. In a few instances 

the repetition of the same letter is avoided by the substitution of St f°r 

the second radical, *©!$;EP = *16007 Ps. 58:8 and perhaps also Job 7:5, 

^kaa = wsa Ezek. 28: 24. Lev. 13:51, 52, 7>OKTZJ = ?pfcoiB Jer. 30: 16 

K’thibh. Comp, in Syriac J:j? part, of . According to the Rabbins 

siStT3 = iirr3 Isa. 18 : 2, but see Alexander in loc. 

§ 140. 1. Examples of different forms of the Kal future : (1)^ With 

Daghesh-forte in the first radical, cb% POX, DO% “ip% coK CFP; or 
with a as the second vowel, ba? , “0% : *100% (2) With Tsere under the 
personal prefix, nn% Pn% 00% Tjb% bpp, *1520% e being once written 

by means of the vowel letter 1. cr"X . (3) With Kamets under the 
personal prefix, fro, Do% ti‘% 03% pb% o’V, niip; this occurs once 

with fut. a, orn Prov. 27:17. With Vav Conversive the accent is drawn 
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back to the simple penult syllable in this form of the future, and Hholem 

V js consequently shortened, §64. 1, T3?rn, on’l, *rpi. There 

are a few examples of u in the future as in A yin Vav verbs, ‘p-p Prov. 

kI-^9 : 6, 7^; Isa. 42:4, Eccles. 12:6, Dtin Ezek. 24: 11 and perhaps 

lyj'Gen. 49 : 19, Hab. 3: 16, Ps. 91: 6, though Gesenius assumes the ex- 

istence of “Pa and nnsj as distinct roots from "iba and "His . 

2. The Niphal preterite and participle: (l) With Hhirik under the 

prefixed 3, nibaa Job 20: 28, brja, “in:, nns. (2) With Tsere under the 

prefix, *’n:n: Jer. 22:23, onw Mai. 3:9, D^pm Isa. 57:5. (3) With 

I'v’J’Kamets under the prefix, “02, bp2, "ins, “p:; sometimes the repetition 

of like vowels in successive syllables is avoided by exchanging a of the 

last syllable for Tsere, bp: and bps, Ops and Dp:. nop3 Ezek. 26:2, 

or for Hholem as in A yin Vav verbs, Wb.2, 7 b: Eccl. 12:6, wis Am. 

11, WiaS Nah. 1: 12, «ibM Isa. 34 : 4. 

3. The Niphal future preserves the Tsere of perfect verbs in one ex¬ 

ample, bnn Lev. 21:9, but mostly compresses it to Pattahh, hi"], bb?, H-P, 

ppp. Bp"1! ; like the preterite it sometimes has Hholem, 

tian Isa. 24 : 3, pidn ibid. If the first radical is a guttural and incapable 

of receiving Daghesh, the preceding Hhirik is lengthened to Tsere, irP, 

cbn, 7‘ibn, The Kal and Niphal futures, it will be perceived, 

: ; coincide in some of their forms ; and as the signification of these species 

is not always clearly distinguishable in intransitive verbs, it is often a 

y ; .matter of doubt or of indifference to which a given form should be referred. 

Thus, b$P, ppp, nfe? are in the Niphal according to Gesenius, while 

. Ewald makes them to be Kal, and Fiirst the first two Niphal and the 

third Kal. 

4. The Niphal infinitive absolute : lion Isa. 24:3, pin ibid., or with 

Tsere in the last syllable, Opn 2 Sam. 17 :10. The infinitive construct: 

Bon Ps. 68: 3, bnn Ezek. 20:9, and once with Pattahh before a suffix, 

ibnn Lev. 21 :4. The imperative: Isa. 52: 11, sna'in Num. 17 : 10. 

5. In the Hiphil preterite the vowel of the last syllable is compressed 

to Tsere, “pn, nan (in pause "isn, so : siB’rn, : sfiarn), or even to Pat- 

SpVtahh, pin, bpn, nan, nsn, "bn, sin, nuJn, iiopn, Jiapn. Both infini- 

Jjt fives have Tsere. thus the absolute: pin, non , nsn , tan, bnn; the 

construct.: non, ppn, "^an ("i“ian Zech. 11:10), "i&n, bpn, cnn, in 

pause :“on, pin. with a final guttural, sin, san. The imperative: 

Bpn, nan, bpn, inn, sisn • s-s-rn Job 21: 5 is a Hiphil and not a Hophal 

form as stated by Gesenius. the first vowel being Kamets and not Kamets 

Hhatuph. Futures with a short vowel before Daghesh-forte in the first 

radical: "p, Bn"?, non, iibsp ; with a long vowel, *jjp, tap, "'p, bn^ 

or , bun, 5>bn and S'jn, Tjpn ? "pXP (e expressed by the vowel letter 

^; §11. 1. a) Eccles. 12:5. When in this latter class of futures the 

7 decent is removed from the ultimate, whether by Vav Conversive or any 
other cause, Tsere is shortened to Seghol, b;pi, pn*}, "©*1. nni}, “pi, 

I and in one instance to Hhirik, ppni Judg. 9:53 (yptii would be 
from pip) before a guttural it becomes Pattahh, sn*l, "ini, Par¬ 

ticiples: Bpp, nip, blip, bpp Ezek. 31:3, sip Prov. 17:4. In a very 
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few instances the Hhirik of the perfect paradigm is retained in the last 

syllable of this species as in Ayin Vav verbs. Tp 02 Judg. 3 : 24, Jer< 

4*9: 20, Nura. 21: 30. 

6. Hophal preterites: inm, wmn, siaart; futures: eiep, p^, 

■jrn, “isn, r&!P, ns^, “0"; participles: 12*12, *1:2 or in some 

copies "pp 2 Sam. 23 : 6 ; infinitive with suffix, ri2T2ri Lev. 26: 34, with 

prep., hs’cjns ver. 43. 

§ 141. 1. Upon the addition of a vowel affix and the consequent inser¬ 

tion of Daghesh-forte in the last radical, the preceding vowel and the 

position of the accent continue unchanged, *134 . WSJ, !"I2123 (distinguished 

from the fem. part, STatps), *i!brn; if the last radical does not admit 

Daghesh-forte a preceding Pattahh sometimes remains short before n 

but it is lengthened to Kamets before other gutturals, np2, sirni (100. 2), 

span, nniB and *1^12. When the first radical is doubled. Daghesh is 

omitted from the last in the Kal fut. 6, Wp, *l2Fp, and occasionally 

elsewhere *102^ Hi. fut. Ho. pret. Other cases are exceptional, 

whether of the shifting of tile accent, *12"} Ps. 3:2. *2p Ps. 55:22, *i§p 

Jer. 4 : 13, and consequent shortening of the vowel, ‘1-T5 Jer. 7 : 29 lor p 1, 

for "pH, sisH, TTiiU Jer. 49:28 (with the letter repeated instead 

of being simply doubled by Daghesh. so likewise in Jer. 5 : 6, ppn 

Ps. 9: 14), for Wib; the omission of Daghesh, nj'db 1 Sam. 14: 36, rttyfi 

Prov. 7:13, *i3£3fi Cant. 6: 11, 7 : 13. : ^pn*^ Job 19 : 23, TCp Num. 22:11, 

17 (Kal imper. with <iT parag. for -nap5 shortened by Makkeph from nap, 

so TPX ora Num. 23:7), or in addition, the rejection of the vowel, *121^ 

K. fut. Gen. 11:6 for nitaa Gen. 11:7 K. fut. for nVia, npa: Isa. 

19:3 Ni. pret. for np23 or np23, naps Ezek. 41:7 Ni. fut. for naps; 

$13 Judg. 5:5 according to Gesenius for *)lbT3 Ni. pret. of bbl to shake, 

according to others K. pret. of Vt3 to Jlow; Ezek. 36:3 for *1^201 

(Ewald) from bb? to enter, or for Ni. fut. of n'ia to go up, sfSqa 

Ezek. 7 : 24 Ni. pret.. for s&na , -!HH3 Cant. 1:6 Ni. pret. for “pns. Once 

instead of doubling the last radical ^ is inserted, ^ Prov. 26 : 7 for *1^, 

comp. Sirnn Ezr. 10 :16 for HJinp . 

2. Upon the insertion of a vowel before affixes beginning with a con¬ 

sonant, the accent is shifted and the previous part of the word shortened 

if possible; thus, with O in the preterite, ri$p, ipiiiO (Kamets before “• 

which cannot be doubled), oni&S , crp23, nipnni , 

(the vowel remaining long before n), n'nnn (Pattahh instead of compound 

Sh’va on account of the following guttural. §60. 3. c), ’’rbnn, once with 

u, wraa Mic. 2:4; with e in the future, nation, , na*>|nn. If the 

first radical be doubled, Daghesh is omitted from the last, and the cus¬ 

tomary vowel is in consequence not inserted, rpppn , iiD^sri; other cases 

are rare and exceptional, tienon, V\hb), "In3n3, B&J23, *1320 which is 

first plur. pret. for *!3!3tn not third plur. for *1330 (Ewald), §54. 3; "’ni3tri 

Deut. 32:41, “'pish Isa. 44:16, Ps. 116:6, have the accent upon 

the ultimate instead of the penult. 

3. Before suffixes the accent is always shifted, and if possible the 
vowels shortened, *22,b*i *inio“> from nb“< *!sbi, from *i3^“?c! 

9 * •* \ l ' \ \ i t / t 4 I r x f * T 
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from cnn, C7EI7 from “En; in r^rr Gen. 43:29, Isa. 30 : 19, from frp, 

! 0*5“isn Lev. 26: 15 from 7|n, the original vowels have been not only ab¬ 

breviated but rejected, and the requisite short vowel given to the first of the 

concurring consonants, §61. 1. In a very few instances a form resembling 

that of Ay in Vav verbs is assumed. Daghesh being omitted from the last 

radical and the preceding vowel lengthened in consequence, ijhn Prov. 

0:29 for ijbn ver. 27. pa^nn. Isa. 33: 1 for bjanh, simniabn Ezek. 14:8 

for WTniabn, Lam. 1:8 for tnsi&rfi Hi. pret. of bb>T, *nrTP Hab. 

2:17 for •jnrn Hi. fut. of nnn with 3 fern. plur. suf, cppst 2 Sam. 22:43 

in a few editions for cppx,. Nun is once inserted before the suffix in place 

of doubling the radical, "i33p Num. 23: 13 for "lap. 
‘ * 

§ 141. 1. Of the verbs which occur in Piel, Pual, or Hithpael, the fol¬ 

lowing adopt the forms of perfect verbs, viz.: 

77X to curse. 
- T 

Tta to plunder. 

ip a to purify. 

bba to grope. 

pf?t to refine. 

fian to warm.. 
- r 

to divide. 

nnn to be broken. 
" T 

bla to cover. 

33^> to cry. 

nns to smite, break. 

33b to take away the 

heart. 

p]bb to lick. 

33 3* a to feel, to grope. 

“Dp to make a nest. 

pip to cut off. 

337 to be many. 

7|3p to be tender. 

Tib to harrow. 
- T 

77b to rule. 
*" T 

“ib to sharpen. T13 to leap. 

bps to judge, to inter- nan to be perfect, 

cede. 

2. The following, which are mostly suggestive of a short, quick, re¬ 

peated motion, reduplicate the radical syllable, viz. : 
& | ) s 
PH 77 fi to burn. nna to linger. S3b to sport, delight. 

s 
T|3p to excite. 

C]S3 to chirp. 
ns: 772 to dance. 

T 

nnb to be mad. 

pp’2 to run. 

nnn to mock. 

3. The following insert Hholem after the first radical, viz.: 

13* 
bla 

“ T 

PE3 
nbs 

~ T 

** T 

337 
“ T 

nnn 
“ T 

4. 

baba 
bln 

bln 

to complain, 

to mix. 

to empty, 

to cut. 

to sweep away, 

to be still, 

to break loose 

V I 

7ns to fly. 337 to break. 

Dp3 to lift up. nnb to sink. 

pEp to occupy the thres- bib to spoil. 

hold. cab to be desolate or 

773 to bind,. amazed. 
- T 

to cut off. pEn to beat. 

bbp to gather. 

The following employ two forms, commonly in different senses, viz.: 

and bbia to roll. “]S’n to make gracious, *]bin to be 

to praise, blin to make mad. gracious. 

to profane, blin to wound, bb'a to speak, bb'ia to mow. 
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220 to change, 2210 to surround. btp to curse, tpbp to whet. 

•Jis to gather clouds, -,313? to prac- yk~} and yk^ to crush. 

tise sorcery. 3312 and 3312 to treat with vio~ 

2313 to burst, 2322 to shake to pieces. lence. 

5. The following use different forms in different species, viz.: 

pph Pi. to decree, Pu. ppn. *22 Pi. to shout, Hith. 1312Op .* 

332 Pi. to measure, Hith, 330013 . 12123 Pi. to break. Pu. 12133 . 

332 Pi. to make bitter, Hith. 35330013. 13113 Pi. to inculcate, Hith. “iinbo 

b&bp Pi. to exalt, Hith. bb'lnp!3 . to pierce. 

bf 12 Pi. to maltreat, Hith. bjpsnif 

and ?ti2pi3. 

6. The following examples exhibit the effect of gutturals upon re du¬ 

plicated forms: Preterite, 2122113 Isa. 11:8; Infinitive, -3pnnb Prov. 

26:21, ponppn Ex. 12:39; Future, 2i22nil5x Ps. 119:47, 12122121 Ps. 

94:19; Imperative, 121222)1213 Isa. 29:9; Participle, rtjsna Gen. 27*: 12, 

rfpnbno Prov. 26:18. 

§142. 1. The Pual species adheres to the analogy of perfect, verbs 

with the exception of the preterites, “313 Nah. 3 : 17. bbl"2 Lam. 1:12. the 

future : 12122120 Isa. 66: 12, and the participles, nbbi22 Isa. 9:4, btho 

Isa. 53 : 5. 

2. *.1322“ Isa. 15 :5 is for s 13232'' Pi. fut. of 332 , §57.1. 3200 2 Sam. 

22 : 7 is contracted for 33200 Ps. 18 : 27, probably with the view of as¬ 

similating it in form to the preceding iciSOO ; in regard to tbspo in the 

same verse, Nordheimer adopts the explanation of Alting that it is a simi¬ 

lar contraction of the Hithpael of tts thou wilt show thyself a judge, but as 

it answers to iboQOO Ps. 18:27. the best authorities are almost unanimous 

in supposing a transposition of the second radical with the first and its 

union with O of the prefix. 

3. ton and bbo . The prefixed <3 remains in the Hiphil future of bbn, 

e. <r. toon. ibom, ibofiPi and in the derivative nouns cobon, oHrorri?, 

whence these forms are in the lexicons referred to the secondary root 2pn . 

Pe Yodh (4) Verbs. 

§ 143. In quiescent verbs one of the original radicals is 

, 1 or *», which in certain forms is converted into or ex¬ 

changed for a vowel. As preserves its consonantal charac¬ 

ter when occupying the second place in the root, and also 

* -,313qa Ps. 78:65 is not from -,13 (Gesenius) but from see 
Alexander in loc. 
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(with the exception of the Pe Aleph future, §110. 3, and a 

few occasional forms, § 111. 2) when it stands in the first 

A place, verbs having this letter as a first or second radical be¬ 

long to the guttural class; those only in which it is the third 

radical (Lamedh Aleph) are properly reckoned quiescent. On 

A the other hand, if the first, second, or third radical be either ||| fodh or Yav, the verb is classed as quiescent. All verbs 

jiito which either 1 or ^ enter as a first radical are promiscu¬ 

ously called Pe Yodh, as the modes of inflection arising from 

these two letters have been blended, and Yodh in either case 

llppears in the Kal preterite from which roots are ordinarily 

jjflamed, § 83. a. In the second radical the Yav forms (Ayin 

iltav) preponderate greatly over those with Yodh (Avin 

Ipfodh). In the third radical the Yodh forms have almost 

entirely superseded those with Yav, though the current de¬ 

nomination of the verbs is derived from neither of these 

Ifjetters but from He (Lamedh He), which is used to express 

the final vowel of the root in the Kal preterite after the 

proper radical has been rejected. 

a. Verbs whose third radical is the consonant fi belong to the guttural 

class, e. g. Irma, irbn, and are quite distinct from the quiescent verbs Kp 

in which n always represents a vowel, e. g. riba, h|0. 

| § 144. 1. In Pe Yodh verbs the first radical is mostly 

Ifodh at the beginning, §56. 2, and Yav at the close of a 

Syllable. It is accordingly Yodh in the Kal, Piel, and Pual 

species, and commonly in the Hithpael, H©?, a©?, ^, 

It is Yav in the Niphal and commonly in the 

Hiphil and Hophal species, , nfilbn, 3©Tt. 

2. In the Kal future, if Yodh be retained, it will quiesce 

in and prolong the previous Ilhirik, and the second radical 

will take Pattahh, e. g. ©Jr?; if the first radical be rejected 

the previous Ilhirik is commonly lengthened to Tsere, 

the Pattahh of the second syllable being sometimes changed 

to Tsere to correspond with it, § 63. 2. c, e. g. -ir? ; in a few 

( instances Ilhirik is preserved by giving Haghesh-forte to the 
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second radical as in Pe Nun verbs, the following vowel being 

either Pattahh or Hholem, Hp, • 
3. Those verbs which reject Yodh in the Kal future, re¬ 

ject it likewise in the imperative and infinitive construct, 

where it would be accompanied by Sh’va at the beginning 

of a syllable, § 53. 2 .a, the infinitive being prolonged as in 

Pe Nun verbs by the feminine termination, nfc, rnfe. 

§ 145. 1. In the Niphal preterite and participle Vav 

quiesces in its homogeneous vowel Hholem, , nfcis; in 

the infinitive, future, and imperative, where it is doubled by 

Daghesh-forte, it retains its consonantal character, 

** T * 

2. In the Hipliil Yav quiesces in Hholem, ^fcirt, rfii; 

a few verbs have Yodh quiescing in Tsere, 

more rarely still, the first radical is dropped and the preced¬ 

ing short vowel is preserved, as in Pe Nun verbs, by doubling 

the second radical, win, . 

3. In the Hophal Vav quiesces in Shurek, , 

occasionally the short vowel is preserved and Daghesh-forte 

inserted in the second radical, SSJ . 

a. The Hholem or Tsere of the Hiphil arises from the combination of 

a, the primary vowel of the first syllable in this species. §82. 5. h. (3), 

with u or into which the letters 1 and ■> are readily softened, §57.2. (5). 

The Hholem of the Niphal is to be similarly explained : the Hhirik ol 

this species, which has arisen from Sh’va and cannot combine with Yav, 

is exchanged for the simplest of the vowels a (comp. 303, mp3), and the 

union of this with 3 forms 0. The Hophal retains the passive vowel u, 

which is occasionally found in perfect verbs, §95. a. 

§146. The inflections of Pe Yodh verbs may be repre¬ 

sented by those of ain to sit or dwell. The Piel, Pual, 

and Hithpael are omitted from the paradigm, as they do not 

differ from perfect verbs. The alternate form of the Kal 

future is shown by the example of ©h? to be dry. 



Paradigm op Pe Yodh Verbs 

Pbbt. 3 m. 
3/ 

2 m. 

2/ 

1 e. 

Plur. 3 c. 

KAL. HIPHAL. HIPHIL. HOPHAL. 

113*’ 
— r 

lii i"iin liin 
nii" 

t ; it 
niii 

T : 1 
ni-iin 

T • 
niiin T • 1 

mi" 
t : —r 

niii 
r ; — . 

miin 
r ; — 

min 
t ; — 

mi- 
: : — t 

mii miin min 
"mi" "niii "miin min 

ill3" iiii ii"iin iiiin 
2 m. dnii" dniii 

]mi2r 

ni" 

amii dmiin drew 
v s — I V : - I v : — I 

]mii ]miin ^liin 

iiii iiiin iiiin 

. Absol. 
Constr. 

lii" 
T 

nii iiiin 
**T * 

liin 

i"iin lin 

, 3 m. lii lii)" •*T • i"ii" 
# 

lii" 

3/ lin niitn 
•*r » i-iin liin 

2 m. lin liin 
**T • 

i"iin 
# 

liin 

2/ "iin 
* ; i*® 

-ii-n 
• ;it • 

"!"iin 
« • 

"iiin 
* : i 

1 e. lii* liia 
•*T • 

i"ii« liia 
3 w. iiii" iiii)" 

: it • 
i)i"ii" iiii" 

: | 

3/ nsiin 
T ; — ** 

n iiiin 
t ; **t • 

n-iiin 
t : •* 

nriiin 
2 m. iiiin 

: r* 
iiiin 

:it • 
ii"iin iiiin 

; I 

2/. roiin 
t : — ** 

nsiiin 
t ; **t » 

nsiiin 
t ; •• 

nmiin 
t : — 

1 c. liD lii l"ii lii 

Imper. 2 w. 

2/ 

•P^wr. 2 m. 

2/. 

Part. .4<j£. 

Pass. 

‘'213 

11113 

iisin 

‘,113l?l 
• ;it * 

iiiiDin 

iisin 
"i-iznn 
n^tDln 

wanting 

n:ii nriin niiiin 
t ; ** t ; ®*r • r : *• 

ii" i-iil 
lii" lii 

T T 

‘i 

371131- 
r ; —t 

nth- 

T)131" 
131" 

; it 

dnii- 

‘jshisiin 
lii- 

: —t 

iii" 
T 

ii" 

1131)1 
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Remarks on Pe Yodii Verbs. 

§147. 1. The following verbs retain Yodh in the Kal future, viz.: 

U3n" to be dry. 7(q^ to be poured. to fear. 
“T , I 

S'i'i to toil. 'iSp to appoint. «"H? to cast, 

“irn to delay. Fjiy to be weary. ^7? 1° possess. 

SnP to oppress. yip to counsel. to put. 

p:*^ to suck. rs£^ to be beautiful. to .sleep. 

The concurrence of Yodhs in the third person of the future is some¬ 

times prevented by omitting the quiescent nip?. , the long 

vowel receiving Methegh before vocal Sh’va. and thus distinguishing the 

last two words from the Lamedh He forms, from and *13123? from 

r0w;, §45.2. 
tv? 

2. The following have Tsere under the preformative; those in which 

the second vowel is likewise Tsere are distinguished by an asterisk: 

SHi to know. * Vh to hear. 2?p“> to be dislocated. 
“ T *" T T 

'irf to be joined. * tfk? to go out. * “nn to go down. 

tsrH to conceive. ^k? to be straitened. * to sit, dwell. 

The second syllable has Pattahh in ‘Htn Jer. 13: 17, Lam. 3:48. and 

in the feminine plurals, nrnp; ruaxn has Seghol after the 

analogy of Lamedh Aleph verbs; nsaizrn (with the vowel-letter ^ for e) 

occurs only in the K’thibh, Ezek. 35: 9, and of course has not its proper 

vowels. In : Ps. 138 : 6 the radical Yodh remains and has attracted 

to itself the Tsere of the preformative. Comp. § 60. 3. c. 

3. The following insert Daghesh-forte in the second radical, viz.: 

to chastise, instruct, r.k? to burn. In sirinn Isa. 44: 8 short Hhirik re¬ 

mains before a letter with Sh’va; HO")1? J°b lb : 11 is explained by some 

as a Kal future, by others as a Piel preterite. 

4. The following have more than one form : PlH to be good fut. , 

once Tat^n Nah, 3:8; pk? to pour pS?, once pSH 1 Kin. 22:35; “'k^1 

to form, and to burn, Hp? Isa. 10 :16, and *ip*P Dent 

32:22; Tpf to awake, ypy> once ypf 1 Kin. 3:15; *pf to be precious, 

‘“ip*’”1 and “ip*1, or with a vowel letter for e, “ipy] ; Dpfo to be desolate, cLP} 

once rppuirp Ezek. 6:6; “lfcn to be right, , once (3 fem.plur., 

§ 88) 1 Sam. 6 : 12. Some copies have Isa. 40 : 30 for . 

5. In futures having Tsere under the preformative, the accent is shifted 

to the penult after Vav Conversive in the persons liable to such a change, 

viz.: 3 sing., 2 masc. sing., and 1 plur., Tsere in the ultimate being in con¬ 
sequence shortened to Seghol, 2HH, “forVi, HHSn. Pattahh in the ultimate 
becomes Seghol in “'sh, “'S’Y* (with a postpositive accent) Gen. 2:7, 19, 
etpH Gen. 50:26; but Td^, trnn, yifoH, yp-'H, only once before a 
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'monosyllable, §35. 1, fB"'?1!) Gen. 9:24. The accent remains on the uiti- 

| mate in the Lamedh Aleph form 8x51, unless the following word begins 

with an accented syllable, e. g. 8X*1 Gen. 4:16, 8:18. The pause re¬ 

stores the accent in all these cases to its original position. J32M Ruth 

14'.-1, s snn] Ps. 139 : 1, *n?l Ps. 18 :10, §35. 2. 

§148. 1. Kal construct infinitives with Yodh : da? and with a feminine 
ending JTi'r, nba^. ‘ib1? with suf. TBY once with prep. TiSrb 2 Chron. 

31: 7, Daghesh conservative after i, §14. a; §87, once XY Josh. 

||g§2:25 and with prep. 81b 1 Sam. 18:29 from 8^; rib') once 8 VP 2 Chron. 
I 26: 15 from nb^, . 

te* 2. Infinitives without Yodh : rrb (with suf. •'pen), nibi Ex. 2 : 4, and 

without the feminine termination ?b , rnb (with suf. *'Fnb) and rnb, once 

§§j|| 1 Sam. 4:19, §54. 2, risk (with suf. *'r8X), npk, Pnb (with suf 

’’Bll) once n+j Gen. 46:3, ndb (with suf. Pin’inj, rq& (nad, with 

|f$iif *’Piad once "’Flu© Ps. 23:6). Yodh is perhaps dropped from the ab- 

gHute infinitive aid Jer. 42:10, which is usually explained to be for aittb* 

|1tmay, however, be derived from the Ayin Vav verb --lb . 

3. Imperatives with Yodh : stt?, 8*v;, fib?. Without Yodh: pb (with 

parag. nrn Prov. 24: 14), art (with n parag. fiafi; for *iafi Hos. 4:18, 

fosee §92. a), 8X (nss, fern. plur. firsts Cant. 3:11), zb (-ad , had). 

§§fVith both forms: ps and ps? (sips’)), bb (rrn), twice‘rb? Judg. 5:13, db 
Sb and ndbi. 

§149. 1. The Niphal of fib has U instead of o. ^3.13 Zeph. 3 :18, rviaw 

Lam. 1:4; 1 Chron. 3 : 5. 20 : 8 has u followed by Daghesh. PS3*, 

which according to Gesenius is from fix’’. has i; Ewald assumes the root 

to be fins, and refers to it likewise the Kal future and the Hiphii ascribed 

#§>; ns*1, §147.3. and §150.4. In that case the Daghesh in iifiX"1 Isa. 33:12, 

p.'J'er. 51 : 58, will not require the explanation suggested in §24. c, hut the 

K’thibh mn"Xin 2 Sam. 14:30 will be unexplained. dpi3 Ps. 9:17 is 

not the Niphal preterite or participle of dp?, but the Kal participle of dps. 

2. Yodh appears in the Niphal future of two verbs instead of Vav, 

bfi?*3 Gen. 8 : 12, 1 Sam. 13:8 K’ri, rib;") Ex. 19 : 13. In the first person 

If Singular X always has Hhirik, arris, ^b?x, -fc?x, dbjs, ?fcfi8, Tjs. 

§ 150. 1. In the Hiphii the following verbs have Yodh preceded by 

Tsere, viz. : ap? to he good, bih to howl. yb? to go to the right, “p? to 

Change, pi? to suck. Yodh is likewise found in ■'3,3."a"fi Judg. 16:26 

K’thibh. and in the following instances in which the prefix has Pattahh as 

in perfect verbs, nb*>p?8 Hos. 7 :12. Prov. 4:25, rd“)fi Ps. 5:9 

K’ri (K’thibh rdin), xx?fi Gen. 8: 17 k’ri (K’thibh 8Xin), c*',3"'a?tt 

1 Chron. 12 : 2. 

2. In a^ii?? Job 24 : 21 (elsewhere n*pY) and b^b?? (once iibH Mic. 
1*8), the radical Yodh attracts to itself the vowel of the preformative, 

comp. § 147. 2. He remains after the preformative in d^pirE Isa. 52 : 5, 

Neh. 11:17, Ps. 28:7, Fadin') 1 Sam. 17:47, Ps. 116:6. Both 
Yodh and Vav, quiescing in their appropriate vowels, are liable to omis- 

i si°o, T-bn. sipiirt, T'bh, smj-'ah, and once the vowel Tsere is dropped 
before a suffix, "npijrt Ex. 2: 9 for iin|b"'3"in. 
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3. Vav conversive draws the accent back to the penultimate Tsere or 

Hholem of the Hiphil future in the persons liable to be affected by it 

§147.5, and shortens the final vowel, no’wi, pr-Rl, noth, nbh, ss'ril* 

but with a pause accent 5 iPfn Ruth 2 :14. 

4. The following verbs insert Daghesh in the second radical in the 

Hiphil, viz.: sk? to set, place, to spread, to pour, except t n.psia 

2 Kin. 4:5 K’ri (K’thibh np^aj, nk? to Zmm, except fprvxin 2 Sam. 

14:30 K’thibh. 

5. In the Hophal a few examples occur of u followed by Daghesh, sk"* 

Ex. 10:24, sk? Isa. 14: II, Esth. 4:3, -ibra Isa. 28:16, pka Job 11:15 • 

and a few of Hholem, skin Lev. 4:23, 28, atki“> Prov. 11:25 for fHi? from 

. The construct infinitive : ^bin Ezr. 3 : 11, and with the feminine 

termination rrtljtan Ezek. 16:4, rn|n Gen. 40:20, Ezek. 16:5. 

§ 150. 1. In the Kal preterite Yodh is once dropped, “ik Judg. 19:11 for 

kik"’. Hhirik occurs with the second radical of iB*’ and bki jn the first 
“T ▼ “ T 

and second persons singular with suffixes, and in the second person plural, 

which is perhaps due to the assimilating power of the antecedent Yodh, 

e. g. ^rfik?, ntnirn1?, antb-n. 

2. In the Piel future the prefix Yodh of the third person is contracted 

with the radical after Vav conversive, Nah. 1:4 for fij^l 

Lam. 3:33, *ik*1 Lam. 3:53, ckb?l 2 Chron. 32:30 K’ri (k’thibh 

D-nzril). 

3. Three verbs have Vav in the Hithpael, fiklfifi, skiPP n|*PP; n 

is assimilated to the following *! and contracted with it in Ezek. 

23: 48 for *ntDW3 a peculiar Niphal formed on the basis of a Hithpael, 

§83. c. (2). In aknP Ex. 2:4 for ak^ntn Yodh is rejected and its vowel 

given to the preceding letter, §53. 3. h. 

§ 151. 1. and 7(r?. 7^>r. to go in the Hiphil and for the most part in 

the infinitive construct, future and imperative Kal follows the analogy of Pe 

Yodh verbs, as though the root were . Thus. Kal inf. const. rok (rok, 

with suf ■’hab) rarely Tjkn ; fut. 7$? (once with the vowel letter “> fore, 

fib?"’it Mic. 1: 8, fern. pi. napHri), occasionally in poetry 7^7.7 (3 fem. sing. 

7,B8n); imper. “k (with ft t parag. fibk, or without the vowel letter *jk, 

fem. pi. ftJwB and JpB) once sikkrt Jer. 51:50. Hiphil: 7|*'r'’n once *n 
the imper. "o^Tt Ex. 2:9, and once in the participle Baskina Zech. 3:7 

for D‘'b’>kna, §94. e. 

2. C]DX to gather and tjb^ to add are liable to be confounded in certain 

forms. In the Hiphil future of pb?, 0 is twice represented by the vowel 

letter x, ptJX*l 1 Sam. 18:29. plSpkn Ex. 5:7; pbx drops its N in the 

Kal future, when it follows the Pe Aleph inflection, § 110. 3. which it does 

only in the following instances, tjO*»3 2 Sam. 6: 1, t]BPi Ps.104 :29, ^fiSD^ 
Mic. 4: 6, fjsok 1 Sam. 15: 6, where the Hhirik, being abbreviated from 

Tsere, is short, notwithstanding the Methegh in the intermediate syllable, 

§45. 2. a. The apoc. Hiph. fut. of cb1; when joined with the negative 
particle kx is accented on the penult, pplrrkx Deut,. 3:26, and in one in¬ 

stance the vowel of the ultimate is dropped entirely, C|Birrkx Prov. 30:6* 
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§,. 3. BW'asHn Zech. 10:6 is probably, as explained,by Gesenius and 

Hengstenberg, for Q^nncifi from afcj; to dwell, though Ewald derives it 

r-:' from 2*ill3 to return. as if for D^nisirn , and Kimchi supposes it to be a 

|p combination of both words suggesting the sense of both, in which he is 

followed by the English translators. I will bring them again to place them. 

|i, •r-szn Isa. 30: 5 “is regarded by Gesenius as an incorrect orthography 

for dpin; but Maurer and Knobel read it ©“’kart and assume a root ©ka 

synonymous with ttiia ”. Alexander in loc. 

rp»in Ps. 16:5, see § 90. 

A YIN VAV (V) AND AYIN YoDH (*&) VERBS. 

ipA 
mi, 
m 

§152. Yodli and Yav, as the second radical of verbs, 

have the following peculiarities, viz : 
SSL 

1. They may be converted into their homogeneous 

vowels i and u. 
ml. . r - 

2. They may be rejected when accompanied by a hetero¬ 

geneous vowel, which is characteristic of the form. Yodh 

forms are confined to the Kal of a few verbs: in the other 
Slfcy 

species Yav forms are universal. 

a. Yodh is never found as a quiescent middle radical in any species 

but Kal: it enters as a consonant into the Piel of two verbs, and the Hith- 

pael of two, § 161.1, the Niphal of fpn to be, and the Hiphil of fpn to live. 

§153. 1. In the Kal preterite and active participle and 

in the Hiphil and Hophal spepies, the quiescent is rejected 

and its vowel given to the preceding radical. Thus, 

Kal preterite: for Dij? where a, which arises from 

blending a with the pretonic Kamets, §62. 1, is in partial 

compensation for the contraction, tra for Mia, ©2 for ©12, 

for 2^*1. Tor an exceptional formation, see §158. 1. 

Active participle : Djj for njj? , rife for ni©, ©2 for ©*12, 

^ for 2^*1, the ordinary participial form being superseded 

by that of another verbal derivative, as is the case in some 
perfect verbs of a neuter signification, § 90. 
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Hiphil and Hophal: ff’pn for n^pn, 0^?? for D^p?5 

Sp“n for nipn, tlie short vowel of the prefix being pro¬ 

longed in a simple syllable, § 59. 

2. In the Kal construct infinitive, future, imperative and 

passive participle, the quiescent is softened into its homo¬ 

geneous vowel, nq?, D*n ; in the future the preformative 

commonly takes the simplest of the long vowels a, mp?} 
rrhfo comp, no?. 

3. In the Ival absolute infinitive and in the Niphal 

species a similar softening of 1 occurs, which, with the 

accompanying or preceding a, forms o, § 57. 2. (5), Dip (kom= 

kaum) for 0%; Dips for Dips, the prefix usually taking the 

simplest of the long vowels a; Dipt1 for aipi. 

4. In the first and second persons of the Niphal and 

Hiphil preterites 0 (i) is inserted before the affixed termina¬ 

tion in order to preserve the long vowel of the root from the 

compression incident to standing before two consonants, 

§61.4; in the feminine plurals of the Kal future c (\) is 

sometimes inserted for a similar reason, this prolongation of 

the word being attended by a shifting of the accent and a 

consequent rejection of the pretonic vowel of the first sylla¬ 

ble, OniBips, nkapn, npbipn. In the Niphal preterite, 

when the inserted i receives the accent, the preceding i is for 

euphony changed to 1, e. g. T^ips * 

5. In the Kal and Hiphil. species the apocopated future 

takes the diphthongal vowels a and £ in distinction from the 

ordinary future, which has the pure vowels u and l, § 65. 2. b, 

thus Dizb, nth . With Yav Conversive the accent is drawn 

back to the simple penult, and the vowel of the last syllable 

is shortened, nthi, nthl . 

§154. 1. In the Piel, Pual, and Hithpael, the form of 

perfect verbs is rarely adopted, the second radical appearing 

as 1, e. g. ‘"fi?, or as *’, e. g. c^p. 

2. Commonly the third radical is reduplicated instead 
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of the second, which then quiesces in Hholem, Pi. 
Pu. D'bip, Hith. oisipnn. 

ft. In the Pual o is the passive vowel here adopted in preference to u; 

in the Piel and Hithpael it arises from the combination of u, to which 1 is 

softened, with the antecedent a, maip for craip. §82. 5. b ($). 

||;A ' 
3. Sometimes the quiescent letter is omitted from the 

root, and the resulting biliteral is reduplicated, Pi. 

Pu. . 

a. The two forms of the intensive species, which depart from the regu 

lar paradigm, precisely resemble in appearance those of Ayin doubled 

verbs, though constructed upon a different principle, as already explained. 

§155. The inflections of Ayin Yav verbs are shown in 

those of trp to stand or rise, in the following paradigm; the 

divergent forms of Ayin Yodh verbs in the Kal species are 

exhibited by yh to contend. 

JR 
a. Ayin Yav and Ayin Yodh verbs are named not from the Kal 

preterite, in which the quiescent, is rejected, but from the construct infini¬ 

tive, the simplest form in which all the radicals appear. 

b. No Hophal forms occur in those persons in which the inflective ter¬ 

minations begin with a consonant. The same is true of the Ayin Yodh 

imperative. 



Paradigm of Ayin Yay 

KAL* NIPHAL, PIEL. PUAL. 

Pket. 3 m. q? Dip: didip ddip 

3/ ndip; ntdip nddip 

2 m. nidip; rabip rabip 

2/ niaip; rabip rati p 

1 c. whip; diddip 

Plur. 3 c. idip; iddip iddip 

2 m. drag dhidip; dnddig dnddip 

2/ ■jradig ■jnddip 

1 c. ddg didip; ddbip ddtip 

Infin. Absol. dip Dipn 

Gonstr. d*ip dipn ddip 

Fitt, 3 m. d^p; dip: ddi p] ddip: 

3/ d^ipn dipn ddipn ddipn 

2 m dipn dipn ddipn ddipn 

2/ nnpn *dipn nbdign nbdipn 

1 c. dip*$ dipa ddip!* ddip« 

Plur. 3 m. idip; idip: iddip: iddip: 

3/. np^/b^pn rraipn njddipn n-ddipn 

2 m. idipn idipn iddipn ridipn 

n:dtipn 2/ npbipn njdipn niraipn 

1 c. dips dip? ddip; Ddip; 

Impee. 2 m. dip dipn ddip 

2/ n?i pn nbdip wanting 

Plur. 2 m. idip idipn idtip 

2/ 
* f 

"'rP n:dipn njddip 

Paet. QP 
ddipd 

Pass. mp dip; ddipd 

186 
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biphil. HOPHAL* HITIIPAEL. KAL. 

.. * .- - 

n-i?“ dpn d/blprn 
T 

rrTpti ndptoi nddlprn nnn 
T T 

S' rirrpn (ndjbtoi) mblprn ndn 
T I — 

rlbrn 
T • 

mb"pn rdtlprn rcn 

3 "rtorpn ('nafesm) Tddlprn "ndp "rlbrn 

to*p n top*in iddlprn ton 
T 

to"n 
* 

| rintrpn (drdptoi) nrddlprn dttop 

S'lni^pfi -rddlprn m? 
| ^’Pq (ddptoi) dddlprn dpn 

nin dto 
# 

|; QT” ddlprn d"n 

1 °’i?: dpY ddlpn? dto" 
* T 

d^pn dp^im ddiprn d"nn 
• T 

i" dptoi ddlprn d"nn 8 T 

t 'VV* rbptoi "ddlprn toton 
* • T 

d*p£j dpia ttbipnj d"na 
• T 

|g|; torfc; todlprp to"n" 
• T 

nrdjbn (n:djbtoi) nad/blpnn ntonn 
t ; •• x 

to‘pn ^pw todlprn tornn 
• T 

S ntojpn (njdptoi) nsddlprn nrdnr 
x : •• r 

d“p3 dpd d/bipw d"ns 
• T 

*P0 
ddiprn 

! 

d*n 
• 

"d*pn wanting ^ddiprn torn 
• * 

to*pn •ddlprn to"n # 

nsapn nrddlprn (-=rt) 

S'P'r 
ddlprd dn 

T 

dpild d*n 

187 
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Remakes on Ayin Yav and Ayto Yodh Veebs. 

§ 356. 1. Medial Yodh arid. Yav remain without quiescence or rejection 

in a few verbs, whose root contains another feeble consonant by contrast 

with which these letters acquire new strength. This is always the ease 

in Larnedh He verbs, e. g. fPli. ilia ; so likewise in the following guttural 

verbs and forms. to expire, l *nirn Isa. 29:22, : Isa. 42:11, 

2^5$ to be an enemy, 1 Sam. 18:9 K’ri (K’thibh TS), r.£"? Jer. 

4: 31, which are confined to the Kal species, and in rvn to be airy or re¬ 

freshing, which is besides found in the Pual participle. 

2. The Kal preterite has Pattahh in two instances as in Ayin Vav 

verbs, "2 Zech. 4 : 10, nb Isa. 44 : 18 but rub Lev. 14 : 42. It has Tsere 

in to die, ‘13 Isa. 17 : 11 but *nb .Ter. 50 : 3, and Hholem in nix to shine, 

tsia to he ashamed, aits to be good, §82. 1. a, and in 1x2 Jer. 27 : 18, else¬ 

where ixa, *nt Isa. 1 :6, Ps. 58:4, elsewhere *int. Hhirik once occurs 

instead of Pattahh in the second person plural, DPJ33B Mai. 3:20. The 

following participles have Tsere, D-’ab, , yb, r-h, ns ; the following 

have Hholem. croia, 3P331S , c-'ibip 2 Kin. 16:7 (comp, cmaip Ex. 32:25 

in the Samaritan copy), elsewhere a'pp . 

3. The vowel letter X is written for a, § li. 1. a, once in the preterite, 

CXp Flos. 10:1.1) and occasionally in the participle, Judg. 4:21, 
niaxn Prov. 24:7, 35xn 2 Sam. 12:1, 4, Prov. 10:4, 13:23, C'bxtd 

despising Ezek. 16 : 57, 28 : 24, 26, to be distinguished from C’ai'j rowing 

Ezek. 27 :8, 26. The consonant x is once introduced in place of the 

omitted *!, nsxn Zech. 14: 10 for rnan; the ancient versions favour the 

assumption, that "nxp Ps. 22 : 17 is in like manner for Q-pip piercing, 

though the most recent and ablest expositors take it to be a preposition 

and noun like the lion. Alexander in loc. 

4. The accent regularly remains upon the radical syllable before 

affixes consisting of a vowel or a simple syllable, though with occasional 

exceptions, e. g. nxp Lev. 18 : 28, *cn Gen. 26 : 22, *na33 Gen. 40 : 15. *HF) 

Num. 13 : 32. In a few instances it is shifted by Vav conversive preterite, 

§100.2. iifoi Obad. ver. 16, *1201 Am. 3 :15, nrni Isa. 11: 2, *in;i Isa. 7:19 

but *!X2*l ibid., nx3*l Zech. 5:4, ibid., where the feminine ending is 

instead of n r; so in the passive participle, rn *it Isa. 59 : 5 for inn*iT. 

§157. 1. Hholem is in a few instances found instead of Shurek in the 

construct infinitive, xiii, 33*2 Judg. 3:25, tsita, Ilia and n*ia, ?“3 Isa. 7:2, 

elsewhere 3p3, tis Isa. 30:2, which is not from tip, 333 Josh. 2: 16. else¬ 

where 2*133, and with suf. chin Ezek. 10: 17, ilia Ps. 71:6. which is not 

the participle from ini a (Gesenius), “’ha my breaking forth, i. e. the cause 

of it Ps. 22: 10, see Alexander in loc.; Gesenius explains this form as a 

participle, but is obliged in consequence to assume a transitive sense 

which nowhere else belongs to the verb. 
& 

2. The following imperatives have Hholem, “’nix Isa. 60:1, x3, 3ii3j 
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: 

R 
Hp 

(PI 
l£ 

ira Mic. 4:10, iifn Mic. 4:13. With paragogic n, rrpp or n^p, 

or nasia Examples of the feminine plural, rntsp, Hire. 

3. The following futures have Hholem. xiy, p”p Gen. 6 : 3, elsewhere 

'■p*iY 3io3 Ps. 80:19, Birr and wm, irirp where the Hhirik of the per¬ 

fect paradigm is lengthened to Tsere under the preformative. Examples 

,’of the feminine plural: npxhn and naxan. na^bsian, and Zech. 

1,1:17 nsk^an (in some editions without Daghesh), and nssirn, 

iftipkn , nsrfiaFi Ezek. 13:19. The accent is shifted and Kamets rejected 

from the preformative upon the addition of a suffix or paragogie Nun, the 

flatter of which is particularly frequent in this class of verbs both in the 

flCal and Hiphil future, pipy*, Tjctsx, ppm, 0=007, pi=ip7. priori, 

'H|b*n Ezek. 4 : 12, with Daghesh euphonic in the 3 which is omitted in 

some copies. Apocopated future: Ha?, 307 and -y&, ‘Tjn, ppn. bon, 

;jap7 with the accent thrown hack to the penult 0577. Future with Vav 

conversive: no**} (in pause rop), obY (obp), bop, o]?p, ppp, cixp 

Jlte last vowel is changed to Pattahh before a final guttural, ys-o, ns^, 

§|nd sometimes before ”i or after an initial guttural Yp but “pp; 

?was weary, CjiPY he flew, Onnij the vowel of the preformative is likewise 

Sfianged to Pattahh in bnn* Job 31: 5, 1 Sam. 14: 32, ostp 1 Sam. 

Ilf: 19 but 03**1 1 Sam. 25 : 14. 

§158. 1. The verbs which exhibit peculiar Ayin Yodh forms in Kal, 

with unimportant exceptions, either do not occur in the Hiphil or retain 

the same signification in both these species. This has led some gram¬ 

marians to entertain the opinion that these are not Kal hut abbreviated 

Hiphil forms, while others suppose that the Hiphil in these verbs is a 

(secondary formation, and has arisen from the Kal future having the form 

of the Hiphil. Only three examples occur of quiescent Yodh in the Kal 

(preterite, pirn Job 33: 13 (noi Lam. 3:58), "Tpra Dan. 9:2 (nn:a Ps. 

139: 2) twirp Jer. 16 : 16. 

2. The following verbs have ■> in the Kal future and imperative, "pa 

to understand, pY (once *>r4 Mic. 4: 10) to break forth, (once bi;p 

Prov. 23 : 24 K’thibh) to exult, pi (once pi 7 Gen. 6 : 3) to judge, p? to 

lodge, :rp to contend, rrtb to muse, C’ib (once oiilp Ex. 4:11) to put, 

b-'ia (once 0=11307 Isa. 35 :1) to rejoice, ‘V'tb (once ilip Job 33 : 27) to sing, 

P‘,b to place; inn or i^ft to twist, writhe, has both Yodh and Yav. To 

these are to be added =np Jer. 4 : 3, Id os. 10: 12, nupn Ps. 71 :12 K’thibh, 

K’ri !"ib=in as always elsewhere ; to urge, p^iP t° flourish) ^“p t° 
wander, are in the Hiphil according to Gesenius : but as the corresponding 

preterites are not Hiphil but Kal, and there are no other forms of the Kai 

future, they might with equal propriety be regarded as Kal futures of 

•Ayin Yodh roots ; the second of them is so regarded by Ewald. Apoco¬ 

pated futures: pY i3"> and baY O^y DiSY ni;Y p>n and tpn. With 

vav conversive : bg*! , , nbjl, )ZPA , bnM , , nttrej1 . With para- 

gugic Nun and suffixes : p'Pp, p^ nn. GO’iZp . Feminine plural: nsidri. 

3. The infinitives show a stronger disposition to adopt Vav forms. 

A'odh is only retained in the following absolute infinitives: pi Prov. 23: 1, 

and HS, b*f Prov. 23:24 K’ri (ili K’thibh), 3*n Jer. 50:34, else- 
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where 21. Construct infinitives : 'p'n. *pS Gen. 24: 23, elsewhere *3b’ 
Ml once art Judg. 21: 22 K’thibh, piib and 03ib, crib Job 20:4, 2 Sam! 

14:7 K’ri, elsewhere Mis, 1 “’lb 1 Sam. 18:6 K’ri (K’thibh 13113), rnib, 

also with suf. 3tb*,‘? Deut. 25:4, elsewhere 1231. In the difficult verse 

Hos. 7:4 i-'bp has been variously explained, as the Kal infinitive pre¬ 

ceded by the preposition “,3 or as the Hiphil participle. The only certain 

instance of a Kal passive participle of Ayin Yodh verbs is 033ia 2 Sam. 

13: 32 K’ri (K’thibh ; some explain Mib Num. 24: 21, Obad. ver. 4, 

as a passive participle, others as an infinitive. 

4. Ayin Yodh verbs adopt the Yav forms in all the derivative species, 

e. g. *'033:23, yiia, 30333:2?, ysiapp, niM*1; MT3 cooked, i. e. pottage, is the 

only instance of a Niphal participle with Yodh. 

§159. 1. Examples of the Niphal preterite: S333, 2303, •p’C3, lists; 

the accidental Hhirik of the perfect paradigm is preserved in bias by 

means of Daghesh-fbrte in the first radical; in 13J’3 it is lengthened to 

Tsere before the guttural; in t 123 Jer. 48: 11 the radical 3 is rejected, 

which gives it the appearance of an Ayin doubled verb. Inflected forms : 
113323 (part. fem. 03323), 3233 , 3333 , 325333, 3^33, ’’113303 , “'03323,0033323 , 

OObj23 . 

2. Infinitive absolute: bi3p. Construct: biso, Piisp, with n re¬ 

jected after the preposition lixb Job 33: 30, §91. b; once it has Shurek, 

12310 Isa. 25: 10. Imperative, TOO. 3bEp. 

3. Future: *,32?, 033?, bi£?, *32? Ps. 72 : 17 K’ri (K’thibh ‘p’1), 333'b?, 

032? , ik?, 3obt?, lib?. Participle : *,323 , 73^3 , CT2I3S3 , cp‘03, M3M, 

0^333 . 

§ 160. .1. The short vowel of the perfect paradigm is in a few instances 

preserved in the Hiphil by doubling the first radical, thus 0*20 and O"0p, 

o^ofi and n-’Ort , byp , f’b'? , *fb? , and yb? j and 2 Sam. 

22: 33. 

2. Hiphil preterite inflected: OJMssp 33^20, iM’ip and Win, with 

syllabic affixes: pirop , pitfoap, piMIO. and prop , cpMip and 

Cob“0. cp.Mrp, *’t?3S“’Sfi3, or when the first radical is a guttural, 

inrpn, p'-pro and uni??!, or without the inserted Hholem, ^ p£?p, 
“'OOiirt and *'p3P“'3p , 3220 and 3333“'2p, EpX2p and COS^OO., *'P2<? and 

oooq, §61. 4. a. ' With suffixes, ireo, opoo‘, ppW, *’?J»*,»p, initpo. 

3. Hiphil future inflected: 33”2? , 32020, feminine plural Ojafcn, 

033^pl?, OpMOp. With Nun paragogic and suffixes: •ppp?, cop?. 

Apocopated future : yb? , 0\b?, 02?, on?. With Yav conversive. 

02?3, Ci3?3, cp?3, irx3 and ‘r'bx3. if the last radical be a guttural. 2*7?3, 

02?3, r.i?3, or’St, tt2?3 once 302?? and once 3t“2??; upon the reception 

of a suffix the vowel is restored to its original length, C0*nb?3, 302,,3?? • 

4. Hiphil(infinitive absolute: pro. 030, epp once =*]bp Jer. 44:25; 
construct, b**ip , n^ap, roibo. r-po , with suffix yb-np, syypp, cpMip, 

032*'3O, and once with a feminine termination 0230 Isa. 30 : 28. 
V I I* *** * * 
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\ . 5. In a few instances u is found in the Hophal before Daghesh-forte or 

Sh’va, iirrsn Zech. 5:11, HStt Ezek. 41:9, 11 but n:*in Lam. 5:5, and 

in some editions Dpn 2 Sam. 23:1. : bts^ Job 41:1, *irro!n 2 Sam. 21:9, 
though others read cptt , : , *irron. 

§161. 1. The following verbs, which are only found in one or more of 

the three reduplicated species, double the middle radical either as Yav or 

as Yodh, viz.: HPn to render liable, VjS to do wickedly, "ijs to blind, rb 

to pervert, srs to cry for help, tonspjtrt Josh. 9:12, VTjplp Josh. 9:4; so 

also C’p fut. E*p^ and Epipp, “ns lut. “Hip, which have quiescent Yav 

in other species, and lnjH , which has consonantal Yav likewise in the Kal, 

2. The following omit the quiescent in the Piel and double the result¬ 

ing biliteral, bifop to sustain, rrpxastp Isa. 14:23. Isa. 22:17, 

:;|sista Hab. 2:7. Job 16: 12 but ysB} Jer. 23’: 29, ^ppp Num. 

04:17 and -tjbnptt Isa. 22:5, “’apafcn Isa. 17: H; tIsa. 15:5 is for 

i §57. i; Job 39: 3 is perhaps for from bw, comp, 

ppx Ps. 139:8 for pbpx, §88, though Gesenius conjectures that it is an 

erroneous reading for wbsb from S*ib . The only Hithpael formed by a 

like reduplication is bp^nrp Esth. 4:4, elsewhere bSinnn. 

3. Other verbs double the third radical in the Piel and Hithpael. Ex¬ 

amples of the feminine plural: njnnistn, robipn, : ruMTonn, rwpeittJnn. 

Hholem is changed to u before the doubled letter in the contracted form, 

•ISSW75 Job 31:15 for sisbis'p, §61. 3. Furst explains Isa. 61:6 as 

in like manner for *DMirPfl, while Gesenius makes it a Kal future, used in 

this single instance in a transitive sense. EaplEia Am. 5 : 11 is probably a 

variant orthography for CEppia, § 92. 6. 

4. The following are the only examples of the Pual in Ayin Vav verbs, 

viz.: With 1 doubled, nbp Eecles. 1: 15, D^n-nB Jer. 22: 14. Redupli¬ 

cated biliteral, foobs 1 Kin. 20:27. The third radical reduplicated, bbirt 

to be born, swia Ezek. 28 :13, Ps. 37 : 23, nsab'Ptn Ps. 75: 11 and obina 

Neh. 9:5. San** Isa. 16:10. toBi-H Job 26:1L rEEilTE Ezek. 38:8. 
' aT : 5 AT s 1 *•* V ! 

5. DE-’nisisn Jer. 25 : 34 is an anomalous preterite from pi'lo scatter, 

with n prefixed and inflected after the analogy of Niphal; some copies 

have the noun eipnixisFi your dispersions. 

In ‘TOEm Ezek. 36: 11 for ■’fiaant from Pib, Tsere is retained unde? 

the prefix as though the word were from the related Pe Yodh verb Pp^, 

e. g. ‘'nEp-!rvi. On the’other hand, in Wp-Wl Ex. 2: 9 from p2^, Tsere 

is rejected as though it were from an Ayin Vav verb. 

Lamedh Alepii (&) Verbs. 

§162. 1. Aleph, as the 
consonantal character only \\ 
of a syllable, n&ra, w&ftn 

1 radical of verbs, retains its 

it stands at the beginning 
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2. At tlie end of the word it invariably quiesces in the 

preceding vowel, §57.2. (2), abb, ara, axbn . If this 

vowel be Pattahh, as in the Ival and Niphal preterites and 

in the Pual and Hophal species, it is in the simple syllable 

lengthened into Kamets, § 59, for asb, abs for abs; 

so likewise in the Kal future and imperative, where & as 

a guttural requires a, ab*> for for ab • -A- like 

prolongation of Pattahh to Kamets occurs before medial a 

in the first and second persons of the Kal preterite, iiab, 

Dnasn. 
*.* t ; 

3. With the single exception just stated, medial a quiesces 

in the diphthongal vowel e before syllabic affixes ; thus, in the 

first and second persons of the preterites of the derivative 

species in Tsere, , inabfi, in the feminine plurals of 

all the futures and imperatives in Seghol, npabn, npxb. 
$■ 

a. This e may arise from the diphthongal preferences of X , §60.1. a (5). 
or it may he borrowed from the corresponding forms of fib verbs, between 
which and b verbs there is a close affinity and a strong tendency to 
mutual assimilation. In Chaldee and Syriac no distinction is made be¬ 
tween them. 

§168. This class of verbs is represented in the follow¬ 

ing paradigm by ab to find; the Piel and Hithpael, though 

wanting in this verb, are supplied from analogy. The Pual 

and Hophal are omitted because they are of rare occurrence, 

and they present no peculiarities but such as are common to 

the other species. 

a. In their ordinary inflection Lamedh Aieph verbs differ from the 
perfect paradigm in the vowels only. 



Paradigm of Lamedh Aleph Verbs. 
y —. 

K: KAL. NIPHA1U PIEL. III PHIL. KITH PA EL. 

Peet. 3 m. 
T T t ; • 

®k'2 fedfi # j * KSdtri 

| 3/ T J IT 
rmns 

t ; ; * 
fifedfi 

T * J * 
rfernn 

2 m. nai‘2 
T T T 

nsi’jD 
T ♦* ; * 

maid 
r ** • 

rfedfi 
t *• ; • 

rfednn 
r ** — ; • 

| 2/ naka 
T T 

r.jsidD mkd rfedn rfedfifi 

|[ 1 0. 
• T T 

tm"-; to 44 TOkdfi TOSdnn 

Plur, 3 c. i)*ta 
; st 

itodi fed ^ifedfi fedrn 

2 m. dttara v t ; 
Dinxrjs orfed d rfedn difednn 

2/. ■jifed ■jifedfi ■jffedrn 

1 0. r^k'2 
T T 

^r;2 ^ifed *ifedfi ^fedn fi 

Infest. Absol. ai&a 
T 

8&d Kddfi 

|1| Constr. kii2 tfkdn .. T . RT2 fedfi mmti 

||; Put. 3 on. 
t ; * •• T * 

^TT fed2 m::n) 

H
 

C
O

 skin 
r : • — T • 

jfen &fen iferri 

' 
2 m. 

ip;, t ; * 
^k'sn 

*• T • 
as* fedn jfenn 

II' ' 

2/ 'tkp2V) 'bcpm 
• : it • 

fedfi *fedn fern? 

ili' 1 a t ; v 
aim fern miom 

P?w. 3 m. fe*;p 
; it • 

fed^1 ^ifedr fedPP 

: 3/. nsadam 
lr; t v : 

rt&sfcan 
T V T * 

nfedn 
t v — ; 

fifedfi 
x v : —* 

nfedm 
t v — : • 

2 on. 
l * # ; it • 

fedn ^fedn fednn 

2/. rm&am 
BlE t v ; * T V T • 

snfedn 
t v — : 

nfedn 
r v : — 

nfednn 

1 & 
t ; » 

£*i£5 
** T • 

fcfe'3 urfe &fed$ 

Imper. 2 m. 
r : afean ** T • 

akd m*2n sskdrti 

| 2/. 
• I IT * 

fed \fetfi 

Plur. 2 on. *ta3 
* it * 

fed ^fedfi 

i 2 /. 
ft p 

roaid 
t v ; 

tizmisn 
T V T • 

fifed 
T V — 

nfedn 
r v ; ***** ntKkdrn 

r v — : * 

Part. tfkd m'2'2 fedd m'2p'2 

Pass. awk"3 
T 

mi2Z 
T I • 
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Remarks on Lamedh Aleph Verbs. 

§164. 1. Verbs having Tsere as their second vowel, §82. 1. a, retain it 

in the first and second persons of the Kal preterite, pfitp;, T^'r.p. 

2. Quiescent fit is occasionally omitted from the body of the word, 

e. g. Kal pret. •’TOP Job 1:21 for •'rfits;, ’’nsp Num. 11^11, Tps Judg, 

4:19, -~?P Job 32V18, *152 1 Sam. 25: 8 for *13X2: fuL ri:^ and nttnbn : 

rki Deut. 28:57 part. fern. sing, for Pfitki; ihi£5p Job 4i:17 for ir.jqyn 

const, inf. with prep, and suf. from fit lbs. Niph. pret. CPSHfi Josh. 2:16, 

cnnps Lev. 11:43. Otiant fit, §16. 1, may in like manner be dropped 

from the end of the word after quiescent Vav or Yodh. e. g. “itsn Gen, 

20:6 for fitiatn, iaji 1 Kin. 12:12 for fitii^, ^ann 2 Kin. 13:6. '“>’hnn 

.Ter. 32:35. ’b Ps." 141; 5, Ps. 55:16, “ifit 1 Kin. 21:29, Mic. 1:15, 

“in 2 Sam. 5:2, and in three other passages; *'in Ruth 3:15 is Hiph. 

irnper. fern, for •’Sratt, §62.2. 

3. The vowel following fit is in a few instances given to a preceding 

vowelless consonant, and the fit becomes otiant or quiescent, §57. 2.(3), 

Ps. 139: 20 for Wb:, fitrir Jer. 10:5 for *ifitto37, *ifitJi; imp. for ifirp, 

fits^Eccles. 10:5 Kal part. fem. for nxs;, tPfitih 1 Sam. 14:33 for 

t-Tjtah, Neh. 6:8 Kal part, with suf! for B&iia, Ezek. 47:8 

for and, on the contrary, quiescent fit attracts to itself the vowel 

of the preceding consonant in “top Ex. 2:20 Kal imp. for Pfisip and 

Cant. 3Til for PfittS from'fits;. 

4. Final fit resumes its consonantal character upon the addition of 

suffixes ifitbfi, receiving (J before p, cp and ‘,2, in consequence of which 

a previous Tsere or Sh’va is converted into Pattahh, §60. 1, qfitbfi. , 

ps.pk. pfitnptt, pfitnp Pi. inf., cbstata, cifitsb Kal inf. for tDSfitsn, §61. he. 

5. Kamets in the ultimate is mostly retained before suffixes and para- 

gocric n, Pfitsp Ps. 41:5, nfit^so 1 Sam. 28: 15, but nttsefi Isa. 

50 :12. Tsere'is rejected nttsx Nell. 2:13, 2 Chron. 1:10, or retained 

only in pause s Hfija Judg. 9:29. 

§165. 1. He is, in a few instances, substituted for fit, PEp Ps. 60:4 for 

KSn hfc-ift Jer. 19: 11 for SSPP, nit Ps. 4:7 for fitlS?, §3. 1. a, P2P3 Jer. 

49V10 for'"fitip3, ninn 1 Kin! 22:25, 2 Kin. 7:12 for fiQPP nir? J°o 

8:21 for fifi&a;! 

2. Sometimes fit remains, but the vowels are those of P5 foims, 
Ps. 119:101 for instjta, fitb'n Ecel. 8:12, 9:18, Isa. 65:20 for fitah, fit^3 

1 Sam. 22:2, Isa. 24:2. fit sis Eccl. 7:26, fitip 1 Kin. 9:11, Am. 4:2 Pi- 
pret. for fittLp, as'n Ps. 143=3 for fitin, fit^n Jer. 51:34 for fitbp, 
2 Kin. 2:21 for P-i'xtn , sijfitEp Jer. 51:9 for toXBp, -fits?? Job 39=24 for 

-X535Y Deut. 28:59 Hiph. pret. for fioVsP, itsin Ps. 135:7 Hiph- 
part, const, for fit “kin from fits;; to which maybe added nrfittgn Ezek. 

23 : 49. n:“fitsnn Jer. 50 : 20, with *» inserted as in P > verbs. 
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3. Sometimes the fib form is adopted both in consonants and vowels, 

Ezek. 28:16 for sixba, $3 1 Sam. 6:10, sii»3 Ezek. 39:26, ^nbp 

1 Sam. 25: 33 for ‘’snxbs, nps Ruth 2:9 for nxox, riba 7 Gen. 23:6 lor 

«5=7, Job 5:18 for ^fUXEnn comp. Jer. 8:11. 51:9,2 Kin. 2:22, 

niiiL'3 Ps. 32 :1 for x-rib, r-f: Jer. 26: 9 for rxa:. rnasnn 1 Sam. 10:6, 

' riS3rn I Sam. 10:13, ^n^a!-! 2 Sam. 3:8, rris Isa. 29: 7 for hixais; 

rdpp Ezek. 8 : 3 is by some interpreters thought to be for X'bpa pro00k- 

'; ing to jealousy, and by others explained in the sense of the fi"b verb selling 

§!(Israel to their foes). 

I ' §166. 1. The 3 fern, preterite has the old ending riT, §86. b, in nxan 

||Ex. 5: 16 lor nxtan, ninja Deut. 31:29, Isa. 7: 14, Jer. 44:23, nxan Gem 

33:11 Hoph. from xia, nxSs? Ps. 118: 23 (rxbs? Deut. 30:11 'is the 

feminine participle), to which the customary ending is further added 
in nnxba: 2 Sam. 1:26, nnxann Josh. 6: 17 for nx^ann. 

2. A feminine termination iiT, n, or as in ri'b verbs PI, is occasionally 

added to the construct infinitive, e. g. Kal, niksa, njO?, rtxsio, rxpp from 

xbja to meet, distinguished from X“ip and nixnp Judg. 8:1 from xbp to 

call, nxHa and nixb’s never xba, nx:b Prov. 8:13, with suf. nrxaH 

Ezek. 33:12. Niphal, inxasn Zech. 13:4. Piel, mxba and xba, 

inxsp 2 Sam. 21:2; nixtBa Ezek. 17: 9 is a Kal inf. const., formed as in 
Chaldee by prefixing a. 

3. There are two examples of the Niphal infinitive absolute, xSp3 

2 Sam. 1: 6 and Xtspn Ex. 22 : 3: the analogy of the former has been re¬ 

tained in the paradigm for the sake of distinction from the construct. Piel 

infinitive absolute: xip, xsh, xba. Hipliil inf. abs.: xbsn , xi;0 . 

4. The Hiphil future with Vav conversive commonly has Tsere in the 

■ultimate, though Hhirik also occurs xppm, Xp^l, xpnpl, xanen, xjsi'sl 

and X3£W, xa?1, once X-'a^l Ezek. 40: 3, and once X^i^l Neh. 8 :2. 

5. Kamets sometimes occurs in the ultimate of the Hithpael future, 
Xtasn? Nurn. 23:24 but XtSonp Ezek. 29: 15. so xbnni. X53ia"i, xbanm, 

i pxbpPP; more rarely in the preterite, nxsapn. 

§ 167. 1. The following are the only Pual forms which occur. Pret.: 
*ix3t ^xan, xVp. Fut.: X3*-n . Part.: xana, nxaoa, C'xb^n, rrxb&a, 

Wxsoa, with suf. •’X-ipts. 

( 2. The following are the only Hophal forms: Pret. *!Xann, hxssirt, 

nxan, nnxan, sixain. Fut.: xnsp, sixav. Part.: xrms, nxxsia.• 

3 For the anomalous forms, nnxian Deut. 33: 16, Tjnxian Job 22:21, 

t'iXaa 1 Sam. 25 :34 (K’thibh ’’nxan), see §88 (sing. 3 fem.) 

Lamedh He (rfb) Verbs. 

§ 168. In these verbs the third radical, which is Yodh or 
^av, does not appear at the end of the word except in the’ 
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Kal passive participle, e. g. “nba ; in all other cases it is re¬ 

jected or softened, the resulting vowel termination being 

usually expressed by the letter n, §11. 1. a. 

In the various preterites n stands for the vowel a, and 

is hence pointed ft T . 

In the futures and participles it stands for c, and is 

pointed n,. 

In the imperatives it stands for c, and is pointed <T. . 

In the absolute infinitives it stands for o or e; in the 

Kal it is pointed ri, in the Hiphil and Hophal n.., in the 

Niphal and Piel n' or . There are no examples in Pual 

and Hithpael. 

The construct infinitives have the feminine ending ini. 

a. In this class of verbs the Yodh forms have almost entirely super¬ 

seded those with Vav. The latter are confined to the construct infinitive 

where ni, occurring in ail the species, is best explained by assuming 1 to 

be radical (comp, njjo Ezek. 28: 17 as an alternate of rilio) and to a few 

other sporadic cases, viz.: a single Kal preterite, "’Wibib Job 3 : 25. the 

reduplicated forms of three verbs, i“OX3, ’’jjn.BB, n^HFidh, and the pecu¬ 

liar form, Isa. 16:9. 

b. In the Kal preterite, Yodh is rejected after the heterogeneous 

vowel Pattahh, § 57. 2. (5). which is then prolonged to Kamets in the sim¬ 
ple syllable, Fiba for *lbs. As Pattahh is likewise the regular vowel of the 

ultimate in the preterites of Niphal and Hophal, and occasionally appears 

in Piel, §92. c, and Hithpael, §96. b, the final Kamets of these species may 

be similarly explained. The ending, thus made uniform in the other 

species, passed over likewise into the Hiphil preterite, which it did the 

more readily since a belongs at least to some of its persons in the perfect 

verb. Yodh is in like manner rejected after the heterogeneous Hholem 

of certain infinitives, while it leaves the homogeneous Tsere of others un¬ 

modified. 
c. The futures, imperatives, and participles of certain of the species 

have e as the normal vowel of their ultimate; in this Yodh can quiesce, 

leaving it unchanged. Those of the other species (except the Hiphil, 

which is once more attracted into conformity with the rest) have or may 

have a in the ultimate ; this, combined with the i latent in n. will again 

form e. In the future this becomes e (..) in distinction from the ending e (..) 

of the more energetic imperative; and the absolute is distinguished from 

the construct state of the participle in the same way. 

§169. 1. Before personal endings beginning with a 
vowel the last radical is occasionally retained as , particu- 
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larly in prolonged or pausal forms, rron, Wi, t ‘jT'bm • it 

is, however, commonly rejected and its vowel given to the 

antecedent consonant, ^3 for *pbjj, ^srt for ^b3n; in like 

manner the preterite 3 fern., which in these verbs retains the 

primary characteristic riT, §86. b, nb3 for rvjba, to which is 

further appended the softened ending n r, thus nnb3, in 

pause snnjg. 

a. The nt of the 3 fern. pret. is frequently explained as a second fem¬ 

inine ending added after the first had lost its significance in the popular 

iconsciousness. It might, perhaps with equal propriety, be regarded as 

paragogically appended. §61.6, comp, such nouns as nrxvii*1, finb'iS, 

, in order to produce a softer termination and one more conformed 

to that which obtains in the generality of verbs. Nordheimer’s explanation 

of the n as hardened from n, it rib a for itrsba, labours under the double 

difficulty that there is neither proof nor probability for the assumption that 

the consonant n could be exchanged for n , and that it in the preterite of 

these verbs is not a radical nor even a consonant, but simply the represen¬ 

tative of the vowel a. 

‘ 2. Before personal endings beginning with a consonant 

the third radical "> remains but is softened to a vowel, so 

that in the Kal preterite it quiesces in Hhirik, in the Pual 

and Hophal preterites in Tsere, in the Niphal, Piel, Iliphil, 

and Hithpael preterites in either Hhirik or Tsere, and in the 

futures and imperatives of all the species in Seghol, 

Tnb;o, n^b.nn. 

ii 3. Porms not augmented by personal endings lose their 

final vowel before suffixes, e. g. , ^ba from Jfba, qb.y 

from njip, qbr*n from r&n. The preterite 3 fern, takes its 

simple form, e. g. rinSa or , and in pause qnbs . 

§170. The Lamedh He verbs will be represented by 

to uncover, reveal, which is used in all the species. 
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KALe 1STIPHAL. PIEL* 

Peet. 3 m. 
b»«* ti tag 
i Oil 

T T 
nbaa 

t ; • 
tocw teg 
» U'il 

T * 

3/ nhba 
r ; it 

nnbaa 
r ; : • nhba t ; » 

2 m. irba 
T • T 

mba: 
t ** ;» rrba T # * 

2/ trba • T 

mb'a? rrba 

1 0. 
totoatteU to 
n vii 

* * T 

"rrb'ap nrba m m ® 

Plur. 8 6. 6a 
T 

6a? 6a 
2 m. sn-b? Dfvbaa san6a 
2/ ]h6a ■jrrba? ■jrrba 

1 0* *irba • T 
sirbaa n6a 

• # 

Infin. nba 
T 

nba? wy. 
» 

Constr. n6a n6an T * rraa 

Fut. 3 m. nbah 
•** ; 9 nb‘ah V T • 

M 
naa; 

3/ nbam nbam V T • nb'am 
2 m. nbam 

V ; » 
nbam 

V T 9 nbam 
2/ 6 an 

# * * -Sin 
* T * 

6am 
1 c. 

kmmXl to kfe 
i 

V • V 
nbaa v r v nban 

Plur. S m. fir • » 
6a*’ 

T * 
6a: 

3/. nrbam 
v ** ; * 

nrbam 
T V T * 

nrbam 
r V — i 

2 fra. 6am 6am 
T * 

6am 

2/ nr bam 
tv; * 

nrb'sn 
T *** T * 

nrbam 
r v — ; 

1 c. nba? nba: 
V T * 

toH 
1 i f 

Impeb, 2 m. naa nban 
»*> y * 

naa 

2/. 
•i ‘ 
-a 

* * 
6an 

• T • 
6*5 

P£«r. 2 m. 6a •Din i 
T * 

6a 

2/ nrba 
r v : 

nr ban 
T * * T * 

* i fan* to to to, to 
» »J *-» 

Part. Elc£. nba n.aa*a 
Pam. nba 

T 
nba? 
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1® 
PUAL. HIPHIL, HOPHAL. HITHPAEL* 

i 
||® 
ft# nb'a nban 

t ; • 
nban 

T I T 

* I k&m ‘sat w te*& te®» 1 1 1 
t — : * 

fell Y'> 
nnba nnban 

t : : • 
nihban 

Tat T 

nnbann r : ; • 

fclv- nfe r •• \ nfen r * : • nfen 
t •• : r 

nfenn 
T . — ; • % i 

m: : nfe nfen nfen •* ; r nfenn 
• — j * 

If® hnfe nfen * * ; • 
•n ■’ban 

* •' i T nfenn * * — ; * 

fe 
i» ti « taw *2^1 1 ; 9 bban 

: r 
fenn 

I 
onfe on fen onfen 

v ••: t 

orrbann 

infen frrban -nfenn 

P iftfe i:fen i:fen 
** | T 

irbarn 

1® 
(rS?) nban | i i •* ; t 

(nbann) 

nfe nfen (nib‘;,n) nfern 

% i 
nan; 

* i 
naan nbfe 

V i T 

tesw ® fit km «t | i .^*rm 1 

nbbn nban n ban 
v : y 

^ | fern v& to tefc » 1 AiH. V 

i";- nb'an nban nban 
v ; t 

nbann 

fen fen “ban • ; t fenn ® *•*. * * 

nb»>j5 i ib«^ nban 
v : y 

nb‘an& 

fe: •w* : r ferr 

It' n:fen re'bbn 
T V l •** nrban 

T v : T 
nafenn 

pr 
T V \ I 

fen fen fen : t fern 

i m ban nafen nrban 
t v : t 

nafenn 
r v — ; * 

*({,■ V 

SC:,’’ • • 

' •; 

€ : " 

T V % • 

fcan tj a> n 

» l >-'« 
i 

1 fXu 
v : t 

nban: 

^ V 

nban nbann 

wanting fen wanting "barn 
% I 

fen fern 

nrban 
r v ; — 

nafenn 
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SHORTENED FUTURE AND IMPERATIVE. 

§ 171. 1. The final vowel n... is rejected from the futures 

when apocopated or when preceded by Yav conversive. The 

concurrence of final consonants thence resulting in the Kal 

and Hiphil is commonly relieved by inserting an unaccented 

Seghol between them, §61. 2, to which the preceding Pat- 

tahh is assimilated in the Hiphil, § 63. 2. a, the Hhirik of 

the Kal either remaining unchanged or being lengthened to 

Tsere in the simple syllable. 

KAL. NIPHAL. PIEL. HIPHIL. HITHPAEL* 

Future. nb:o ribm 
v T * 

nbro nbro nfsrn 

Apoc. Fut. or b!P bin 
T * 

bb? bij ban? 

Yav. Conv. byh or b.Y] bim 
T • — bSfi bih ban?? 

2. The final vowel n.. is sometimes rejected from the im¬ 

perative in the Piel, Hiphil, and Hithpael species, e. g. Pi. ^3 

for nfa, Hiph. ban for nSan, Hith. bann for njann. 

Remarks on Lamedh PIe Verbs. 

§172. 1. Kal preterite: The third person feminine rarely occurs with 

the simple ending nt Lev. 25 : 21? rnn 2 Kin. 9 : 37 KHhibh ; so^ in 

the Hiphil, $i<bn Ezek. 24 :12, nxnn Lev. 26 :34, and Hophal, rbift 

Jer. 13:19. Yodh is occasionally retained before asyllabic affixes, n^on 

Ps. 57 :2, the only instance in which the feminine has the ending usual in 

other verbs, >PDn Deut. 32:37, *Pt23 Ps. 73: 2 K’ri; so in the imperative, 

snhx, Isa/21:12; future, ynsbn, , p\Tn^, VPorn. 

*j*prrp. “psn'i, *Y“n, , snnto , Niphal preterite, V'li?, Piel 

future, ypjrin, ^3270=7, Hiphil future, ynan, imperative, *Pnn for . 

2. Infinitive: Yav is sometimes written for the final vowel of the infini¬ 

tive absolute instead of n, i=3, isa, ian, inn, inn, ids, 1:^, pn. irvd, 

and in a few instances the feminine termination is added, nibx. nixn, 

nine. There are also examples of the omission of this termination from 

the construct infinitive, ne> and iiu?8, n3j3, nbtn, ine; once it has the 

form niso Ezek. 28 :17. 

< 3. Future : There are a very few examples of Tsere as the last vowel 
of the future, nx-n Dan. 1 : 13, n>irn Josh. 7 : 9, ne?;Sl Josh. 9 : 24, 

■mnn Jer. 17: 17; so in the Piel, njbsn Lev. 18 :7 ff.; and, on the other 
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hand, there is one instance of an imperative ending in Seghol, viz., the 

Piei, P3? Judg. 9:29. The radical remains and rests in Hhirik in 

(3 fem.) Jer. 3:6, in the Hiphil, “Tran (2 masc.) Jer. 18 : 23, and in 

the Kal imperative, “qn (2 masc.) Isa. 26:20. Yodh appears once as a 

consonant before a suffix, “r:n:Vn Job 3: 25, and once before n paragogic, 

n^nx Ps. 77:4, which is very rare in these verbs, but perhaps displaces 

the final vowel in Prbx Ps. 119 :117, and the Hithpael, PSPq? Isa. 41:23. 

In a few instances ■' is restored as a quiescent before suffixes,’ Hos. 

6:2, 1 Kin. 20:35, Ps. 140:10 K’ri, Bn-WB« Deut. 32:26. 
Examples of the feminine plural: Pjrsnn , pjirtn,, 

rwvbyfi and nsirn. 
t v r t v : »*■ 

y 4. The luture of a few verbs when apocopated or preceded by Yav con- 

versive simply drops its last vowel, either retaining Hhirik under the per¬ 

sonal prefix or lengthening it to Tsere, , “2^, , uio1', 

Pb’1; so in the Pe Nun forms, Pi and rh , b? , and Pe Yodh , with 

Pattabh-furtive under the first radical of the Pe guttural, §17. ? or 

the vowel of the personal prefix changed to Pattahh, §60. 1, n&pl, SX?’l 

Pattahh if one of the consonants is a guttural, §61. 2; thus, in Ayin gut¬ 

tural verbs, P?r?. r?? , ypn, in Pe guttural ‘jn'jn from pin?, 

§60. La. (3), “in1! from rrjny or with the additional change of the vowel 

of the prefix to Pattahh, iprri, tnn from nmn, yn?? from nttn-', , 
lea. 59:17 (in 1 Sam. 15:19, 14:32 K’ri, this same form is from 

£3*13? or B"q, §157. 3), , “,yy, The rejection of the final vowel 

takes place frequently even in the first person singular, which in other 

verbs is commonly exempt from shortening, §99. 3. a, ‘EX?, and 

TPi*, brio, irso, brski and Pibrso. In a few instances 

the final vowel is retained in other persons after Vav conversive, e. g. 

rwsjy ] Kin. 16 : 25, P^?] 2 Kin. 1: 10, P320 Josh. 19 : 50. naan? 1 Sam. 

1:9, p|?0 l Kin. 16:17, PX?o 1 Sam. 17:42, P?30 2 Kin. 6 :23, *>tt|ri 

Deut. 32: 18 is fut. apoc. of rnb as “1P'1 or "irn of PTt. 
A T T *A*.* * I T V 

5. The passive participle drops the final *> in Job 15:22 for 

*1225 Job 41:25 for and fem. plur. nni33 Isa. 3:16 K’thibh (K’ri 

nyijyy 1 Sam. 25 : 18 K’thibh. 

§ 173. 1. In the Niphal preterite Yodh may quiesce in either Tsere or 

Hhirik, though the former is more frequent, P’’f?3 and nrpf23, and 

s13^53, CP«BD and S|3"»»E35, *’rybE3 and *I3^E3 . 

2. Examples of the infinitive absolute: P’833, Ph?3, P£tP , Construct: 

^iByp and nibas, niisn, ni&nn and nshn; with suffixes, in'brp, ihibrp, 

once as though it were a plural noun, cbynintP Ezek. 6:8, so the Kal 
infin., TynijE Ezek. 16: 31, once with a preposition, nirb Ex. 10:3. 

3. Future apocopated and with Vav conversive: bin, pb'ani, nfeio , 

YPP, brn, xnn. and in one verb with Pattahh before P, nbo 

Gen. 7:23, Ps. 109:13. though some editions omit the Daghesh-forte in the 
former passage, thus making it a Kal future. 
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§ 174. 1. Piel: Two verbs, n>b to be becoming and fina to draw (the 

bow), having a guttural for their second radical, double the third instead, 

which in the reduplication appears as Vav, though the general law is ad¬ 

hered to requiring its rejection from the end of the word and the substitu¬ 

tion of the vowel letter O. The only forms which occur are, of the 

former, the preterite fnxs Ps. 93:5, *nX3 Cant. 1:10, Isa. 52:7, and of 

the latter the participle plur. constr. "nnaa Gen. 21:16. There are 

three examples of Hholem inserted after the first radical, §92. 6, “'nthiia 

Isa. 10:13 from fioty, the iu being an orthographic equivalent for 0, 

§3. 1. a, and in the infinitive, *uh, inn Isa. 59: 13. 

2. In the first person singular of the Piel preterite "> sometimes quiesces 

in Tsere; in all the other persons, however, and even in the first singu¬ 

lar, when a suffix is added, it invariably quiesces in Hhirik, and 

■'n*4p, once “’n^p, and *'n‘ib 3 , rprpb?, D-rnba. 

3. Infinitive absolute: riip and trip, in jib, np_3, hb, iah, ‘nh. The 

construct always ends in ni with the exception of rib 3 also nibs, and 

*bn Flos. 6:9. 

4. Future: in Isa. 16:9 from the second radical is doubled 

as ^, § 153. i, and the third appears as 1, §56. 3. a; qbpx. Ex. 33:3 is 

for ?]b:2X , §63. 1.6. With Vav conversive: byp, bb"]l, ob"?!, 

ffippi], , so in the first person singular, bbiO , lixi ; once Pattahh is 

lengthened to Kamets, irPl 1 Sam. 21: 14; so in pause, :b3Pi Prov. 25: 9. 

5. The imperative has Seghol in a single instance, nan Judg. 9:29 

and sometimes drops its final vowel ba, bn, *jp , S3, 131 and fflS. 

6. Pual infinitive construct with suffix: ini'23? Ps. 132:1. 

§175. 1. Hiphil preterite: The prefixed n has occasionally Seghol, 

nb'an and rnb'prt, rxbn, npsn, nxpn, rprrx-in. Yodh may quiesce in 

Hhirik or Tsere, n^ban, ■'rnban, rnitn, ’irpan. Yodh once remains as 

a quiescent in the 3 masc. sing., nbnn Isa. 53: 10, and once in the 3 masc. 

plur., Y'ppn Josh. 14:8 for trpatt, §62. 2. 

2. The infinitive absolute has Kamets in niapn by way of distinction 

from ninn and fiipn Jer. 42:2, which are always used adverbially. 

Construct: The prefixed n has Hhirik in one instance, nixpn Lev. 

14:43; ni'&inb 2 Kin. 19:25 K’thibh is for nixuinb. 

3. The future, when apocopated or preceded by Vav conversive. some¬ 

times simply rejects its final vowel, , an§2, ptbp', from 

l!1? from rtT3, a*l from tip:, from His; commonly, however, 

Seghol is inserted between the concurring consonants, bx*] from n~>x, 
§111. 2. a, bryrj, yOi, "ippi, , =n§i, ppr., or Pattahh if one 

of the consonants is a guttural, “”§1. npn , br*l, “rp]. Occasionally the 

final vowel remains, 1 Kin. 16:17. 18:42. r.snwi Ezek. 23:19; 

once the radical ^ appears quiescing in Hhirik, *inpn (2 masc. apoc. for 
Jer- 18:23. The retention or rejection of the vowel is optional in 

the first person singular, n£-iiO , hpisao , nbxi and TiXi from r.b:, b?fcj, 
ax from nas. 
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4. The imperative is sometimes abbreviated, ninn and Bpri, nb'ntt 

and Spin, bsn for i-ips-.t], nan and an. nan and 7^; r®n (accent on 

the ultimate) Ps. 39:14 is for nb'cn, the same word Isa. 6:9 is from 

§ 140. 5. 

5. Hophal infinitive absolute : frnsn Lev. 19: 20. 

§176. 1. Hithpael: One verb nn® reduplicates its third radical, which 

appears as i, ninntan to worship, fut. ninn®1;, with Vav conv. sinna;^ 

for , §61. 2, plur. VrtttCV, infin. ninnain, and once with suf. 

in^nnttin 2 Kin. 5:18, the accent being thrown back by a following 

monosyllable. For the inflected participle, Envnnaia Ezek. 8:16, see 

§90, page 120. 

2. In the preterite 11 mostly quiesces in Tsere in the first person singu¬ 

lar, and in Hhirik in the other persons, vvjixrvt, 'invnnirn, nvqn«:n, 

Bnvnrurn, misnn, rpsnnn. n-nann, nvnuin. 

3. The future apocopated and with Vav conversive: bar.V, Cigrw, 

*">nnri, barn, rnnrn, rhrn, or with Kamets in the accented syllable, 

ifcnv, , so always in pause, bhr.v, :osrtni Gen. 24:65. 

4. The shortened imperative : 7r«n7i , brrrt . 

§ 177. 1. i-rn to be. fut. . Hhirik being retained before the guttural 

under the influence of the following Yodh, whence the Sh’va, though 

vocal, remains simple ; so in the inf const, with prep. nviiB, rvivdj. niifia, 

though without a prefix it is nvn, once EPfi Ezek. 21:15. The apoco¬ 

pated future *'rn (in pause VP) and with Vav conversive Vjv, is for 

VP, the vowel of the prefix returning to the Sh’va from which it arose, 

§85. 2. a (1), page 116. when the quiescence of the middle radical gives a 

vowel to the first. The same thing occurs in the peculiar form of the 

future xsih-? Eccl. 11: 3, where the second radical appears as 1, which it 

sometimes does in the imperative, fvn and riVi Gen. 27: 29 or X*n Job 

37:6, and in the participle njn Nell. 6 :6, Eccl. 2:22, fern, njin Ex. 9:3. 

2. fpri to live. The root is usually inflected as a Lamedh He 

verb pret. rnn, lut. rnrP, apoc. “’fp, with Vav conversive “inv, though 

in the preterite 3 masc. it occasionally takes an Ayin doubled form, -'ll, 

e. g. Gen. 3:22, 5: 5, and once in the 3 fem. an Ayin Yodh form : !”Pn Ex. 

1: 16, or it may be explained as an Ayin doubled form with Daghesh-forte 

omitted, §25. 

3. In a few instances X is substituted for the third^ radical in Lamedh 

He verbs, Ezek. 43:27, xrx Isa. 21:12. X’i'3 Jer. 23:39, Xil1] 

2 Chron. 26: 15, xsn Prov. 1:10 fron/nsx , xnP Dent. 33:21 from firs’ 
*frr»5 2 Chron. 16:12, Lam. 4:1. 8*3® 2 Kin. 25:29. Kith Eccl. 

8:1, ciixbpi 2 Sam. 21 : 12 K’ri for B^n, Hos. 11:7, Deut. 28: 66 

for BVJibn, §56. 4, B-'iOTSfi, WPl 2 Sam. 11:24 from ; the vowels 

are those of Lamedh Aieph verbs in Prx Jer. 3: 22 for WPS*, nbrn 1 Kin. 

17: 14 for filsBfi, rnp^ Dan. 10: 14 for rnpp ; and the full Lamedh Aieph 

form is adopted in topsP Hos. 13: 15 for nps^. 
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Doubly Imperfect Verbs. 

§ 178. Verbs which have two weak letters in the root, or 

which are so constituted as to belong to two different classes 

of imperfect verbs, commonly exhibit the peculiarities of 

both, unless they interfere with or limit one another. Thus, 

a verb which is both and H'b will follow the analogy of 

both paradigms, the former in its initial and the latter in its 

second syllable. But in verbs which are both lb and H'b 

the 1 is invariably treated as a perfect consonant, and the H'b 

peculiarities alone preserved. All such cases have been re¬ 

marked upon individually under the several classes of verbs 

to which they respectively belong. 

Defective Verbs. 

§179. 1. It has been seen in repeated instances in the 

foregoing pages that verbs belonging to one class of imper¬ 

fect verbs may occasionally adopt forms from another and 

closely related class. Thus a fc$b verb may appear with a 

H'b form, or an bb verb with an bb form or vice versa. The 

occurrence of an individual example, or of a few examples 

of such divergent forms, may be explained in the manner 

just suggested without the assumption of an additional verb 

as their source. Sometimes, however, the number of diver¬ 

gent forms is so considerable, or the divergence itself so wide, 

that it is simpler to assume two co-existent roots of the same 

signification, and differing only in the weak letter which they 

contain, than to refer all to a single root. 

a. Thus, to3 means to shut up or restrain, and nHs to he finished: 

yet a few ft b forms occur in the sense not of the latter but of the lormer 

verb. They are accordingly held to be from £03, but assimilated in inflec¬ 
tion to the ft b paradigm. On the other hand, soj? means to call, and 

“~iT 1° meet; but so many xb forms are found with this latter significa¬ 
tion that it seems necessary to assume a second root iOJ3 having that 
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meaning. The verb to run is ordinarily p;n ; but Win Ezek. 1: 14 is too 

remote from an IS1 form to be referred to that root; hence it is traced to 

another verb oi the same sense. No clear line of distinction can be 

drawn between the cases in which divergent forms are to be traced to a 

single root, and those in which the assumption of a second is admissible or 

necessary. This must be decided in detail, and the best authorities not 

infrequently differ in their judgment of particular examples. 

2. Where two verbs exist which are thus radically con¬ 

nected and identical in signification, it not infrequently hap¬ 

pens that they are defective or mutually supplementary, that 

is to say, that one of them is in usage restricted to certain 

|;parts or species, the remainder being supplied by the other. 

a. The following are examples of defective verbs: Sits to be good, used 

in the Kal species only in the preterite, the corresponding future is from 

l 213^; Kal pret. to fear, the fut. and imper. from “ii|* ; p*V Kal pret. 

and inf. to spit, fut. from ppT ; pBJ Kal pret. and inf to break or disperse, 

fut. and imp. from ■pQ; sfea Kal pret. to be alienated, fut. from rp; ; rnb 

| K. pret. to be a prince, fut. from “Via ; ran Kal pret. and inf to be many, 

fut. from rdn which is used throughout the species; err Kal lilt., to be hot, 

f pret. and inf. from cpn , which is also used in the future ; ps? 1° counsel, 

borrows its Kal imper. from pis; pip Kal fut. to awake, pret. from the 

Hiphil of pip, which is also used in inf. imper. and fut.; 323 to place, the 

i. reflexive is expressed by =k?nn from 32?; nnti to drink, the causative 

Ipls from ; Brain from u33? is used as the causative of iZJia to 

be ashamed, as well as ts-'in; “Bn to go, derives many of its forms from 

to give, is only used in the Kal imperative, it is supplemented 
by *|p)3 of totally distinct radicals. 

m - . 

Pb' ■ 
fggip. : . ■ • ' - 

| , Quadriliteral Verbs. 

§180. Quadriliteral verbs are either primitives formed 

from quadriliteral roots, whose origin is explained, § 68. a, 

°r denominatives, the formative letter of the noun or adjective 

being admitted into the stem along with the three original 

radicals. The former class adopt the vowels and inflections 

of the Piel and Pual species, while the latter follow the 
Hiphil. 

a• The only examples of quadriliteral verbs are the following, viz.: Piel 
pret. tiana he spread,, Job 26 : 9, where the original Pattahh of the initial 

syllable of the Piel, §82. 5. b (3), is preserved; fut. with suf. nsrD“c? he 
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shall waste it, Ps. 80 : 14. Pual pret. lBBEn it freshened, Job 33 : 25, the 

Methegh and the Hhateph Pattahh being used to indicate that the Sh’va 

is vocal, and that the form is equivalent to li’Ean ; part. CBOrna scaled off 

or resembling scales. Ex. 16: 14, clothed, 1 Chron. 15:27. Iliphil 

pret. sirnSTxn they stank. Isa. 19: 6 lor as for riasg. de¬ 

rived from ni'X putrescent, which is simpler than to make it with Geseniug 

a double or anomalous Hiphil from H3T, §94. a, comp. Alexander in loe.; 

fut. I will turn to the left., Gen. 13:9; Isa. 30 : 21, part. 

frix'SC'S 1 Chron. 12 : 2 from hxhti the left hand, elsewhere reduced to a 

triliteral by the rejection of X, 2 Sam. 14:19, Ezek. 

21 :21. To these may be added the form, which occurs several times in 

the K’thibh 1 Chron. 15: 24, etc., and D^nn^nn 2 Chron. 5 :12, 

for which the K’ri substitutes crnsno or Q^ana. As it is a denomina¬ 

tive from rnsisn a trumpet, it has been suspected that the form first men¬ 

tioned should be pointed c'lnna ; the other, if a genuine reading, is 

probably to be read cnn^ira . 

Nouns. 

THEIR FORMATION”. 

§181. Nouns, embracing adjectives and participles as 

well as substantives, may be primitive, i. e. formed directly 

from their ultimate roots, or derivative, i. e. formed from pre¬ 

existing words. Those which are derived from verbs are 

called verbals; those which are derived from nouns are 

called denominatives. The vast multiplicity of objects to 

which names were to be applied and the diversity of aspects 

under which they are capable of being contemplated, have led 

to a variety in the constitution of nouns greatly exceeding 

that of verbs, aud also to considerable laxity in the significa¬ 

tions attached to individual forms. But whatever complexity 

may beset the details of this subject, its main outlines are 

sufficiently plain. All nouns are, in respect to their forma¬ 

tion, reducible to certain leading types or classes of forms, 

each having a primary and proper import of its own. The 

derivation of nouns, as of the verbal species, from their 

respective roots and themes calls into requisition all the expe¬ 

dients, whether of internal or external changes, known to the 
language, § 69. Hence arise four classes of nouns according 

as they are formed by internal changes, viz.: 
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'77': 
§182,183 

H k; 
Pi: 

¥ 

1. The introduction of one or more vowels. 

2. The reduplication of one or more of the letters of the 

I root. Or by external changes, viz.: 
BfiSS 

3. The prefixing of vowels or consonants at the begin 

P ning of the root. 

4. The affixing of vowels or consonants at the end. 

IS 

. 
: 

Bi 
W: 

m 
wm 

m 

U a. The mass of nouns are to be regarded as primitives and not as de¬ 

rived irom their cognate verbs. Many roots are represented by nouns 

alone, without any verbs from which they could have sprung, e. g. jX 

father, y“i< earth. And where verbs of kindred meaning do exist, it is 

probable that they are not the source or theme of the nouns, but that 

both spring alike directly from their common root., as tjbft to reign, and 

tfba king from the root . Since, however, these roots or elemental 

themes are destitute of vowels, and consequently are incapable of being 

pronounced in their primitive or abstract state, it is customary and con¬ 

venient in referring to them to name the verb which though a derivative 

form has the advantage of simplicity and regularity of structure, and is 

often the best representative of the radical signification. Accordingly, 

king may be said to be derived from the root to reign, that is, it 

is derived from the root “ba of which that verbal form is the conven¬ 

tional designation, §68. 

b. Infinitives, participles, nouns which follow the forms of the secondary 

or derived species, § 187. 2. a, and some others, are evidently verbals. 

Most nouns of the fourth class, as well as some others, are denominatives. 

Class I.—Nouns formed by the insertion of vowels. 

§182. The first class of * nouns, or those which are 

formed by means of vowels given to the root, embraces three 

distinct forms, viz.: 

1. Monosyllables, or those in which the triliteral root 

receives but one vowel. 

2. Dissyllables, in which the second is the principal 

vowel and the first a pretonic Kamets or Tsere. 

3. Dissyllables, in which the first is the principal vowel 

and the second a mutable Kamets or Tsere. 

1. Triliteral Monosyllables. 

§183. The formative vowel may be given either to the 
second radical bttj?, Vrbjp, Vvbj?, , or to the first, Vjjb, 
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bpfs, bt?p; iii the latter case an unaccented Seghol is coni- 

monlj interposed between the concurring consonants, §01. 2, 

to which a preceding Pattahh is assimilated, §63. 2. a, bt:]b, 

bt?p, Vjp. Forms thus augmented by the introduction of 

an auxiliary vowel are termed Segholates. 

a. In this and the following sections bap is 'used as a representative 

root in order more conveniently to indicate to the eye the formation of the 

different classes of nouns. No root could be selected which would afford 

examples in actual use of the entire series of derivative forms; bap has 

hut one derivative bap slaughter, and this only occurs in Obad. ver. 9. 

b. As i. 6. and u rarely or never occur in mixed accented syllables, § 19, 

they are excluded from monosyllabic nouns. Every other vowel is, how¬ 

ever, found with the second radical, thus a, ttsp a little prop, paucity, 

honey, “05 man; a, bb strength, Sn3 writing, *1X123 residue; e, Data 

shoulder, n:p bush; e, bbp howling, aka grief, ak| a wolf; especially i, 

6, and u. which occur with greater frequency than any others. When the 

first radical receives the vowel, l and u are likewise excluded, inasmuch as 

they rarely or never stand before concurrent consonants, §61. 4. Few of 

these nouns remain without the auxiliary Seghol £05 a valley, KVJU 

vanity, £tan sin, ptpib spikenard, app truth. Kamels is only found before 

Vav, §63. 2.a, rip, and in pause, §65, “as, Dp3. 

c. When the second radical receives the vowel, there is a concurrence 

of consonants at the beginning of the word, which is sometimes relieved 

by prefixing it, §53. 1. a, with a short vowel, mostly e, §60. 1. a (5), but 

occasionally a, sasst finger for sap, 3rrx lattice, a bit belt, SinTK and 

arm, bians and biap yesterday. 

§184. These nouns, standing at the first remove from 

the root, express as nearly as possible its simple idea 

either abstractly, e. g. emptiness, bereavement, 

strength, pTS righteousness, help, Via1 greatness, or as it 

is realized in some person or object which may be regarded 

as its embodiment or representative, "voa lord from *Qa to be 

mighty, man from ikbs? to be sick, bsa boundary, =193 

libation prop, pouring out, p*9? valley prop, depth, vine¬ 

gar prop, sourness. 

a. That the position of the formative vowel before or after the second 

radical does not materially affect the character of the form, appears from 
the following considerations: (1.) The sameness of signification already 

exhibited, and which may be verified in detail. (2.)^ The occasional ap¬ 

pearance of the same word in both forms, e. g. “35 and “'35 man, 5w3 
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tfl 
i and SOJ plant, xbb and prison, “,ns and “in2 f/mmfi, Wii and hblas 

brightness. (3.) The concurrence of both forms in the Kal construct infi¬ 

nitive bap and nbap, §87, */aj5 and D=bap. (4.) The fact that Segho- 

lates may arise alike from bap and bap,' §61. 1. b. (5.) The cognate 

languages; monosyllables in Arabic, whose vowel precedes the second radi¬ 

cal, answer to those whose vowel succeeds the same radical in Aramaean, 

and both to the Hebrew Segholates, e. g. nab servant, Aram. “03?, Arab. 
S o *+ 

i; 

b. The presence ol imperfect letters in the root may occasion the fol- 
lowing modifications: 

iO roots. Aleph, as a first radical, sometimes receives a long vowel ( ^ 

instead of Sh’va ( J, §60. 3. c, pEX fidelity for “jlbx, -mx girdle for “iltx . 

5J Guttural and b Guttural. If the third radical be a guttural, Pat- 

tahh is substituted for the auxiliary Seghol, §61. 2, naa confidence, rati 

hearing, npa height; if the second radical be a guttural, the preceding 

vowel if Hholem remains unchanged, otherwise it also commonly becomes 

Pattahh young man, “)S3 youth, “ins fear but bnx tent, nnb bread. 

tf “'S and “2 roots. A vowelless 1 or 3 is in a few instances rejected 

from the beginning of a word, §53. 2. a, bl2 produce for bin?, nln famil¬ 

iarity for Tib'j, joib elevation for sriw, 'h lamentation for Tn?, particu¬ 

larly in feminines and secondary derivatives; thus, nan, rH3>, nas, nein 

: drop an initial Yodh, and nap, ■'bha an initial Nun/ Nun’may also ex¬ 

perience assimilation when it is a second radical, px anger for cpx, Gib 
cup for 022. 

13? and “*3? roots. In Segholates 1 is preceded by Kamets bi» (accord- 

| ing to Kimchi bib in Ezek. 28 :18) wickedness, Tjln midst, unless the last 

radical is a guttural, nib space; ' is preceded by ’Pattahh and followed 

by Hhirik, b^b night, eye. These letters frequently give up their con¬ 

i', sonantal character and become quiescent, §57. 2. Vav is rejected in a few 
words as "'2 brand, for *'ia In n rl fr\r» a. (T ™ Nm** X 770 O 

n 5 roots. 

island for “px , “n watering for “pp, §53. 3. 

In a very few instances the proper final radical is rejected, 

/ &s it is in verbs, and the final vowel written n, as n:p bush, n=3 weep- 

’fai tian thought. When 11 appears as the radical, it prefers the form 

*02 weeping, ^ps fruit, *b3 vessel; 1 retains its consonantal character in 

winter, IPb quail, or it may be changed to its cognate vowel u, 

which combines with the preceding a to form o, §62. 1, 1"»p (for dhyau) 

mk, Ixn antelope. In Segholates 1 quiesces in Shurek, §57. 2. (1), inib 

swimming for Ipb, inb emptiness; the lexicon of Gesenius contains the 
forms ipo garment, I2p end, ibbi security, but these words only occur in 

the plural or with suffixes, and the absolute singular is quite as likely to 
have been lob, lap , ibb. 

2. The main vowel in the ultimate. 

§185. 1. The second form of this class is a dissyllable 

with one of the long vowels in the second which is its prin- 
14 
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cipal syllable, and in the first a pretonic Kamets, for which 

Tsere is occasionally substituted when the second vowel is 

Kamets, thus bbp or % , %, bn#, bibp, b^ibp. 

2. These are properly adjectives, and have for the most 

part an intransitive signification when the vowel of the 

ultimate is d, e, or o, and a passive signification when it is 

l or u, ibp and fbp small, ibp fat, W-.hT2 made of brass, “nhs 

chosen. Those with a and l in the ultimate are, however, 

prevailingly and the others occasionally used as substantives, 

and designate objects distinguished by the quality which 

they primarily denote, pp? herbs prop, green, npb strong 

drink prop, intoxicating, “'bp leopard prop, spotted, and 

5p!2K turban prop, wound around, TO3 glory, that which is 

glorious. 

a. The intransitive adjectives supply the place of Kal active partici¬ 

ples to neuter verbs. §90, and in lb verbs they have superseded the regu¬ 

lar formation, §153. 1. cp for nip. Kal passive participles are verbals 

with u. This formation with l in the ultimate is adopted in several names 

of seasons. Ahib, the time of ears of corn, tppx ingathering prop. 

the being gathered, -via vintage, ■V’bt pruning-time, t*nn ploughing- 

time, *11 kp harvest, Comp. § 201. 1. b. 
b. Adjectives with 0 commonly express permanent qualities, those 

with e variable ones, bins great, bpa growing great; pjp strong, pif be¬ 

coming strong; ninp near, abp approaching ; pirn remote, pnn receding. 

Hence the former are used of those physical and moral conditions which 

are fixed and constant, such as figure, colour, character, etc., TpX long, 

bib round. p»5 deep, pib high; cbs< red, *na spotted, np3 speckled, P£? 

green, *ipa striped, ins Ww'fe, p*it bay, "Tit black; pinn sweet, 

pure, tliinp holy. And the latter are employed of shifting and evanescent 

states of body and of mind, Kps thirsty, ain hungry, apt sated, 

weary, bps grieving, ykn desiring, *nn fearing, rib exulting. 

c. The active signification asserted for the form bibp in a few instances 

cannot be certainly established; tip? or tipi fowler, is intransitive m 

Hebrew conception as is shown by the construction ol the corresponding 

verb, comp. Lat. aucupari, aucupatus. Other alleged cases are probab y 

not nouns but absolute infinitives of Kal. pria Jer. 6 : 27 may as well e 

rendered 1 have set thee to try as for a trier (ot metals); ]"-p Isa. 1.0 i=> 
not oppressor nor oppressed but wrong-doing, to ahiKtlv, see Alexander in 

loc.; and even pita Jer. 22 : 3 may in like manner be oppression instead 

of oppressor. . n 
d. pfb roots are restricted to forms with i, in which the radica 

quiesces, ipa fresh, pa afflicted, ipa or xf.; with otiant K, §16A,pure) 
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or with a which combines with it to form e, n ipiy and rn© field, mb*’ 

fair, nsja high; in a few nouns this final vowel is" dropped, fsh for 

to, in mark for fi'in, y3 tree for rto, 15 son for 033 . ns mouth lor n-_s, 

unless, indeed, these and the like are to be regarded as primitive bilit¬ 

erals. Vav, as a final radical, may be preceded by &, 133 meek, or e. 1$1» 

secure. 

3. The main vowel in the penult. 

§ 186. 1. The third form of this class is a dissyllable 

having an immutable vowel, mostly Iiholem, though occa¬ 

sionally Shurek or Tsere in the first, which is its principal 

syllable, and a mutable Kamets or Tsere in the second, thus 
Itaip, top, top, top, top. 

2. These indicate the agent, and are either active par¬ 

ticiples, top killing, or substantives, ton signet-ring prop. 

sealer, EPitf enemy, one practising hostility, to© fox prop. 

digger, pto hammer prop, pounder, ton morning star prop. 

ddning one. 

a. A number of nouns, indicative of occupation, follow the participial 

form, which thus serves to express permanent and professional activity, 

ipia herdsman, 33H sailor prop, rope-handler, ©nin ploughman, isi*1 potter 

prop, former. 0313 fuller, jn3 priest, 033 vine-dresser, nnio merchant, 

“’Bio scribe, bail trafficker, ns3 shepherd, &ts3 physician, fijbH dealer in 

unguents, cp'3 embroiderer. watchman, 3i*iffi porter prop, gate-keeper, 

trtjiti judge. 

b. In a very few instances u in the first syllable is shortened and fol¬ 

lowed by Daghesh-forte conservative, 3313 and 333 pipe, ykia pit. 

c. 33 roots. The contraction of 33 and the quiescence of 13 roots, by 

reducing them to biliteral monosyllables, obliterates to a considerable ex¬ 

tent the distinctions which have been described and which are possible 

only in triliterals. The contracted forms which arise from 33 roots are 

"‘p 5 -P , 30 , 30, § 183. b. Of these 30 = 330 belongs to the monosylla- 

IIC formation, and is chiefly used of abstracts, purity, 33 multitude, on 

integrity, b'2 yoke ; and 3p — 330 to the first species of dissyllables, em¬ 

bracing adjectives and concrete nouns, on perfect, 5n feast; while 30 

and 30 may arise indifferently from either, pp rottenness is an abstract 

aoun for ppo, but ““ tender is an adjective for “23 , Kamets being com- 

‘^ssed to Pattahh before the doubled letter, comp. § 135. 3; oH heart is 

be dissyllable 335 , but *jh favour for the monosyllable jin, 

13 and “l3 roots. Nouns from quiescent 13 and *2 roots may be 
divided into three pairs of forms, op , 33 ; Dip , 3,'3 ; cip , . Of these 

the last pair (with the exception of Kal passive participles) belong- to the 

primitive monosyllabic formation, 3^3 strife, 313 goodness; the first pair 
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to the first species of dissyllables. ^8 poor, It proud, bk God prop, the 

mighty one; and the second pair may belong to either, uHn = poverty, 

p*n = pf’ empty, yik strength, aia = zh good. 

Class II.—Nouns with reduplicated radicals. 

§187. 1. The simple form proper to adjectives is ex¬ 

plained §185; it may be converted into an intensive by 

doubling the middle radical, retaining the long vowel of the 

second syllable and giving a short i or a to the first. This 

reduplicated or intensive form denotes what is characteristic, 

habitual, or possessed in a high degree. Adjectives of this 

nature are sometimes used as descriptive epithets of persons 

or things distinguished by the quality, which they denote, 

very weak, seeing prop, (having eyes) wide open, 

righteous, mighty man, 'pin full of grace, tnrn 

merciful. 

a. As a general though not an invariable rule, the first syllable has 

Pattahh when a pure vowel d, i, or u stands in the ultimate, but Hhirik 

when the ultimate has one of the diphthongal vowels e or o. Several 

nouns with a in the second syllable are descriptive of occupations* or 

modes of life, comp. §186. 2. a, “isk husbandman, fisherman, 1 judge, 

linn (= cbn) workman, ribp cook, seaman (from nbft salt), 

hearer of burdens, hunter, nfep bowman, ih thief, not a mere equiva¬ 

lent to 2313 one who steals, but one who steals habitually, who makes steal¬ 

ing his occupation. 

b. Since the idea of intensity easily passes into that of excess, the 

form btap is applied to deformities and defects, physical or moral, 

dumb, j’b hump-backed, 'tfbn ( = cbn) deaf, nj* blind, n®3 lame, 

bald, perverse. 

c. In a few instances instead of doubling the second radical, the pre¬ 

vious Hhirik is prolonged, §59. a, \t3i33p and u3it3"'p nettle pi op. badly 

pricking, -riirp smoke, “nrr’lj the Nile prop, very black, pib’-? prison, 

TTP3 spark, “lib-D battle, ■par: spark. 

d. The following double the third radical in place of the second, 
brood, •3?n green, “DX.’P quiet, rnsq comely from nka, the last radica 

appearing as 1, § 169, bb?2i< feeble, where the long vowel Tsere is m 

serted to prevent the concurrence of consonants. 

e. 3?b and more rarely 13 roots reduplicate the biliteral formed by their 

contraction, baba and biba wheel prop, roller, nrinn frightful, “'“’HI Sirf 
“fpTp crown of the head prop, dividing (the hair) ; so fem, Cibnbn severe pain, 

rfbpbp casting down, nbaba skull, and plur. nibpbp baskets, £■*>"? burning 
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upside down from rnr — V.S, nijOJib (sing. ‘2hb) loops and cfihb (sing. I probably nS‘b = lihb) winding stairs from rrb = Yjb ; a root is need¬ 
lessly assumed by Gesenius. Sometimes the harsh concurrence of con¬ 
sonants is prevented by the insertion of a long vowel, bibs (const, Ss^s) 
cymbal prop, tinkling, “dns and stark naked, totally destitute. bpbp 
despicable, or the softening of the former of the two consonants to a vowel, 
§57.1, 2313 star for 3333, nisaia bands worn on the forehead for 

flHlsasa, pbpp? (with the ending “,i added) ignominy for ‘(ib]?bp, *33 
Babylon for bsba, or its assimilation to the succeeding consonant, *33 
something circular, a circuit for “i3"}3. The second member of the redu¬ 
plication suffers contraction or change in ntapta chain for rvbujpttj and 

: “Sp’ip floor for . 

2. Abstracts are formed with a doubled middle radical 

by giving u to the second syllable and i to the first, pan 

folding the hands, 0$© retribution, f^p© abomination, and 

|pthe plural atonement, crimps commandments, U'Ty&W 

divorce. 

a. These may be regarded as verbals formed from the Piel. A like 
formation is in a few instances based upon other species, e. g. Hiphil Tprtn 
melting from “r3, niisn cessation from the W root a*lS3, Niphal 
Wrestlings: c^ns when derived from the Niphal means repentings, when 
from the Piel consolations. 

c. rs roots reduplicate the biliteral to which they are contracted, *iTTin 
inflammation, C’StCSO delight. 

c. A few roots, which are either ib? or 3 guttural, or have a liquid for 
their third letter, double the last radical with u in the final syllable, 

thorn-hedge., “*nX3 ( = -tsnj<B) ruddy glow, D^-iaP) upright columns 

designed for way-marks, rn*i3>» horror, D-’E’lDiO adulteries, 0*333* ridges, 

also with o or l in the last syllable, nrP3 acquiescence, bbns pasture, 
Y, shower, *.*§03 obscuration. vnE® (K’thibh tpe©) tapestry, b^bcn 

whence *B*b3n dark. The concurrence of consonants is relieved in bsibaia 
ft • • • - » 

(in some editions) snail by Daghesh-forte separative. 

§188. A few words reduplicate the two last radicals. 

These may express intensity in general, nip-rips complete 

opening, n*£-ns* very beautiful, or more particularly repeti¬ 

tion, pspsri twisted prop, turning again and again, pbpbn 

slippery, bpbpp crooked,, Vrtbnp perverse, SfDSpfcS mixed multi¬ 

tude prop, gathered here and there, rTnsppn spots or stripes, 

frinsnsn moles prop .incessant diggers. As energy is con¬ 

sumed by repeated acts or exhibitions and so gradually 
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weakened, this form becomes a diminutive when applied to 

adjectives of colour, reddish, greenish, bnn© 

blackish. 

a. The first of two concurring consonants is softened to a vowel in 
trumpet for and probably bTXT?, Lev. 16.8 tor btb|3J. 

T 5. n's roots drop their initial radical, D*onari gifts from Sin?, CttSKS 

offspring, issue from &<:£?. 

Class III.—Nouns formed by prefixes. 

§ 189. The third class of nouns is formed by prefixing 

either a vowel or a consonant to the root. In the following 

instances the vowel a is prefixed with a in the ultimate to 

form adjectives of an intensive signification, ab« utterly de¬ 

ceitful, ‘lbs violent, )ft^ ( = perennial, WTS (only 

represented by a derivative, $ 94. a) very foul, fetid, 

exceedingly gross or thick (applied to darkness, Isa. 59 :10), 

or verbal nouns borrowing their meaning from the Hiphil 

species, rnsts memorial, nhn« declaration. 

a. This form corresponds with jail the Arabic comparative or super¬ 

lative. Its adoption for Hiphil derivatives corroborates the suggestion, 

§82. 5. h (2), respecting the formation of the Hiphil species and the origin 

of its causal idea. 
b. The letter X is merely the bearer of the initial vowel and has no 

significance of its own in these forms 5 «"t is substituted for it in -y 

( = palace, temple prop, very capacious from bib? in the sense of its 

cognate bb to contain. So, likewise, in a few verbals with feminine ter¬ 

minations. rbaw Ezek. 24 : 26 causing to hear used for the Hiph. infin.. 

§128, deliverance from bsj, nnsn grant of rest (=nni:n) from 

M3 . 
c. The short vowel prefixed with & to monosyllables ot the 

species, as explained § 183. c, has no effect upon the meaning, and does 

properly enter into the constitution of the form* 

$190. The consonants prefixed in the formation ot nonm 

are ■», ft, and ** . They are sometimes prefixed without a 

vowel, the stem letters constituting a dissyllable of them 

selves, bpi?, aaiott, bhrt, “nfesft; more commonly they 

receive a or i followed by a long vowel in the ultimate, e. g* 

Vbjp'o, b’bjp’a. 
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a. Pattahh commonly stands before e, l, and u. and Hhirik before a and 

(5, unless the first radical is a guttural or an assimilated Nun. when Pattahh 

is again preferred, boxp food, sw.a planting, li&p saw, Dprtn a species 

of bird, o'Vrn a kind of gem. Seghol is occasionally employed before a 

guttural or liquid followed by a, §63. 1. b, ijbnp depth, DEip chariot, 

pair of tongs. These rules are not invariable, however, as will 

appear from such forms as rtEtp, “(pop, ibpp, tfjipbp, pipipp. A few 

words have d in the ultimate, nb'np harp, phnp strangling. The inser¬ 

tion of Daghesh-iorte separative in the first radical is exceptional, ©ipp 

Ex. 15: 17. o^niaa Job 9: 18, niiaaD Joel 1:17. 

b. “'S roots. The first radical appears as *' resting in Hhirik or Tsere, 

-liifl-’p and ip^p rectitude, ©ii“T) new wine, “p“’n south, or as 1 resting 

in Hholem or Shurek, IpID appointed time, “OW correction, -pin sojourner, 

n^n. sorrow. In a few instances it is rejected, bpF) world, or assimilated 

to the following radical, rap bed, Sip knowledge. 

■is and *’S roots. The root is reduced to a monosyllabic biliteral by 

the quiescence or rejection of the second radical, the prefix receiving 

Sh’va, ipp citadel, Drip sound place, cinn ocean, Dip^ living thing, or 

more commonly a pretonic Kamets or Tsere, n’xp luminary, pip, “|^ip 

and jip strife, piip race, adversary. The feminine form is almost 

always adopted after n, iisidrn salvation, npiin oblation. 

'SS roots. The root is mostly contracted to a biliteral and the vowel 

compressed to a, a, e or o, §61. 4. the prefix sometimes receiving Sh’va 

which gives rise to a Segholate form, §61. 1. b, Cep tribute for Dsp, ipp 

bitterness for "ipp, bin defilement for bpn, “pP fear for “ip. 'in mast 

for fin; more frequently it receives a pretonic Kamets or Tsere, Tjpp 

covering, “bp shield, TiVO fortress, ipp anguish. In p©p running, the 

short vowel of the perfect root is preserved by means of Daghesh-forte in 

the first radical, n is almost always followed by the feminine ending, 

*1™ folly, ninn beginning, n|sn prayer. 

nb roots. The ultimate has n , niip disease, nnip pasture, which 

is apocopated in a few words, bpp lifting up, bsp higher part, “?p and 

1?^ on account of and always disappears before the feminine ending ry, 

§62. 2. c, nbtap ascent, nipp commandment, fiipFi hope, Sixbn weari tess. 

Before the feminine termination n the final radical appear^ as quiet,cent 

11 or I, miirt interest, ri:tn whoredom, msnn encamping, msip pasture. 

Yodh is retained as a consonant after U, Dubna diseases. 

§191. The letter 13 is a fragment of the pronoun *’13 

who or ma what. Nouns, to which it is prefixed, denote 

1. The agent who does what is indicated by the root, as 

the participles, § 84. 5, formed by an initial £, and a few 

substantives, didactic psalm prop, instructor, bstt 
(from bap) chaff prop, what falls off. 

2. The instrument by which it is done, 5iP£i2 hey from 
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nna to open, Tpia goad from "Tab to learn, life? saw from 
.1 

“EC to saw. 

3. The place or time in which it is done, nipg altar 

from rpT to sacrifice, fipE lair, brick-kiln, lEi 12 period 

ofi residence. 

4. The action or the quality which is expressed by the 

root, natpE slaughter, “ISCE mourning, nipE sickness, riSEE 

error, “iEnE straightness. Verbals of this nature sometimes 

approximate the ‘infinitive in signification and construction, 

as rostra overturning, rviskEE Ezek. 17:9, §166.2. In 

Chaldee the infinitive regularly takes this form, e. g. btipa 

to kill. 

5. The object upon which the action is directed or the 

subject in which the quality inheres, bispa food from to 

eat, “iiETE psalm from rat to sing, nipba booty from tipb to 

take, DaaEa fat things from “psE to be fat, rbia that which 

is small, ppna that which is remote. 

a. These different significations blend into one another in such a man-. 

ner that it is not always easy to distinguish the precise shade of meaning 

originally attached to a word: and not infrequently more than one of these 

senses co-exist in the same word. Thus, luminary, may suggest the 

idea of agency, dispenser of light, or of place, reservoir of light; rbzp’O 

knife, may be so called as an agent, a devourer, or as an instrument, used in 

eating; uS'npa means both a holy thing and a holy place; sale and 

something sold orfor sale; royal authority and kingdom; tixia the 

act. place, and time of going forth and that which goes forth ; acta the place 

and time of sitting or dwelling as well as they who sit or dwell, 

§ 192. Nouns formed by prefixing "* or t\ denote persons 

or things to which the idea of the root is attached. 

I. is identical in origin with the prefix of the 3 masc. 

future in verbs, and is largely used in the formation of names 

of persons, pH£? Isaac, Jephtha, but rarely in forming 

appellatives, irn? adversary prop, contender, apostate 

prop, departer, trpb* bag prop, gatherer, S'p? living thing 

prop, that (which) stands, inap fresh oil prop, that (which) 

shines. 
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fi> 2. ft, probably the same with the prefix of the 3 fem. 

I future of verbs, which is here used in a neuter sense, is em- 

| ployed in the formation of a few concrete nouns, inpy oak 

prop, that (which) endures, Ipppr) cloak prop, that {which) 

wraps up, "vian furnace prop, that (which) burns, ppsn apple 

prop, that (which) exhales fragrance. But it more frequently 

appears in abstract terms like the feminine ending in other 

forms, ‘pin understanding, “vhttR bitterness, #6^*5 delight. 

It is very rarely found in designations of persons, and only 

when they occupy a relation of dependence and subordina¬ 

tion, and may consequently be viewed as things, ‘fabi? 

learner, one dwelling on another’s lands, tenant, vassal. 

a. The great majority of nouns with n prefixed have likewise a 

ilflfeminine ending, nb'n’nin deep sleep, salvation, beauty, 

p mb IP fraud. 

Class IY.—Nouns formed by affixes. 

§193. The nouns formed by means of an affixed letter 

: or vowel are chiefly denominatives. The consonant f ap¬ 

pended by means of the vowel o, or less frequently a, forms 

1. Adjectives, Tnna last from pna after, first, from 

I head, y^n middle from Sftn midst, brazen from 

m3h: brass. A very few are formed directly from the root, 

poor, ypy? most high, Tbba widowed. 

2. Abstract substantives, the most common form of 

| which is y%p, e. g. ypp? blindness, finm confidence, ya&9 

pain, yppp paleness, though various other forms likewise 

occur, e. g. yin** and “jinx destruction, ynp dominion, ynt?3 

success, “jiipp offering. 

a. In a few words the termination p has been thought to be intensive, 

ryd sabbath, pnad a great sabbath, “it proud, pmt exceedingly proud, 

and once diminutive mx man, pirx little man, i. e. the pupil of the eye, 

so called from the image reflected in it. The word pnd* Jeshurun from 

upright, is by some explained as a diminutive or term of endearment, 

while others think that the termination p has no further meaning than 

to make of the word a proper name, comp. pbst . See Alexander on 

Isaiah 44: 2. 
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b. ) is occasionally affixed with the vowel e, “jina axe, 'jnBS nail. 

c. A few words are formed by appending o, e. g. D*1*"1S and ‘‘HS ran- 

som, taipO ladder from bbo to lift up, conn sacred scribe from stylus, 

tjvta south from “inn to shine; or b, e. g. bans garden from ons vine¬ 

yard, bs^sa calyx or cup of a flower from a‘"S5 c?*p, bbnja ankle from Onja 

joint, bann locust from inn indicative of tremulous motion, ban? thick 

darkness from Spbs cloud, bins iron probably from tna to pierce. 

§194. The vowel *>. forms adjectives indicating relation 

or derivation. 

1, It is added to proper names to denote nationality or 

family descent, Hebrew, Jebusite, Philistine, 

"’ins Aramean, Egyptian, ■’pxfiiE? Jsraelitish, an Israel¬ 

ite, *^2 v Eanite, ■'nn;? Kohathite, Gershonite. 

2. It is also added to other substantives, 11 bias northerner, 

“nD? foreigner, ‘’Ha villager, n?:n footman, W timely, Tflips 

from the plural D^s; to a few adjectives, and 

“ibi? violent, and and even to prepositions, 

wn lowest from iniin , ibab front from ‘1bab + \, §62. 2. 

a. The feminine ending n t is dropped before this ending, ‘’“ftrp Jew 

from nn^ini ib'ina Benite from fib’na. or the old ending n takes its 

place, "Tas?a Maachathite from firra , or 5 is inserted between the vowels, 

yh'd Shelanile from nbw. Final n. combines with the appended 11, mto 

?, §62. 2, *yb Levite and Levi, *'Mia Shunite and Shuni. 

b. In a very few instances ^ „ takes the place of i., e. g. ’’Tin white 

stuff's, ’’'Tn basket, “’b'lb /oop, and perhaps "’3‘ibn, in a collective sense 

windows, ■'S'ltoH uncovered, ‘1b"’r which Gesenius derives from b?3 and 

takes to mean cunning; if however, it is derived from fib's, §187. 1. c, 

and means spendthrift, the final Yodh will be a radical. 

Multiliterals. 

§ 195. 1. Quadriliteral nouns are for the most part 

evenly divided into two syllables, Sfijp? scorpion, “£T3 treas¬ 

urer, tbbfin sickle, barren. Sometimes the second rad¬ 

ical receives a vowel, that of the first radical being either 

rejected, pirbl damask, bb:n frost, Tpao ™ne blossom, or pre¬ 
served by the insertion of Daghesh-forte, ©■’’bbn flint, ©‘■o?? 
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spider, and concubine. Occasionally the third 

radical has Daghesh-forte, bat, 'vkpo fin. 

2. Words of five or more letters are of rare occurrence 

and appear to be chiefly of foreign origin, purple, y-HSB 

frog, TSa?© cloth, fjflcns; mule, ‘jEPPipfia satrap. 

3. Compound words are few and of doubtful character, 

shadow of death, rra'n&ca anything prop, what and what, 

rfirbs nothing prop, no what, b;pba worthlessness prop, no 

profit, rnbestta darkness of Jehovah, rnnnnbtj flame of Jeho¬ 

vah, except in proper names, ppHpbia Melchizedek, king of 

righteousness, VPpnp Obadiah, serving Jehovah, D^pyirn Je- 

hoiakim, Jehovah shall establish. 

Gender and Number. 

§ 196. There are in Hebrew, as in the other Semitic 

languages, but two genders, the masculine (taOT) and the 

feminine (nipi). The masculine, as the primary form, has 

no characteristic termination; the feminine ends in or n, 

e. g. btDp masc., n'm or ribop fem. 

a. The only trace of the neuter in Hebrew is in the interrogative, 052 

what being used of things as "'a who of persons. The function assigned 

to the neuter in other languages is divided between the masculine and the 

feminine, being principally committed to the latter. 

b. The original feminine ending in nouns as in verbs, §85. 1. a (1), ap¬ 

pears to have been n, which was either attached directly to the word, 

pVbp which, by §61. 2. becomes rbb’p, or added by means of the vowel a. 

or nbuJp, which by the rejection of the consonant from the end of 

the word, §55. 2. c, becomes itbap. The termination n or n is still 

found in a very few words, rpmz. emerald, rxp pelican, rrsp company 

2 Kin. 9 : 17, rnna morrow, n:p portion, rip end. ro?.a Josh. 13:13, and 

the poetic forms, rnat song. nbns inheritance, r*“T2 help, rnb fruitful, 

r532§ sleep. Two other words, n?n Ps. 74 :19 and Flip S3 Ps. 61: 1, have 

been cited as additional examples, but these are in the construct state, 

which always preserves the original r final; it is likewise always re¬ 

tained before suffixes and paragogic letters, §61. 6. a, rjnjsits?, ripens?, 
irpn. 

c. The feminine ending FSt receives the accent and is thus readily dis- 
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tinguished from the unaccented paragogic rq. In a few instances gram¬ 

marians have suspected that forms may perhaps be feminine, though 

the punctuators have decided otherwise by placing the accent on the 

penult, e. g. burning Hos. 7 :4, Galilee 2 Kin. 15:29, rribp 

destruction Ezek. 7:25, narH vulture Deut. 14: 17, nbciij low Ezek. 

21 : 31. 
d. The vowel letter X, which is the usual sign of the feminine in 

Chaldee and Syriac, takes the place of n in xfcpj threshing Jer. 50:11, 

Kin terror Isa. 19: 17, soan wrath Dan. 11 :44, xhb lioness Ezek, 19:2, 
T T ' T •* f ' T * * I ? 

xbsj'a mark Lam. 3: 12, xsa bitter Ruth 1:20, xmp baldness Ezek. 

27: 31, Xjii sleep Ps. 127: 2. No such form is found in the Pentateuch 

unless it be xnt loathing Nura. 11:20, where, however, as Ewald sug¬ 

gests, X may be a radical since it is easy to assume a root X"U cognate to 

. The feminine ending in pronouns of the second and third persons, and 

in verbal futures is i an intermediate form in e appears in nppt Isa. 

59 :5 and np'pp the numeral ten, or rather teen, as it, only occurs in num¬ 

bers compounded with the units. For like unusual forms in verbs see 

§86. b. and § 156. 4. 

e. The sign of the feminine in the Indo-European languages is a final 

vowel, corresponding to the vowel-ending in Hebrew; the Latin has a. the 

Greek a or rj, the Sanskrit t. And inasmuch as the feminine in Hebrew 

covers, in part at least, the territory of the neuter, its consonantal ending 

n may be compared with t, the sign of the neuter in certain Sanskrit pro¬ 

nouns, represented by d in Latin, id, illud, istud, quid; in English it, 

what, that. This distinctive neuter sign has, however, been largely super¬ 

seded in Indo-European tongues by m or v, which is properly the sign of 

the accusative, bonum, koAov, the passivity of the personal object being 

allied to the lifeless non-personality of the neuter, Bopp Vergleich. 

Gramm. §152. In curious coincidence with this, the Hebrew sign of the 

definite object is nx prefixed to nouns; and its principal consonant is 

affixed to form the inferior gender, the neuter being comprehended in the 

feminine. 

§197. It is obvious that this transfer to all existing 

things, and even to abstract ideas, of the distinction of sex 

found in living beings, must often be purely arbitrary. For 

although some things have marked characteristics or associa¬ 

tions in virtue of which they might readily be classed with 

a particular sex, a far greater number hold an indeterminate 

position, and might with quite as much or quite as little 

reason be assigned to either. It hence happens that there is 

no general rule other than usage for the gender of Hebrew 

words, and that there is a great want of uniformity in usage 

itself. 
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p a. The followi ng names of femal es are without the proper distinci 

p:' 
feminine termination: 

y;r;: 
M ; f' 

ok mother. linx she-ass. b?ns concubine. Bib queen. 

So the names of double members of the body, whether of men or 1 

||I mals, which are feminine with rare exceptions: 

Igfc •jtk ear. Sint arm. t)3 palm. 111? horn. 
fp, 
f>r 3?3?fi< finger. I"1 hand. 

f 
pns shoulder. B51 foot. 

te 
ini thumb. Tp? thigh. 11? eye. ?b tooth. 

I; ip 3 knee. vjD3 wing. 2B3 side. pib leg. 

If The following nouns are also fem inine: 

nk brazier. 
T 

013 Clip. 55?? Great Bear. ini light. 
P? nbit footstep. 

t 
153 circuit. 

v • bi? couch. 3?Ba side. 
T •• 

3 ika well. <133 brightness. nb? workmanship. &S131 myriad. 

E *(33 belly. B?h shoe. na morsel. Bis? world. 

3111 sword. I"1? city. 

b. The following nouns are of doubtful gender, being sometimes con¬ 

strued as masculine and sometimes as feminine. Those which are com¬ 

monly masculine are distinguished thus (*); those which are commonly 

feminine are distinguished thus (f). 

fij f ?3X stone. “ii way. * 1530 fortress. f 0?a time (repe¬ 

fii * nk light. *Bi“'?i temple. * 13TO altar. tition). 

i : rix sign. * “fion multitude. 
1 

•iin.o camp. ?iS3 north. 

g: “ON fleet. Ipt beard. * lop rod. nbj? bow. 

H' ?iiN ark. “iBn window. * oipo place. t fill spirit. 

nik path. ikn court. 
*• <f nbri? brass. f 301 street. 

M:s' ". f plN earth. Ban jubilee. f bS3 soul. * Oil womb. 

te t wit fire. f "pi? right hand . ln0 pot. * cni juniper. 

* 152 garment. in? peg. f T\hp flour. Bikb hell. 

* n?a house. * 1135 glory. 33 cloud. T * 13355 sceptre. 

115 wall. 
" T 

13 pail. * 0? people. nob sabbath. 

valley. *015 vineyard. f 03? bone. bob sun. 

garden. * oB heart. 31? evening. i?b gate. 

t ?Ss vine. ClB bread. f n? time (dura¬ oinn ocean. 

* ?15 threshing- f ?ibB tongue. tion). * south. 
floor. * Bon.o food. * one face. * i?n razor. 

Gesenius ascribes only one gender to a few of these words, but oB is 
once fern. Prov. 12:25; so Boi<:i5 fem. Hab. 1:16, 1333 fem. Hab. 1 710, 

fem. Rzek. 43 : 13, css masc. Ezek. 24 : 10. The list might be re- 
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duced by referring the vacillation in gender, wherever it is possible, to the 

syntax rather than the noun. Verbs, adjectives, and pronouns, which be¬ 

long to feminine nouns may in certain cases, as will be shown hereafter, be 

put in the masculine as the more indefinite and primary form. While, on 

the other hand, those which belong to masculine names of inanimate ob¬ 

jects are sometimes put in the feminine as a substitute for the neuter. 

c. Some species of animals exhibit a distinct name for each sex, the 

feminine being formed from the masculine by the appropriate termination, 

"IS bullock, rns heifer, bss calf fem. ribss?, i323 lamb, fern. <TO33, or 

being represented by a word of different radicals, "lisn ass. fem. jinx. 

When this is not the case, the name of the species may be construed in 

either gender according to the sex of the individual spoken of, as baa 

camel, cattle, “iiS3 bird, or it may have a fixed gender of its own 

irrespective of the sex of the individual; thus, 3b 3 dog, 3XT wolf nils ox, 

are masculine, n33“iX hare, SiW dove. brn sheep, are feminine. 

d. The names of nations, rivers, and mountains are commonly mascu¬ 

line, those of countries and cities feminine. Accordingly, such words as 

ninst Edom, akia Moab, rrvini Judah, n“nxa Egypt, Bibbs Chaldees, 

are construed in the masculine when the people is meant, and in the fem¬ 

inine when the country is meant. 

§198. The feminine ending is frequently employed in 

the formation of abstract nouns, and is sometimes extended 

to the formation of official designations (comp. Ms Honour, 

Ms Excellency, Ms Reverence), rtns governor, ros colleague, 

ribnp preacher, and of collectives (comp, humanity for man- 

Mnd), a fish, min fish, a cloud, «"sbp? clouds, a tree, 

nij? timber, Fnk a traveller, caravan, npVai Zepb. 3:19 

the halting, the escaped. 

a. (1) The feminine ending added to Segholates gives new prominence 

to the originally abstract character of this formation, 2bn and <t?133 

wickedness, distinguished by Ewald as to olSikov and aSi/aa, riB^n shame, 

fib 3 3 slothfulness. ■ 
(2) So to monosyllables whose second radical receives the vowel, 

righteousness, which is more abstract and at the same time used more ex¬ 

clusively in a moral sense than the Segholate, p*j:t rightness, fib EX. dark¬ 

ness, equivalent to bsx, fir.*.: (— fib:) brightness, nifiCj (=3Wi) salva¬ 

tion. Or nouns of this description might be supposed to have sprung from 

the adjectives belonging to the second form of Class I., the pretonic vowel 

falling away upon the addition of the feminine ending, bEX dark, fibsX 

the dark, to o-kotcivov, fibwj the being saved from 3*£i, nbbbs justice 

from b"53 judge. The following nouns, descriptive of the station or func¬ 

tions of a particular class, follow this form, “bi king, fiB^ba kingly office 
or sway, 3ti33 prophet, fiNfi33 prophecy. *<33 priest, fiSfis priesthood or 
priestly duty, bah merchantfiSan traffic. 
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(3) The feminine ending occasionally gives an abstract signification to 

reduplicated forms, W blind, rn-12 blindness, nsa having a. bald, fore¬ 

head, nnaa baldness in front, sttsn sinner, rxbn and nktsn sin, ftnba 

terror, nobp scoffing, nbnbn anguish, or to those which have a prefixed 

letter 'O, naanta overthrow, nbrro dominion, nfesinp confusion, or particu- 

• larly n, !"ia*nan salvation, nnsisn testimony, hjpn hope, nkbn weariness. 

(4) It, is likewise added to forms in nib^bs judgment, work¬ 

ing, mbso beginning, rrnnx. end, rnpxb remnant, the termination 

being often found in place of rv\, mtosn 2 Chron. 26:21 K’ri, niiasn 

K’thibh, disease prop, freedom from duty, "C£“ free, r^bban redness, 

lllltt-ibsn red, rflb’no bitterness, bitter, nnaa heaviness, M2£bx 

widowhood, and occasionally ni, trio 5 n wisdom, nibbin folly, though the 

latter may perhaps be a plural as it is explained by Gesenius. Ewald 

suggests a connection between the final of the relative adjective, which 

l thus passes into *1 and even to i in this abstract formation, and the old 

construct ending *\ and i. The further suggestion is here offered that 

both may not improbably be derived from the pronoun Mil, which was 

originally of common gender, §71. a (3). ^ Thus, Gen. 1:24 

beast of earth is equivalent to 7“)k Mrt n?n beast viz. that of earth, and 

pnk—'3btD (which may be for i®bp as the plural ending O*1, for M, §199. e), 

is equivalent to pns fcMn 7|bb king viz. that of righteousness. The ap¬ 

pended pronominal vowel thus became indicative of the genitive relation; 

and its employment in adjectives, involving this relation, is but an exten¬ 

sion of this same use, of or belonging to Israel, Israelitish. The 

further addition of the feminine ending in its abstract sense, has mostly 

preserved the vowel from that attenuation to i which it has experienced at 

the end of the word, comp. §101. 1. a. M3obx widowhood prop, the slate 

of a widow *jobx, rvibnn wisdom prop, the quality belonging to the wise 

f Ean. The rare instances in which the termination n*i is superimposed 

upon \ viz.: M'ntpx , nspaoip, may belong to a time when the origin 

of the ending was no longer retained in the popular consciousness. The 

termination n\ or M in abstracts derived from fib roots is of a different 

origin from that just explained and must not be confounded with it; \ or -1 

is there the final radical softened to a vowel, § 168, as rppb or MOtti cap¬ 

tivity from nob to lead captive. 

; b. In Arabic, nouns of unity, or those which designate an individual, 

are often formed by appending the feminine termination to masculines 

which have a generic or collective signification. This has been thought 

to be the case in a few words in Hebrew, *,?X feet, n*3X ship, “is'b hair, 

•"t’lsta a hair. 'bjVv swarm, rnin a bee. 
' ‘ 1 ! 

c. Some names of inanimate objects are formed from those of ani¬ 

mated beings or parts of living bodies, which they were conceived to 

resemble, by means of the feminine ending, taken in a neuter sense, ck 

mother, i*U|x metropolis, Tff thigh, r.2"‘ hinder part, extremity, rb palm 

of the hand, nibs palm-branch, forehead, nnso greave, ilS mouth, 
edge. 
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§199. There are three numbers in Hebrew, the singular 

(T>rn yi«b), dual (criffl -jiBb), and plural (D^ fty)- The 

plural of masculine nouns is formed by adding D\ , or de¬ 

fectively written D., to the singular, 0^6 horse, D^o horses, 

pps righteous {man), Cppp? or righteous (men). The 

plural of feminine nouns is formed by the addition of r.it 

also written n', the feminine ending of the singular, if it 

has one, being dropped as superfluous, since the plural ter¬ 

mination of itself distinguishes the gender, ois cup, mi6b 

cups, rccra virgin, iTi^m and virgins, natbn sin, 

nixKn sins; in two instances the vowel-letter x takes the 

place of 1, §11.1. a, fisne Ezek. 31:8, nxsb Ezek. 47 :11. 

a. The masculine plural sometimes has p. instead of D\ 5 e. g- fSo 

oftener than c-’jp in the book of Job, pbbp Prov. 31:3, ps’n 2 Kin. 11:13, 

•pp Mic. 3:12, pEtaib Lam. 1:4, pbn Ezek. 4:9, pip Dan. 12:13. 

This ending, which is the common one in Chaldee, is chiefly found in 

poetry or in the later books of the Bible. 
b. ‘ Some grammarians have contended for the existence of a few plurals 

in "< without the final D, but the instances alleged are capable of another 

and more satisfactory explanation. Thus, 2 Kin. 11:4, "'rp3, ■'rks 

2 Sam. 8: 18, 2 Sam. 23:8, and "'an 1 Sam. 20:38 K’thibh (K’ri 

D'-'sn), are singulars used collectively; *’53$ 2 Sam. 22:44, Ps. 144:2, 

Lam. 3:14, and “'pan Cant. 8:2, are in the singular with the suffix of the 

first person; *i'Q Ps. 45 : 9 is not for opa stringed instruments, but is the 

poetic form of the preposition *,a from; Ps. 22:17 is not for ops 

piercing, but is the noun with the preposition 3 like the lion, § 156. 3. 

c. There are also a few words which have been regarded as plurals in 

i . But "*bn Zech. 14 : 5 and pb Judg. 5 :15, are plurals with the suffix 

of the first person. In t pin 2 Chron. 33 : 19. which is probably a proper 

name, and pa Am. 7:1, Nah. 3 :17, which is a singular used collectively, 

final “> is a radical as in pb = rnb. fnin Isa. 19: 9 is a singular with 

the formative ending \. §194.6; ‘>p^n Jer. 22: 14 and ’’ban Isa. 20 : 4, 

might be explained in the same way, though Ewald prefers to regard the 

former as an abbreviated dual for cpiin double (i. e. large, and showy) 

windows, and the latter as a construct plural for pP'n , the diphthongal e 

being resolved into ay, comp. §57. 2 (5). p? Ezek. 13: 18 is probably a 

dual for cpy though it might be for the unabridged singular nny which, 
however, never occurs. The divine name pb Almighty is best explained 

as a singular; the name "'•pit Lord is a plural of excellence, §201. 2, 

with the suffix of the first person, the original signification being my 

Lord. 
d. In a few words the sign of the feminine singular is retained before 

the plural termination, as though it were one of the radicals, instead oi 
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being dropped agreeably to the ordinary rule, rBn door pi. ninb'n. So, 

nos pillow, nd£ how. njcic trough, mart spear, widowhood, nsirnns 

divorce, nwjn whoredom, n|\B /ip pi. rvinsb. To these must be added 

f| ■'jt’ntlj, provided it be derived from ttnttj in the sense of pit; it may, how- 

f>i"; ever, signify destruction, from the root nno, when the final n will be a 

radical. See Alexander on Psalm 107 : 20. 
vf; 

e. The original ending of the plural in nouns, verbs, and pronouns, 

seems to have been M, §71.6. (2). In verbs the vowel has been pre¬ 

served, but the final nasal has been changed or lost, VP tip? or iftap?, 

§85. 1. a. (1). In masculine nouns and pronouns the final nasal has been 

retained, but the vowel has been attenuated to t ore, D'WtJ, cn, cnx : 

the Arabic has una for the nominative and via for the oblique case. If 

V we suppose n, the sign of the feminine, to he added to Ctf, the sign of the 

plural, the vowel will regularly be changed to 1 before the two con¬ 

sonants. $61.4; then if the nasal be rejected before the final consonant, 

, Agreeably to the analogy of na for PI33 and bis for 0313. the resulting 

form will be ni, the actual ending of the feminine plurai. If the sign of 

the plurai, like all the other inflective letters and syllables, is of pronorn- 

inal origin, this 0, which is joined to words by the connecting vowel 

may perhaps be related to ire taken indefinitely in the quantitative or 

numerical sense of qaot or aliquot, comp. Zech. 7:3; and the adverbial or 

adjective ending Ct or c‘ may in like manner be referred to the same in 

| its qualitative sense, comp. Ps. 8 : 5. so that cp'n vacue, would strictly be 

qud vacuus. The pronoun seems in fact to be preserved without abbrevia¬ 

tion in the Syriac j.LaiLo.»j — cap interdiu. 

§ 200. The gender of adjectives and participles is care¬ 

fully discriminated, both in the singular and in the plural, by 

paeans of the appropriate terminations. But the same want 

of precision or uniformity which has been remarked in the 

singular, §197, characterizes likewise the use of the plural 

terminations of substantives. Some masculine substantives 

take ni in the plural, some feminines take D\ , and some 

of each gender take indifferently Q\ or ni. 

a. The following masculine nouns form their plural by adding rvi; 

those which are distinguished by an asterisk are sometimes construed as 
feminine. 

If: 

^ father, 

howl, 

familiar 

spirit, 

treasure. 

| *rvii< sign. 

15 

* rnix path. 

papx palace. 

Bsdx cluster. 

*vii pit. 

35 roof. 

Bnia lot. 

* 17;a threshing- 

floor. 

1^13 £oad- 

C3T tail. 
T T 

yin street. 

“in breast. 

phn vision 

tsiBn dream. 

I'GiSTi invention. 
1 

nsi3 hand breadth, 

NSC throne. 

niB tablet. 
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b*b night. 3X3 bottle. iFiss tube. 
V J ~ 

. i 
pin"; chain. 

* P3ta altar. lamp. ♦■visa bird. *(pbi2 table. 
\ , 

333 ram. 312 skin. 313 a bundle. CU3 name. 

“lisa tithe. 322 dust. 
T T 

bip voice. 3£it2 trumpet. 

* Gaa summit. 
f * 

3122 herb. 3*p wall. pillar. 

* cipa place. 23 s leader. 33 p war. 
t 1 i * Sinn deep. 

bpa staff. *X33 host. 
T T 

*3iP3 street. 

b. The following feminine nouns form their plural by adding G\ : those 

marked thus (f) are sometimes masculine: 

f *3X stone. t "Pv! way. naps spelt. PP12Q flax. 

pbx terebinth. rb law. 
T 

P33b brick. 
T *• J 

PS morsel. 

Pliabx widowhood. pAial branch. 
v i 

pba word. 
t ♦ bhn sheep. 

pfex woman. Mat whoredom. pbas ant. 
T T * 

P321U barley. 

rbpa coal. PGP wheat. 
T * PHD measure. 

r ; rb2‘3 ear of corn. 

f *25 vine. P212P darkness. 
T a* "J 

12 she-goat. PB!3 acacia. 
T * 

pbrrn Jig-cake. PD1* dove. 
T 

3*2 city. fig- 

P3133 bee. 
V t f 33 pitcher. wpbp concubine. 

Also tpipa eggs which is not found in the singular. 

c. The following nouns form their plural by adding either fi*. or rvi: 

MASCULINE NOUNS. 

3b*X porch. 33b heart. 
T ** 

*323 delicacy. ypa breach. 

"pH lion. 3l'xa light. *1*23 fountain. 3x1 a neck. 
T - 

"i'M generation. bbaa tower. 
t ; * 

32—3 bed. 
r : * 

33p grave. 

P 3 T sacrifice. 3pi3 foundation. *,333 dwelling. PDp reed. 
V 1 T 

’jiAst memorial. 3Gia bond. GPD river. 
T r 333 p axe. 

31* day. 3'313 seat. r pb basin. P3i2 field. 

32* forest. pAta bowl. ‘ji,2 iniquity. 21312 week. 
” T 

"n'*3 laver. 31X33 pain. 3p2 heel. 5132P delight. 

/ •1 7 

31S3 harp. 13G3 nail. 

FEMININE NOUNS. 

PG'X terror. P12*‘2X grape-cake. 223 shoe. PB3Q hoof. 

Pabx sheaf. P312X Astarte. 
T ** “t 

P332 heap. P:i2 year. 

psx people. P*3P spear. 

nouns construed in either gender. 

B*bnx , piHpx. aloes, yib'p window. Ptsa rod. 322 bone. 

132 garment. “kn court. 
** r 

1233 sold. P2 time. 

33 rim. 323 circle. 
T • 

332 thorn. 322 foot. 

b3*n temple. 3^33 fortress. 32 cloud. 
T 

22a side. 
T *» 

513] arm. PlP.a camp. r'3.2 cord. 
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v, d. The two forms of the plural, though mostly synonymous, occasion- 

1 allv differ in sense as in Latin loci and loca. Thus D*n33 is used of 

V round masses of money, talents, ni*i23 of bread, round loaves; cn-'p 

W'^Jiorns, rvn^q hooks; D^jqS heels, rvid|?s> fool-prints; footsteps of 

.pien, iTi^'S feet of articles of furniture. Comp. §198. c. Sometimes they 

differ in usage or frequency of employment: thus nia^ days, niDtri years, 

are poetical and rare, the customary forms being . 

e. Nouns mostly preserve their proper gender in the plural irrespective 

of the termination which they adopt; though there are occasional excep- 

jplfflions, in which feminine nouns in D\ are construed as masculines, e. g. 

nn&3 women Gen. 7 : 13, D">ba words Job 4: 4, n^Saa ants Prov. 30:25, 

and masculine nouns in m are construed as feminines, e. g. ni23tra dwell¬ 

ings Ps. 84: 2. 

f. In explanation of the apparently promiscuous or capricious use of the 

masculine and feminine endings, it may be remarked that the termination 

0\ in strictness simply indicates the plural number, and is indeterminate 

as to gender, §199. e, though the existence of a distinct form for the fem¬ 

inine left it to be appropriated by the masculine. The occurrence of Ey in 

f ^feminine nouns, and even in the names of females, as o*'©3 women, C'fS 

'9he-goats, may therefore, like the absence of the distinctive feminine ending 

•V from the singular, be esteemed a mere neglect to distinguish the gender by 

the outward form. The occurrence of the feminine ending in a masculine 

noun, whether singular or plural, is less easily accounted for. Such words 

may perhaps, at one period of the language, have been regarded as fem¬ 

inine, the subsequent change of conception, by which they are construed 

H as masculine, failing to obliterate their original form. Such a change is 

ft readily supposable in words, which there is no natural or evident reason 

for assigning to one sex rather than the other; but not in fathers, 

which can never have been a feminine. One might be tempted in this 

ease to suspect that ni was not the sign of the plural, comp, nim sister, 

| ni&n mother-in-law, but that 'i belonged to the radical portion of the 

word, and that in was appended to form a collective, fatherhood, §198, 

which has in usage taken the place of the proper plural. More probably, 

; however, the idea of official dignity, which was so prominently attached 

to the paternal relation in patriarchal times, is the secret of the feminine 

% form which 2X assumes in the plural, comp. risJ^S leaders, rkrfp preacher, 

while its construction as a masculine springs so direct ly out ot its significa¬ 

tion as to remain unaffected. And this suggests the idea that the like may 

have happened to names of inanimate objects. They may receive the 

feminine ending in its neuter sense to designate them as things. § 198. c, 

while at the same time they are so conceived that the masculine construc¬ 

tion is maintained. 

§201. 1. Some substantives are, by their signification or 

by usage, limited to the singular, such as material nouns 

taken in a universal or indefinite sense, m fire, an” gold, 

ground; collectives, children, S|fowl, 121?? birds of 
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prey, nps large cattle (noun of unity ^ an ox), small 

cattle (noun of unity nib a sheep or goat); many abstracts, 

ytif salvation, rm? blindness. On the other hand some are 

found only in the plural, such as nouns, whose singular, if it 

ever existed, is obsolete, ana water, an? face ox faces, mb© 

heaven, a^a bowels, abi© men, adjacent to the head, 

and abstracts, which have a plural form, life, 

love, nnarn mercy, nfenn government. 

a. The intimate connection between a collective and an abstract is 

shown by the use of the feminine singular to express both, § 198. In like 

manner the plural, whose office it is to gather separate units into one ex¬ 

pression, is used to denote in its totality or abstract form that common 

quality which pervades them all and renders such a summation possible, 

comp, ra S/haia right, ra dSt/ca wrong. Some abstracts adopt indifferently 

the feminine or the plural form, fn^X and fidelity, '“fojo and 

S^xa redemption, fwn and tP*n life, rsatlin. and O“oiso. darkness, n&tka 

and D-'X^a setting of gems. 

b. The form is adopted by certain words which denote periods 

of human life, o^s'3 childhood, C'-his youth, D^na adolescence, 
virginity, nip^3 period of espousals, CPDpst old age. 

c. Abstracts, which are properly singular, are sometimes used in the 

plural to denote a high degree of the quality which they represent, or re¬ 

peated exhibitions and embodiments of it, tini-a might, niniaa deeds of 

might. 

2. There are a few examples of the employment of the 

plural jorm when a single individual is spoken of, to suggest 

the idea of exaltation or greatness. It is thus intimated that 

the individual embraces a plurality, or contains within itself 

what is elsewhere divided amongst many. Such plurals of 

majesty are mn’bs God the supreme object of worship, ‘’3^ 

Supreme Lord prop, my Lord, §199. c, and some other terms 

referring to the divine being, Eecles. 12:1, 

Eccles. 5 : 7, tpibb Isa. 54 : 5, n*rD‘Hj? Hos. 12 : 1; also, 

(rarely with a plural sense) lord, (when followed by a 

singular suffix) master, friers Behemoth, great beast, and 

possibly D^nn Teraphim, which seems to be used of a single 

image, 1 Sam. 19 :18, 16. 
§202. The dual is formed by adding n\ to the singular 
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of both genders, fi as the sign of the feminine remaining 

| unchanged, and ry reverting to its original form tiT, $196.£, 

| “jb hand du. 071?, ttbjf door du. D^nbp 5 nsto lip du. B?n£te. 
EA' 1 ' 

a. The dual ending in Hebrew, as in the Indo-European languages, 

Bopp Vergleich. Gramm. §206, is a modified and strengthened form of the 

plural ending. The Arabic goes beyond the Hebrew in extending the 

dual to verbs and pronouns. The Chaldee and Syriac scarcely retain a 

, | trace of it except in the numeral two and its compounds. 

§ 203. The dual in Hebrew expresses not merely two, but 

a couple or a pair. Hence it is not employed with the same 

latitude as in Greek of any two objects of the same kind, 

but only of two which belong together and complete each 
Irak 9 

other. It is hence restricted to 

p 1. Double organs of men or animals, ears, B?ss* 

nostrils, B^inp horns, BYD23 wings. 

2. Objects of art which are made double or which con¬ 

sist of two corresponding parts, E??!SB pair of shoes, E^DTah 

pair of scales, E^hpbtt pair of tongs, EYnbp folding doors. 

3. Objects which are conceived of as constituting to¬ 

gether a complete whole, particularly measures of time or 

quantity, nyn'V' period of ttvo dags, biduum, B*>?2.t0 two iveelcs, 

)\ fortnight, B?npi8 two years, biennium, BYnao two measures, 

0;S33 two talents, B^ipp Prov. 28 : 6, IS double way (comp, 

in English double dealing), B^pro pair of rivers, i. e. the 

Tigris and Euphrates viewed in combination. 

4. The numerals npbtlS two, B^bss double, E^n^tt two hun- 

dred, D^|bx two thousand, B^niap two myriads, E^npn© seven¬ 

fold, DYsbp of two sorts. 

5. A few abstracts, in which it expresses intensity, B^ba? 

double-sloth fulness, B^hpB double-rebellion, B^nns double-light, 

i. e. noon, DTOth double-wickedness. 

a. Names of objects occurring in pairs take the dual form even when a 

higher number than two is spoken of, i —bd 1 Sam. 2 : 13 the three 
teeth, ta^sas sgnn Ezek. 1: 6 four wings, C“533 u3tzJ Isa. 6 : 2 six wings. 
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ni'S'd Zech. 3: 9 seven eyes, tri-iS-bai n“* all the hands and 

all knees Ezek. 7 :17. Several names of double organs of the human or 

animal body have a plural form likewise, which is used of artificial imita¬ 

tions or of inanimate objects, to which these names are applied by a figure 

of speech, §198. c, horns, nibp horns of the altar, D"’B33 wings, 

nis:3 extremities, trsns shoulders, nisns shoulder-pieces of a garment. 
■r * | * " ’ _j ’* # . | J 0 * 

n*'in9 eyes, fountains, cyby] feet, n^by} times prop, beats of the 

foot. In a few instances this distinction is neglected, D^nsttj and nitisia 

lips, cyin and nvn sides, nyrin? extremities. 

b. The dual ending is in a very few words superadded to that of 

the plural, Fiiiin walls of a city. D^tiah double walls, nirrtb boards, 

D^nhb double boarding of a ship, name of a town in Judah, Josh. 

15: 36. 

c. The words d??3 water and heaven have the appearance of 

dual forms, and might possibly be so explained by the conception of the 

element of water as existing in two localities, viz. under and above the 

firmament, Gen. 1:7, and heaven as consisting of two hemispheres. They 

are, however, commonly regarded as plurals, and compared with such 

plural forms in Chaldee as “pb-3 Dan. 5:9 from the singular S5tS. In 

tpb&;;n? Jerusalem, or as it is commonly written without the Yodh obciry, 

the final Mem is not a dual ending but a radical, and the pronunciation is 

simply prolonged from chippy, comp. Gen. 14:18, Ps. 76: 3, though in 

this assimilation to a dual form some have suspected an allusion to the 

current division into the upper and the lower city. 

§ 204. It remains to consider tlie changes in the nouns 

themselves, which result from attaching to them the various 

endings fir gender and number that have now been recited. 

These depend, upon the structure of the nouns, that is to say, 

upon the character of their letters and syllables, and are gov¬ 

erned by the laws of Hebrew orthography already unfolded. 

These endings may be divided into two classes, viz.: 

1. The feminine i"i, which, consisting of a single con- 

sonant, causes no removal of the accent and produces changes 

in the ultimate only. 

2. The feminine i\ , the plural try and ini, and the 

dual try, which remove the accent to their own initial 

vowel, and may occasion changes in both the ultimate and 

the penult. 

§205. Nouns which terminate in a vowel undergo no 

change on receiving the feminine characteristic rs, 
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§ 206 

Moabite, trciiSTa Moabitess, ssiti finding fem. n^ikb, abn 

sinner, naan sin, §198. Nouns which terminate in a con¬ 

sonant experience a compression of their final syllable, which, 

upon the addition of rif ends in two Consonants instead of 

one, §66. 2, and an auxiliary Seghol is introduced to relieve 

the harshness of the combination, §61.2. In consequence 

of this the vowel of the ultimate is changed from a or a to 

e, §63. 2. a, from e or i to c, or in a few words to e, and 

from 0 or u to o, §61. 4. 22®: broken fem. rniat», mmx 

reddish fem. going fem. ns8h, master, 

mistress, bbn flve fem. nbbn, tnik man, nbb woman, 

§214. 1. <5, pis? scattered fem. mis?, nibn? and nbns 

When the final consonant is a guttural, there is the usual 

substitution of Pattahh for Seghol, hearing fem. , 

Th touching fem. . 

a. In many cases the feminine is formed indifferently by r> or by ; 
in others usage inclines in favor of one or of the other ending, though no 
absolute rule can be given upon the subject. It may be said, however, 
that adjectives in \ almost always receive n ; active participles, except 
those of 'J'J, is and fi'b verbs, oftener take D than ; P is also found, 
though less frequently,with the passive participles except that of Kal, 
from which it is excluded. 

b. A final j, 1 or n is sometimes assimilated to the feminine charac¬ 
teristic n and contracted with it, §54, ns for T22 daughter, nrra for 
Pina gift, nix for r?«sj truth. nn» for rrinx one, 1 Kin. 1:15 
forV-np^ ministering, nnoa Mai. 1 :14 for ppfrrta corrupt, nhn« for 
PP2P« paw. The changes of the ultimate vowel are due to its compres¬ 
sion before concurring consonants. 

c. The vowel u remains in nasiiun Lev. 5: 21 deposit, and the proper 
name prhsn Tanhumeth, From nk brother, th father-in-law are formed 
Plhx sister, nian mother-in-law. the radical l, which has been dropped 
from the masculine, retaining its place before the sign of the feminine, 
comp. §101. 1. a i nsd?33 difficult Deut. 30: 11 is for Pab£3 from Kbss. 

§206. The changes which result from appending the 

feminine termination nr , the plural terminations D\ and ini, 

and the dual termination Di_, are of three sorts, viz.: 

1. Those which take place in the ultimate, when it is a 

mixed syllable. 
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2. Those which take place in the ultimate, when it is a 

simple syllable. 

3. Those which take place in the penult. 

§ 207. When the ultimate is a mixed syllable bearing 
the accent, it is affected as follows, viz.: 

1. Tsere remains unchanged, if the word is a monosylla¬ 

ble or the preceding vowel is Kamets, otherwise it is rejected; 

other vowels suffer no change, nz dead fern, mhia, pi. ; 

^ thigh du. crin?, complete fern. Htob© ? pi, ; 
f. pi. rriiab©; tfbh going fern, robh, pi. D^bbh, f. pi. sniibh. 

a. The rejection of Tsere is due to the tendency to abbreviate words 

which are increased by additions at the end, §66. 1. It is only retained 

as a pretonic vowel, §64. 2, when the word is otherwise sufficiently abbre¬ 

viated, or its rejection would shorten the word unduly. Tsere is retained 

contrary to the rule by E^bbb, Dbpn children of the third and fourth 

generations, by a few exceptional forms, e. g. rn;2 Jer. 3:8, 11. nByba 

Ex. 23:26, rnab Cant. 1:6, fifeaib Isa. 54:1. and frequently with the 

pause accents. §65, e. g. nnbip Isa. 21:3, E">aaib Lam. 1: 16, :niaais 

Isa. 49: 8, d^asaa Ex. 28 : 40, d-nisd Gen. 19 :11, 2 Kin. 6:18 (once with 

Tiphhha). : Isa. 2 :20, B^oA*:? Eccles. 2 : 5. rtnata Isa. 2:4. It 

also appears in several feminine substantives, both singular and plural, e. g. 

nbsna overthrow, ni&sia counsels, resin abomination, iiistsa staff, nstsba 

witch. On the other hand, the following feminines reject it though pre¬ 

ceded by KamtTts, bin wild-goat, fem. rb>2“ , "jin ostrich, fem. nisp. “b 

thigh, fem. n2"iL It is also dropped from the plural of the monosyllable 

“2 son, and its place supplied by a pretonic Kamets, d^ia sons, nib daugh¬ 

ters, the singular of the feminine being P2 for PD2, §205. b; so sbta 

fork pi. nibbta. 

b. Kamets in the ultimate is retained as a pretonic vowel, *,23 white, 

fem. nbb, pi. dbab, f. pi. ni:ab; -ixaa fortress, pi. nbapa and rvrixad, 

only disappearing in a few exceptional cases, *isb hair, fem. nbsb, ibb 

quail, pi. E*nbb, bba pasture, pi. E^braa once rribnaa, ninasa and niAasa 

fords, “22 talent du. E*n22 but in pause E^222, ”.n: river du. • The 

&<fb participles, N2D prophesying pi. E’,s<23, sap: polluted pi. B*bs:, 

found pi. E*>5<2B3 adopt the vowels of Tib forms, § 165. 2; but. with the 

pause accents Kamets returns, E"N2: Ezek. 13:2, s E*'ftxa3 Ezr. 8:25. 

The foreign word nans suburbs forms its plural irregularly E"A*“S. 

c. Hholem and Hhirik commonly suffer no change; but in a few words 
Shurek takes the place of the former, and in one Tsere is substituted for 
the latter, §66.2(3). lib a terror pi. E^AiSa, *}isa habitation pi. E^isa , 
pina sweet fem. npsina pi. c^pina, pis distress fem. npis, *,i'ba lodging 
fem. nnba, ^Bib flight fem. fibwa, nib rest fem. rmwa, “fd-o fortifica¬ 
tion fem. npixa, pas deep fem. npias Prov. 23:2V and njrar . pirn 
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chain pi. nipWfn 1 Kin. 6:21 K’rij irHa escaped pi. or Q->bba 
fem. nb-'ba or nbbc. 

d. Hholem is dropped from the plural of “lias bird pi. D'piBX. as well 

as from the plural of nouns having the feminine characteristic n in the 

||', singular; thus nbaba skull, by the substitution of the plural ending 

pi for n,, § 199, becomes r.ibsba, nftbnd course, pi. nipbrid , or with 

Hhateph-Kamets under a doubled letter, §16. 3.6, niPD coat pi. MP3, 

|i nbab ear of corn, pi. d^bab; in two instances a pretonic Kamets is inserted, 

;;; pnska drought pi. tvnsa, rnpca Astarte pi. ninpiis?. 

e. Seghol in nouns with the feminine characteristic n affixed mostly fol- 

Bi lows the law of the vowel from which it has sprung, §205; if it has been 

derived from Tsere it is rejected, if from any other vowel it is still in some 

instances rejected, though more commonly it reverts to its original form 

and is retained, np.b'n sucker (from p3*n) pi. nippy nn&jt epistle (from 

*ias<) pi. rvinast, nbix.d knife (from bdXd) pi. nibbed, nd'nd'is: reddish 

(from D'rtsm) pi. nidiid1™, npipd nurse (from pbhd) pi. nipnrd, nbpbp 

p scale pi. D"libpbp and nibpbp . Pattahh, which has arisen from a Seghol 

so situated ^under the influence of a guttural, follows the same rule, n3?ad 

ring pi. nibaa , Psai (from SJ3) touching pi. nihb. 

f A few nouns with quiescents in the ultimate present apparent ex¬ 

ceptions, which are, however, readily explained by the contractions which 

ill-they have undergone. Thus Pin for mn, §57.2(5), thorn, has its 

v piural D^nin or f'fun ; di^ (dV)) dap, pi. d^rn (ddby;); p-id (l^p) strife, 

pi. d^arioj nib (nib) ox, pi. trnib; for Vlt § 186.2.'c, pot, pi. 

dip^ or d^Tn, §208. 3; pwi (pTC or pMb) street, pi. d-'pib; (ff$ or 

jflpbP?) city, pi. once E"'V?; Judg. io: 4 usually contracted to d*>ns; IBfcn 
|\ (ttixn) head, pi. d^ban (d*»ban). So nxp measure becomes in the dual 

If d'lhxd for C’hKD and PSCQ one hundred. du. d^nxd for d-'nxd : nbxbd 
* f r * * * i T “ ' * ” t •"T??tT Tj 

(Pdxbd, §57.2(3)), work, probably had in the absolute plural nidsbd , 

whence the construct is niattbd . 

I 2. The final consonant sometimes receives Dasrhesh-forte 

before the added termination, causing the preceding vowel 

to be shortened from d to a, from B or % to %, and from o or 

u to ii, §61. 5. This takes place regularly in nouns which 

are derived from contracted 79 roots, dpi perfect fem. rvbri} 

sea pi. d^p ; iJtt (from )':f) shield, pi. and niiiira, 

fem. fiata • pn statute pi. D^pn, fem. npn, pi. , or in 

whose final letter two consonants have coalesced, pi? for 

du. D^BS? nose; TP for t:p shepoat pi. D^rP; hp for PpP time 

pi. D^pp and nirip; for man, nm woman, and it 

not infrequently occurs in other cases. 

a. Nouns with Pattahh in the ultimate with few exceptions double their 
final letter, being either contracted forms, bn weak pi. dyb’n fem. nbn pi. 
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nfih, or receiving Daghesh-forte conservative in order to preserve the 

short vowel, E3X pool pi. E^bax.; so ‘jsix wheel. obn myrtle, ubft few, rnrh 

frightful, greenish, ’’’ixe desire. Before gutturals Pattahh may¬ 

be retained in an intermediate syllable, rib fresh pi. C^nb, or lengthened 

to Kamets, §60.4, nib prince pi. fern, rnto ; so nir2XX fingers, 

hsa'nx four, E-b'dis helmets, b^xb straits and b^x-W baskets, rxbb loops, 

which do not occur in the singular, but are commonly referred to ■>bsm, 

“ib'^b, §194. b, n being changed to X as in §208. 3. d ; also lb breast, 

which omits Daghesh du. E*nd. Pattahh is in the following examples 

changed to Hhirik before the doubled letter, §58. 2, T2 prey fern, ntd, nn 

fear tem. nrnn. na wine-press pi. nina, *ra garment pi. cbta and d^bd, 

db tribute, E|b basin, nfe morsel, nx side, baba wheel, nibpbd baskets, 

D**Sp30 palm-branches, aniB threshing-sledge pi. B^a^io or by the resolu¬ 

tion of Daghesh-forte, §59. a, d^pniB . It is rejected from bkbx cymbal 

pi. d’-'b’xbx, "|T sort pi. d'BT, d^bana berries, probably from nana and d^rtB 

men, from the obsolete singular, rb. The plural of db people is E^bp 

and in a very few instances with the doubled letter repeated, Enbd?;; so 

n.b mountain pi. dbn and E^nn. Deut. 8:9. bb shadow pi. d^Bbx, pH 

statute pi. c-’prt, and twice in the construct, “nppp Judg. 5: 15, Isa. 10:1, 

which implies the absolute form d^pjdri. 

b. The final letter is doubled after Kamets in the following words be¬ 

sides those from roots, db^tx porch pi. E-'dbx ; so *2nx hire, baa camel, 

■jbi time, ~b;nd darkness, pnnd distance, ‘jap small, green, *j3Xto 

quiet, ]bib lily, ‘Sb coney, to which should perhaps be added dnps? Deut. 

8:15 scorpion, though as it has a pause accent in this place which is the 

only one where it is found with Kamets, its proper form may perhaps have 

been app3. §65. The Niphal participle ‘■'233 honored has in the plural 

both d’ndss and 2^233. Several other words, which only occur in the 

plural, are in the lexicons referred to singulars wibji Kamets in the ulti¬ 

mate ; but the vowel may, with equal if not greater probability, be sup¬ 

posed to have been Pattahh. Kamets is shortened to Pattahh before n, 

which does not, admit Daghesh-forte, in the plurals ofnx brother pi. BTiX, 

nn hook, nbdB confidence, §60. 4. a. s 

c. The following nouns with Hholem in the ultimate fall under this 

rule, in addition to those derived from 53 roots, “pda peak pi. d■'?3dS, E2Pn 
sacred scribe, 22nn band, dxb nation, dn^s naked, and several adjectives 

of the form bdp. which are mostly written without the vowel-letter 3, 

§ 14.3, e. g. dbx red fem. nbnx:, d">bnx;, d-x terrible, Tpx long, etc.; 

nssix dunghill takes the form rvinsdx in the plural. 

d. There are only two examples of doubling when the vowel of the 

ultimate is Shdrek, d^bnn Prov. 24:31 nettles or brambles from b'pn, 

ri’sxn Esth. 2 : 9 from ""ixn Kal pass, part of f'xn . 

e. brx (dbx) man is not contracted in the plural d^ibx men; in the 

feminine, for the sake of distinction, the initial weak letter is dropped, 
women, which is used as the plural of nb:x woman; d^X men and^ ndX 
women are rare and poetic, nx ploughshare has either E^nx or E^nX in 

the plural. 
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§208. 1. Segliolate nouns, or those which have an unac¬ 

cented vowel in the ultimate, drop it when any addition is 

: made to them, §66, 2. (I). As this vowel arose from the 

concurrence of vowelless consonants at the end of the word, 

| the necessity for its presence ceases when that condition no 

longer exists. Segholates thus revert to their original form 

| of a monosyllable ending in concurrent consonants, §183. 

2. Monosyllables of this description receive the feminine 

ending with no further change than the shortening due to the 

:/ removal of the accent, in consequence of which o becomes o 

or more rarely ii, B becomes % or more rarely cj a may be 

restored to a from which it has commonly arisen, §183, or 

like B it may become i or c, 03$ (03$) strength fern. 

"• ©sn (D?sn) fern, nppn freedom, "flak ('yak) saying fern. rnaiS 

and rnm , tjba (^ba) king !“i|ba queen, FQO slaughter fem. 

rthnn. 
T J * 

a. Nouns having either of the forms “bbj^, nb'op?, hVisp, nS'j£, 
fih'ap, are consequently to be regarded as sprung from monosyllables with 

; ; the vowel given to the first radical. 

3. Before the plural terminations a pretonic Kamets is 

inserted, and the original vowel of the monosyllable falls 

I'away, Tjba (ybk) king pi. D'pba, nsba queen pi. niiba, ‘tdk 

(*\m) saying pi. trbas?, tr\m id. pi. nrraK, b?s (b?s) work, 

•; pi. dAjq , son sin pi. n>'pn. 

a. Pretonic Kamets is not admitted by the numerals t3*nto3> twenty 
from ^bb ten, trsail? seventy from fttp seven, ninety from Spa 
nine. The words pistachio-nuts, ebony. Job 40:21,22, 
tnrrn mercies, and rvi»J?ta sycamores, which do not occur in the 
singular, have been regarded as examples of a like omission. But there 
need be no assumption of irregularity if the first is taken with Fiirst from 
«13!23. the second with Gesenius from ‘,22n, and the others are explained 
after a like analogy. Quadriliteral Segholates also receive pretonic Ka¬ 
mets in the plural ■JS33 pi. d"A*:3 merchants, unless the new letter creates 
an additional syllable, in which case the introduction of Kamets would 
prolong the word too much, Tlisb'? concubine pi. , TJBS nail . 

b. The superior tenacity of Hholem, §60. 1. a (4). is shown by the occa¬ 
sional retention of o. not only as a compound Sh’va under gutturals, rnbt 
way pi. nlrnK, so Lsnn month, uKn thicket, sheaf, fawnj but as 
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Kamets-Hhatuph in tHp holiness pi. and , dpib root pi. 

C'SSniS, § 19.2, or as a long vowel in bnx tent pi. c-'b'nx, rvnx stall pi. n*hx . 

§60. 3. c, or shifted to the following letter so as to take the place of the 

pretonic Kamets in "jpE thumb pi. riiinE, sab brightness pi. 

6184. a. Corap. bps (bps) graven image pi. c“l3'lpQ. In other nouns it is 
rejected, ">p2 morning pi. cnpa; so 1 jJ threshing-floor, ")SB cypress, yap 

handfull, nph spear, onn juniper. bpiB hollow of the hand. 

c. Middle Vav quiesces in the plural of the following nouns: n*h death 

pi. D-'Pia , nb"ip iniquity pi. nbir. Gesenius regards a“pix Prov. 11:7, 

Hos. 9 : 4, as the plural of "fix, while others derive it from yix, translating 

it riches in the former passage and sorrow in the latter, the primary idea 

out of which both senses spring being that of toil. Middle Yodh quiesces 

in the plural of b?& ram pi. . mt olive pi. B-’fpT, b?i: night pi. ni^b, 

but not in b^n strength pi. D^bVii, *)“'7 fountain pi. rvips , “pis ass-colt pi. 

trVs, Epn goat pi. a-i-cj^n. The plural of SO? valley'is ninja by trans¬ 

position from the regular form nwj which is twice found in the K’thibh 

2 Kin. 2 : 16. Ezek. 6:3; rni house has as its plural a^pa, whether this 

be explained as for a^nsa from fisa to build or for BTnina from n*ii to 

lodge. Middle Yodh always quiesces before the feminine and dual endings, 
"px provision fern, rypx, pi1 eye du. a^ips. 

d. Monosyllables in \ from rib roots belong properly to this forma¬ 

tion, §57. 2 (4) and §184. b, and follow the rules given above both in the 

feminine *1Bn (ybn) necklace fem. fnbn, and the plural *nx ("nx) lion 

pi. Bpnx; and rvnpx , “Ha kid, pi. D’p'ba, or with the change of*1 to X, 

§56.4, which also occurs in verbs, §177. 3, •ton necklace pi. B-'xbn , 11 rs 

simple pi. a*pns, B“;ns and C'xrs, *'aa gazelle pi. B“pp;i , epxex and 

nixax; in like manner B-’XBS branches, Exab lions are referred to “1B3 

and *,ab though these singulars do not occur; "tba ( utensil does not 

receive Kamets in the plural E-pa. 

4. The dual sometimes takes a pretonie Kamets like the 

plural, but more frequently follows the feminine in not re¬ 

quiring* its insertion, nbi (nb^i) door du. D'nbp t spi (W*0 

way du. trapp, ftjb (:T?fe) horn du. and D^bpj?, ^nb 

cheek du. D^nb, ppia ($pa) knee du. trsna, so 

D'inp. trnns. 
* ™ • “ 7 * “ T5 ,T 

§209. When the ultimate is a simple syllable, the follow¬ 

ing cases occur, viz : __ 

1. Pinal rtv is rejected before the feminine and plural 

endings, ns? beautiful fem. ns? f. pi. nis?, work pi. 

so camp du. . 

a. The last radical in words of this description is properly , which is 
rejected after a vowelless letter, §62. 2. c. so that HE-1 is lor rnsp and 

; 3 ▼ r t ; it 
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for . In a very^ few instances the radical ^ remains, e. g. 
Cant. 1:7 from 8ta3> (■'bb) D^n-ari Isa. 25:6 from nhoto (*n^r) 

and is f even strengthened by Daghesh-i'orte, §207.2, nWLam. life 

from naia, rwb and rnb, §196. b, fern, of rna, mVi* Eos’ 14: 1, else¬ 

where rvnn. ns mouth, edge pb tns . ivne arid n*i*B T or changed to x, 

§56. 4, nbo (^ba) young lamb cxba (c'^ba), so that it is not necessary 

to assume a singular “’ba which no where occurs, nabn Ps. 10:8 tPXabn 
ver. 10. See Alexander in loc. 

fe'.; _ 

2. Final \ may combine with the feminine and plural 

I endings, so as to form «t> f , rviy , or it may in the 

masculine plural be contracted to D\ , §62. 2, ‘ns? Hebrew 

pi. and fern. nmn? f. pi. ; ship pi. 

| and 0™s, ‘’fen/r^pl. ^ pure pi. D%2. So 

nouns in fi\ upon the exchange of the feminine singular for 

the plural termination miteV Ammonitess pi. rmsto, nTin 

fit. In 2 Chron. 17:11 Arabians from “l2l^S> an IS is interposed, 

elsewhere ; rvhb-T branches, rvnit corners and riba's bgwls, which 

do not occur in the singular, are assumed to be from n*>bta, rnb and 
EjjV'feaa. ' " ” 

Hb. A few monosyllables in form their feminines in this manner, 

though in the masculine plural they follow the rule before given, §208. 3. d, 

“Ha hid fem. pyis, “1sb hon, X*ab lioness, § 196. d, gazelle fern. n*S2 

(F and X^j2i£ are used as proper names), “'rib drinking fem. h^ria . 

| * 3. There are few examples of final b or i with added 

endings. The following are the forms which they assume: 

W drink pi. mibtt kingdom pi. , §62.2, 

testimony pi. nb, minx sister pi. niha and rrpna for 

isn and tfiin myriad pi. mi-s, fiiaih and ni&m; 

the dual fi^Jnsn inserts the sign of the feminine. 

, a- or rrn.3n Jer. 37: 16 cells is referred to the assumed singular 

nrnH Isa. 3:16 K’thibh and nri©3 1 Sam. 25:18 K’thibh are 
formed from *1BD, *11233 abbreviated Kal passive participles. §172. 5. but in 

the absence of the appropriate vowel points their precise pronunciation 
cannot be determined. 

b. Nouns ending in a quiescent radical X may be regarded as termina¬ 
ting in a consonant, since this letter resumes its consonantal power upon 

m) Edition being made to the word. Comp. §162. xiaa found fem 
OHS3D3, iCnb wild ass pi. CP20Q. 
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§210. The changes, which occur in the penult, arise 

from the disposition to shorten the former part of a word, 

when its accent has been carried forward by accessions at the 

end, §66.1. They consist in the rejection of Kamets or 

Tsere, biia great fern. fipvia pi. f. pi. rrilrfta, Ty 

word pi. D'HIM, “jinST memorial pi. , S]33 icing du. 

trto, nww restoring pi. D’EpEtt fern. ra-nna, ni-a distress 

pi. nysfta, *nb Levite pi. , except from nouns in n in 

which the place of the accent is not changed by the addition 

of the terminations for gender and number, §209. 1, 

beautiful fern, ns? pi. nis?, rnW field pi. niib, r% hard 

pi. d^jp, n|a ph d^a and mwa bowels, re: smitten pi. 

tri:. Other penultimate vowels are mostly exempt from 

change. 

a. Kamets, which has arisen from Pattahh in consequence of the suc¬ 

ceeding letter not being able to receive Daghesh-forte, as the form properly 

requires, is incapable of rejection. Such a Kamets is accordingly retained 

without change before 3, e. g. dnn for d'hn, § 187.1, workman pi. EPdy, 

so CJps horseman, rp“2 fugitive, (const. bys) eunuch, yns? terri¬ 

ble. y~3 violent, yin diligent, or shortened to Pattahh before n, 

§60. 1. a (4), ’nsina young man pi. tayrtna. Kamets is also retained in 

certain 33 and nb derivatives as a sort of compensation for the reduction 

of the root by contraction or quiescence, e. g. shield pi. C'SiJ'o and 

niba , ti3b fortress pi. Dysa, mly branch pi. niby , ry.f corner pi. rnbt . 

Other instances of its retention are rare and exceptional, bias treacherous 

fem. rrvus, 3?cd (const. 33d) week pi. trbad and nisnd but du. D">33d, 

warrior pi. C“'U3“’?\3. 

b. When Kamets following a doubled letter is rejected, and Daghesh- 

forte is omitted in consequence, §25, the antepenultimate vowel is in a. few 

instances changed from Hhirik to Seghol, §61. 5, Try vision pi. rrb’rtn, 

Tnd3 a tenth pi. , but ‘j'nst memorial pi. . 

c. Tsere is not rejected if it has arisen from Hhirik before a guttural 

in a form which properly requires Daghesh-forte, dbn for dy, §187.1.5, 
deaf pi, Erdyn, or if it is commonly represented by “>, §14.3, £lb*3 or 

C]b"0, § 186, hammer pi. niBby. or a radical " quiesces in it, yy or *n$ 

(from ’jry, §189) perennial pi. cbny or cyra, byn temple pi. trby£ 
and rfbyn. cydy and rectitude, ey-i-rt (from or tu) proud. 

Other cases are rare and exceptional, e. g. 3‘bbrx Neh. 3:34 feeble. 

d. Hholem is almost invariably retained in the penult yet it yields to 

the strong tendency to abbreviation in the following trisyllables : ny'fa <2*5 
Ashdoditess pi. r.-hwdx Neh. 13 : 23 K’ri (K’thibh nmvidx), ryi333 Am- 

monitess pi. niyasTil. (K’thibh rmaios, 1 Kin. 11: 1 mbiar), “P"2? 
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Sidonian f. pi. P.^S where long Hhirik becomes Tsere before concurrent 

consonants, §61. 4. 

e. When the penult is a mixed syllable containing a short vowel, it is 

ordinarily not subject to change, §58. 2. The tendency to the greatest 

possible abbreviation is betrayed, however, in a few examples by the re¬ 

duction of the diphthongal Seghol to Pattahh, comp. §60.3.5, 

cluster pi. Cant. 7 : 8. chariot fem. rcs-io pi. n*C3“m, prria 

distance pi. ta^rnt) and trprntt, or of Pattahh to the briefest, of the 

short vowels Hhirik, comp. §207. 2. a, tisrbt fury pi. nish'b?, iil'afork 
pi. m'ibto, § 190. a, dish pi. ninbx by the resolution of Daghesh- 

forte for nirfis, §59. a; ~kx for -in a other has in the plural o-nm , rvnriN. 
as if from "inx , nbm coal has pi. by §63. 1. 

mU 
§211. In forming the plural of nouns, which have a 

H feminine ending in the singular, the latter must first be 

omitted before the rules already given are applied. Thus, 

foVaia kingdom by the omission of the feminine ending be¬ 
comes tjSrs'D, hence, by §207. 1, its plural is rnbb'rm-, so nib'a 

I' queen becomes tfbia, and by §208.3. its plural is irb’ya; 

fnatf epistle becomes “las?, and by §207.1. its plural is 

fiinSb?. As precisely the same changes result from append- 

» ing the feminine ry and the plural endings, except in the 

Ht single case of Segholate nouns or monosyllables terminating 

in concurrent consonants, §208, nouns in ry become plural 

Ij with no further change than that of their termination; only 

in the exceptional case referred to a pretonic Kamets must 

be inserted. Nouns in in, after omitting the feminine end¬ 

ing, are liable to the rejection or modification of the vowel 

of the ultimate in forming the plural, as explained § 207.1. d. 

and e. On the other hand, as the dual ending is not substi- 

tuted for that of the feminine singular, but added to it, no 

such omission is necessary in applying the rules for the 

formation of the dual, it being simply necessary to observe 

that the old ending ry takes the place of ry , § 202. Thus 

| (rbffi) year, by §210, becomes in the dual nVj 
door, by § 208.4, du. DtA1-? , r.ffifis brass du. DTntjrw . 

it 
h a. In the following examples a radical, which has been rejected from 

the singular, is restored in the plural, mast (for Pnpx) maid-servant pi. 
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ninas, rep (for r^jp from rap) portion pi. and nijop, comp. 

§208. 3. d, nkp (for nipp from nkp) pi. ni'pp; in like manner niap col¬ 

leagues is referred to the assumed singular nip. rns (rirns) governor 

has in the plural both rhino (const, niins) and nins. 

The Construct State. 

§212. When one noun stands in a relation of depend¬ 

ence on another, the second or specifying noun is, in occi¬ 

dental languages, put in the genitive case; in Hebrew, on the 

other hand, the second noun undergoes no change, but the 

first is put into what is commonly called the construct state 

(Spfibo or Spao? supported). A noun which is not so related 

to a following one is said to be in the absolute state (trora 

cut off). Thus, nnn word is in the absolute state; but in the 

expression “on verbum regis, the word of the king, npn 

is in the construct state. By the juxtaposition of the two 

nouns a sort of compound expression is formed, and the 

speaker hastens forward from the first noun to the second, 

which is necessary to complete the idea. Hence results the 

abbreviation, which characterizes the construct state. 

a. The term absolute state was introduced by Reuchlin; he called the 

construct the. state of regimen. 

§218. The changes, which take place in the formation 

of the construct, affect 

1. The endings for gender and number. 

2. The final syllable of nouns, which are without these 

endings. 

3. The syllable preceding the accent. 

§ 214. The following changes occur in the endings for 

gender and number, viz.: 

1. The feminine ending fiT is changed to fi_, mbs® 
handmaid const, inns®; the ending fi remains unchanged, 

rrratDtt observance const, fin®®®. 
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§215 

ffip 

Ill 

■ 

a. The explanation of this appears to be that the construct state re¬ 

tains the old consonantal ending r- _. the close connection with the follow¬ 

ing noun preserving it as if in the centre of a compound word. §55. 2. cj 

whereas in the isolation of the absolute state, the end of the word is more 
liable to attrition and the consonant foils away. 

b. Some nouns in ft t preceded by Kamets adopt a Segholate form in 

the construct, kingdom const. robots instead of roboo, §61. 1. b. 

fiBinaa do minion const, rbfcoo, nhubv wor/c const, rcfitba, Hos'i'a chariot 

COn‘-t. V *5 . ^ ^ '"r “-t ■own const, rnos , rcrfo flame const, nrnb, nibs? 
ten const, nriu?:, or with the Seghols changed to Pattahhs under the influ¬ 

ence of a guttural, Tmwta faniily const, rnibo, niana/owr const. n?2m; 

so jig-cake const, nbpr; ntax woman, though it occurs in the abso¬ 

lute. Deut. 21:11, 1 bam. 28 : 7, Ps. 58: 0, is mostly used as the construct 

.of mss. On the other hand, non bottle has in the construct nan Gen. 
21: 14 (the accent thrown back by §35. 1) as if from nan. 

!j 2. The ending D\ of the masculine plural and tr_ of the 

dual are alike changed to nations const. D^pp 

horns const, ^pp; ni of the feminine plural suffers no change 

g|H?p voices const. riiSp. 

II 

If: 

If:? 

|l a‘ ^ie cornpi,ession of 1 to e regularly takes place upon its being fol¬ 
lowed by concurrent consonants, §61.4. This is here suggested as the 

Explanation of the change of vowel in the plural. It results from the 

close connection of the construct state, which as it were, unites the two 

words into one compound term; thus, trro houses joined to mta hewn 

stone would become r‘,*3C'1Pia, and by the dropping of the nasal, accord¬ 

ing to §55. 2. 6, rm •’ns houses of hewn stone. Comp. §199. e. In the 

|dual the final nasal is likewise rejected, and ay combines to form the diph¬ 
thongal e, §57. 2 (5). 

b. In a very few instances the vowel ending of the masculine plural 

construct is added to feminine nouns "inoa (the accent invariably thrown 

back by §35. 1), commonly in the K’thibh “’man const, of trios high- 

places, ‘’nbiSOo 1 Sam. 26:12; this takes place regularly before suf¬ 
fixes, §220.2. 

§215. 1. In a mixed final syllable Kamets is commonly 

shortened to Pattahh: so is Tsere when preceded by Kamets; 

other vowels remain without change, hand const. T?, 

seat const. n&ift, bate neck const, baste, jpr old const. 

heart const, 3?, blaa mighty man const. biia. 

a. Kamets remains in the construct of fib'six porch. Sr® writing, jno 
Sift ~'J cloud (once const. 2? Ex. 19:9), cans decree and D** sea. edd 

sea of salt, except in the phrase C*6 c* sea of weed, i. e! Red 

tsea; 2Sn milk becomes s|n, and jib white "j3b Gen. 49:12 in the con¬ 
struct. 
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h. Tsere remains in ttSsn five const, thn , *,5? mire^ const. fn, he*. 

breathing const, HEP, raps heel const. raps, in the 22 derivative -,Ha 

shield const. and in brax found in several proper names. It is occa¬ 

sionally shortened to Seghol before Makkeph in bpx mourning const, 

-bnx n| time const, ns, "ns and "nr, C'2 name const. oB, “e© and “C'O: 

■2 son, which in the absolute retains Tsere before Makkeph, Gen. 30: 19, 

Ezek. 18: 10, has in the construct , “pa or ”]2. Tsere is shortened to 

Pattahh in a few cases not embraced in the rule, viz.: *jp nest const. "*|p, 

bps® rod const. bpp and bptt, *iax Deut. 32: 28 'perishing const, of "six, 

the Kal participles of Lamedh guttural verbs, §126. 1, and the lollowing 

nouns with prefixed 5a in several of which a preceding Pattahh is likewise 

changed to Hhirik, § 190. a, n'oro tithe const, "ifcsn , ncoa mourning const. 

-13053, nnsp key const, nnsra and nrso, ybnp lair const. ”72-53, nna 

clamour const. nna, "isuria matrix const. "4235a, nfjC5a corruption const, 

nnttia, prata altar const. nsua. 
c. Hhoiem is shortened to Kamets-Hhatuph before Makkeph in the 

construct of monosyllables from SS roots, pH statute const. pH and “pn, 

rarely in other words “’“"3 Prov. 19 : 19, Ps. 145 : 8, Nah. 1: 3 (in the last 

two passages the K’thibh has bvu), "ipp Job 17 : 10, Prov. 22:11, “1523)3 

Ex. 30 : 23, ~\Dbv Ex. 21 : 11; this becomes Pattahh before the guttural in 

"pna for piaa construct of inha high, b3 kol construct of bb all occurs 

twice, viz. : Ps. 35 : 10, Prov. 19 : 7, without a Makkeph following, § 19. 2. a; 

it must not be confounded with bb kal Isa. 40: 12 he comprehended pret. 

of bw. 
d. The termination becomes p. in the construct, §57. 2 (5), "p 

enough const. "n life const. *,n. 

e. Three monosyllabic nouns form the construct by adding a vowel, 2X 

father const, ax Gen. 17: 4, 5, elsewhere *’2X, fix brother const. *'nx;, S“) 

friend const, fisn 2 Sam. 15 : 37, 1 Kin. 4 :5. or ni;n 2 Sam. 16 : 16, Prov. 

27 :10 K’thibh. These may be relics of the archaic form of the construct, 

§218, or the monosyllables may be abridged from Tib roots, § 185. 2. c. 

.1 

2. In a simple final syllable Hi., is changed to Hi.,, HitD 

sheep const, nib, Hph shepherd const. Hib’l, Hnt> field const. 

Hnia• other vowels remain unchanged. 

a. This is an exception to the general law of shortening, which obtains 

in the construct. It has, perhaps, arisen from the increased emphasis 

thrown upon the end of the word, as the voice hastens forward to that 

which is to follow. In like manner the brief and energetic imperative 

ends in Tsere in H'b verbs, while the future has Seghol, § 168. c. An 

analogous fact is found in the Sanskrit vocative. The language of address 

calls for a quick and emphatic utterance ; and this end is sometimes at¬ 

tained by shortening the final vowel, and sometimes by the directly oppo¬ 

site method of lengthening it. Bopp Vergleich. Gramm. §205. 

b. “S month has “lB in the construct. 
c. Nouns ending in quiescent X preserve their final vowel unchanged 

in the construct, nb^fiearing const, xi? , xiat host const, XBX . 
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§216. 1. Kamets and Tsere are commonly rejected from 

the syllable preceding the accent. Dip* place const, dipa, 

T\hv year const, nte, Cyears const, *’5©, rvnsia treas¬ 

ures const, rrn2l2$, hands const. “pp, 22b heart const. 
32b n^n wrath const, r.isn, 

gfe*: \ - 
a. Kamets preceding the accented syllable is retained (1) when it has 

arisen from Pattahh before a guttural in consequence of the omission of 

Daghesh-forte. tinn^for Wn) workman const. bbn. bps (bbs) horse¬ 

man const. , ro’iB (robs) vail const. rotfs, Mpa (nba) distress const. 

TMjJ 5 (^) words from *2 and "'S roots. 0"Hp (from V1:?) cities const. “Ha, 

(from Kia) coming const, 7X3; (3) under a prefixed to 99 roots, 

(from pbp) covering const. “(bp, “jip (from *,23) shield const. *,3-0, 

(from W) fortress const, risa- (4) in rib derivatives of the form 

Mb's (from nba) exile const, n$a, n32n meditation const, nwn. (5) in the 

construct dual and plural of triliteral monosyllables or Segholates from 

kb and Mb roots, D^nb (from nnb) cheeks const. *pnb, D*p*ja (from *hs) 

kids const. ^3, trkan (from xan) sins const, •’konj (6) in the follow¬ 

ing nouns in most of which it stands immediately before or after a guttural, 

§60. 3. c,( rbx curse, rnsa care, nb'sn conduit, and the plurals, •'into, 
■’trnn, 133-ip Lev.17 • QQ ***%«, HM «AM talL**** C\ T7* * f cT Oi 

*'hb« Ezek. 27 : 9, n 
fe, ”T " , « " r ' "* t’ i * / - T ' • -7 

o. Tsere is retained in words in which it is commonly represented by 

the vowel-letter *l, or has 11 quiescing in it. bb-'M temple const, bbifi, and 

in addition in the following, 0*DX crib const. 0*132*, so nitx girdle, *(*it2X 

thread, foreign land const. "'33, np3i<; loss const, rnsx , so n^EX Isa. 

58 :10 darkness, nina pool, rnaa Ex/22: 2 theft, nfiaa plague* fts&yq 

overthrow, rnpa Gen. 49 : 5 sword, Hasp molten-image, npip Job 16 : 13 
(Tl til /l —* V* ,1 rvtr* ....... / b.a..M J2  1 ... . . .!» M. m ku. /   1 . _ 1.1 

7:38, ikapp, ipnip, lyap, ibpp 2 Kin. 12:8, 

■pisspa Job 34 : 25, i&npa , '•hes rEcclesr. 9:1, ibbin . 
* V . , . , / ,T , " T : , 7 i* I 

»? T. wuu w / cjutvuig , ‘J** ju,S '-jWNI WUlvZtf IrUltl 

(?*!) 5 o'1??? weary becomes ,’i**l2*' in the construct, and crabs escaped 
‘,o*'bs. 

c. Hholem is rejected from the syllable before the accent in niippx 

const, pi. of papx palace, nib's bx and rtftafflK const, pt. of bscx cluster, 

“'Bixn Cant. 4:5 and Cant. 7:4 twins, “'Dra from rib!3 high- 

places, see §214. 2. 6; it is changed to u in i$aaa from ciabap treasures, 
comp. §88. 

d. Medial Vav and Yodh. though they may retain their consonantal 

power in the absolute, quiesce in Hholem and Tsere in the construct, pin 
midst const. Tjipi, rtf i top cups const, rtf tap, n?3 house const, nib, rvifjis 
fountains const, nir?, X?a valley const. Xi|, pi. rtfi'xa , § 208. 3. c, const! 
^"^■'3 Ezek. 35:8. Exceptions are rare, bri (according to Kimchi b*b) 
Ezek. 28:18 iniquity, *'3**tq Prov. 19:13 contentions neck const 

and 4ms. '••=••• T ' 

e. A few nouns of the forms bap, bap, bap have bap or bap in the 
construct instead of bap, §61. 1. b, "Ha wall const. rVa. bta robbery const. 
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bn, pb thigh const. pb, bs heavy const, 333 and "153, tbs shoulder 

const. CJH3, ‘Jtbs smoke const, 7b and sbs side const, sbs and sb&j 
t|“!X long is only found in the construct, the corresponding absolute was 

probably Tjb; bi3 helmet simply shifts its accent, in the construct, 3313. 

On the other hand, while most Segholate nouns suffer no change in the 

construct, a few adopt the form bp, 33T3 chamber const. 33n, S3 j seed 

const, once “33T Num. 11:7 elsewhere 33T, 333 plant const. 333, 3b 

foetus const. 33'2 , 33’Ifl seven const. 33'3, 5>©n nine const. SXOn ; in like 

manner bf3 vanity const. b“ . 

2. When this rejection occasions an inadmissible concur¬ 

rence of vowelless consonants at the beginning of a syllable, 

§ 61.1, it is remedied by inserting a short vowel between 

them, commonly Hhirik, unless it is modified by the presence 

of gutturals, biby tinkling const. bibs for bib, nbnp words 

const, trn for ‘mp, np'ta righteousness const. rippa, pi. 

snipes const, rvipps, rrbni beast const, rw?na, trbsrt wise 

const. . In the construct plural and dual of Segholates, 

however, the vowel is frequently regulated by the character¬ 

istic vowel of the singular which has been dropped, comp. 

§208.2, ebb© from pba (pbb) kings const, tr©n© 

(m©) tribes const. n©p©, ifiina (pii) threshing-jloors const, 
nibs, nisprj (nspfi) reproaches const, mispn, ebb (fib 

or iff) folding doors const, bb, yet not invariably trby© 

(by©) handfuls const, b?©. , ^'iz3 trough (pi. rrinp©) const, 

mhp©. 

a. When in the construct plural the introduction of a new vowel is 

demanded by the concurrence of consonants, the syllable so formed is an 

intermediate one, so that the following Sh’va is vocal, and the next letter, 

if an aspirate, does not receive Daghesh-lene. thus, bb, bb, ^irb?, 

J3.i33n not bb. bb, ritnbt, m’btt, §22. a. 3. Exceptions are infre¬ 

quent as rbJxDeut. 3: 17, ■'■bn Lam. 3:22 but bpn Ps. 89: 2, nibn 

Ps. 69:10, •’E33 Ezek. 17:9. “'E33 Gen. 42:25, 35, bps Lev. 23:18, 

-■"IKX Isa. 5 : 10, ntbp Neh. 4 :7, brn Cant. 8 : 6 but -*'3©3 Ps. 76: 4. In 

a few instances Daghesh-forte separative is inserted to indicate more dis¬ 

tinctly the vocal nature of the Sh’va, §24.5, “'pb Isa. 57:6, “'ps? Lev. 

25:5, bps Isa. 58:3, bp3 Gen. 49:17, nbppPs. 89:52, m'3©3 Prov. 

27 : 25, or compound Sh’va is taken instead of simple for the same reason, 
ringva Gen. 30: 38. The presence or absence of Daghesh-lene in the 

dual construct depends upon the form of the absolute, thus bsttJ from 
errsb lips but *'333 from C"i:*2 knees. When the concurring con¬ 
sonants belong to different syllables a new vowel is not needed between 
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them; one is sometimes inserted, however, after a guttural, , 

p ri=n?a but rvihirna . In the opinion of Ewald •’&*?£» Ezek. 7 :24 is for 

ifcflpa from D-*^Vp?3, and Ex, 26:23, 36:28 for ni9SJ3» j they 

K! may be better explained, however, as Piel and Pual participles. 

b. The second syllable before the accent rarely undergoes any change. 

In a very few instances Seghol becomes Hhirik or Pattahh, the pure 

vowels being reckoned shorter than the diphthongal, comp. §21(1 e. 

nis“na chariot const. n23“i53. The changes in nitth flame const, ran? 

r)l. rvnn8 const, niinb, C’b'na coals const, ■'b'na are due to the influence 
MT . ’**“ * T|” # J I 

of the proximate vowels, §63. 1; those in ‘jV'jn vision const. ‘JV'jn, nSPiS 

coats const, rbVra are consequent upon the dropping of Daghesh-forte, 

§61.5; that in b*'Vnk (Irotn bnx) tents const, arises from the con¬ 

version of a simple into an intermediate syllable, § 59. 

mjt | t. - * m 
§ 217. The following table of the declension of nouns 

will sufficiently exemplify the rules which have been given. 

Declension- oe Counts. 

I. Nouns which suffer a change in the vowels only. 

i. With Kamets or Tsere in the penult. 
1 

Abs. “pIS'S master Const, pl. Abs. d^isa Const, 

s ! 
memorial ^"DT d^npT ‘dipt 

| S 
y°ib/0 interpreter rbp d^ipbd 

1 
Masc. great Fern, nbim 

r : 
Masc. d^bil^ Fem- mibiis 

bVJp Kab pass. part. tlb'^lDp d^Vidp ftib^dp 

ii. With Tsere in the ultimate. 

Monosyllables. 

Abs. tree- 
! 

Const. "py Pl. Abs. dni? Const. 

b. Polysyllables having pretonic Kamets in the penult. 
I ", ,i « i 
BpWfc Ms. heavy Const. “Ddorldd Pi- Abs. d^ldS Const. 

".Y * ’ '. . 
Masc. U51*1 dry Fern. ndd1 Masc. Fern. dl'dlT 

** t r •• ; * : •• i 

c. Polysyllables having any other vowel than Kamets in the 
penult. 

i i * * t » 
Sixa. Abs. tDSltli judge. Const. tDSl'ffi P&- Abs. u^dSuD Const. *• ** * ; i *’ ; * 

Masc. bipp Kal. Act. part. Fern. nb dp or nbdp Masc. trbtip Fern. 

btspapwpart. nbiBpn “r obtspa n^btapa nibtspa 
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iii. With Kamets in the ultimate. 

Sing. Abs. fish. 
T 

1 
Const Pl. .46*. dbn 

* T 

! 
Const 

1 
dHpd sanctuary dbpp d^tinpp ni’lpP 

Idn word 
T T 

nnn trnnn 
* T » 

P.P1 

*p3? cloud dbw * t 

ddb heart 
T ** 

ddb trash • t : ■idb 

Mass, d^n wise 
T T 

Fern. n)2in 
t t 

Masc. d^sn 
* t 

! 

Fem. diifcsn 
T *“» 

btDPtD Niph. part. 
T IS® 

nb'dpnornbdps dbdps rribdps 

iv. With final n... 

Sing. 
f 

Abs. dSO/2 appearance Cons#, niifc Pl, Abs. d^bOd 
* # m 

Const 

™i? reed nil? tpi? 
| 1 

Masc. nS*1 fair 
V T 

I 
Jhm. (IS*1 

T 

Jfosc. d^S*1 
• T 

Fem. dnST 
T 

y. Segholates. 

Sing. Abs. *]bd king 
i 

Const, jjbd Pl. .46*. d^dbft 
* t : 

Const “libd 

S 
idld covert inp trnns * t : 

bnp 

di5> strength dsi 
V 

trfcS? 
• t t: 

^TJ 
■ •• ; t 

lord bpp db^d 
* t : 

bsa 

tlld death 
V T 

tii?i d^ni d bid 
eye T? Dual. d*lj"1^ 

ff «*> 

btn foot bpi dbpp bn 
»* * ■» 

! 

*)?& ear *)ti Q*dTB 
•- : t 

brs 
••: t 

Sing. 

II. Nouns which double their final consonant. 

bd y camel 
T T Const b/OS Abs. dbd| Const. nbp3 

1 
p garden 

fi 
d*4s ‘b 

i 1 
pH statute pn d^pn 

j » 
*jd tooth 
I 

*jd Dual. dbp -ri 

^Zilp Hebrew bp? Pl. d^ippor dnpp ## ® J * 



DECLENSION OF NOUNS. 

Masc. “jtpjP small 

jp?35? deep 

I 
1*1 tD fresh 

Fern. n| tDp Pl. Maze. trspp Fem. nistop 

np^ ^p^s nipto?; 

n^to tr*nto rri*nto 

counsel 
T *9 

III. Other nouns suffer no change. 

Sing. Abs. to tllbto garment Const. to^Slbto Pl. Abs. tTlimbto Const, ‘itohSibto 
Efe - ' i 1 I 
h. Masc. tlltD good Fem. nsito Masc. D^nito Fem. trim* to 
||||- ■ T • 

b^ pp 73 Hiph. part. nb^ppto or mbtipto d^topto ni?ntopto 

Nouns with the feminine ending nT. 

L With Kamets or Tsere in the penult. 
: I 1 I . 1 

Sing. Abs. m fish Const. fDI Pl. Abs. Const, 
I f: t t - : t : 

Mr Htopb vengeance ritops nitops nitops 

ntb counsel nis tiiky niis; 

A ns to fip ns to DuAL- to*1 ns to ^nsto 
tep '• T T " 7 * ~ T ; ** • 

ii. From, Segholates. 

Sing. Abs. HSbto queen Const. nsbto pl. Abs. nisbto Const. nisbto 
t : - - : - t : : " 

nine covert nnno ninns mSno 
t | * - ; * T ! • 

1; ntoto:> strength ntotos? ni 732:2 nitos^ 

'' iii. All others. 
‘ i i .' 

Sing. Abs. n5y garden Const. Pl. Abs. m33 Const, 
I- '■ , t* . v .< .' .- : 

iWtoi salvation n?-ito\ nw, ni37‘to^: 

Nouns with the feminine ending n* 
_ i 1 1 . . > 
Sing, ^nitototo observance Const. nn to to to pl. Abs. rrntoto73 Const mntototo 

nsto fip 
T T 

ntotl’i sucker nprn nip3t nipsr 1 i t 

nbsbs skuii nbabs nib|b| nib^bp 
! 

ST1 IS 2 liebrew-woman n-npp ni’hpp ri^top 
S 

n?iSbto kingdom n*sbto ni^sbto 
\ ; “ 

rrrbto 
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Paragogic Vowels. 

§218. The termination “'.or i is sometimes added to 

nouns in the construct singular, §61. 6, “02 Gen. 49 :11 for 

12 Isa. 1 : 21 for mikbts, Lam. 1 :1 for fi22, 

Ps. 113:6 for bM, Gen. 1:24 for r^rt # 

This occurs chiefly in poetry and is regarded as an archaism. 

These vowels for the most part receive the accent, and com¬ 

monly occasion the rejection of Pattahh or Tsere from the 

ultimate. 

a. Examples of this antique formation of the construct are likewise 

preserved in proper names, as Melchizeclek, nb&ina Methuselah. 

Respecting the origin of these vowel endings, see § 198. a (4). 

§ 219. 1. The unaccented vowTel i"iT added to nouns in¬ 

dicates motion or direction towards a place, reisi northward, 

naab southward, SWEtD heavenward, Jo the house, 

olKovBe, mhn to the mountain, whence it is called He directive 

or He local. The subsidiary vowel of Segholates is rejected 

before this ending, §66. 2 (1), but other vowels are mostly 

unaffected, npnK from ftS, from , rn2“TC from *>2712, 

maTO 1 Kin. 19:15 from the construct state *12*112. 
T - 5 * 

a. He directive is appended to the adverb sla there, Fta® thither, and 

to the adjective profane in the peculiar phrase nb*'Sn ad profanum 

i. e. be it far from, etc. It is rarely used to indicate relations of time, 

ma^ n^a’a 1 Sam. 1: 3 from days to days i. e. yearly, nnupbuj Ezek. 

21: 19 for the third time, Sin? now prop, at (this) lime. For the sake ot 

greater force and definiteness a preposition denoting direction is some¬ 

times prefixed to words, which receive this ending, so that the latter 

becomes in a measure superfluous, iibsab upwards, naab downwards, 

nrntab 2 Chron. 31:14 to the east, SnbiiacS Ps. 9:18 to Sheol, comp. o.iro 

paKpod-ev. 

b. The ending S"iT rarely receives the accent hb*it13 Deut. 4:41; in 

C^X: nstra it receives in some editions an alternate accent, §42. a, in 

others the secondary accent Methegh, §33.1. a. In Gen. 14: 10 and 

ns'ns a is changed to e before this ending, §63, 1, in n:rn Ezek. 25: 13, 

Fiab 1 Sam. 21 : 2 the vowel of the ending is itself changed to e. 
c. He directive is probably to be traced to the same origin with 

the definite article fi, whose demonstrative force it shares. The syh 
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lable in is prefixed to a noun to single out a particular thing from all 

others of like kind as the object of attention. Appended to a word its 

weak guttural would be rejected and its vowel prolonged to . §53. 3; 

and in this form it is added to nouns to point out the object or direction ot 

motion, and to verbs to indicate the object of desire, §97. 1. In Chaldee 

this appended vowel forms what is called the emphatic state, and has the 

sense of the definite article, rjya king, nsbta or uoba the king. 

2. Paragogic nr is sometimes appended to nouns, par¬ 

ticularly in poetry, for the purpose of softening the termina¬ 

tion without affecting the sense, § 61. 6. 

Nouns with Suffixes. 

§ 220. The pronominal suffixes, whose forms are given 

§ 72, are appended to nouns in the sense of possessive pro¬ 

nouns, "P hand, “H? my hand, etc. They suffer, in conse¬ 

quence, the following changes, viz : 
1. Of the suffixes, which begin with a consonant, ^, M, 

*}5 of the second person are connected with nouns in the sin¬ 

gular by a vocal Sh’va, 13 of the first person plural and ^ 

of the second fern, singular by Tsere, and in, n, a, “f of 

the third person by Kamets; in, is invariably contracted to 

i, rarely written *T, §62.1, and PT to PT, §101. 2. 

a. There is one example of a noun in the construct before the full form 

of the pronoun, ''ey her days Nah. 2:9. t 
b. First person: *13 is in a few instances preceded by Kamets, isnsnia 

Ruth 3 :2. >i3«*'p Job 22:20. 

Second person. The final vowel of ^ is occasionally expressed by the 

vowel letter n, ns-n Ex. 13 :16, rossa Jer. 29:25. In pause the Sh’va 

before ^ becomes Seghol, § 65, Gen. 33:5, • Ps. 139:5, or 

Kamets may be inserted as a connecting vowel, particularly after nouns 

In S\, whereupon the final Kamets is dropped to prevent the recurrence 

of like sounds, Tph Ps. 53:6. In the feminine the connecting vowel e 

is rarely written **', rpntobta Ezek. 5:12; A, which belongs to the full 

form of the pronoun, §71. a (2), is sometimes added to the suffix, 

Jer. 11:15, -sqina Ps. 116:19, *'3*'tT3 2 Kin. 4:7 K’thibh, where the K’ri 

has 7pii?2 , Sometimes the distinction of gender is neglected in the plural 

and cs is used in place of the feminine *3, Gen. 31 :9, DD31X, 

Jer. 9:19; ttr is sometimes added to the feminine suffix as to the 

full pronoun, njippt Ezek. 23:49. 
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Third person. The connecting vowel before *lft and ft is occasionally 

e, Gen. 1:12, sifti;?b-<s Judg. 9:24, Nah. 1:13, ^ftmx Job 

25: 3,"so Wisn from Sft and «insno from and frequently with nouns in 

rs , wsia and ftsns from ftstm *lftftb from ftft®, warns, ^ftsp; e does 

not occur before the plural D unless it is represented by the vowel-letter 

1 oTiin^ta 2 Chron. 34:5 K’thibh, where the K’ri has cninat^a ; it is 

once found in the fern, plural ft3inp Gen. 41:21. The form ft' in the 

rnasc. sing, is commonly reckoned an archaism, ft’bft^t Gen. 12:8, ft*rn2 

Ps. 42:9. ft$2> Jer. 2:21. so several times in the K’thibh ft“ft3?, ftniO Gen. 

49:11, nnsoan Ex. 22:4, ftnxiC3 Ex. 22:26, ft=E3 Lev. 23:13, ftttfcttj 

2 Kin. 9:25, nnxizn Ezek. 48:18, where the K’ri in each instance sub¬ 

stitutes i. In a few instances the consonant is rejected from the femi¬ 

nine, ft being retained simply as a vowel-letter; where this occurs it is 

commonly indicated in modern editions of the Bible by Raphe, ft^'tU Lev. 

13:4. ftxpn Num. 15:28, or by a Masoretic note in the margin, ftr:rx 

Isa. 23:17. 18 for nhnx; once X is substituted for ft, sdb Ezek. 36:5. 

The longer forms of’the plural suffixes eft, *,ft are rarely affixed to nouns 

in the singular, ‘jft'neb Gen. 21:28, Ezek. 13:17, “ftrsieiD Ezek. 

16:53, or with the connecting vowel Kamets, Cft^s 2 Sam. 23:6, or with 

ft appended, 1 Kin. 7:37, ftiftein Ezek. 16:53. The vowel ftT is 

also sometimes added to the briefer form ol the fern, plural, ftj'neb Gen. 

21:29, ft:|3 Gen. 42:36. The distinction of gender is sometimes ne¬ 

glected in" the plural, O or Eft being used for the feminine, ej>3 Cant. 

4:2, 6:6 for $3, Eft^ Job 1:14 for Ift^. 
c. The nouns EX "father, ftx brother, ftQ mouth take the ending \ be¬ 

fore suffixes, as they do likewise in the construct state, rpEX, ce^EX.; "h of 

the first person coalesces with this vowel, *EX, "Tix, “lB and ^ft ol the 

third person, commonly becomes 1 §62. 2, vbx, *PftX, VS more frequent 

than WEX, iirrftX, *imib. In ?ia Zeph. 2:9 the vowel-letter -1 of the 

first person suffix is dropped after the final ol the noun. 

2. The masculine plural termination D\ and the dual 

D?_ are changed to before suffixes as in the construct state; 

the same vowel is likewise inserted as a connective between 

suffixes and feminine plural nouns, §214. 2. b. This \. re¬ 

mains unchanged before the plural suffixes ; but before ^ the 

second rnasc. singular and n third fern, singular it becomes 

\., and before the remaining suffixes the diphthongal vowel 

is resolved into \ , which combined with \ the first singulai 

forms , with the second feminine , and with the 

third masculine , §62.2. 

a. Iu a very few instances suffixes are appended to feminine P^ira^s 
without the vowel \ or its modifications, “'rbft.ft 2 Kin. 6:8 for ”’I72rd’ 

•vns Ps. 132:12 for 'DeuC. 28:59 for ^nsa, qft^ft? EzeK' 
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§■' 
k. 

1 

if' 

16:52 for “'n'rnN; dnidi* and dsy'nias, drhix Ps. 74:4, dhxisn , dniddn, 

rnndTd, cr’dJSd. On the other hand, suffixes proper to plural nouns are 

occasionally appended to ieminine nouns in the singular, perhaps to indi¬ 

cate that they are used in a plural or collective sense, ‘PntJdn Lev. 5: 24, 
Ps. 9:15, sprisjato Ezek. 35:11, Isa. 47:13." ' 

b. The vowel-letter ■> is not infrequently omitted after plural and dual 

nouns, qd-vn Ex. 33:13 for q-anp, crrr Ps. 134:2 for dd-H?, l-no Ex. 

32:19 K’thibh (K’ri vnjd), lias 1 Sam. 18:22 K’thibh (K’ri l^nas?), 
ch^'a Gen. 10:5 for dfy^ia, *(nnbrt Gen. 4:4 for -rynbn. 

c. Second person. 1 he vowel remains unchanged before the fern, 

sing. “ in Eccl. 10: 17 and with M appended : fiddxbd Nah. 2: 14. 

Sometimes, as in the full pronoun, \ is appended to the fern. sing, suffix 

and nr to the plural, Ps. 103:3, ver. 4, nsa^ninds 
Ezek. 13:20. " ’!'T' T ’ " * ! * 

Third person. The uncontracted form of the masc. sing, ^n11 occurs 

in sn-^Taa Nah. 2:4 for vn-iai!, sm-ri Hab. 3:10, sirred Job "24:23; 

ehu =■ aihn by transposition of the vowels becomes anhi — ohi "'ini which 

is found once "’inib!ra^n Ps. 116: 12, and is the ordinary form of this suffix 

in Chaldee. The final a of the fern. sing, is once represented by >5, 

Ezek. 41: 15. In a few instances ry is appended to the plural 

of either gender, rnarnba Ezek. 40:16, Pin^njna Ezek. 1:11, and *i to 

the abbreviated masc. d, idvfbx Deut. 32:'37, te^nat ver. 38. “bred Job 
27:23. “idn3Q Ps. 11:7. 

3. The suffixes thus modified are as follows, viz. : 

Appended to SINGULAR. 

1C. 2 m. 2/. 3 m. 3/. 

\ 5. }.. i' n Sing. Nouns 

Dual and ) „ 
Plur. Nouns f T- V- 0 \ 

PLURAL. 

1 e. 2 7i\ 2 f. 3 m. 

« D2 p D 
99 v : 1 v : r 

tr rr d»t 

3/ 

7 

it i 

§221. Certain changes likewise take place in nouns re¬ 

ceiving suffixes, which arise from the disposition to shorten 

words, which are increased at the end, § 66. 1. These are 
as follows, viz. : 

1. The grave suffixes, §72, CD, fa, an, ^ shorten the 

iiouns, to which they are attached, to the greatest possible 

extent. Before them, therefore, nouns of both genders and 

all numbers take the form of the construct, Dab heart, abnnb 

your heart, 'jnDDb their hearts ; nsto Up du. awiato pi, 
a^nirsiD their lips. 

a. d'n Wood becomes dzr’n and T5" hand dbkT-'. 
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2. Feminine nouns, both singular and plural, take the 

construct form before the light suffixes likewise, with the ex¬ 

ception that in the singular the ending n_ becomes ry in 

consequence of the change from a mixed to a simple syllable, 

§ 59, rifis lip, ins® Ids lip, finsiD their lip, pirate thy lips, 

‘Plnirsto his lips. 

a. If the construct has a Segholate form it will experience the change 

indicated in 5, nBtL'tsa const, ni&att suf. . If two consonants 

have coalesced in the final letter, it will receive Daghesh-forte agreeably 

to 6, ira from ra, i Piatt from nait, ;“rrna 1 Sam. 16:15 from the fem. 

of n?3a , § 205. 6. 

h. In a few exceptional instances the absolute form is preserved before 

suffixes, "’fibaa Isa. 26:19 from nB33 but f(nb33, in'?33; “'hs*1 Cant. 2:10 

from nsi const, rs1’; so , Pnmii , rmm, aaippnb but const, 

n3?nd, comp, crpya const. ‘’sa. 

3. Masculine nouns, both singular and plural, on receiv¬ 

ing light suffixes take the form which they assume before the 

absolute plural termination, shb heart, my heart, 

thy heart, our hearts. 

a. Tsere in the ultimate is shortened to Hhirik or Seghol before , 

B3, ‘3, e. g. r|33, D3'c5*jjpa, Dibjsa, or with a guttural to Pattahh, Pjanst, 

tsbbxa, though with occasional exceptions, Isa> 22:21, pnyj 

1 Sam. 21:3, from . Before other suffixes it is rejected from 

some monosyllables, which retain it in the plural. iaui from Sty plur. 

niaizy 133 from *(£ plur. tria but , spa, *':nJ qs*i. ’ 

4. Dual nouns retain before light suffixes the form which 

they have before the absolute dual termination, my lips, 

our lips, ‘12T8 my ears, our ears; EPjp]? and 

trinp horns, vta]? and V’S?]? his horns. 

5. Segholate nouns in the dual and plural follow the 

preceding rules, but in the singular they assume before all 

suffixes, whether light or grave, their original monosyllabic 

form as before the feminine ending ry , §208, king, 
my king, cisb'a your king ; )fx ear, *,2T« my ear; in 

like manner fiJ53Y’ sucker, iripsi? his sucker. 

a. When the first radical has Hholem in the absolute, Hhateph-Kamets 

or Kamets-Hhatuph is sometimes given to the second radical before sub 
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fixes, iHsb and 1^2? 3 from ^>3?3. Tpop Hos. 13:14, with Daghesh-forte 
' T* IT . - i " , ' ■ • T |T 7 ° 8 

separative, iloj? Ezek. 26:9, “’lag 1 Kin. 12:10, ibop Isa. 9:3, lisp 

Jer. 4:7; "ipb garment has ■H52, inaa instead of ■'V32 , 1^3. 

b. Middle Yodh and Vav mostly quiesce in e and o before suffixes, fc'2”13J 

from ”2 eye, "'hia from Dip death; but n'*T3> Gen. 49:11 from "Pi? 

young ass, irpb Isa. 10:17 from nyb thorn, $15 Ezek. 18:26, 33:13 from 

Via' iniquity. 
c. Triliteral monosyllables sometimes shift their vowel from the second 

radical to the first, thus assuming the same form with Segholates, comp. 

§184. a. from , “rasb from cob, but *iizr)3 from bVs; ^Vs from 

;*#3 ; , obyiB, but ch*»p3 from’*nB ; rob, TpS’i? but 

Cpya'V lrom "’pb. By a like transposition 33333? Ezek. 36:8 is for 03533 

from 3)32. 

d. The noun “itrx blessedness, which only occurs in the plural con¬ 

struct and with suffixes, preserves before all suffixes the construct form, 

ypVm, i-nba not rt*nb:s, ritis . 
1 vs-7 t s ‘ ! v t ' r r 

6. Nouns in whose final letter two consonants have 

coalesced, or which double their final letter in the plural, 

§207. 2, receive Daghesh-forte likewise before suffixes, the 

vowel of the ultimate being modified accordingly, 'hy and 

M2 from T2 (root TT2), ddp\3 from ra (M), from 

■jinx (pi. n^ans). 

a. 33’bx lattice, Vips garden, 2r»bo refuge, which do not occur in the 

plural, take Daghesh-forte before suffixes; nsb has in the plural Ininafij 

but before suffixes inab, obnao?; *|3 (root ’jSS) base has *'S3, 123. 

b. In a very few instances a final liquid is repeated instead of being 

doubled by Daghesh, comp. §207. 2. a. "’“inn Jer. 17:3, ‘’V'lti Ps. 30:8, 

oV“in Gen. 14: 6 from ih; ilsVzs Job 40:22 and *$X from Vh:; Ti’nttb Ezek. 

16:4 and TjnniD Cant. 7:3. Once Daghesh-forte is resolved by the in¬ 

sertion of 3, !“P3T3?o Isa. 23:11 for TOB, §54. 3. 
* tv* V !T ▼ V \ IT 7 

7. Nouns ending in n. drop this vowel before suffixes 

as before the plural terminations, § 209.1, <"nU5 field *nto, 

, lrpx; nbpia cattle . 

a. The vowel e commonly remains as a connecting vowel before suf¬ 

fixes of the third person singular, §220. 1. b; and in a few instances the 

radical 1,5 is restored, giving to singular nouns the appearance of being 

plural, rribs? Isa. 22:11, ryriso Hos. 2:16, orypip Isa. 42:5, nib sheep 

becomes *Pb or in^b. 

§ 222. The following examples of nouns with suffixes 
will sufficiently illustrate the preceding rules : 



Paradigm of Nouns with Suffixes. 

SlHGULAE. 

heart ddb T ®* king T|bt queen nlb/d hand kT' 
T 

Const. nib nibn T 

Sing. 1 c. my a hnnb • r : 
u -Sba • 2 — 

a hhnb/n • r ; — 
44 

• T 

2 m. thy a rpnb 1 : jt ; 
u ipba u srobn f 2 IT 2 — 

44 
p: 

2/. thy u u tji'rn a ^nnbn 44 
P: 

3 m. his u innb T 2 
a iibn 44 ihnb-n T 2 ““ 

44 It 
T 

3/. her a ftinb T T 2 
a nib-j 

T J "** 
44 nhnbd tt; - 

44 XT 
TT 

Plur. 1 c. our u Einb " T ! 
u *i:ib*n 44 ^hsbn •• T 2 — 

44 
®*T 

2 m. your u dinnb u di|bn 44 dinsbn 44 dir 

2 f. your u u -isbd 44 -innbd 44 
i?’: 

3 m. their u dinb T T 2 
u dib*j 

t ; *” 
44 dhnbd T T 2 — 

a Err 
TT 

3 f. their u u 44 ■jnsbn a “■p 
ITT 

Plural. Dual. 

hearts d^ddb kings ETdb/J • T 2 • T 2 queens ftinb/J hands d—P 
« —T 

Const. ‘'idb *e 2 • 
■'ibd niibn "’T 

Sing. 1 c. my u -nnb 
— r i 

a hibd 
— T ; 

44 ^nidb/j 44 
—r 

2 m. thy u a brib'd I V T 2 
44 ^-hlnb'n 44 spp f VT 

2/. thy u Tpnnb u T|-ibd 44 ^irtobd 44 

3 m. his u rinb T T 2 
u ribn t r ; 

44 Ttvbbm T 2 — 
44 "PT 

T T 

3/. her u 
I | 

T V T 2 

a 
1 1 -rVU T *«* T 2 

44 irihi j?a 
tv ; — 

44 b»li»W iw 
§ r I 

T VT 

Plur. 1 c. our a !C^3b 
•* V 2 

u iirib/j 
•• T 2 

44 iirnirbn 44 *irr 
®*T 

2 m. your a di-nib u di-dbd 44 di-dirbn 44 drr 

2/. your u u -i“dbn 44 frninba 44 

3 m. their a drrnnb u dfrnbn 44 drrdinbn 44 drrr 
3 f. their a -rrnnb u ■jrr-bd 44 -n-sninbn 44 

254 
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f/;., Numerals. 

|, $ 223. 1. The Hebrew numerals (nspisn rvrbri) are of 
two kinds, cardinals and ordinals. The cardinals from one 

| to ten are as follows, viz.: 

Masculine. Feminine. 
Alsol. Constr Alsol. Constr. 

S' One im 
T V 

tlHtf nna 

Two trbb bb D;nb 

|; Three fibbir 
r : 

mr3Btz3 
V % 

bbuj 
T 

bbiz? 

If. }",:r t r ; — 

ft Five nfen T • nirbn 
*• •• 

ran 
•• T 

ir bn 

Six •7^13 
T • 

nbir 
• • 

iris' bis 

jfft Seven rrob 
r ; * 

rnir :*nb 

Eight rbbb 
r : 

rbbb ft ibis 
• » 

nibb 

Nine WVF\ r ; • niic n 
— : ® 

rbri risn 

Ten rnii$ 
T T “I 

nnir? ibb 

a. “ins is 
TV for “inx. §63. 1. a; the Seghol returns to Pattahh from 

iff,.; T V T - ' •> ' O- - - ~ --- 

which it has arisen, upon the shortening of the following Kamels in the 

construct and in the feminine, rnx for nnnx, §54. 2, but in pause rnx; 

“Jns? occurs in the absolute in Gen. 48 : 22, 2 Sam. 17:22, Isa. 27 M2, 

Ezek. 33 : 30, Zeeh. 11:7, and once "in Ezek. 33 : 30. The plural 

is also in use in the sense of one, Gen. 11:1, Ezek. 37 : 17, or some, Gen. 
27 : 41, 29 : 20. Comp. Span, linos. 

E^niE" is for f'nDili; for the Dagbesh in P see §22.5/ this is once 

omitted after Daghesh-forte, ‘’P.E5B Judg. 16:28. 

A dual form is given to some of the units to denote repetition, 

fourfold, E-prrd sevenfold. 

•"U'Bd occurs once with a paragogic syllable, Job 42: 13, and 
once with a suffix in the form EPSEd 2 Sam. 21:9 K’ri. 

2. In all the Semitic languages the cardinals from three 

to ten are in form of the singular number, and have a femi¬ 

nine termination when joined to masculine nouns, but omit 

it when joined to feminine nouns. The explanation of this 
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curious phenomenon appears to be that they are properly col¬ 

lective nouns like triad, decad, and as such of the feminine 

gender. With masculine nouns they appear in their primary 

form, with feminine nouns, for the sake of distinction, they 

undergo a change of termination. 

a. An analogous anomaly meets us in this same class of words in Indo- 

European tongues. The Sanskrit cardinals from five to ten, though they 

agree in case with the nouns to which they belong, are in form of the 

neuter gender and in the nominative, accusative and vocative they are of 

the singular number. In Greek and Latin they are not declined. 

§224. The cardinals from eleven to nineteen are formed 

by combining ?&’? or rfttap modifications of the numeral 

ten with the several units, those which end in preserving 

the absolute form and the remainder the construct. Thus, 

Masculine. Feminine. 

rnir? 
Eleven \ dT i * j » 

V T T 
Till’? rnir? “TO? 

( nib? trira rnir? Error 
Twelve J T T i • 

*nr } ^ib? rnir? 

Thirteen ^ib? 
1* T 

nibbib 
r ; 

rnir? t3'u3 

Fourteen ib? 
t r 

n?sm 
t t ; — 

rnir? ?bn& 

Fifteen 
T T 

rrfen rnir? irin 

Sixteen nib? 
T T 

nteiz? 
T • 

rnir? IE w 

Seventeen nib? 
t r 

n?nid 
T • 9 

rnir? riib 

Eighteen ?ib? 
T T 

nbbib 
r ; rnir? 

Nineteen nib? n?‘in rnir? ?irn 

a. The origin of , the alternate of “shx in the number eleven, is 

obscure. R. Jona thinks it to be an abbreviation for “it*S' ■’Alii li* next to 
XT I “ | . 

twelve. Comp. Lat. imdeviginti, nineteen. Kimchi derives it from riBS 

to think, ten being reckoned upon the fingers, and eleven the first number 
which is mentally conceived beyond. 

rgirn fifteen occurs Judg. 8: 10, 2 Sam. 19: 18, and "1&3J 
eighteen Judg. 20 : 25. 

§225. 1. The tens are formed by adding the masculine 
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plural termination to the units, D*nto£ twenty being, however, 

derived not from two but from ten *1©? . 

Twenty cnir2 
• i V 

Sixty 

Thirty Seventy 
m * » 

Forty 
• t : — 

Eighty D-’ilaw 
* ; 

Fifty D'fen Ninety trWn * ; • 

a. These numbers have no distinct form for the feminine, and are used 

I: indifferently with nouns of either gender, nh'tos* Ex. 18: 21, 25, Deut. 1:15 

means not twenty but tens. 

2. The units are added to the tens by means of the con- 

| junction 1 and; the order of precedence is not invariable, 

though it has been remarked that the earliest writers of the 

Old Testament commonly place the units first, e. g. tPfi© 

two and sixty Gen. 5:18, while the latest writers as 

commonly place the tens first, D?5©*i tmh sixty and two 

Dan. 9:25. 

8§ § 226. Numerals of a higher grade are nira one hundred, 

one thousand, nirn, iin or tfiin ten thousand. These 

are duplicated by affixing the dual termination two 

hundred, two thousand, Danism or miin ‘©j© twenty 

thousand. Higher multiples are formed by prefixing the 

appropriate units nik© ©b© three hundred, ©"’sba n©5© 

three thousand, tTifcO-l ©fc sixty thousand, D“©b^ jqbk one 

million. 

§227. 1. The ordinals are formed by adding \ to the 

corresponding cardinals, the same vowel being likewise in¬ 

serted in several instances before the final consonant; ‘jiirin 

first is derived from .©in head. 

First Sixth ^123 
m * 

Second "TO Seventh 
* » ; 

Third Eighth 
* # * 

Fourth Ninth 

Fifth or *1sdn Tenth ■’Vic? 
17 
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The feminine commonly ends in mt, occasionally in T\> 

a. There are two examples of the orthography Josh. 21:10. 

Job 15 : 7, and one of Job 8 : 8, in all of which the K’ri restores the 
customary form. 

2. There are no distinct forms for ordinals above ten, 

the cardinal numbers being used instead. 

3. Fractional numbers are expressed by the feminine 

ordinals, rnfeiVuj one third, rniPin one fourth, etc., and by 

the following additional terms, one half, ETJ and Sqn one 

quarter, ©'art one fifth, ‘ji'Vt&y one tenth. 

Prefixed Particles. 

§228. The remaining parts of speech are indeclinable, 

and may be comprehended under the general name of par¬ 

ticles. These may be divided into 

1. Prefixed particles, which are only found in combina¬ 

tion with a following word, viz. the article, He interrogative, 

the inseparable prepositions, and Yav conjunctive. 

2. Those particles, which are written as separate words, 

and which comprise the great majority of adverbs, preposi¬ 

tions, conjunctions, and interjections. 

a. No word in Hebrew has less than two letters; all particles of one 

letter are consequently prefixes. There is one example of two prefixes 

combined constituting a word bn Deut. 32 : 6, though editions vary. 

The Article. 

§229. 1. The Definite Article **n) consists of 

•"* with Pattahh followed by Daghesh-forte in the first letter 

of the word to which it is prefixed, a king, the 
king. 

©IS 

a. As the Arabic article Jf is in certain cases followed by a lib® 

doubling of the initial letter, some have imagined that the original form ol 
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the Hebrew article was and that the Daghesh-forte has arisen from 

the assimilation of h and its contraction with the succeeding letter. Since, 

however, there is no trace of such a form, it seems better to acquiesce in 

the old opinion, which has in its favour the analogy of other languages, 

that, the article is related to the personal pronoun WH, whose principal 

consonant it retains, and that the following Daghesh is conservative, §24. 3; 

"comp, the demonstrative particle xn and xn behold! In ST’in Jer. 29:23 

K’thibh (if read the article may perhaps be found in an unabridged 

form; the K’ri has “Vi*!"]. The Arabic article is supposed to be found in 

the proper name “niabx Gen. 10: 26, hail, the equivalent of 

and possibly in E^pSX Prov. 30:31. 

b. There is, properly speaking, no indefinite article in Hebrew, al¬ 

though the numeral “IHX one is so employed in a few instances, as X^is 

ins a prophet 1 Kin. 20: 13. 

2. If tlie first letter of the word have Sh’va, Daghesh- 

forte may be omitted except from the aspirates, §25, 

but nbnnn, roron. 

3. Before gutturals, which cannot receive Daghesh-forte, 

. 4, Pattahh is lengthened to Kamets; the short vowel 

Pattahh is, however, commonly retained before tt and n, and 

sometimes before ?, the syllable being converted into an inter¬ 

mediate, §20. 2. a, instead of a simple one, sn^ri, pnrs, 

Gen. 15:11, but ifffinn, *nhn, Jer. 12:9. 

a. The article very rarely has Kamets before tt, "’nrj Gen. 6:19, 

Isa. 17 : 8 ; in a very few instances initial X quiesces in the vowel 

of the article, ClDSpxin Nam. 11 :4. 

4. Before n with Kamets or Hhateph-Kamets, Pattahh 

is changed to Seghol: before or 2? with Kamets, it is 

likewise changed to Seghol if it stands in the second syllable 

before the accent, and consequently receives the secondary 

accent Methegh, srtn, ninn, D^ihnn, ffnnn, trn^Q. 

а. This change very rarely occurs before X, '"'!TOxq Mic. 2:7. When 

O is followed by Karnets-Hhatuph. Pattahh remains rrazHO. 

б. The article does not usually affect the vowels of the word before 

which it stands; in "iti mountain and c$ people, however, -Pattahh is 

changed to Kamets to correspond with the vowel of the article -"irtil, csn, 
so yix earth but y“Xn . The plurals of bnx tent and tjffp holiness with¬ 

out the article are c'snk Gen. 25:27, Ex. 29:37, but with the 
* r * r ,T 
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n&p? pelican Isa. 34: 11, Zeph. 2 : 14, is pointed Lev. 11:18, Deut. 

14 ; 17 upon receiving the article. 

5. When preceded by the inseparable prepositions the 

letter n of the article is mostly rejected, and its vowel given 

to the preposition, §53. 3, 07b for Dyaffina, see §231. 5. 

He Interrogative. 
c 

§ 230. 1. The letter ri (nb'sjten an) may also be pre¬ 

fixed to words to indicate an interrogation; it is then pointed 

with Hhateph-Pattahh, tfb'sn shall we go? saTrabn is he not? 

2. Before a vowelless letter this becomes Pattahh, § 61.1, 

fib Tran Gen. 34: 31, Job 18:4, ‘nsfi Jer. 8 : 22. 

a. The new syllable thus formed is an intermediate one, §22, and the 

succeeding Sh’va remains vocal, as is shown by the absence of Daghesh- 

lene in such forms as Gen. 29:5. In order to render this still 

more evident recourse is frequently had to Daghesh-forte separative, 

§24. 5, libn Gen. 17:17, pnfMJXSP 18 :21, Methegh, §45. 2, b&aP Judg. 

9 : 2, nb'idrt] Job 38: 35, or compound Sh’va, § 16. 3. b. pb'nnp Gen. 27:38. 

b. He interrogative has Pattahh and Daghesh-forte in one instance 

before a letter with a vowel of its own, 3t3*<*P Lev. 10:19. 

3. Before gutturals it likewise usually becomes Pattahh, 

Ex. 2 : 7, tosh 2 Kin. 6 : 22, ‘wnn Jer. 2:11, P?n 

Hag. 1 :4. 

a. There are a few examples of He interrogative with Kamets be¬ 

fore X, Dr.XP Judg. 6 : 31, in^SKP Judg. 12 : 5, tnkP Neh. 6:11. 

4. Before gutturals with Kamets it is changed to Seghol, 

nban Ezek. 28 : 9, nh^nn Joel 1 : 2, nbnn Eccles. 2:19. 

Inseparable Prepositions. 

§ 231. 1. The prepositions 3 in, 3 according to, b to, are 

regularly prefixed with Sh’va, mfesns in the beginning, 

according to all, Orraxb to Abraham. 
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2. Before vowelless letters this Sh’va is changed to 

i Hhirik, for ?npa, bizjpb for bateb, nan3 for nana. 

3. Before gutturals with compound Sh’va it is changed 

to the corresponding short vowel, ‘nsa, bbab, ‘nns. 

a. Initial it quiesces in the following words after the inseparable pre¬ 

positions. §57. 2. (2) a, ynx master when connected with singular suffixes, 

Lord., Dpbx God, and also in the inf. const, "ibit to say after b, 

nahxa, rihits, fibimb, -'pxb, D^n'bxs for cpn'bxa the Seghol lengthened 

toTsere in the simple syliable, in'bxb' but tfibxb j' naxb but nait|. 

Before the divine name mm the inseparable prepositions are pointed as 

they would be before "'pit. or 0’'h'bx, whose vowels it receives, §47, m’mb 

Gen. 4: 3. mmb Ps. 68 : 21. 

b. In a very few instances it with Pattahh and with Hhirik give up 

their vowel to the preposition and become quiescent, mssO Isa. 10 : 13 for 

mists , Vnms Eceles. 2 : 13 for pirns . 

4. Before monosyllables and before dissyllables, accented 

upon the penult, these prepositions frequently receive a pre- 

tonic Kamets, § 64. 2, rate, . 

a. This regularly occurs with the Kal construct infinitive of‘S , “'S , S’Jt 

“ib and “’S verbs when preceded by b, e. g. nffisb, nrb, fiTib, 3“*b, 3"pb ; 

also with different forms of the demonstrative fit and with personal suf¬ 

fixes; and with monosyllabic or Segholate nouns when accompanied by 

disjunctive and especially pause accents. Before the pronoun Srb what 

they are commonly pointed n»a , nia?, H5ab‘ or followed by a guttural, 

nab. 
r v 

5. Before the article its ft is rejected and the vowel 

given to the preposition, for wro, f^b for , 

Q’nra for o*nnna. 

a. n not infrequently remains after 3, Gen. 39:11, more rarely 

after the other prepositions, cbnb 2 Chron. 10: 7. The initial n of the 

Hiphil and Niphal infinitives is occasionally rejected in like manner, 

rvasib Am. 8 : 4 for midrib, ib^aa Prov. 24:17 for ib’rsna. 

ffl 

K 

§ 232. The preposition To from, though used in its sep¬ 

arate form, may also be abbreviated to a prefix by the assim¬ 

ilation and contraction of its final Nun with the initial letter 

of the following word, which accordingly receives Daghesh- 

forte, for -ptb fa. Before ft Hhirik is commonly re- 
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tained in an intermediate syllable, but before other gutturals 

it is lengthened to Tsere, for pn , pn&ia, , dbft. 

a. )"0 is sometimes poetically lengthened to *1S«, and once has the 

form of a construct plural, “l2’2 Isa. 30 : 11. 

§ 233. These prepositions are combined with the pro¬ 

nominal suffixes in the following manner: 

Singular. 

i c. 4l 
* 

"d 
# 

di/bd 
• T 

'la, 'la.aaa # V ;# * • V • 

pjiia ^g 

2/ ^ Mt — Tjisd 

3 m. 13. ■s «-rias> 
T ; v 7 •* • 7 v* • 

s/. ni Pib‘ 
T 

rri/bd 
T T 

n-ird 
T V • 

Plural. 

i c. rh 
T T 

Eite 
v* 

rh°g 

2 m. ddd. 
V ▼ 

dhb 
V T 

d^d, nbi/dd dd’d 
v * 

2/ ]?? ——• 
i 

■d“d 

Sm. Da, CST3 
T V T 

iibb, dnb 
v 7 V V 

dtid, dhidd 
■ * i » * 

andd,d*Td 
• • ■ *• 

3/ |m? , fya. fb > VT 

\ # * * • 

■jnn 

a. The syllable in inserted between 3 and the suffixes, and which is 

in poetry sometimes added to 2, 2 and b without suffixes to convert them 

into independent words, ia2, 1723. iob, is commonly thought to be re¬ 

lated in its origin to the pronoun ma what, so that *,:i^3 would in strict¬ 

ness denote like what I am., i. e. like me. The preposition *f2, with the 

exception of some poetical forms, reduplicates itself before the light suf¬ 

fixes, *'25272 = ’■'273372. Comp, a similar reduplication of a short word, 

or *'» construct of Dpa water. 

Yay Conjunctive. 

§ 234. The conjunction and is expressed by 1 prefixed 

with Sh’va, tffcjril, *pfc«Yi. Before one of the labials 2, 'O, 
B, § 57. 2 (1), or before a vowelless letter Yav quiesces in 
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Shurek, 'pin, ly^n, ffdsn, Wanbu. Before a vowelless 

Yoclh it receives Hhirik, in wliicli the Yoclli quiesces, onjppi 3 

ifyn. Before a guttural with compound Sh’va it receives the 

corresponding short vowel, ‘’ban , Tifcn, *$T). Before mono¬ 

syllables and dissyllables accented on the penult it frequently 

receives a pretonic Kamets, nron, nb^i, 3ni. 

a. After Vav with Shurek. compound Sh’va is sometimes substi¬ 

tuted for simple Sh’va in order to indicate more distinctly its vocal 

character, :ntj Gen. 2:12, Ezek. 26:21, 1 Kin. 13:7, 

•>pbi£!| Jer. 22:20. 1 • t r;| 

b. Vav receives Hhirik before He followed by \ odh in the forms 
iprn, *rrn 2 plur. preterite and imperative of the verbs 

rvwj to be and rnn'to live; before the 2 masc. sing, imperative of the 

same verbs it has Seghol, nyvi, rrni for . 

c. fit quiesces after Vav conjunctive as after the inseparable preposi¬ 

tions, §231. 3. a. in ynx master when connected with singular suffixes, 

JLord and c^ibx God, Wj, ^ifiO , ^hbx;i, Witexi the Seghol 

being lengthened to Tsere ity the simple syllable. Hence also mh-'l 

when mrr has the vowels of *>rifit . A very few instances occur in which 

x with Pattahh and i with Hhirik give up their vowel to Vav conjunctive 

and become quiescent, “fetl Zech. 11:5 for nfcsfitl, nbb^} Jer. 25:36 

for rb?*1!. 

Separate Particles. 

AD VERBS. 

§ 235. 1. A few adverbs of negation, place and time, are 

commonly classed as primitive, although they are probably 

related to pronominal roots, as ^ and tfb not, there, 

then. 

a. It is natural to suspect that the pronominal root b, which gave rise 

to the near demonstrative bit, nbx these and to the prepositions indicative 

of nearness or approach, b to, bit unto, and which has a remote demon¬ 

strative force in Hitbih yonder, beyond, may also be the basis ol xb and bx 

the idea of remoteness taken absolutely forming a negation. The same 

idea, in a less absolute sense, may be traced in the conditional conjunction 

*lb if The pronoun Pit, of which probably ^ is originally only a modi¬ 

fication (comp, the relative use of W, §73. 1), is plainly connected with IX 

at that time and in that place* 
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2. Derivative adverbs are formed 

(1.) By affixing the terminations dT or d*, didtf and 

dbdx truly from “potf truth, nsn gratuitously from |n grace, 

rih‘P by day from nv day, dpi vara# from ph empty, DKTO 

suddenly from ?TO moment, dibbd the day before yesterday 

from dbd three. 

(2.) By abbreviation, as surely, only from Idi*. 

(3.) By composition, as 5TOd why ? from rid quid 

edoctus, nb^dbd from above from fa, b and ttbya. 

3. Besides those adverbs, which are such originally and 

properly, other parts of speech are sometimes used as ad¬ 

verbs. Thus 

(1.) Nouns, rbid mightily, exceedingly prop, might, d*DD 

around prop, circuit, TO again prop, repetition, C5& no more 

prop, cessation; with a preposition, “ibidd exceedingly, TOb 

apart prop, to separation, or a suffix ‘ftTO together prop, in its 

union. Compare the adverbial accusative and adverbial 

phrases of Greek and other languages. 

(2.) Absolute infinitives, which are really verbal nouns, 

well prop, recte faciendo, ninsi much, dibd quickly. 

(3.) Adjectives, particularly in the feminine, which is 

used as a neuter, did well, TO dan at first, rrod the second 

time, TOn and TO“i much, tototo in Jewish i. e. Hebrew, TOtnas 

in Aramaic, mi^bsp wonderfully. 

(4.) Pronouns, TO here, now prop, this place, this time, 

TOn hither prop, to these places, with a preposition TO thus 

prop, according to it, ]d so perhaps for “JTO according to these 

things, though others explain it as an adverbial use of the 

participle *}d right, true, TO here probably for id in this 

(place). 

§236. A few adverbs are capable of receiving pronom¬ 
inal suffixes, as ?n or nan behold, TO yet, ■»» where, to which 

may be added ‘j"5? there is not prop, non-existence and E? 
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there is prop, existence. As the idea of action or of exis¬ 

tence is suggested by them, they take the verbal suffixes, 
frequently with 3 epenthetic. Thus 

1. inin. First person *’337, “dsn and 7)27 • 737, 737 

and 737. Second person masc. 727 once 7237; D227, fem. 

7! *7 • Third person isn and Ti37; dsn. 

2. 7iy. First person *’27*15' and *niy; once with plur. 

Lam. 4:17 K’ri. Second person masc. £}7iy fem. . 
Third person masc. 7**py, d“riy fem. 73iiy. 

3. , Second person 72* . Third person i’h?, d*&$. 

4. px. First person ‘dptf. Second person masc. , 

D33*'^, fem. • Third person masc. 737$, D37$ and 
id*>37$ fem. 7s 3 7$ . 

5. tp. Second person 72P, ditth and . Third 

person i3S7. 

Prepositions. 

§237. 1. The simple prepositions in most common use, 

besides the inseparable prefixes, §231, are chiefly “ins 

behind, after, "btf to, unto, ba&$ beside, 7a$ with, pa between, 

*p6a without, 7ya through, 7bht except, psp on account of, 

bid or b%j against, 733 m presence of, 753 e# front of, 

before, 7? by upon, ay with, 777 under. Most of these 

appear to have been originally nouns ; and some of them are 

still used both as nouns and as prepositions. 

2. Other prepositions are compound, and consist of 

(1.) Two prepositions, as *nnxd from after, 7&d and ayd 

from with, byd from upon, nnnd from under, ‘Jdb from, 733b 
and ny;'b before, b7a"bx toward. 

(2.) A preposition and a noun 7ab and 7dbd besides 

from 75 separation, 75b before and *’3Bd, 7sbd from before 

from dds face, blia and 7*aya for the sake of, 77a by prop. 
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by the hand of, beyond, ) ^Vfrom beyond, in 

conjunction with, and a]5?“? on account of, P?, ’£3 

and ■’£“'2? according to prop, at the mouth of. 

(3.) A preposition and an infinitive, toward prop. 

to 7Yl6(lt* 
(4.) A preposition and an adverb, and 

without from ba not n? unto, b nsbrra beyond, '%* without 

§238. 1. The prepositions take suffixes in the same 

manner as singular nouns, e. g. beside me, » 

‘1725’, except "tns5 after, “^s? to, unto, upon and ntip) 

under, which before suffixes assume the form of nouns in the 

masculine plural, e. g. ,rm > ^ 5 T* between 
adopts sometimes a singular, sometimes a masculine plural, 

and sometimes a feminine plural form, e. g. ^and 

W3 , and . 
T ** * ** ** 

a. The plural form “<8nx occurs without suffixes more frequently than 

-ins ; ‘5S , “H?., “i]?2 also occur in poetry. 

b. nnrn in a very few instances takes a verbal suffix, "^PirN? 2 Sam. 

22:37, 40, 48; with the 3 masc. plur. suffix it is crnn oftener than 

Dnytnnn. 

2. The preposition ns with is to be distinguished from 

sni5 the sign of the definite object, which is prefixed to a pro¬ 

noun or definite noun, to indicate that it is the object ol an 

active verb. With pronominal suffixes the fs of the prepo¬ 

sition is doubled and its vowel shortened to Hhirik, thus 

Tis, , cirix; the sign of the accusative becomes 

before suffixes or before grave suffixes commonly jntf, thus, 

ini?, rarely cbnis?, tana rarely nnnii? and 

nnns<. 
a. Sometimes, particularly in the books of Kings, Jeremiah, and Eze¬ 

kiel, the preposition takes the form nr}iJt, . 

Conjunctions. 

§ 239. 1. In addition to the prefixed copulative ), § 234, 
the following are the simple conjunctions in most common 
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use, is or, t|» also, Qb? and *ib if tIes? and h3 that, because, 

If lest. 

2. Compound conjunctions are formed by combining 

(1.) Two conjunctions cx ^3 but, ^3 £]b? hoic much more 

prop, also that. 

(2.) The conjunction ^3 or “vei* with a preposition, as 

-rigaw nirjs: p?i?b in order that, ncs pA and n©« £e- 

"13 fi? until, ‘■*3 nnn because. 
a 8 

(3.) An adverb with a preposition or conjunction, 

before, *}3b or ]3"^? therefore, yh’5 unless from ^b «/■ «b 

g|c4 

Interjections. 
j|{. ; 

§ 240. The Hebrew interjections, like those of other lan¬ 

guages, are of two sorts, viz.: 
1. Natural sounds expressive of various emotions, as 

mr fin, fina ah! oh! nkn aha! “’in ho! woe! na, rnitf, 

bia$, ^2$ woe! n?ba alas! cn hush! 

2. Words originally belonging to other parts of speech, 

which by frequent use were converted into interjections, 

fi3fi come! prop, give, nib come! prop, go, Ft in behold! 

prop, a demonstrative adverb, fibers far be it! pray * 

from ^3 entreaty, now! I pray thee! 


